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Improving the Corrosion Resistance of Carbon Steel Cylindrical Pipe by Nano-Materials
Coating, Part -1.
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Abstract: Recent research has shown that the Nano coating materials play a vital role in improving performance of corrosion resistance in
hostile environment and enhancing the mechanical properties and reducing the dimension changes. Due to the superior capabilities of Nano
coating in many benefits which can be achieved, in addition to corrosion resistance, mechanical properties, make it smoother, stronger and
improves its adhesive properties. In this work, the effect of anti-corrosive nanomaterials (Cobalt and Zinc) coating on chemical corrosion
behavior and mechanical properties of carbon steel cylindrical pipe were studied in detail. The Nano-coating was done with different
thicknesses (300nm,600nm,900nm and 10 µm), then analyzed using ANSYS software technology (version .19).The results showed that there
is a strong relationship of corrosion improvement with improving mechanical properties, especially surface deformation resistance, elastic
strain and stresses reduction of the inner pipe surface which contains a pressurized corrosive fluid. The maximum improvement was with the
thickness of the cobalt coating (10 μm. The result of improvement in corrosion resistance of the cobalt-coated surface is approximately
(5.165%) compared to the uncoated surface, also, the results showed an improvement in mechanical resistance and corrosion resistance
because of deposition of cobalt particles better than zinc particles in all different thicknesses, with a maximum of about (66%) compared to
zinc. Therefore, can conclude that the improving corrosion resistance due to coating with nanomaterials is very promising.
KEYWORDS: MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, NANO, COATING, ZN, CO, AND CARBON STEEL, ANSYS-19.

List of Abbreviations: ALD: Atomic Laser Deposition, CVD: Chemical Vapor Deposition, ISO: International Organization for
Standardization, MWCNT: Multi-Wall Carbon Nanotubes, SEM: Scanning Electron Micrographs, SCC: Stress Corrosion Crack, Co: Cobalt,
Ni: Nickel, nm : nanometer, Zn : Zinc, µ: surface Roughness, E: Modulus of elasticity, ν: Poisson’s ratio, : Sigma (tensile stresses),P: Fluid
pressure

Background: A relationship formed between corrosion and the
degradation of metals' mechanical properties. The further corrosion
the metal undergoes, and both the tensile strength and fracture
strength of the metal are diminished by the corrosion .Corrosive
wear is also known as chemical wear or oxidation. Due to the
chemical and electrochemical interaction of the surface and the
environment, this form of wear can occur. In corrosive wear, the
fine corrosive products on the surface reflect the wear debris. As the
shaped layer is broken or removed by sliding and abrasion because
of corrosion, another layer starts to form, and the process of
removing a new corrosive layer formation repeated. The most
common corrosive media are water, seawater, oxygen, acids,
chemicals, atmospheric hydrogen sulfide and sulfur dioxide.
Corrosion can have a variety of negative effects on metal. When
metal structures suffer from corrosion, they become unsafe which
can lead to accidents, such as collapses. Even minor corrosion
requires repairs and maintenance [1]. Corrosive wear can be
minimize by selecting the right materials that will resist
environmental attack, by applying different coating methods. This
can Control the environment, and reducing operating temperatures
in order to lower the rate of chemical reaction. Researchers
distinguished by being a corrosive complex medium due to the high
salt content, dissolved organic substances, such as carbohydrates
and amino acids, and dissolved gasses such as (chiefly nitrogen,
oxygen, argon, and carbon dioxide). The presence of carbonates,
chloride and other component will inﬂuence seawater chemistry
significantly and lead to the formation of scale at the membranes
and in piping structures. This lead to severe corrosion of alloys,
especially carbon steel, and with high level of presence of dissolved
oxygen, corrosion will accelerate [2], as can be seen in figure (1)
shows an example of corrosion effect on bolts, valves, flanges,
piping, and pipe support.

Figure (1) Example of corrosion effect on bolts, valves flanges,
piping, and pipe support [2]
One of the most important problem of damage that contribute to
reduce both the static and cyclic strength of a performance of thinwalled structures that immersed in seawater such as pipelines is
corrosion problem. It is a process depend on a time, local
environment inside or near the pipeline and occur on the internal
and external surfaces in the pipe ,in the base material and contact
welding. As such, protection of metal equipment in a seawater
environment will give prime consideration [3].
Predicting the rate of corrosion of a steel structure in seawater is
one of the difficult tasks facing design and corrosion engineers. The
main parameters that effect on the rate are dissolved oxygen,
salinity, temperature, ph and Sulphur [4]. Protective coatings are
one of the most important methods used to reduce metal waste
caused by surface corrosion, which leads to extend the life of metal
equipment. Example of these coatings are chromized or aluminized
coatings [5]. Chromatid zinc deposits give a better protection
against corrosion compared to unprotected zinc that was corrodes
quickly in chloride medium [6]. In present work a more advanced
coating will be used which is a Nano-coating.
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research. Then a group of nanomaterial’s with corrosion-resistant
properties will be selected and simulated the effect of apply Nano
coating technology using ANSYS software on a thick-walled
cylindrical pipe that carries salty water under internal pressure,
using electrodeposition Nano coating method. After that will study
and analyze the results and compare the changes in corrosion
mechanical and wear properties before and after applying coating
by nanomaterials of different thickness.
The Geometric modeling of the study: One finite element model has
created. Thick walled cylindrical pipe coated with different Nano
thickness of Zinc and Cobalt materials separately, as in figures (2 to
5), which show the pipe specimen will analyze and coated during
this work. At the beginning, the CAD geometry built using space
claim in ANSYS with the given dimensions. Geometry transferred
into ANSYS mechanical and thin Nano layer defined on the inner
surface wall using surface coating from ANSYS.

Corrosion and Nanomaterial:
The field of nanomaterial have found one of the most promising
topics in different applications such as chemistry, engineering,
physics, biology that will change the direction of nanotechnology
advances in wide range of fields. The term “nanomaterials”
employed to describe of the creation and exploitation the materials
where at least one dimension in the range from approximately 1-100
nanometer. Due to their unique properties in nanoscale,
observations showed that nanomaterial’s are different from their
bulk moieties and cannot be studied as same as from their bulk
molecules [7]. The use of nanomaterials reduces the content of
costly and toxic elements in alloy components, which gives high
profitability in material cost, excellent performance, and enhances
the mechanical properties of the coating. Electrodeposition and solgel chemistry method are attractive techniques in Nano-coatings
applications, as it is cheaper and novel strategies [8]. Nano coatings
have significant potentials to resistance the corrosion performance
of surfaces compared to micro material coatings. Due to their fine
grain sizes, nanocrystal line structures are superior over
microstructures for corrosion resistance .where provide a better
filling ,a higher integrity of the coated surface and it also called for
the availability of chromium-toxic coating replacements . However,
the coating thickness and composition should optimize to avoid
decrease its protective characteristics towards corrosive and eroding
influences [9]. Corrosion induces changes in the composition of the
elements and decreases in grain size, contributing to the
deterioration of corroded materials' mechanical properties (yield
strength, ultimate strength, and failure strain). Applied stress
accelerates corrosion and the loss of ultimate strength and failure
strain of corroded materials exacerbated by its interaction with
corrosion [10]. The tribo-corrosion behavior does not depend on the
electrochemical environment only. There are other factors that play
it’s role in the corrosion process, such as design, equipment, and
operating conditions, these factors do not affect independently, but
depend on each other. Anti-corrosion nanomaterials and their
coatings play an important role in improving mechanical properties
such as ductility, high hardness, etc. in addition to surface
properties such as residual stresses, surface roughness and
distribution of particles on surface [11].

Figure (2) Front and ISO views of thick-walled cylindrical pipe
specimen with dimensions.
Where: L=0.25m Do=0.1143 m
Di=0.0971804 m

Mesh Details : Parts was converted to small elements in order to
use FEA methods for solving the problem, refinement of mesh was
done on the inner wall where the Nano coating is located in order to
get more accurate results, number of Nodes is 143620 and elements
is
71929.

Research Objectives: In present study the following main
objectives will achieved:
1. Study and analyze the improvement of corrosion
properties when using a Nano coating for carbon steel
cylindrical pipe subjected to sever corrosive environment
with relationship of mechanical properties improvement.
2. Selection nanomaterials that have shown better properties
for anticorrosion resistance especially in salty water.
3. Study and analyze the surface roughness before and after
deposition of nanomaterials of different thickness and
recommending the best one.
4.
Analyze the improvement of mechanical properties of
the study materials after coating by anticorrosion
nanomaterials and find a relationship between these
improvement and corrosion resistance.
Figure (3) Thick-walled cylindrical pipe with 4.5 mm on outer and
side faces and 3.5 mm on inner face elements size of mish.

Research Methodology:
A comprehensive review of the literature pertaining to Nano
materials and their applications in the field of corrosion has
undertaken in order to achieve the above objectives for this
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coating thick-walled cylindrical pipe with different Nano
thicknesses of Cobalt and Zinc separately.

Figure (4) Boundary Condition of thick-walled cylindrical pipe
specimen.

Figure (5) Total Deformation of Carbon steel (ASTM A53)
without coating.

Materials:
In the present work cobalt and zinc which are anticorrosion
nanomaterial’s will be used to apply coating on a thickcylindrical pipe made from carbon steel, the physical, chemical
and mechanical properties of the materials will be analysis before
and after coating by Nano-materials.

Carbon Steel:
Carbon steels defined as those containing iron, carbon, and
manganese. There are three type of carbon steel depend on the
amount of carbon content is low carbon, medium carbon, and
high carbon steel which contains 0.6–1.4% carbon [14]. It is the
most widely used engineering material for service in seawater
and many engineering applications in high temperature
conditions such as power plant, chemical treatment, mining,
mineral equipment Processing and other industrial fields, it offers
many advantages of low price, easy availability, ease of
fabrication, and a satisfactory rate of corrosion [15]. Carbon steel
piping and tubing because of their minimal resistance to
corrosion there are limits on their operating time [16].

Figure (6) Total Deformation of Carbon steel (ASTM A53) with
300 Nanometers of Cobalt.

Zinc:
Zinc is the fourth most used engineering metal in the world, a
bluish-white metal, and one of the main uses for zinc is steel
coating to protect against corrosion in the presence of an
electrolyte such as moist soils or seawater.
Cobalt: Cobalt is one of the rare elements in the Earth's crust of
about 0.100%, usually distributed in conjunction with nickel,
lead, silver, iron, etc. It is a white, hard-bluish, ferromagnetic
metal, relatively unreactive and slowly dissolves in mineral acids
without union with hydrogen or nitrogen [12]. Cobalt is now
widely used in the production of alloy steel, which is the base
metal in most of them. Cobalt alloys distinguished by being
strength, high melting point, and high resistance to oxidation
[13].
Results and discussions: Mechanical properties including
the principle stresses, deformations, linear stress resistance and
the consequence on corrosion resistance were studied for carbon
steel [ASTM A53 (ASME SA53)] thick walled cylindrical pipe,
the pipe is coated with different Nano thicknesses of Cobalt (Co)
and Zinc (Zn) with different thicknesses. The study was
conducted and running through surface coating technique using
ANSYS Software, Product Release 19.2. Uniformly distributed
pressure (4 bars) applied on the inner walls of the pipe this is the
same. Initially the boundary conditions were applied before
coating the pipe and then the same conditions applied after the
pipe coated by Cobalt or Zinc at different thicknesses (300nm,
600nm, 900nm and 10 µm), then the mechanical properties on
the pipe were measured.
a) Total Deformation: Deformation in X,Y, and Z
directions was measured using total deformation resulted due to
applying uniformly distributed internal pressure, figures (14) and
table (1) show the values of the total deformation before and after

Figure (7) Total Deformation of Carbon steel (ASTM A53) with
300 Nanometers of Zinc.
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Figure (8) Total Deformation of Carbon steel (ASTM A53) with
600 Nanometers of Cobalt.

Figure (12) Total Deformation of Carbon steel (ASTM A53) with
10 Microns of Cobalt.
Figure (9) Total Deformation of Carbon steel (ASTM A53) with
600 Nanometers of Zinc.

Figure (13) Total Deformation of Carbon steel (ASTM A53) with
10 Microns of Zinc.

Figure (10) Total Deformation of Carbon steel (ASTM A53) with
900 Nanometers of Cobalt.

Figure (11) Total Deformation of Carbon steel (ASTM A53) with
900 Nanometers of Zinc.
Table (1) Percentage change in maximum values of total deformation (∆) and corrosion resistance at different thicknesses.
Cobalt (Co)
Zinc (Zn)
Coating
Absolute Value of
improvement
Corrosion
Absolute Value of
improvement
Corrosion
Thickness
∆ (m)
%
Resistance %
∆ (m)
%
Resistance%
0.0 nm
5.5994446E-07
0
0
5.5994446E-07
0
0
300 nm
5.5992025E-07
0.004323643
0.658
5.5993402E-07
0.001864471
0.432
600 nm
5.5989676E-07
0.008518702
0.923
5.5992394E-07
0.003664649
0.605
900 nm
5.5987371E-07
0.012635182
1.124
5.5991428E-07
0.00538982
0.734
10 µm
5.5916712E-07
0.138824483
3.726
5.5960190E-07
0.061177496
2.473
Improvement percentage = | (original value-new value)/(original value)| ∗ 100%Original value: value before coating.New value:
value after coating.
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d) Equivalent Stress σe :
Equivalent stress (Von misses stress) usually utilized in design
because it is able to represent any three-dimensional stress state
as a single positive stress value Equivalent Stress represented as
results of applying uniformly distributed internal pressure, figure
(19) and table (2) show the values of improvement equivalent
stress after coating with different Nano thicknesses of cobalt and
zinc separately. It can notice that maximum value of stresses are
located at the inner surface of the pipe and it is gradually
decrease through thickness to outer surface, which have
minimum values of stresses.

1-Normal Stress σ L (longitudinal stress): Normal
stress (Z-axis) direction is represented as results from applying
uniformly distributed internal pressure along the longitudinal
axis; figures (15-18) show the values of normal stress (Z-axis)
after coating with different Nano thicknesses of Cobalt and Zinc
separately on thick-walled cylindrical pipe.

Figure (14) Comparison of maximum total deformation values
(mm) at different thicknesses (m) for Cobalt and Zinc

b) Normal Elastic Strain: Normal elastic strain is the line
segment elongation or contraction resulted from normal stress
perpendicular to the face of an element and is equal to change on
length over the original length.
1, Normal Elastic Strain ꜪL (longitudinal Strain)

Figure (17) Comparison of maximum normal stress σL (Z-axis)
values at different thicknesses (m) for Cobalt and Zinc.

2. Normal Stress σh (hoop stress)
Hoop stress is the stress on a cylindrical pipe wall that works in a
plane perpendicular to the pipe's longitudinal axis. Normal stress
(X-axis) direction represented as results of applying uniformly
distributed internal pressure; figure (15-17) and table (2) show
the values of normal stress (X-axis) that improved after coatings.

Figure (15) Comparison of maximum normal elastic strain (Zaxis) values at different thicknesses (m) for Cobalt and Zinc.
2. Normal Elastic Strain (hoop strain)

Figure (16) Comparison of maximum normal elastic strain (Xaxis) values at different thicknesses (m) for Cobalt and Zinc.

Figure (18) Comparison of maximum normal σh stress (X-axis)
values at different thicknesses (m) for Cobalt and Zinc.

c) Normal Stress σ: A normal stress occurs when a part
loaded by an axial force and hence tension or compression
stresses are resulted. The value of the normal force represent by
force divided by the cross sectional area.

9
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shear stress (XY plane) after coating with different Nano
thicknesses of cobalt and zinc separately.

Figure (19) Comparison of maximum equivalent stress σe
values at different thicknesses (m) for Cobalt and Zinc.
e) Shear Stress τ :
Shear stress is the stress caused by two equal and opposite forces
in a body, which work tangentially across the resistant portion
[17].
1. Shear Stress in XY plane: Shear stress in XY plane is
represented as a results of applying uniformly distributed internal
pressure, figure (20) and table (2) show the values of maximum

Figure (20) Comparison of maximum shear stress (XY plane)
values at different thicknesses (m) for Cobalt and Zinc.

Table (2) Summary of improvement percentage with different coating thicknesses and materials
Improvement of Cobalt (Co) %

Improvement of Zinc (Zn) %

Coating thickness
Total deformation
Normal Elastic Strain X axis

300 nm
0.0043
0.0042

600 nm
0.0085
0.0085

900 nm
0.0126
0.0128

10 µm
0.1388
0.1423

300 nm
0.0018
0.0018

600 nm
0.0036
0.0037

900 nm
0.0053
0.0056

10 µm
0.0611
0.0623

Normal Elastic Strain Z axis

0.0436

0.0872

0.1307

1.4330

0.0192

0.0384

0.0576

0.6367

Normal Stress X axis
Normal Stress Z axis
Equivalent Stress
Shear Stress XY plane
Shear Stress XZ plane
Average Corrosion Resistance

0.0048
0.0042
0.0041
0.0042
0.0224
0.846

0.0096
0.0085
0.0085
0.0085
0.0439
1.255

0.0144
0.0128
0.0128
0.0128
0.0655
1.548

0.1453
0.1424
0.1431
0.1423
0.7148
5.165

0.0021
0.0018
0.0018
0.0018
0.0103
0.558

0.0042
0.0037
0.0037
0.0037
0.0197
0.786

0.0063
0.0056
0.0056
0.0056
0.0292
0.959

0.0663
0.0624
0.0627
0.0623
0.3158
3.406

Figure (21)Average Corrosion Resistance Improvement with different Nano coating thicknesses of cobalt and zinc.
Table (2) shows a summary of improvement percentage of all
deformations and stresses results with different coating
thicknesses and coating materials, in addition to the rates of
improvement in corrosion resistance is tabulated too. The
maximum value of improvement in mechanical properties for all
the studied cases is about 0.71% when coated with 10 µm of
Nano Cobalt material, while, the improvement in corrosion

resistance is about 5.2% . In other hand, the corresponding
improvement for Zinc coating is 0.31% and for corrosion is
3.4%. In addition, the results showed that for the normal elastic
Strain Z-axis and shear stress-XZ plane with the values of 1.4330
% and 0.7148 % respectively, when using cobalt coating. The
rate of corrosion resistance, the maximum value was (5.165%) of
cobalt as shown in the above figure (21).
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pipeline in the power station. Engineering Failure Analysis, 34,
300–307.
[6] Al-Juboori, S., Albtoosh, M., 2019. Improving the
Mechanical Properties of Conventional Materials by Nanocoating, part 1. V International Scientific Conference of Material
Science „No equilibrium Phase Transformations”, Varna,
Bulgaria.
[7] Beyene, F. (2016). A Review on Nano coating of Metallic
Structures to Improve Hardness and Maintaining Toughness. Imanager’s Journal on Material Science, 4(1), 32-40.
[8] Ferreira, M. Zheludkevich, M. & Tedim, J. (2011). Advanced
protective coatings for aeronautical applications. Nano coatings
and Ultra-Thin Films, 235–279.
[9] Jose, R., Sakho, E. hadji M., Parani, S., Thomas, S.,
Oluwafemi, O. S., & Wu, J. (2019). Introduction to
nanomaterials: synthesis and applications. Nanomaterials for
Solar Cell Applications, 75–95.
[11] HEARN, E. (1997). THICK CYLINDERS. Mechanics of
Materials 1, 215–253.
[12] Gao, Y., Ward, L., Fan, L., Li, H., & Liu, Z. (2019). A study
of the use of polyaspartic acid derivative composite for the
corrosion inhibition of carbon steel in a seawater environment.
Journal of Molecular Liquids, 111634.
[13] Khodair, Z. Khadom, A. & Jasim, H. (2018). Corrosion
protection of mild steel in different aqueous media via
epoxy/nanomaterial coating: preparation, characterization and
mathematical views. Journal of Materials Research and
Technology.
[14] Païdoussis, M. (2016). Cylindrical Shells Containing or
Immersed in Flow. Fluid-Structure Interactions, 1–141.
[15] Resali, N. Hyie, K. Berhan, M. Salleh, Z., & Kasolang, S.
(2013). Cobalt-nickel-iron Nanoparticles Coated on Stainless
Steel Substrate. Procedia Engineering, 68, 30–36.
[16] Solatani, H., Tavoosi, M., & Loghman-Estarki, M. R.
(2019). Fe-Ni composite coatings reinforced with SiC
nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes: corrosion and tribological
performance. Materials Research Express.
[17] Qu, Z., Wang, L., Tang, H., Ye, H., & Li, M. (2019). Effect
of Nano-SnS and Nano-MoS2 on the Corrosion Protection
Performance of the Polyvinylbutyral and Zinc-Rich
Polyvinylbutyral Coatings. Nanomaterials, 9(7), 956.

Conclusions:
From the analysis of the above results discussion, the following
main points can concluded:
 The Carbon steel (ASTM A53) thick walled cylindrical
pipe was successfully coated theoretically with
anticorrosion Nano particles of Cobalt and Zinc using
ANSYS software (version .19 with different Nano
thicknesses of 300nm, 600nm, 900nm and 10 µm
separately.
 The highest improvement in resistance of deformation
is (0.1388 %) and corrosion resistance is (3.726%)
when coated with 10 µm of cobalt, while the minimum
improvement is (0.0018 %) when coated with 300 nm
of zinc. In addition, cobalt found to improve the
deformation resistance by (44.0 %) and corrosion
resistance by (66.3%) more than zinc.
 The maximum improvement in resistance for both
longitudinal strain and hoop strain was (1.433%) and
(0.1423%) respectively when coated with 10 µm of
cobalt. While the lowest value is (0.0018%) at 300 nm
of zinc, that made cobalt outperform with zinc by a
percentage of improvement (44.4%). Which
accompanied by an improvement in the corrosion
property by (11.971%), while zinc gave a good rate of
improvement (7.979%).
 In both normal stresses (longitudinal stress and hoop
stress) 10 µm of cobalt gave better improvement than
zinc with values (0.1453%) and (0.1424%)
respectively.
 Comparing to all other coatings thicknesses, 10 µm of
cobalt has the highest percentage of change in reducing
the equivalent stress (0.1535%).
 In shear stress 10 µm of cobalt make a highest
percentage of improvement in decreasing both shear
stress in (XY plane) and ( XZ plane) with values
(0.1423%) and (0.7149%) respectively compared to all
other coatings, with rate of resistance to corrosion of
(8.455%).
 The thick-walled cobalt-coated cylindrical pipe showed
the largest percentage of improvement about (66 %)
more in comparison with Zinc at 10 µm thickness of
coating.
 Cobalt and zinc are anti-corrosion Nano materials can
help to protect and improve corrosive wear resistance,
as well as rising a surface's thickness. So, the Nanocoating will be a promising solution to corrosion
problems.
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Innovative self-compacting fiber-reinforced concrete with compensated shrinkage for
machinery steel anchors grouting
Valeriy Naidenov
Institute of Mechanics,
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria
valna53@mail.bg
Abstract: The technical design of ETEM factory (Sofia) requires the specialized conveyor stretching machine to be monolithic fitted by using
of system of steel anchor rods with a diameter of 30 and 40 mm and different lengths (600 -700 mm), which have to be grouted in pre-left
holes with a diameter of about 150 mm in steel-reinforced concrete foundation slab.
The technically determined anchoring depth determines the total thickness of the anchor layer within 700 -800 mm, reaching the "lower edge
of the steel support plate". The company's produced grouting compositions generally have significant limitations in terms of the maximum
allowable thickness of a single layer - usually up to 30-40 mm, which implies multi-stroke implementation to fill the entire anchoring depth.
Given the above, and mainly, taking into account the conditions of laying and the specifics of the operating mode of the facility, the
possibility to use concrete batching plant produced high-strength self-compacting fiber-reinforced concrete with compensated shrinkage (to
some degree of self-stressing) is estimated as an attractive alternative from a technical and financial point of view.
After the innovative mix design of that an innovative composition of concrete and its casting in real production conditions, specialized
laboratory tests were conducted to prove its strength-deformation characteristics - compressive strength, tensile strength in bending,
modulus of elastic deformation and shrinkage characteristics. The obtained results prove that the required high technical and technological
characteristics of the concrete mix and the hardened concrete are completely achieved precise for the specific application ca se.
Keywords: SHOTCRETE, "DRY" AND "WET" SHOTCRETE TECHNOLOGIES, SPECIALIZED CONSTRUCTION REPAIRING WORKS,
THIN CONCRETE STRENGTHENING OVERLAYS, INNOVATIVE CONCRETE MIX DESIGN, CONCRETE STRENGTH -DEFORMATION
CHARACTERISTICS, X-RAY, DTA, SEM AND BET-METHODS, SPECIALIZED CONSTRUCTION REPAIRING WORKS, THIN
CONCRETE STRENGTHENING OVERLAYS
The new technical solution proposed is based on the
development of a prescribed mix design of self-compacted highstrength shrinkage compensated dispersed-reinforced reinforced
concrete (ShC-SCC) in accordance of BDS EN 206:13 +A1:2016
Specification, properties, production and conformity (item 3.1.1.10)
and National Annex (NA):2017. Taking into account all specific
for self-compacted concrete (SCC) additional requirements (p.4.2.2
Classes for additional properties) the design compressive strength
has to be more than 60 MPa.
For the development of the prescribed mix design, conventional
(in the product range of batching plant HYDROBETON OOD,
Sofia) and innovative composite materials are proposed,
corresponding to the most modern world trends in construction
materials science - Table 1, 2 and 3; Fig. 1.

1. Introduction
The technical design of ETEM factory (Sofia) requires the
specialized conveyor stretching machine to be monolithic fitted by
using of system of steel anchor rods with a diameter of 30 and 40
mm and different lengths (600-700 mm), which have to be grouted
in pre-left holes with a diameter of about 150 mm in steelreinforced concrete foundation slab - Photo 1 and 2.

Table 1 Sieve curve of concrete aggregates
Photo 1

Photo 2

Materials
Portland cement CEM І 52,5 R – Devnya
Fly ash – Thermal power plant „Republika“
River sand, 0-4 mm, Quarry „НВ Mineral“
Crushed sand, 0-4 mm, Quarry „НВ Mineral
Crushed aggregate, 4-11,2 mm,
Quarry „НВ Mineral“
Crushed aggregate, 11,2-22,4 mm,
Quarry „НВ Mineral
HRWRA (PCE type) – Hyperplast PC 230 (Don
Construction Products, Bulgaria)
Retarding admixture – Flocrete R50
(Don Construction Products, Bulgaria)
Shrinkage Compensating Admixture KEPTONITE
(CONIX TRADE, Bulgaria)
Micro-PP fibres (monofilament type)
BEL-MIX 12-18 (Belgium)
Mixing water
Water-cement ratio

Given the above, and mainly, taking into account the conditions
of laying and the specifics of the operating mode of the facility, the
possibility to use concrete batching plant produced high-strength
self-compacting fiber-reinforced concrete with compensated
shrinkage (to some degree of self-stressing) is estimated as an
attractive alternative from a technical and financial point of view.
After the innovative mix design of that a composition of
concrete and its casting in real production conditions, specialized
laboratory tests were conducted to prove its strength-deformation
characteristics - compressive strength, tensile strength in bending,
modulus of elastic deformation and shrinkage characteristics. The
obtained results prove that the required high technical and
technological characteristics of the concrete mix and the hardened
concrete are completely achieved precise for the specific application
case.

2. Innovative technical solution
The technically determined anchoring depth determines the total
thickness of the anchor layer within 700-800 mm, reaching the
"lower edge of the steel support plate". The company's produced
grouting compositions generally have significant limitations in
terms of the maximum allowable thickness of a single layer usually up to 30-40 mm, which implies multi-stroke implementation
to fill the entire anchoring depth.

Quantity,
kg/m3
420
50
503
305
746
218
5,04
1,05
15,00
0,500
164
≈0,38

Practically speaking, the use of concrete with compensated
drying shrinkage based on ordinary Portland cement and special
shrinkage compensating admixtures is a much more attractive
option - simply because the provision of special cements for each
case is inconvenience of different types. This is exactly the
approach used in the current research aimed at assessing the
effectiveness of shrinkage compensating chemical admixture
(KEPTONITE) applied in exactly the same concrete mix design
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made with the most commonly used different types of cement
produced by Bulgarian factories [1,2].

3. Fresh concrete production, transport, sitecasting and test sampling
The production of the developed composition of ShC-SCC is
organized and carried out on the basis in the "Iliyantsi" district of
HYDROBETON OOD, in full compliance with the regulatory
requirements and monitoring of the technical parameters of the
concrete mix., incl. consistency (spreading width over 450 mm) Photo 3.
The transport to the construction site is performed with concrete
trucks according to the standard procedure for ordinary concrete.
The unloading was carried out from the chute of the concrete truck
to the filling of the buckets with concrete mixture, which was
manually delivered to the place of laying (with preliminary
execution of the necessary formwork works) and laid without the
need for additional compacting procedures (Photos 4 and 5).
After laying the concrete, the exposed surface is tightly
wrapped in PE-stretch film to ensure normal hydration of the
concrete with moisture retention (Photo 6).

Photo 5

Photo 6

During the concrete casting, the necessary standard test
sampling was performed for laboratory establishment of the
technical parameters of the hardened concrete of different age in an
accredited testing laboratory

4. Lab testing and technical parameters
The planned test procedures were carried out in the
UNIVERSITY TESTING LABORATORY (USIL) of the
UNIVERSITY OF ARCHITECTURE, CONSTRUCTION AND
GEODESY, Sofia. The laboratory is accredited for this type of
testing
by
the
Executive
Agency
"BULGARIAN
ACCREDITATION SERVICE" at the Ministry of Economy and
has a valid accreditation certificate LI № 239/5.08.2018, valid until
20.08.2022.
The following tests were performed:

Table 2 Аll-in Curve of ShC-SCC

4.1. Volume density, compressive and bending tensile strength
The tests are performed in accordance of:
- BDS EN 12390-3:2019 Testing of hardened concrete.
- Part 3: Compressive strength of samples;
- BDS EN 12390-7:2019 Testing of hardened concrete.
- Part 7: Volume density of hardened concrete;
- BDS EN 12390-5:2019 Testing of hardened concrete.
- Part 5: Bending tensile strength of samples (Photos 7-9).
The test results are presented in Table 4.
Table 4 Volume density, compressive and bending tensile strength
Value at
2 days
7 days
28 days
2410
2400
2370
Volume density,
2400
2380
2360
kg/m3
2415
2380
2380
Mean: 2410
Mean: 2390
Mean: 2370
Meets the requirements for ordinary concrete, according to BDS EN 206:
2013 + A1: 2016 for ordinary concrete from 2000 to 2600 kg/m3
8,8
10,2
12,8
Bending tensile
8,3
10,8
11,7
strength, МРа
8,4
10,5
12,2
Mean: 8,50
Mean: 10,50
Mean: 12,20
Meets to declared values
49,1
67,8
83,4
Compressive
49,4
65,9
82,5
strength,
51,6
63,4
81,3
МPа
Mean: 50,90
Mean: 65,70
Mean: 82,40
Meets the requirements for concrete with compressive strength class
C50/60, according to BDS EN 206: 2013 + A1: 2016/NA: 2017, Annex
NA.B, for class C50/60, with 2-4 results, minimum - over 57.0 (0.95fck),
average - over 61 (fck +1)
Characteristic

Fig. 1 Аll-in Curve of ShC-SCC

4.2. Secant modulus of elastic deformations in compression
Table 5 Secant modulus of elastic deformations in compression
Characteristic

Photo 3

Value at 28 days

Secant modulus of elastic
38,7
deformations in
40,4
compression,
39,8
МРа
Mean: 39,70
According to BDS EN 1992-1-1: 2005 (Eurocode 2), Table 3.1, for
concrete class C50/60 a value of 37 GPa is accepted

Photo 4
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The tests are performed in accordance of BDS EN 1239013:2013Testing of hardened concrete. Part 13: Determination of
secant modulus of elastic deformations in compression (Photo 10).
The results are presented in Table 5.
4.3. Shrinkage
The tests are performed in accordance of BDS EN 1239016:2020 Testing of hardened concrete. Part 16. Shrinkage
determination (Photos 11 and 12; Fig. 2).
The results are presented in Table 6.
Table 6 Concrete shrinkage
Characteristic

Value at 28 days
0,039
0,039
0,034
Mean: +0,037 (expanding)
Out of norming

Concrete shrinkage, %

Fig 2. Free deformation of the concrete at 28 days of age

5. Conclusion
The test results obtained clearly confirm that the developed and
proposed prescribed mix design of self-compacted high-strength
shrinkage compensated fiber-reinforced concrete (ShC-SCC) in
accordance of BDS EN 206:13 +A1:2016 for grouting of anchor
groups of the above subject fully meets of all sets of requirements.
The technical solution proposed provides:
- high technical and technological characteristics of the fresh
and hardened concrete, specified for the specific application;
- possibility for factory production of the concrete composition
with included special additives;
- manageable delivery quantities, in accordance with the
technical possibilities for laying;
- reduced cost of the finished product - price of 1 m3 of readymix concrete delivered to the construction site, up to BGN
200/m3 (excluding VAT).

Photo 7 and 8 Bending tests
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Applicability of different modeling approaches to process quality management, according
to the human-machine system
Kirov Kiril1,*, Proynov Kalin1,
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Abstract: Quality is a process of continuous improvement or improvement of the processes creating the product. Our ability to manage
quality characteristics has a significant impact on the depth of our knowledge of the process used for the desired transformation. The application of knowledge in process management depends on the dominant factor for management: human or machine. Each requires an appropriate form of transfer of knowledge. Depending on the type of "human-machine system", it is possible to use various mathematical and
logical tools to formalize the information. This article attempts to classify the types of mathematical and logical tools applicable to process
management, depending on the "human-machine system" use.
Keywords: QUALITY, QUALITY MANAGEMENT, QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, HUMAN–MACHINE SYSTEM, Modelling

To achieve high quality production processes, modern
enterprises need to master the processes used and achieve
repeatable results. In the 21st century, manufacturing companies are
focusing mainly on automated production. But this is not always the
right decision, due to the need to take into account the level of
knowledge of the human factor used in the implementation,
management andcontrol of automated processes [1].

on formalized knowledge of technology and sensitive
capabilities, realizes the process of transformation.


The review of the types of process execution systems confirms
the two active elements of the human-machine system. It is logical
to assume that each of them will use different methods for
acquiring, processing and transmitting information..

The ability to implement a particular process used in the
creation of a particular product depends on the degree of knowledge
of its nature and the capabilities we have to transmit the necessary
information to the active element that manages it [2]. However
perfect or automated the process may be, in essence it cannot be
initiated or executed without the direct or indirect involvement of
human. Human participation in the transformation process requires
us to get acquainted with the main variants of the "human-machine"
system performing specific processes, which will determine the
possible methods for transmitting information to the active element
of the system [4].

Information and its significance for the implementation of
production processes
The implementation and management of each of the production
processes is impossible without having the necessary knowledge of
the process and the object of transformation. The ability to perform
the necessary transformation requires in-depth knowledge of the
technology through which we will achieve the desired results, as
well as the way it will be applied to the specific object. In essence,
the description of the method and object of transformation is
information necessary for the adequate implementation of the
production process..

"Human-machine" system
The publication (K. I. Kirov, Analysis of the possibilities and
limitation of the system "human - machine" in the manufacturing
2018 [6]) presents a classification of production processes,
depending on the role of the active element of the system - human
and / or machine. According to the presented classification the
possible types of the system are:


• Type A - A system that has only one active element, the
"human". Human is the bearer of technology and he
without a tool, based on their capabilities, knowledge and
resources provided by nature, realizes the desired process
of transformation.



Type B – A system that has one active element "man" and
one passive element "instrument". Human is the bearer of
technology and he through the use of a specific tool, based
on their capabilities and knowledge, realizes the desired
process of transformation.



Type С – A system that has two active elements "human"
and "machine", as well as one passive "tool". In this case,
the controller of the process is the human. It uses and
manages
specific
technology
to
perform
the
transformation, using all three possible elements of the
system.



Type D – The system, again, has all the active elements,
similar to type C. The difference is in the control of the
conversion process. In this case, the active element is the
"machine".



Type F - A system that has only one active element is a
"machine". The machine is a carrier of technology and it
without a tool, based on its capabilities and formalized
information realizes the transformation process.

The need to convey information requires its transformation in a
way that is "understandable" or "interpretable" by the subjects or
objects that will use it. Achieving such a transformation requires the
development of developed formal tools of science, such as
mathematics and logic. The development of formal tools allows us
to document (record) information with a significant level of
"density", "precision" and "usefulness". Such a record allows the
active element of the system to "read", "understand" and "execute".
The transformation of information into knowledge presupposes
the ability of the perceiving subject / object to interpret the existing
information and to qualitatively transform it into specific
hypotheses, rules, models, theories and / or laws [5]. The
"laboratory" in which the qualitative development of knowledge
takes place, so far, is only the human brain, of course supported by
the technological tools available to a particular civilization. The
need for the knowledge creator at the relevant level also requires
various tools for formalizing, processing, transmitting and storing
knowledge, such as information. The tools used to formalize this
level of "compressed" information are again mathematics and logic.
Specifics in the perception of information from the active
element of the " human-machine" system
Today's economic situation requires extremely rapid
readjustment of industrial structures to new production. The needs
and criteria that determine the competence of the staff and the
technologies used also change dynamically over time. In order to
meet the needs, the current production and educational technologies
must be used in the training. If we add the effects of globalization,
as a basic criterion for success, there is a need to have modern

Type Е - A system that has one active element "machine"
and one passive element "tool". The machine is a carrier of
technology and it through the use of a specific tool, based
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communication skills, to achieve rapid integration and efficiency in
international teams, and in a modern production environment.

active elements in the system, we will find restraining factors for
the development and achievement of the top capabilities in terms of
the capacity of the "human-machine" system..

It is desirable to apply all the presented requirements with
relatively limited resources. Therefore, the basis for the success of
any organization is its ability to manage the efficiency and
effectiveness of the production process, as well as its ability to
quickly adapt to the needs of the modern economy..

The main advantage of the element "human" is contained in his
creative nature, in his ability to formalize and interpret the
information gained as a result of his experience in performing
specific processes. Performing certain activities, he gains certain
knowledge, qualifications and experience. Analyzing the acquired
information on the basis of its creative interpretation, he can build
knowledge of a higher order, allowing him to achieve continuous
improvement and refinement of his knowledge of the process, as
well as use them to improve the results of its management. Using
the expressive means of logic and mathematics, it is possible to
formalize them and make them suitable for storage, training of other
subjects, as well as suitable for modeling and transmitting the
necessary information to modern computer-controlled machines..

Achieving the desired competitiveness at the modern level of
automation of production equipment requires extremely high
competence of the involved specialists. Competence determined by
the knowledge and ability of specialists to communicate with each
other and with production equipment, for the purposes of planning,
design, programming, management, control and analysis of
production processes. The ability of human and machine to
"understand" and perform the necessary activities in the planned
way, to a large extent become critical to achieving the
competitiveness of production structures.

From a modern point of view, there are significant problems in
building staff with a certain qualification for modern industry. The
main problem is hidden in the transmission of information in the
"human-to-human" system, and that is speed. The main
disadvantages are related to the assimilation of information in
training and exchange. Human uses information to form knowledge,
and with its application in practice he gains experience, which
determines his qualification. The specificity of the "human" is
contained in the qualitative transformation of information. The
ability to perceive, interpret and use certain information is
individual to each individual. The ability of a certain subject to
transform information into knowledge, as well as his ability to gain
experience from the practical application of his knowledge, is also
individual. That is why the society has introduced the concept of
qualification, which corresponds to predetermined quality levels of
knowledge and experience. The normal cycle of education of the
subject is 12 years. Given that the means of production change on
average in cycles of 4 to 7 years, it is an obvious problem facing the
education system.

The analysis and identification of the possibilities and
limitations of the "man-machine" system are important for future
research in improving the achieved quality and productivity of
production structures.
The role that human plays is essential to achieving the quality
characteristic of the product created by the process. The
requirements for human qualification and experience depend on the
type of human machine system. Types A to C must have similar
requirements due to the fact that the qualification and experience
are decisive for the quality of the created product. In type C, despite
the use of means of production, their active management during the
transformation process is realized again by the human operator, in a
way that directly affects the result of the activity. It is difficult to
say unequivocally what the trend is, but in general the influence of
qualifications and experience on the quality achieved decreases
from type A to type С.
In types D, E and F, the process technology and its control are
integrated to one degree or another in the means of production. The
human is needed at the stages of: setup, programming of the
execution cycle, control, integration of the process in the production
cycle, etc. Despite its formal absence from the direct
implementation of the process, it plays a significant role in
achieving effective and efficient management. When the conditions
change, each participant in the production process has an impact on
the planned result. Therefore, it is impossible to say that the
qualification and experience of the specialists involved in the
process does not affect the quality of the formed product and the
implementation of the process. In fact, the importance of
qualifications and experience in these types of human-machine
systems is crucial.

The problem is exacerbated by the recursion of knowledge and
its key role in the management process. As already mentioned, the
human can participate in the direct implementation, design,
management, control, programming, integration, analysis and more.
activities included in the production process. Each of them requires
knowledge and experience from a different level, but necessarily
requires the "human" to have the necessary knowledge and
experience from all integrated levels. For example, in order to be
able to create a program for processing a specific part for a CNC
machine, it is necessary to have knowledge and experience in:
execution, design, management and control of the process, ie. you
need to have a qualification, for example for a turner, technologist,
programmer, CNC machine operator and quality control.
The inhomogeneity of the human-machine system
predetermines specific problems. With the help of the dynamic
development of technology and science, we have the opportunity to
create machines and installations that have the ability to realize the
transformations we want,, as well as to manage them during1 their
implementation. The "machine" has the quality to quickly2 absorb
the information it needs to manage the process. The speed of
information exchange depends on the element of the system
providing it to the machine. In the case that the information is
provided by a human, it corresponds to his capabilities, if it is a
machine, then the speed of information exchange is determined by
the capabilities of the means of communication. That is why human
has created modern tools for programming CAD / CAM / CAE
systems, reducing the adverse effects of human in transmitting
information. It is important to realize that the machine needs a high
level of formalization of information, which includes the necessary
knowledge and experience of man. The management of modern

Unfortunately, it is difficult to achieve standardization of the
requirements for the qualification of specialists, because the variety
of means of production and the specifics of production for each of
the products is significant. Relieving conditions is that the approach
we use standard modern automation tools, improving the dialogue
between human and machine. Such an approach allows the
achievement of standardization in the field of education and
educational degrees, allowing the human factor to obtain the
necessary knowledge and skills for their management. Such training
must be followed by adaptation and gaining experience in a specific
production environment.
Retaining factors on the development of the capacity of the
"human-machine" system
The main restraining factors in the development of the "humanmachine" system are rooted in its inhomogeneity, it is a form of
union between living nature and inanimate matter. The development
of modern technologies for information processing gives us the
opportunity to create machines with automated control, exceeding
the capabilities of living organisms. If we try to compare the two

1
2

16

In real time
Compared to human
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The effective and efficient implementation and management of
the process can be achieved with the correct choice and application
of the information model. The quality level of the model is
determined by the knowledge about it. The objectivity of
knowledge is a basic characteristic that determines the precision of
the built information model and logically, the ability to manage the
process [3].

production systems is carried out through the use of formal means
that allow communication between the systems "human-human",
"human-machine" and "machine-machine"..
If we try to summarize, the problems facing the human-machine
system are the following:


Inhomogeneous nature of the "human-machine" system, as a
form of union between living and non-living matter. This
predetermines the main problem, the impossibility of direct
exchange of information between human and machine;



The need for human to formalize knowledge and turn it into
information "understandable" for the machine, with or without
technological aids;



The need for human to formalize knowledge and turn it into
information "understandable" for the machine, with or without
technological aids;



Inability of machines to build and exchange knowledge and
gain experience (at the present stage);



Law is the only form of scientific knowledge that can be
defined as objective knowledge. It necessarily requires in-depth
knowledge of the nature of the analyzed phenomenon (process).
The laws discovered by science are always related to nature. The
formal description of the law is usually realized through the tools of
theoretical mathematics and achieve the desired accuracy in
forecasting. They allow subsequent theoretical analysis of
mathematical structures, allowing the discovery of characteristic
properties or hidden possibilities of the studied phenomenon. The
current level of the information model is perfect and can be denoted
as a level α.
The most commonly used and practical concept for society is
theory. The theory always has elements of subjectivism, inability to
prove and / or achieve the desired prediction accuracy. Depending
on the used mathematical means for formal description, the formed
model can be filled with tools of theoretical and applied
mathematics. The current level of the information model can be
defined as a level β .

Problems related to the speed of decision-making in
management, as well as their objectivity.

Defining the active element of the "human machine" system
determines the possibilities and approaches to be used in the
management of processes and their interaction.

When studying specific phenomena for which we cannot obtain
the necessary objective information or we are not interested in the
essence of the phenomenon, but only in its behavior, we usually
proceed to the construction of models. The methodology for
creating the model presupposes a formal description for solving
specific practical tasks or process management. The models are
probabilistic and in most cases are sensitive to changes in the field
of study or the object of study. The current level of the information
model can be defined as a level γ.

Basic process process-human-machine
Knowledge of the process is a key criterion for the ability to use
it for its intended purpose in the context of human activity. In fact,
processes exist in nature without our participation. They may create
things that are necessary or not for our existence. The key to
process knowledge lies in the relationship between the concepts of
"process" and "technology". If we carefully analyze the essence of
the concepts and their relationship we can define the following three
statements. First, processes exist in nature, by themselves, whether
or not human participates in them. Second, technology is a
reflection of human knowledge of the nature of certain processes
existing in nature. Third, the ability to actually implement a specific
technology, at the initiative of man, proves the adequacy of our
knowledge of the process. These three statements also determine the
possible relationship of human to the process..

The approach to constructing the formal hypothesis description
does not differ significantly from the modeling approach presented
above. To achieve and clarify the criteria under which we will use
the current level, it is sufficient to assume that the current level of
knowledge is applicable in the absence of objective information.
The current level can be defined as a level δ.
Table 1

Human knowledge of the process goes through certain
qualitative states. In cases where humanity does not have the
necessary knowledge of the nature of ongoing processes, it is not
able to reproduce the process and can only have observations of its
course, without being able to build a formal description suitable for
its implementation and management. In cases where the human "has
the technology" to perform and manage the process on his own
initiative, its formal description may be at qualitatively different
levels: hypothesis, model, theory and law, corresponding to the
level of knowledge of the process. In essence, a formal description
is needed to make a sequence of decisions that allow us to fully or
partially implement the desired process. Each of the qualitatively
different levels uses different formal tools to present knowledge.
Information model of the process determines its capabilities in
implementation and management. It is necessary to pay attention
that the formal tools used by the human must be interpreted in a
way suitable for "understanding" by the machine in order to be
applicable for execution and management of the realized process.

level of knowledge

level α

level β

level γ

level δ

Logical model
Theoretical model
Deterministic model
Stochastic model
Planned experiment
Probabilistic model

Each of the knowledge levels is possible to use different tools
for description and subsequent implementation and management.
The applicability of the individual tools to the level of knowledge is
presented in Table 1.
Conclusion
The implementation and management of each of the production
processes is impossible without having the necessary knowledge of
the process and the object of transformation.

It is logical to orient the research to the applicability of various
tools for formalization of knowledge, to the qualitative level of
knowledge of the process, as well as the possibility of the active
element of the "human-machine" system to use them..

The possible relations of human to the process are: First, the
processes exist in nature, in themselves, whether human participates
or not in them. Second, technology is a reflection of human
knowledge of the nature of certain processes existing in nature.
Third, the ability to actually implement a specific technology, at the

Levels of the information model of the process
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Минск, "Гревцов Букс", ISBN 978- 985-6926-03-0,
(Второе издание).

initiative of man, proves the adequacy of our knowledge of the
process.
Inhomogeneous nature of the "man-machine" system, as a form
of union between living and non-living matter. This predetermines
the main problem, the impossibility of direct exchange of
information between human and machine.
The effective and efficient implementation and management of
the process can be achieved with the correct choice and application
of the information model. The quality level of the model is
determined by the knowledge about it. The objectivity of
knowledge is a basic characteristic that determines the precision of
the built information model and logically, the ability to manage the
process.
Each of the knowledge levels is possible to use different tools
for description and subsequent implementation and management.
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Abstract: In specific energy saving measures, special attention is paid to driving technologies, as electric drives account for two thirds of
industrial energy consumption. Paper deals with appropriate selection of electric motor with higher efficiency for shuttleless weaving
grapple machine in order to retrofitting the electric drive. Such machines are not single pieces, but are always a certain se t of a given
production company. Once electricity consumption is reduced by investing in energy-saving engines, this can be the basis for intelligent and
efficient energy management, accurate predictions of electricity consumption for future periods, which ultimately leads to increased energy
efficiency of manufacturing enterprises.and systems.
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or the gear system to the production machine is additionally
affected. This effect can be manual or automatic. In the textile
industry there are automatic devices of mechanical, electromechanical or purely electric type [1].

1. Introduction
The energy saving is a powerful source for improving the
technical and economic indicators in the work of industrial
companies. The rationalization of energy consumption is related to
the introduction of new technologies, machines and equipment, or
their modernization. This in many cases releases significant
amounts of electricity and power. The comprehensive analysis of
the energy balance of a production company allows to determine the
main directions for saving electricity. At the same time, it is
necessary to introduce unity in the calculations of the efficiency of
the activity performed by the industrial companies for saving
electricity. In the case of energy efficiency measures related to the
installation of new equipment or modernization of the existing one,
the composition of the annual costs shall change either the
depreciation deductions or the operating costs, or both.

In the case of electrical regulation, one of the circuits of the
electric motor is usually affected. The relatively low inertia and
simple construction are one of the main advantages over mechanical
adjustment in some machines (carried out by gears, flat variators
and less often with a V-belt). In addition, with the electric way of
regulation it is possible to carry out easier automation of the drive
and regulation. Direct drives without any gears, coupling or
converting mechanical devices achieve a higher level of energy
efficiency.
There are two fundamentally different possibilities for electrical
regulation of induction motors. The first consists in changing the
slip while maintaining the speed of the rotating stator magnetic
field, which can be done by changing the active and / or inductive
resistances in the stator or rotor circuit or by changing the supply
voltage. The second possibility of regulation consists in changing
the speed of the rotating magnetic field, which can be done by
changing the frequency of the supply voltage - the so-called
frequency control. However, when adjusting the frequency, it is
necessary to adjust the amplitude of the supply voltage. If the
frequency changes at constant voltage, the magnetic flux changes in
inverse proportion. As the frequency decreases, the current
increases, this leads to saturation of the magnetic circuit, and hence
to a sharp increase in motor current. As the frequency increases, the
magnetic flux decreases, and with it the allowable torque of the
motor. The frequency control can be performed in a wide range
below and above the natural mechanical characteristics of the
motor. The main problem for its application is the creation of
relatively inexpensive frequency converters.

Production machines in the textile industry are designed to
perform certain functions. The weaving machines periodically pass
weft through the main threads, intertwine them, seal the interwoven
threads and remove the fabric. Despite the great variety of
operations, there are a number of common things in the textile
industry. One of the most important is that all operations are
performed by working bodies that must be driven.
The drive as an element of a machine is important for the
implementation of the technological process. Drive is the system of
electric motor, transmission elements to the working bodies (gears,
belt and chain gears, etc.) and drive control bodies (buttons,
switches, regulators, adjusting bodies, etc.). Currently, the
kinematic scheme is simplified as much as possible, which often
leads to the integration of the engine with the working body that it
drives.
Nowadays electro-mobility is a booming field. Good news are
rare these days, so it is good to hear that the number of vehicles
with full or partial electric drives is constantly growing. This trend
is just at the beginning and there is a lot of persuasion that will still
have to be made to potential buyers. In addition to the range, the
reliability of these vehicles is an important characteristic [2].

In many cases, electrical regulation is especially important in
the process of starting work machines. Direct start-up by connecting
the motor to the mains is not always possible and desirable.
Sometimes the starting currents are unacceptably high, in other
cases the starting process is associated with large mechanical
impacts or lasts too long, which adversely affects the performance
of the mechanisms. Therefore, the management of the engine startup process is intended:

Individual drive is one in which each production machine is
driven by a separate electric motor. Its advantages are: the speed of
each production machine can be regulated electrically; drive repair
is easier. The disadvantage is that the electric motor must be next to
the production machine.

- limiting the current and torque of the motor to safe values for
it and for the driven mechanism;
- smooth start (minimum starting torque, low acceleration
value, etc.);
- formation of the start-up process, i.e. its implementation for a
minimum time, without exceeding the permissible values of
torque and motor current.

2. Technical considerations
For the proper course of the technological process in many
textile machines it is necessary for the working bodies to change
their speed. The change in speed is the result of the control or
regulation of the speed of an organ, depending on the program that
is set, or the change of the parameter that is monitored. Drive speed
control means any forced change of angular speed, which is
achieved with the help of special devices, regardless of the size and
nature of the load. The speed is only adjusted when the drive motor

One of the main indicators of adjustable drives, which serve in
the design and comparison of drive variants, is the so-called
stability of work. This concept means the possibility of stable
operation of the electric drive with a corresponding allowable
deviation of the load torque. Stable operation depends on the
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hardness of the mechanical characteristic. The more rigid the
mechanical characteristic, the more stable the operation of the
electric drive will be. With softer characteristics (falling steeper
down), the stability decreases.

brought to the shaft of the electric motor, depends on the kinematic
parameters of the production machine, on the peculiarities of its
construction and technology and on the time.
In the case of weaving machines, the static torque depends on
the angle of rotation of the motor rotor. As a kinematic element in
these machines there is a crank mechanism. Usually the static
torque for one revolution takes at least one maximum and
minimum. The appearance of the latter is related to the inertial
forces in the mechanisms.

In the conditions of the textile industry, the presence of many
production machines in one room leads to an increase in
temperature due to the heat release from electric motors. In a
number of working premises (halls) in the textile industry a certain
temperature-humidity regime of the air is used. The additional heat
dissipation from the machines complicates the operation of the air
conditioning systems, especially in the summer. In addition, electric
motors are a source of additional noise, which amplifies the already
loud noise in the workplace.

For some of the weaving machines in the course of work for
technological or other reasons the speed regime changes and in that
case the static moment depends on both the road and the speed. For
example, sleeveless looms, typically operating at a speed of 240 to
400 min-1, have different static resistance torque depending on the
rotational speed.

In propulsion, the mechanical energy produced by the electric
motor is used to drive the working parts of the machine. This
process, according to the technological conditions, often takes place
at a variable speed. The speed of the drive can also change due to
fluctuations in the mechanical load of the working machine or from
the instability of the mains voltage. Any change in the speed of the
drive causes a change in the stock of kinetic energy in all moving
masses of the motor-machine system. This circumstance is the
reason for the occurrence of inconsistencies in the current, torque
and power of the motor, on which depends the nature of the
movement of the drive.

All

electric motors have a mechanical characteristic
  f (M ) , which graphically represents a falling line in the
working area, i.e. as the torque increases, the angular speed of the
motor decreases.
Depending on the nature of the requirements, a motor with the
appropriate mechanical characteristic must be selected. Weaving
machines require rigid mechanical characteristics and induction
motors with their known advantages are suitable for them. With
rigid mechanical characteristics, the angular speed changes slightly
for large changes in torque. In most cases, the choice is correct if
the motor passes the load test. The permissible load on the motor is
limited by its heating, which depends on the energy losses
determined by the magnitude of the motor current. Therefore, the
condition for full use of the motor when operating at different
control characteristics is that the magnitude of the current remains
constant and is equal to the nominal one.

The relationships between the mechanical quantities of electric
drives - path, speed and acceleration (linear or angular), forces,
moments and powers, and electrical quantities - voltage, current,
frequency, etc., are called characteristics. The drive works normally
when an electric motor is selected with appropriate parameters and
characteristics that fully meet the requirements of the production
machine.
The various characteristics of electric motors and mechanisms
can be classified as mechanical characteristics, electro-mechanical
characteristics, load characteristics or diagrams, speed
characteristics or diagrams.
Mechanical characteristics are those that express the
relationship between two mechanical parameters. In motors and
mechanisms, mechanical characteristic means the relationship
between angular velocity  , rotational speed n (or velocity V )
and torque M (or force F ), i.e.   f (M ) , n  f (M ) ,

Motor heating is an extremely important factor in the textile
industry, as they operate in most cases in flammable environments.
In addition, the heat given off by them is taken into account when
sizing the air conditioning system of the room.
The study of the nature of the motion of the drive is done by
solving the equation of its motion and studying the influence of the
various quantities involved in this equation. The drives of textile
machines mainly refer to rotational movements. Therefore, the
equation of motion has the following form [2]:

V  f (M ) . In the case of textile machines, the working bodies
that consume energy usually have a certain dependence of the
resistance torque on the speed. Therefore, the shaft of the electric
motor will have a specific load torque that it will have to overcome.
Therefore, the torque for overcoming the static resistance (brought
to the motor shaft) is considered as an independent variable, and its
speed - as a dependent one.
Electro-mechanical characteristics are dependencies between
one mechanical and one electrical parameter, for example the
angular velocity as a function of stator current -   f ( I1 ) .
Load characteristics or diagrams are the dependences of
torque, power, power and current on time. These characteristics
have a certain importance in choosing the power of the electric
motor.
Speed characteristics or diagrams express the dependence of
angular velocity  , rotational speed n or speed V on time.
Properly calculated speed characteristic makes it possible to analyze
the operation of the production machine and to identify ways to
increase its productivity.

(1)
where:

M  ML  J

d  2 dJ

dt
2 d

M – motor torque;
M L – static resistance torque of the working machine
brought to the motor shaft;
J – moment of inertia of all moving parts in the
motor-working machine system, brought to the motor
shaft;
 – angular speed of the motor;
 – angle of rotation of the motor shaft;
t – the time.

In transient modes, such as starting processes until a set speed is
reached or when moving from one mechanical characteristic to
another, an additional torque due to inertial forces is added to the
resistance torque of the working machine. This additional torque is
determined by the acceleration (the change in angular speed over
time).

The production machine works optimally when the electric
motor that drives it meets the technological requirements in terms of
overload, starting and regulating properties, etc. In order to be able
to design a drive correctly, it is necessary to know well the
mechanical and regulating properties of electric motors and the
nature of changes in the static and dynamic parameters of the
production machine. One of the main parameters - the static torque,

The drives provide the necessary kinetic energy of the working
bodies of the production machines for the proper course of the
technological process. In the course of work the production
machine, respectively the drive, changes its states according to the
requirements of the technological process. This change of state is
provided by the automation to the drive.
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The drive of the weaving machines is implemented in such a
way that in case of breaking of the main or weft thread the machine
stops. The most common are two ways of automatic braking:
electro-mechanical and electric. Despite the common elements in
their drive, the weaving machines differ mainly in the mode of
operation of the electric motor. In some machines the electric motor
does not stop when defects appear, but the existing connections are
cut off and the machine stops, and in other machines the electric
motor stops at the same time as the clutch is detached. In addition to
braking action, the automation also has an information action
through light signaling.

-

useful force, ensuring the execution of the set technological
operation;
friction force in the kinematic circuits;
forces of interaction of the working body with the
environment;
force, which is related to the change of the potential energy
of the separate units;
inertial force, which is related to the change of the kinetic
energy of the individual units.

The mechanical characteristics of the mechanisms are quite
diverse. A special group are the characteristics of the looms, in
which the resistance torque is a function of the angle of rotation of
the crankshaft and the percussion mechanism. A feature of most
textile machines is the presence of a significant constant component
in the load schedule.

3. Selection of electric motor for a specific loom –
results and findings
The advantage of an AC charging station is that the on-board
charger will regulate the voltage and current as required for the EV
hence it is not mandatory for the charging station to communicate to
the EV.

When calculating the power required to select a loom motor, the
components of the resistance forces in the kinematic circuits and the
forces of interaction of the working bodies with the environment are
mainly taken into account. In this case, if the peripheral speed of the
working parts of the machine is less than 0.33 m/s, then in an air
environment the resistance of the interaction of the bodies with the
environment can be neglected.

One of the measures to achieve energy savings in the industry is
to replace unloaded electric motors with those with lower power. If
the average load of an electric motor is less than 45% of its rated
power, its replacement by an electric motor with less power is
always appropriate and does not require a calculation check. When
the electric motor is loaded with more than 70% of its rated power,
it can be considered that its replacement is inexpedient. When the
electric motor is loaded in the range of 45-70% of its rated power,
the expediency of its replacement must be confirmed by reducing
the total losses of active power and energy in the electrical system
and in the electric motor. Even if justified by calculations, such a
replacement can only take place after a careful check of the
possibility of full load with a view to the correct use of the driven
work machine. This measure is justified when the electric motor is
chosen incorrectly and its power is higher, compared to that of the
working machine. The installation of an electric motor with reduced
power is good in case of insufficient use of the working machine,
but in the long run it can be an obstacle for its full use with the
corresponding improvement of the technological process.

Due to the presence of a crank mechanism, the load diagram of
the loom is periodic with a repetition period determined by the time
per revolution (α =360°) on the main shaft.
Three characteristic components can be identified in the torque
curve:
- constant, necessary for overcoming the friction forces and
depending on the speed of the loom;
- periodic, necessary for overcoming the inertial forces of the
vatal and the related inertial elements, the nature of the
changes of which can be described by a sum of several
harmonic;
- a short-term variable required to transmit an impact effect,
the nature of the changes of which in the range of its action
(from 70 to 100) can be described with sufficient accuracy
by a harmonic function

The subject of consideration is the STB weaving machine,
which is widely used for the production of weaving textiles. It has a
high degree of unification of the aggregates and mechanisms and is
adapted for the production of wool, silk, cotton and linen-hemp
fabrics. This weaving machine is individually driven. The electric
motor is located on the right inside the machine. the nominal speed
of the main shaft is 275 min-1.

The change in torque per revolution of the main shaft causes a
change in the power consumed by the loom and a transition during
one revolution of the electric motor for a period of several times in
generator mode with the release of energy in the mains. In this
mode, the motor remains connected to the mains and returns
(recovers) to it the converted mechanical energy from the moving
parts entering its shaft. This mode is energy efficient and only takes
place at speeds greater than this ideal idle speed. The mechanical
characteristic of the motor in this mode is the continuation of its
natural mechanical characteristic in the II quadrant of the coordinate
system.

Three-phase induction motors with power up to 10 kW are used
for the electric drive of most textile machines in the weaving
industry. The technological requirements for the loom are
sufficiently met by the use of an induction motor with a shortcircuited rotor. In order to facilitate the kinematic circuits of this
type of machine, the most common synchronous rotational
frequency of the motors used is 1000 min-1.

For modern weaving machines at a crankshaft speed of 100 to
300 min-1, the constant component of the resistance torque M0 can
be approximately determined by the empirical formula [3]:

The electric motors of the looms operate in S1 continuos mode
(according to EN 60034-1) – operating mode with constant or
slightly changing load over time.

M 0  A  Bn0 , Nm ,

(2)
where:

The choice of power of electric motors for such a mode is
precisely defined - it is enough to know the constant static power
required for the mechanism, taking into account the losses in gears.
This power is determined by means of theoretical dependencies,
taking into account the relationship between power and
technological processes, or experimentally on the basis of existing
similar mechanisms.

(3)

A is the constant that depends on the design data, Nm
B - a factor that takes into account the influence of
speed, Nms
n0 - crankshaft rotational speed.
A  60 Nm ,

Therefore,

Dynamic loads occurring during infrequent starts of electric
motors are not taken into account because they have practically no
effect on their heating.

B  0.2 Nms ,

n0  275 min 1

M 0  A  Bn0  60  0.2  275  5Nm

The constant component of the moment of inertia is also
determined by an empirical formula:

The torque required to set the working bodies of the textile
machinery in motion is determined mainly by the following
resistance forces:

(4)
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where C is the coefficient, C  3000 Nm 2 min 1 .
The periodic components of the resistance torque depending on
the position of the crankshaft are approximated as a sum of
harmonics of the 1st, 3rd, and 7th order.
The resultant resistance torque curve as a function of the
crankshaft angle has the form:
(5) MC  M0  M1 sin  M3 sin3  M 7 cos( 7  50 )sign
the following conditions are met:
70 o    100 o 
M1 / M 0  0.8  0.1 ;

M 3 / M 0  0.4  0.1 ;
M 7 / M 0  0.8  0.2 ;

M 1  4 Nm ;
M 3  2 Nm ;
M 7  4 Nm .

Fig. 1 Changes in the resistance torque as a function of the angle of
rotation of the main shaft

The resulting inertia moment curve as a function of the
crankshaft rotation angle has the form:

Table 1 below shows the values of the resistance torque relative
to the angle of rotation of the main shaft, and Fig. 1 - the graphic
representation.

(6)

Table 1: Values of the resistance torque to the angle of rotation of the
main shaft

α, [о]
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360

J  J 0  J 2 cos 2  J 3 sin( 3  150 )sign
the following conditions are met:
J 2 / J 0  0.2  0.05 ;
J 3 / J 0  0.3  0.6 ;

М Load, [Nm]
8,456745
1,003825
7,819343
-0,78403
2,518561
5,9202
6,591937
14,3156
1,6886
2,358019
0,916135
2,20174
10,54103
3,040342
10,10755
6,317818
2,965829
3,51532
-3,61909
9,199036
8,56641
8,923083
6,941085
-1,97172
6,407367
0,894617
4,957506
7,948125
5,9912
12,6263
-0,01957
0,8689
1,6034
4,0128
13,17574
3,801257

J 2  2.18 Nm 2 ;
J 3  4.90 Nm 2 .

Table 2 below shows the values of the moment of inertia
relative to the angle of rotation of the main shaft, and Fig. 2 - the
graphic representation.
Table 2: Values of moment of inertia relative to the angle of rotation of
the main shaft

α, [о]
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360

In Fig. 1 are shown EV on-board chargers and charging stations.
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J, [Nm2]
6,084733
14,64575
17,60894
10,27802
4,1213441
8,476416
16,02992
15,1251
8,15236
6,489841
11,74702
14,4691
10,79352
8,10616
11,16466
13,79994
10,52984
7,045135
10,39488
15,696
13,69215
6,273134
5,817145
13,69215
17,71603
11,18877
4,09961
7,475189
15,87001
16,26462
8,690609
5,349602
10,69613
15,31959
12,29668
7,839927
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α, [ ]
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360

Fig. 2 Changes in the moment of inertia as a function of the angle of
rotation of the main shaft

Fluctuations in load and inertia cause fluctuations in power
consumption and loom speed. The dependence of the speed and
mechanical power on the angle is represented by the expression:
(7)

P2  M 0 n0 ( 1  K cos 2 )

(8)

n  n0  n2 cos 2

the following conditions are met:
n2 / n  0.10  0.15 , приемаме n2 / n  0.12 ;
K  1.7  0.1 .

Therefore,

P2  M 0 n0 ( 1  K cos 2 )  5  275( 1  1.7 cos 2 ) .
Table 3 below shows the values of the useful power relative to
the angle of rotation of the main shaft, and Fig. 3 - the graphic
representation
Table 3: Values of useful power relative to the angle of rotation of the
main shaft

(9)

P2, [W]
421,1082
2933,968
3601,265
1633,03
-640,67
-528,148
1837,389
3655,534
2773,9
236,1988
-953,349
613,4862
3081,829
3529,566
1426,651
-737,411
-400,725
2038,128
3691,946
2602,88
60,20586
-925,968
811,8266
3216,326
3440,998
1219,867
-817,612
-259,398
2233,675
3710,217
2422,246
-105,493
-880,571
1014,576
3336,406
3336,253

Pcalc  kPср ,W

where k is the load factor that depends on the size of the
electric motor.
(10)

k  1.6  1.8

Pcalc  1.8  1890 .175  3402 .315W

Here it can be specified that increasing the average load of
working machines reduces the specific costs of electricity. When
the load is reduced, the efficiency of the electric motor and
especially of the working machine is reduced. With maximum use
of the working machine and its full load, the specific energy
consumption will be minimal.
After determining the required static power Ризч., the electric
motor for the given mechanism is selected from a catalog with the
same or the nearest higher power Р изб., so that

Fig. 3 Changes in useful power as a function of the angle of rotation of
the main shaft

(11)

The given approximation of the actual loads of the loom makes
it possible to determine the power of the electric motor as a r.m.s.
value for one revolution of the crankshaft:

Pср 

m 2 
  P2m 
1
 
m

Ризб. ≥ Ризч.

We choose: Three-phase induction motor series TP, with height
of the axis of rotation 132 mm, with cage rotor and with external
self-ventilation, efficiency standard IE3 - Premium Efficiency.
The transition to energy-saving electric motors pays off in the
long run through a significant reduction in energy consumption,
leading to lower operating costs. The energy savings of Class IE3
motors are mainly based on the lower rated current compared to
Class IE2.
Standard IEC 60034-30-1 defines the energy efficiency classes
of induction electric motors. Regulations (EU) 640/2009 and

128619432   1890 .175W
36

The computing power at which an electric motor is selected is :
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4. Conclusions

04/2014 set out the conditions for the transition to new energysaving technologies. From 1 January 2017, only electric motors
complying with class IE3, with power between 0.75 and 375 kW,
are allowed for use in the European Economic Area.
The main objective of the IE3 standard, in force in the European
Union, is to achieve a long-term reduction in the energy
consumption of electric motors in use, and thus to contribute to the
high requirements and goals related to climate in Europe.
The induction motor type TP132MA-6 has the following
parameters shown in Tables 4 and 5 [4]:

Considering that three-phase induction motors manufactured in
Russia and the former socialist countries are used for the electric
drive of the majority of the looms in Bulgaria, the choice of an
electric motor of higher energy class for the specific case in the
present case is quite appropriate and expedient. . Manufacturers of
electric motors in Bulgaria offer a wide range of options in terms of
nominal parameters and modes of operation of such units. The
economic side of this issue should not be neglected either - all
electric motors are imported against a convertible currency and
together with taxes and duties reach a higher price than those
produced in our country. On the other hand, the operation will
facilitate measures and measures for maintenance and repair of
motors.
In short, the outlined retrofit methodology by selecting an
electric motor for a loom of a higher energy class is applicable to
the equipment available in textile enterprises.

Table 4: Technical data of motor type TP132MA-6 at 400 V, 50 Hz

Rated
output

Rotation
speed

Rated Efficiency Power
current
factor

kW

minˉ¹

A

%

4.0

975

8.68

86.8

-
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Table 5: Technical data of motor type TP132MA-6 at 400 V, 50 Hz

Starting Starting Maximum
current torque torque
In case of direct connection as
a multiplicity of the nominal
one
Current
Torque
6.0

2.1

2.6

Moment of Weight
inertia
J, kgm²

m, kg

References
1.
0.0175

65

Verification required:
2.

Since the cyclic nature of the load has separate working sections
with a long duration, the following condition must be met:
(12)

M L max  M N ,

3.

where M L max is the maximum value of the static resistance
torque.
Table 1 shows that the maximum static torque is 14.3152 Nm.
4.

M N  PN /  N  4000 / 102 .05  39.20 Nm

Therefore, the condition is met:

M L max  M N ;

14.3152  39.20 .

The selected motor can also be checked under the starting
condition:
(13)

M START  M L max
M START  1.6  M N  1.6  39.20  62.72

Therefore, the condition is met: 62 .7214 .3152 .
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Mathematical software tools applicable to remote learning and scientific research in case of
isolation
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Abstract: This paper is devoted to some up-to-date computational tools, which are on-line available and appropriate to remote learning as
well as to scientific research implementation relevant to mathematics and their applications.
The following aspects are concerned and discussed: some of the opportunities and benefits afforded by the software tools which are taken
into consideration; necessary requirements which have to be met in order to use these tools; some disadvantages and drawbacks which may
arise.
Comparison of fees and prices for different mathematical software tools is done.
For purpose of illustration realistic examples are also given.
Keywords: MATHEMATICAL SOFTWARE, COMPUTER ALGEBRA SYSTEMS, FREE SOFTWARE, CLOUD COMPUTING
implementation and an environment in which the language to be
used.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the mathematical software tools used in research
and engineering play a crucial role in the development of
technology, education and science. For example, the treatment of
complex numerical analysis with the aid of mathematical software
is currently used in all branches of physical, medical and social
sciences. For that matter, by means of Computer aided design
(CAD) software the level of scientific research and in particular of
engineering science can be significantly improved. Computer
solutions to large algebraic systems are implemented by users in
form of algorithms using instruction codes and special syntaxes [3].

This means that, using CAS, one may manipulate mathematical
expressions in a way as if he do it manually.
Computer algebra systems can be conditionally divided into two
types:



Strategic use of technology makes stronger mathematics
teaching and learning [1]. But, the global pandemic has posed
significant obstacles to education and scientific researches. So that,
it is absolutely indispensable to change the approach when using
on-line the modern computer software. The purpose here is to
present some peculiarities in the use of mathematical software,
computer algebra systems in particular and especially free software
resources for remote learning and scientific research.

specialized, which are devoted to a specific part of
mathematics;
general-purpose, which are useful to a user who works in
any scientific field in which it is necessary to perform
manipulationя of mathematical expressions.

Usually symbolic manipulations in CAS include: expression
simplification; substitutions of symbols or numeric values in
expressions; modifications of the form of expressions (expanding
products and powers, factorization, transforming trigonometric
functions in exponential form, transforming logic expressions, etc.);
differentiation (partial and total); symbolic integration for some
functions (indefinite and definite), symbolic optimization
(constrained and non-constrained); linear and some nonlinear
equations solving over various domains; some differential and
difference equations solving; some limits solving; integral
transforms; series operations (expanding, sums, products); matrix
operations; statistical computations and even theorems verification
and proving.

2. Mathematical Software
In the last two years, in the conditions of the new reality,
scientists, teachers and students in Bulgaria are facing a serious
problem. With the increasing isolation and as a consequence -working from home (permanently or for different periods of time),
most often they do not have appropriate software tools in their
home office. This naturally makes it necessary for them to make a
reasonable decision and a wise choice of suitable mathematical
software with which they can conduct their work remotely.

Also, for the purposes of teaching and research in mathematics
and its engineering and economic applications, CAS needs to
include: arbitrary precision numeric operations; exact integer
arithmetic; plotting graphs and parametric plots (2D and 3D) and
amination of them; mathematical expressions in two-dimensional
form editing; a programming language for purpose of
implementation of own algorithms.

This is the place, according to the problem taxonomy of the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (USA), to recall
what does mathematical software mean:
Definition 1. Mathematical software is software used to model,
analyze and/or calculate numeric, symbolic and geometric data.

The choice of a particular mathematical software tool by a
scientist/teacher/student is determined by at least the following
several factors, given not necessarily in order of importance:

According to this definition, even computer (software)
calculators are mathematical software of the simplest kind, through
which one is able to perform simple mathematical operations and
data input is usually done by hand.
At the other side are the so-called computer algebra systems,
which are the subject of this work (see, e.g. [2]):
Definition 2. Computer Algebra System (CAS), also called
Symbolic Algebra System (SAS), is a package which includes
mathematical algorithms and special functions for performing
symbolic manipulations on algebraic objects, a language for their
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Research area and problem statement;



Goals and level of work of the user;



Financial capacity and attitudes of the user;



The user's long- and short-term developmental intentions
and prospects;



User's available hardware, operating platforms, etc.;



Consistency with the team the user is working with.
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Mathematica 12 System Requirements
recommended RAM (disk space 19 GB).

3. Computer Algebra Systems
Nowadays, there is a wide variety of computer algebra systems.
Among the commercial systems, Maple, Mathematics and Matlab
seem to be the most popular and commonly used.

are:

4

GB+

Mathematica was conceived by Stephen Wolfram and is
developed by Wolfram Research of Champaign, Illinois.
Some additional opportunities and computational resources
provided by Wolfram Research will be considered into the next
section.

Maple (https://www.maplesoft.com/) is a symbolic and numeric
computing environment as well as a multi-paradigm programming
language, developed commercially by the Canadian software
company Maplesoft. Several areas of technical computing are
covered: symbolic operations, numerical analysis computations,
data processing, data visualization, etc. A toolbox MapleSim adds
functionality for multidomain physical modeling and code
generation.

Based on the data from the table below, a comparison can be
made of the prices of the three computer algebra systems
considered. Given the objectives of this paper, the table is limited to
Student, Home/Personal and Education/Academic Plan.
Table 1. Annual fees (in EUR) of the most popular and major
computer algebra systems [6-8]

Maple is a general-purpose computer algebra systems, because
of its capacity for symbolic computation and visualization. At the
same time numeric computations to arbitrary precision are
supported.

Student

Home/
Personal

Users can enter mathematics using traditional mathematical
notation. Custom user interfaces can also be made. There is also
opportunity to convert expressions from traditional mathematical
notation to markup suitable for LaTeX system.

Educatio
n/
Academic

Maple

Maple is compatible with: Linux, macOS, Windows. Maple
2021 system requirements are: 4 GB recommended RAM (disk
space 10 GB).

MATLA
B&

101 €

195 €

1274 €

35/69 €

119 €

250 €

152 €

328 €

1428 €

Simulink
Mathema

MATLAB, which is an abbreviation of "matrix laboratory"
(https://www.mathworks.com/), is a programming language and
numeric computing environment developed by MathWorks. By
means of MATLAB one is able to make matrix manipulations; to
plot functions and data, to implement some algorithms; to transfer
results and incorporate them into other packages.

tica

Along with commercial ones, there are many free computer
algebra systems, some of which are more than a successful
alternative. It is in place here to give the Free Software definition
written by Richard Stallman [5] and published by the Free Software
Foundation [11]:

Most functions accept arrays as input and operate element-wise
on each element.
Although MATLAB is intended primarily as a system for
numeric computations, an optional toolbox uses the MuPAD
symbolic engine thus providing access to symbolic computing
capabilities. Its additional package, Simulink, adds graphical multidomain simulation and model-based design for dynamic and
embedded systems, which in a number of cases makes MATLAB
preferable in engineering investigations.

Definition 3. Free software is computer software distributed
under terms that allow users to run the software for any purpose as
well as copy, distribute, study, change and improve it and any
adapted versions.
A program is free software if some necessary conditions are
fulfilled. Namely, a program is free software if the program's users
have the four essential freedoms (see [11]):

MATLAB is compatible with: Linux, macOS, Windows.
MATLAB and Simulink requirements are: 3.4 GB of HDD space
for MATLAB only, 5-8 GB for a typical installation; RAM 4GB
minimum, 8 GB recommended.
Wolfram Mathematica, which is usually termed Mathematica
(https://www.wolfram.com/mathematica/), is a software system
with built-in libraries for several areas of technical computing that
allow symbolic computation, manipulating matrices, plotting
functions and various types of data, implementation of algorithms,
creation of user interfaces, and interfacing with programs written in
other programming languages. Features include instant dynamic
interactivity, high-impact adaptive visualization, symbolic interface
construction, load-on-demand curated data, image and audioprocessing, neural networkings, 3D printing, and tools for
connecting to DLL, SQL, Java, .NET, C++, Fortran, CUDA,
OpenCL, and http-based systems. Together with Maple, it is one of
the major general-purpose computer algebra systems. The
programming language used in Mathematica is the Wolfram
Language.



The freedom to run the program as you wish, for any purpose
(Freedom 0);



The freedom to study how the program works, and change it so
it does your computing as you wish (Freedom 1). Access to
the source code is a precondition for this;



The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help others
(Freedom 2);



The freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions to
others (Freedom 3). By doing this you can give the whole
community a chance to benefit from your changes. Access to
the source code is a precondition for this.

While MATLAB is a very popular numerical computation
software package, some other free alternatives are available, such as
the open source GNU Octave.
GNU Octave (www.gnu.org/software/octave/) is an opensource and free mathematical modeling and simulation software and
computation language that provides a command interface for
solving linear and nonlinear equations numerically and for
executing other numerical experiments using a language that is
mostly compatible with MATLAB.

Mathematica is available for onsite machines running Windows,
Mac OS X, Linux, or Unix. Home-use licenses are available for
machines running Windows, Mac OS X, or Linux.
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Moreover, it may also be used as a batch-oriented language.
GNU Octave is primarily intended for numerical computations. As
a part of the GNU Project, it is free software under the terms of the
GNU General Public License.

sourced curated data, rather than providing a list of documents or
web pages that might contain the answer, as a search engine might.
Additional data is provided from both academic and commercial
websites and some of the data is kept updated in real time. The data
sets include astronomical, chemical, geopolitical, language,
biomedical and weather data, in addition to mathematical data.
Wolfram|Alpha is developed by WolframAlpha LLC, a subsidiary
of Wolfram Research. The service was officially launched on May
18, 2009 with purpose to provide integrated storage, interface,
computation, knowledge, linguistics and deployment capabilities.

The syntax of GNU Octave is math-oriented which makes it
preferred by many mathematicians.
GNU Octave is compatible with Linux, macOS, BSD,
Windows.
Other free alternatives to MATLAB include Scilab and
FreeMat. In fact, GNU Octave is more compatible with MATLAB
than Scilab is; as for FreeMat, it has not been updated since 2013.

In Wolfram|Alpha users submit queries and computation
requests via a text field. Then Wolfram|Alpha computes answers
and relevant visualizations from a knowledge base of curated,
structured data that come from other sites and books.

Scilab (https://www.scilab.org/) is a free and open-source,
sophisticated, cross-platform numerical computational package and
a high-level, numerically-oriented programming language. Scilab is
well-suited for engineers and offers a powerful platform for
numerical computation. It can be used for signal processing,
statistical analysis, image enhancement, fluid dynamics simulations,
numerical optimization, modeling, simulation of explicit and
implicit dynamical systems, etc. It also supports more than 2000
mathematical functions; can produce complex algorithms and if the
corresponding toolbox is installed, symbolic manipulations are also
available.

In Wolfram|Alpha is built-in free form input (Fig. 1), which is
most often preferred by the students and young scientists. Of
course, it is also possible to use the syntax of Wolfram Language.
b

Example 1. If we want to compute

 f ( x )dx

using

a

Wolfram|Alpha, we can enter
Integrate[f(x),{x,a,b}]

In Scilab, users can display their 2D and 3D data, to animated
figures, charts, graphs. This platform comes along with source code,
help menu and user guide in English.

according to Wolfram Language (Fig. 2); on the other hand we can

Scilab is available free of cost under an open source license.
Due to the open source nature of the software, some user
contributions have been integrated into the main program.

integrate f(x) from a to b.

give a request in free form (Fig. 1):

It is also possible to enter only integrate into the text box, and
then fill in the attributes of the corresponding integral in the fields
that appear (Fig. 3).

Scilab is compatible with Windows, Linux, macOS.
SageMath (https://www.sagemath.org/), previously Sage – an
abbreviation of "System for Algebra and Geometry
Experimentation", is a computer algebra system with features
covering many aspects of mathematics, including algebra,
combinatorics, graph theory, numerical analysis, number theory,
calculus and statistics.
SageMath is free software, distributed under the terms of the
GNU General Public License version 3, which serves as a real open
source alternative to Maple, Mathematica, and MATLAB. It is very
useful for education, studying, and research as it covers various
mathematical areas.
The interface of this program is a notebook in a browser or the
command-line. With the help of a notebook, SageMath connects
either locally to your own Sage installation or to a Sage server on
the network. Notebooks can be examined locally or remotely, and
the connection can be secured with HTTPS. Inside any notebook,
one can draw graphics in a perfect way, typeset mathematical
expressions, add/delete input, and share his work across the
network.
SageMath is compatible with Windows, Linux, macOS.

4. Wolfram|Alpha and Wolfram Cloud

Fig. 1: f ( x ) 

This section is devoted to resources powered by Wolfram
Research, which can be used on-line and/or free. In case of isolation
and remote learning and scientific work they are useful, powerful
and effective tool for students, teachers, scientists in any scientific
branch related to mathematics, structural mechanics, physics,
chemistry, etc.
Wolfram|Alpha
(www.wolfram.com)
is
an
online
computational knowledge engine or answer engine that answers
factual queries directly by computing the answer from externally
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Wolfram|Alpha can be directly, on-line used successfully and
completely free of charge, without any registration. This manner of
work has been effectively applied by the authors in remote learning
for immediate demonstration and illustration of theoretical facts,
dependencies and statements (some plots; derivatives; functions and
sequences properties; integrals; integral trensforms, matrix
manipulations; equations and systems solving; vector calculations;
data fit; statistics as well as some strong mathematical definitions).
The engine is also used by the authors and their students as a very
useful auxiliary tool during practical exercises and when doing
homework. Given this, sometimes the lack of step-by-step solutions
capabilities is a very positive fact!
Using Wolfram|Alpha without registration brings a number of
disadvantages: a sequence of actions cannot be set for execution and
we have to enter a separate request at each stage of the work
without being able to use previous results; the results are not saved
as a working document and the user has to decide for himself how
to do this; the options for many of the functions are restricted and so
on.
On the other hand, we can easily copy inputs and results in math
mode to clipboard; the Wolfram Language code of the
corresponding request and result is also available. This fact is
extremely useful for improving the user's Wolfram skills.

Fig. 2: f(x) = x cosx, a=0, b=π
If we have to compute an indefinite integral, the fields
coresponding to lower and upper integration limit have remain
empty.

However, in order to get wider and more complete opportunities
which Wolfram|Alpha provides, one can make a user registration
for Wolfram|Alpha and choose some of the offered user plans. In
2012, Wolfram|Alpha Pro (https://www.wolframalpha.com/pro/)
was released. Wolfram|Alpha Pro lets us to do much more than
Wolfram|Alpha: to upload our own data and images for analysis, to
get customized and interactive visuals for presentations, to
download data, to get more computation time, to access optimized
Web Apps.
The following user plans are available (see [9]):
Students: Basic - Personalized experience with customizable
settings; does not include step-by-step solutions capabilities; it is
free with sign-in; Pro - Enhanced features with step-by-step
solutions, increased computation time and calculator Web Apps; 47
€ annually; Pro Premium - Complete access to all features and
priority customer support; 79 € annually;
Educators: Basic - Personalized experience with customizable
settings; does not include step-by-step solutions capabilities; it is
free with sign-in; Pro - Unlock additional classroom resources with
step-by-step solutions, printable worksheets and extended
computation time; 47 € annually; Pro Premium: Complete access to
all features and priority customer support; 79 € annually.
An another opportunity is Wolfram|Alpha Notebook Edition
(https://www.wolfram.com/wolfram-alpha-notebook-edition/),
which combines the best of both Wolfram|Alpha and Wolfram
Mathematica into a single, unified tool perfect for teaching and
learning. Free-form input, like in Wolfram|Alpha, can be used to get
instant answers to questions, create and customize graphs, and turn
static examples into dynamic models. Inputs and results are saved
as an interactive Wolfram Notebook. In a Wolfram Notebook the
user can not only save, but also use previous results, and build up or
work through a whole computation. Notes can be added and
notebooks can be used as class or reference materials, or can be
presented as dynamic slide shows.

Fig 3: f ( x )  e x ,a  ,b  
2

Let us note that the question how does Wolfram|Alpha
Notebook Edition work depends on the machine the software
package is running on. The plans available can be seen from [10].

Although the use of a free form inputs has its reasons and brings
some advantages, the authors believe that it is better to stick to
Wolfram Language [4]. A user of Wolfram|Alpha, who has taken
advantage of the free form of queries for some time, would find it
difficult to switch and adapt to some of the computer algebra
systems, which have strict syntactic rules and are usually case
sensitive.

Wolfram Cloud (https://www.wolfram.com/cloud/) is a
computational cloud-based platform for symbolic and numeric
computations, analysis, programming and visualization. It is
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accessible in a direct way in the web-browser of the user -- no
installation and configuration required.

We will work by means of Wolfram Cloud, Basic Plan. We
open a cloud notebook and our first step is to enter both X and Y and
to pair them (see Fig. 4, input 1).

The platform contains the following features: libraries of
mathematical functions; matrix and data manipulation tools; 2D and
3D data, function and geo-visualization and animation tools; solvers
for systems of equations; finite element analysis with 2D and 3D
adaptive mesh generation; database collection for mathematical,
scientific, and socio-economic information and access to
Wolfram|Alpha data and computations; tools for parallel
programming and many others.

Plotting the data, we desice to search for logarithmic least
squares best fit into the form f(x) = a ln(x+0.01)+b.
The Wolfram implementation can be seen in Fig. 5 below.
Nonlinear model function is used (Fig. 5, input 5); some indicators
can be computed (Fig. 5, input 6) as well as the standard deviation
(input 7). Finally, we can show the plot the logarithmic fit which we
oblained together with the data (input 8).

Wolfram Cloud technology powers a number of products
including Wolfram Mathematica, Wolfram|Alpha, Wolfram|One,
Wolfram Programming Lab, Wolfram Enterprise Private Cloud,
instant Web Apps and others. Paid subscription plans for
Wolfram|One, Mathematica Online, Wolfram|Alpha Notebook
Edition and Wolfram Programming Lab are offered. It is also
possible to use a Basic Plan subscription, for which only user
registration is required.
With any paid subscription plan, all files stored in the Wolfram
Cloud do not expire, while with a Cloud Basic plan, any file expires
60 days after its creation. One way to prevent this is to upgrade to a
paid Wolfram Cloud subscription plan; an another one is to convert
the files to pdf format and save them to hard drive. It is not a good
idea to copy notebook-files to the disk; to open the files you need an
installed desktop version not earlier than Wolfram Mathematica 11.
Cloud Basic plan includes 200 MB of file storage and when it is is
exceeded, the user will not be able to upload or create any new files.
When files expire, they will still be visible in the account, but
will not be accessible. Expired files will still count towards limits
on cloud storage, so that they should be deleted from the account.
Fig 5: Wolfram implementation of least squares best fit

Users who upgrade to a paid Wolfram Cloud subscription from
Cloud Basic will be able to recover any previously expired files, but
not any deleted files.
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There is a huge variety of different paid Wolfram Cloud
subscription plans. For scientists conducting high-level research, we
recommend, for example Wolfram|One Personal (Desktop and loud
access, Upgrades; 2 GB file storage; 207 € annually) or Standard
Desktop +Cloud Wolfram Mathematica (Desktop and Cloud
Mathematica, Upgrades, Standard support, Personal-computer
license; 15 GB file storage; 720 € annually).
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Abstract: Subject of the present paper is the measurement of temperature changes in the ceramic cavity walls of Dadant Blatt beehives.
Using a FLIR P640 infrared camera and two different heat sources, 80 thermogramsof ceramic cavity walls were obtained. The infrared
images of the studied objects are divided into rectangular zones. The results of the study are presentedtabularly and graphically.
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As the temperature rises, areas with uneven temperature
distribution begin to appear. In Fig. 3 is shown a thermogram from
the 14th minute of the experiment. As can be seen, in zones Bx1
and Bx8 are observed sections that are colder than the other zones.
Compared to zone Bx 5, their average temperatures are lower by
1.7°C for Bx1 and 2.1°C for Bx8. A visual inspection shows a
change in the upper surface of the beehive wall zone Bx5,where a
section higher than the rest of the wallcan be observed.

1. Introduction
More than 80 infrared images were obtained at a
temperature reading interval of 2 minutes using an infrared camera
brand FLIR P640 [1], placed at a distance of 1m from the studied
objects. The emissivity ε was selected based on paint catalog data,
sinceto the studied parts (hive and radiator walls) is applied a layer
of paint. The selected value is ε = 0.96 [2]. The study was
performed in two stages using two different heat sources - an oil
radiator at the first stage and a plate at the second stage.
The
highest
ground
surface
temperatures
recorded on Earth are usually in the range from 50° to 70°C, in
some desert areas up to 80°C. For certain soils, the ground surface
temperature can reach 90°C. The highest measured temperatures are
57.8°C for the air and 93.9°C for the ground surface [3, 4]. The
highest air temperature measured in Bulgaria is 45.2°C [5].

2. Experimental part and discussion
Fig. 2. Initially measured temperatures on the wall of the
beehive.

Stage 1
At stage 1, an oil radiator preheated to an average
temperature of 161.5°C was used as the heat source (Fig. 1). The
recorded temperature of the radiator is in its area of contact with the
ceramic cavity walls of the beehive. This zone is marked in Fig.1
with Bx1 (the designation Bx is an abbreviation of Box).

Fig. 1. Heat source – an oil radiator during the examination of
a ceramic cavity wall.

Fig. 3. Temperature distribution on the wall of the beehive after
the 14th minute of the experiment.

Once the temperature of the radiatorwas set, the object
under examination–a ceramic cavity wall of a beehive – was
positioned on top of it. When compiling the thermograms, the
infrared images were divided into several rectangular
zonesdesignated as Bx1, Bx2,…,Bxn. Thermograms were obtained
and a thermographic analysis of a total of 15 infrared images was
performed. The initially measured temperatures of the test object
are shown in Fig. 2. The highest temperatures, which were recorded
at the edges of the object, are marked with red triangles. The
minimum temperatures are marked with inverted blue triangles. The
average temperature of all zones is 22.55°C.

At the end of the experiment, colder zones continued to
visible in the area on the left side of the studied object, as shown in
Fig. 4. After removing the beehive wall from the radiator, another
measurement was taken of the average radiator temperature. An
increase in its average temperature by 13°C (174.5°C) was
observed, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. Change of the temperature of the ceramic cavity wall as
a function of time.
Fig. 4. Last thermogram obtained at the end of the first stage of
the study of the ceramic cavity wall.

The study was repeatedwith the same parameters using
another detail from the beehive –its front wall with aclear opening
in the middle, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Detail from the beehive – front wall with a clear
opening.

Fig. 5. Average temperature of the oil radiator reported after
removal of the ceramic cavity
The experimental data are shown in Table 1, where Tmax
is the maximum average temperature, Tmin is the minimum average
temperature, and Tavg is the average temperature of all zones of the
hive wall. The graph compiled from the data in the table is shown in
Fig. 6.

The heat source is preheated to an average temperature of
169.5°C (Fig. 8). The recorded temperature of the radiator is in its
area of contact with the wall of the beehive. The zone is marked on
the image as Bx1.

Table 1. Temperature data from the study of ceramic cavity
wall.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Time
[min]
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24

Tmax [°C]
32,8
41,7
49,1
54,8
61,4
63,7
69,8
70,7
75,2
75,3
76,6
78

Tmin [°C]
24,5
31
37,7
42,9
47,5
51
54,4
56,4
59
59,9
60,4
60,1

Tavg [°C]
26,9
34,2
41,3
47
52,1
56,3
59,9
62,3
66,2
66,4
67,3
67,5

Fig. 8. Heat source – oil radiator, when examining a front wall
with a clear opening.

In the thermograms of the images from the second case,
the same temperature scale is set(from 24°C to 140°C). It is
positioned on the right in Fig. 9. The fixed values on the scale are
for the purpose of easier registration of zones with different
temperatures. No visible defects (warmer areas) are observed.
In Fig. 9 is shown the temperature distribution at the
initial moment – immediately after the studied part has been
positioned on the heat source. The temperature of the clear opening,
which is marked as zone Bx6, has also been measured.
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In Table 2 has3additional columns recording the data
from the clear opening temperature measurement. The angle at
which the infrared images are taken does not register the heat
source, yet the reported values for zone Bx6 raise the total
temperature of the studied part in the rangefrom 0°to 8°C. The
graph based on this data in Table 2 is shown in Fig. 10. It registers
elevated temperatures when the maximum and average values of the
temperature in the clear opening zoneare read. There is no
significant difference in the values of the reported minimum
temperatures in the clear opening zone, as the zones around the
clear opening influence the measurement results. The change in the
temperature values as a function of time for zone Bx6 are shown in
Table 3. Fig. 11 shows the curve constructed based on the data in
the table.
Fig. 10. Dependence on time of the temperature of the front
wall with a clear opening.

Fig. 9. Initial temperature distribution on a front wall with a
clear opening.
Table 2. Temperature data from the study of a front wall with a
clear opening.
No
Time Tmax Tmin Tavg Tmax Tmin Tavg
[min] [°C]
[°C]
[°C]
+
+
+
Bx6
Bx6
Bx6
[°C]
[°C]
[°C]
1
0
39
28,9
31
41,8
28,9
32,3
2
2
49,6
35,2
38,7
54,1
35,7
41,6
3
4
58,5
41,7
46,8
64,2
42,6
50,3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

6
8
10
12
14
16
18

69
76,5
79,2
82,8
85,5
86,7
89,8

47,6
52,8
55,9
58,7
60,9
62,7
64

54,3
60,4
64
67,2
63,9
72
73,5

75,1
83,1
86,5
90,3
93,2
94,8
97,8

49,1
54,6
58,3
61,4
63,8
65,5
67,3

Fig. 11. Dependence on time of the temperature of the front
wall clear opening.
Stage 2
In stage 2 was used a heater, preheated to an average
temperature of 52°C, with a maximum reading in some areas of
63°C. The area of the heater (shown in Fig. 12) is 0.09 m2. The
heated part has a measured area of 0.10 m2, and on its right-hand
side there is an area of 0.01 m2(zone Bx11) which does not come
into direct contact with the heater. This is the reason why lower
temperatures are observed in zone Bx11. After obtaining the
thermograms, the resulting data is presented in two tables. Table 4
shows the maximum, minimum and average temperature for the
area of the beehive wall in contact with the heater. Table 5 shows
the maximum, minimum and average temperature in zone Bx11.

58,2
64,8
69
72
70,2
76,8
78,5

Table 3. Temperature data from the study of zone Bx6.
Ti
Tmax
Tmin
Tavg
me
Bx6 [°C]
Bx6 [°C]
Bx6 [°C]
[min]
1
0
55,6
28,5
40,5
2
2
76,6
38
55,9
3
4
92,9
47,1
67,8
4
6
105,3
56,5
78,1
5
8
116,3
63,7
86,8
6
10
123,1
70
93,7
7
12
128,1
74,9
95,9
8
14
132
78,4
101,5
9
16
135,3
79,1
100,8
10
18
137,5
83,8
103,4

No

Fig. 12. Heater, preheated to an average temperature of 52°C.

The difference in temperatures is visible, starting from the
second minute of the experiment as shown in Fig. 13, where the
difference is small (below 1°C). At the end of the test, the
difference reaches 9.5°C, as shown in Fig. 14. The scale of the
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thermograms is set in the range from 24° to 64°C. At the 8th minute
of the study a defect (a warmer section), appears on the wall of the
beehive and at the 16th minute it is already clearly expressed, with
the presence of a crack, as shown with a line contour on Fig. 15.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Fig. 13. Thermogram for the 2nd minute of the study.

Fig. 14. Thermogram for the last 98th minute of the test.

32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98

43,4
43,6
44
44,1
44,1
44
44,1
44,3
44,4
44,6
44,7
44,7
44,7
44,8
44,8
44,8
44,8
44,8
44,8
44,9
45
44,9
44,7
44,6
44,6
44,6
44,7
44,8
45
45
44,9
45
45,1
45,1

32,3
32,5
32,7
32,9
32,8
32,8
33
33
32,7
33,1
32,9
33,2
33,2
33,3
33,3
33,3
33,2
33,2
33,2
33,2
33,2
33,2
33,2
33,1
33,1
33,3
33,3
33,2
33,3
33,3
33,2
33,4
33,4
33,5

38,9
39,1
39,4
39,5
39,5
39,4
39,5
39,7
39,7
39,8
39,9
39,9
39,9
40
40
39,9
39,9
39,9
39,9
40
40
40
39,9
39,8
39,8
39,9
40
40
40,1
40,1
40
40,1
40,2
40,2

Table 5. Data with temperatures obtained in the study for zone
Bx11 of the wall of the beehive.
№
Time
Tmax
Tmin
Tavg
[min]
Bx11 [°C]
Bx11 [°C]
Bx11 [°C]
1
0
25,5
24,2
24,6
2
2
25,4
24
24,6
3
4
26,2
24,1
24,9
4
6
27,4
24,2
25,5
5
8
28,5
24,4
26
6
10
29,7
24,3
26,5
7
12
30,8
24,6
27,1
8
14
31,7
24,8
27,7
9
16
32,7
25,2
28,3
10
18
33
25,4
28,6
11
20
34,1
25,9
29,4
12
22
33,9
25,9
29,2
13
24
34,4
25,9
29,4
14
26
34,5
26
29,6
15
28
35
26,2
29,9
16
30
35,1
26,3
30
17
32
35
26,4
30
18
34
35,3
26,5
30,2
19
36
35,8
26,6
30,4
20
38
36
26,6
30,5
21
40
35,5
26,6
30,4
22
42
35,4
26,6
30,3
23
44
36
26,8
30,6
24
46
36
26,7
30,6
25
48
35,6
26,8
30,5
26
50
35,8
26,7
30,6
27
52
35,8
26,8
30,6
28
54
36
27
30,6

Fig. 15. Presence of a defect (warmer section) on the wall of
the beehive.
Table 4. Data with temperatures obtained in the study for the
area of the wall of the beehive contacting with the heater.
№
Time [min]
Tmax
Tmin [°C] Tavg
[°C]
[°C]
1
0
25,1
24,5
24,8
2
2
25,4
24,5
25
3
4
27,2
25,1
26,2
4
6
29,4
26
27,9
5
8
31,5
26,6
29,6
6
10
33,6
27,4
31,1
7
12
35,4
28,3
32,6
8
14
37
29
33,8
9
16
38,2
29,8
34,9
10
18
39,4
30,2
35,8
11
20
40,6
31,2
36,9
12
22
41,2
31,2
37,3
13
24
41,8
31,5
37,6
14
26
42,4
31,8
38,1
15
28
42,9
32,2
38,6
16
30
43,1
32,2
38,7
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29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98

35,8
35,8
36
35,7
36,2
35,8
35,8
35,6
36
35,8
36,2
35,8
35,7
36
35,9
35,8
35,8
35,9
35,8
36
36,1
36,1

26,9
27,1
26,9
27
27
27
27
27,1
27,1
27,1
27,2
27
27,1
27,1
27,2
27,1
27,2
27,1
27,1
27,1
27,1
27,1

30,5
30,6
30,6
30,5
30,7
30,6
30,7
30,6
30,7
30,6
30,8
30,6
30,6
30,8
30,7
30,7
30,7
30,7
30,7
30,7
30,7
30,7

3. Conclusions
The thermographic analyses of the two stages of the study
point to the thermal insulating properties of the two beehive ceramic
cavity walls. At stage 1, the set temperatures were higher than those
reached under normal atmospheric conditions. A defect (an area
with higher temperature)was observed. At stage 2, the set
temperatures were close to the actual ones reached and recorded
on Earth. Atthis stage, a defect was also recorded. During the
measurement, a temperature difference of 11.8°C was observed
between the heater and the average temperature of the upper surface
of the beehive wall, as reached within 58 minutes. After the 58th
minute, the average temperature fluctuates for 40 minutes in the
range between 40°and 40.2°C. In the area that does not come into
direct contact with the heater, an average temperature of 30°C is
reached at the 30th minute of the study, with average temperature
fluctuations starting from the 44th to the 98th minute in the range
from 30.6°to 30.8°C.
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Two graphs are constructed based on the data included in
the tables. The graph shown in Fig. 16 uses the data in Table 4.
There is an exponential increase in the temperature from the
beginning up to the 12th minute of the study. After that, the rate of
increase slows down until the 20th minute, when there begins a
smooth rise with minimal differences of the order of tenths of a
degree. From the 36th to the 98th minute, the temperature rises by
1°C. The graph in Fig. 17, which based on the data from Table 5,
also shows an exponential increase in the initial minutes. The
temperature rise then follows a decreasing rate, which is due to the
absence of a direct heat source under zone Bx11.

Fig. 16. Dependence on time of the temperatures of the area of
the wall of the beehive, which is in contact with the heater.

Fig. 17. Dependence on time of the temperatures of the area of
the wall of the beehive without direct contact with the heater (zone
Bx11).
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Summary: The article presents a study of the sound and thermal insulation properties of ceramic plates with cavities, designed for beehives.
The plates are obtained by the “casting” method from a water-dispersed colloidal system based on a patent-protected quartz glass-ceramic.
They are composed of amorphous SiO2, mullite and cristobalite. To measure the thermal conductivity, a thermal chamber is constructed with
a heater installed in it. Given that the heat flow passing through the three-layer ceramic plate for beehives is constant, the temperature
difference between the two opposite sides of the plate at steady state (at constant heat flow) is measured and the thermal conductivity is
calculated. A two-chamber method is used to determine the sound insulation capacity of the ceramic plates for beehives. The sound pressure
of the sound waves – the incident one and of the wave which has passed through the sample –is measured in the frequency range from 100 to
3150 Hz
Keywords: HOLLOW CERAMIC CONSTRUCTIONS, WATER DISPERSION COLLOIDAL SYSTEMS, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY,
SOUND INSULATION
According to Fourier’s law of heat conduction, the heat
flux passing through the first layer of the wall is [2,3]:

1. Introduction
The object of study are ceramic structures with cavities,
designed for beehives [1]. They are obtained using the “casting”
method from water-dispersed colloidal system based on quartz
glass-ceramics and are composed of amorphous SiO2, mullite and
cristobalite. The ceramic structures consist of three layers - two
dense outer layers and an intermediate air layer which is formed
between them. Of practical importance for providing the necessary
heat and sound insulation are the thicknesses of the three layers.
The internal structure of the cavities in the ceramic products was
studied usingthe computer-tomographic nondestructive method and
is presented in [1].

(2)

where λ1 is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, L1 is the wall
thickness, A is the area of the wall perpendicular to the temperature
gradient,
and
are the temperatures on both sides of the layer.
The temperature difference for the first layer is
determined by the expression:

2. Experimental part and discussion

(3)

2.1. Determination of the thermal conductivity
Temperature differences for other layers are determined
analogously:

The methods for determining the thermal conductivity are
divided into two main groups: stationary and non-stationary.
The former require experimental conditions in which the
temperature gradient does not change with time, while the
latter allow determination of thermal conductivity when the
temperature of the material varies over time [2-5].

(4)

........

One of the formulations of the problem of determining the
thermal properties of materials using stationary methods is
based on the passage of heat through flat walls.

(5)
By summing equations (3) - (5) and taking into account
equation (1), we get the following for the value of the heat flux
through the multilayer wall:

The value of the heat flux
passing through n layers of
flat walls is the same if there are no heat losses [2,3]
(1)

[W]

(6)

The value of the heat flux passing through the first layer
can be determined using the dependence (2).
Fig.1. Temperature distribution in a flat wall with n layers crossed
by a constant heat flux (steady state condition)
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20 Hz to 20kH. The measuring device consisted of a 16-bit
computerized real-time measuring system (Sound Level Meter
System) VT RTA and a two-channel sound card Focus rite Scarlett
2i2 type ASIO. The measurement software was Multi-Instrument
Software 3.8 [8]. The signals and their frequency characteristics
were monitored with an oscilloscope. The analysis was performed
using third-octave frequency bands.
The sound pressure measurements in both chambers were
performed using a sinusoidal signal fed to the loudspeaker at
separate fixed frequencies.
The sound insulation coefficient is defined as the difference
between the measured sound pressures in the source and receiving
chambers:
Fig.2. Experimental setup for measurement of thermal conductivity
by guarded hot plate

[dB],

(7)

where
and
are the sound levels of the incident sound
wave and of the one which has passed through the sample
respectively.

In the present paper, the experimental study of the
coefficient of thermal conductivity is realized using the method of
the guarded hot plate.
For this purpose, a thermal chamber was constructed in
the shape of a box measuring 0.43 x 0.40 m, insulated with four
layers – a gypsum plasterboard (as an outer layer), a steel layer, an
air layer and a heat-insulating fibrous building material type Fibran.
The thicknesses of the layers are shown in Table 1.

3. Results and Discussion
Determination of thermal conductivity
Figures 3 (a) and (b) show the results of the experimental
determination of the thermal conductivity using heaters with power
of 150 W (a) and 80 W (b).

is
A heater is installed in the chamber. The heat flux
equivalent to the electric power of the heater. The tested sample – a
ceramic plate for a beehive with dimensions 300 x 360 x 25 mm – is
placed in the chamber and is well insulated. A diagram of the
experimental setup is shown in Figure 2, where 1 is a thermal
chamber, 2 is a heater and 3 is a device for recording the change of
temperatures T1, T2, T3, T4 over time (4-channel digital
thermometer CENTER 304 type K).
Two thermocouples are located on the heated surface of
the plate, and two others – on its upper unheated surface.
Thermocouples 1 and 3 are located at one end of the two
opposite surfaces of the plate, and thermocouples 2 and 4 are placed
in the middle of the plate on the heated and unheated surfaces
correspondingly.

а)

Five experiments were conducted using heaters of
different power in which the temperature differences between the
two opposite sides of the studied ceramic plate for beehives were
measured until a constant temperature difference was established.

2.2. Acoustic studies
The determination of the sound insulation capacity of the
ceramic plate for beehives was performed by the method of
measuring sound transmission loss using two testing chambers
(rooms), between which the test sample is placed [6,7]
On the wall of the first camera,“source room”, is mounted
a speaker which creates a sound field, and in its center is installed a
microphone that measures the intensity of the created sound field.
In the other chamber,“receiving room”, is mounted a microphone
that receives the sound signal which has passed through the tested
sample. The volume of the chambers is 0.125 m3. They have thick
walls and are lined with sound-absorbing materials. The
transmission of sound outside the studied ceramic plate is reduced
to a minimum. The operating mode is stationary.

The thermocouples T1 and T2 are located on the heated
surface of the ceramic plate, and the thermocouples T3 and T4 are
located on its unheated surface.

A VK 0829/38 speaker with a frequency band from 80 Hz
to16 kHz and emitting sound waves excited by a generator type
MS-9160 was used. The microphones in the source camera and the
receiving camera were type ECM-999, with a frequency band from

The temperature differences between the heated and
unheated surfaces of the samples are
1,3 =Т1-Т3 and
2,4=Т2Т4 and are shown in Table 2. Different temperatures were observed

b)
Fig.3. Temperature variation vs time
a)Heater with power of 150 W; b) Heater with power of 80 W
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in the middle and at the periphery of the ceramic plate. The
coefficient of thermal conductivity is determined by the
dependence:
,

In Fig.4 are shown the averagevalues of the results of the
acoustic measurements compared with the measurements of Fibran
20 mm.
The airborne noise insulation index of the ceramic tile,
estimated according to EN 717-1 in the frequency range from 100
to 3150 Hz, is Rw = 23 dB. The sound insulation index for Fibran is
Rw = 15 dB.

(8)

where: ∆T is the temperature difference between the two surfaces of
the plate, A is the area of the plate perpendicular to the temperature
gradient, d is the thickness of the plate,
heater,

The results of the conducted experiments show that the
ceramic cavity plates with cavities, designed for beehives, have
good sound insulation and thermal insulation properties.

is the power of the

are the heat losses through the walls of the heat chamber

and
sample.

is the heat flux that has passed through the studied

Heat losses

are estimated using the dependence (6):

Reference values of the thermal conductivity coefficients
of the insulation layers, shown in Table 1, were used for the
calculations.
The surrounding surface of the chamber is 0.25 m2, and
the area of its bottom is 0.1 m2, the thickness of the sample is d =
0.025m
Table 1. Thicknesses of the layers
Insulation of
the thermal
chamber

Layer
thickness

1st layer

2nd layer

3th layer

4th layer

gypsum
plaster board

steel

air

Fibran

In this way, the presented results correspond to the best
thermal insulation materials in practice.

0.012

0.001

0.008

0.015

References

Fig.4. Sound insulations of a ceramic plate and Fibran

4. Conclusion

1.

L, [m]
, W/m.K

0.21

53

0.02

0.03

2.

The resultsof the conducted experiments and the obtained
values of the thermal conductivity are given in Table 2.

3.

Table 2. Results of the conducted experiments and obtained
values of the thermal conductivity
Power
of the
heater
[W]

Heat
losses,
,
[W]

[W]

150

37.0

150

1,3

2,4

4.

λ2,4
W/m
.K

W/m.K

[К]

[К]

λ1,3,
W/m.K

113.0

77.9

65.3

0.33

0.39

0.36

37.0

113.0

70.3

70.3

0.36

0.36

0.36

6.

100

33.4

66.6

63.3

60.5

0.32

0.34

0.33

7.

80

22.4

57.6

50

33

0.34

0.33

0.34

80

22.4

57.6

48

35

0.29

0.34

0.31

5.

8.
The obtained value of the coefficient of thermal conductivity
of the ceramic plates for beehives is λ = 0.34 ± 0.1 [W / m. K].
This value is comparable to the coefficient of thermal
conductivity of thermal insulation bricks made of diatomite. The
role of well-formed cavities in the plates is to reduce the thermal
conductivity of the hives.
2.3 Acoustic studies
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Case study application of a strategic complexity management framework for complex
industrial systems
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Abstract: A strategic decision-making tool to generate holistic strategic complexity management strategies for complex engineered systems
(SCM) is applied to a real-world case of an industrial manufacturing system at a European health & beauty manufacturer. The case study
has the the goal to test and discuss the practical applicability of the SCM framework. As a first step, the SCM basic structure, the applied
complexity dimensions in the form of structural, dynamic, and environmental complexity are demonstrated. In a second step, th e framework's
strategic capabilities are theoretically demonstrated based on a set of generic norm strategies. In a third step the results of the SCM application on the described case is described, results and learnings are identified and discussed. As a final step, a short outlook for further
research is provided..
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Motivation & Novelty

1.Introduction

The main motivation of this paper is to contribute to the topic of
strategic com-plexity management for engineered systems by
showcasing and discussing the application of a Strategic
Complexity Management framework (SCM) for the complexity
analysis of a manual assembly line in a world-market leading European beauty & health manufacturer. The company can be defined as
a small/medium enterprise (SME). The SCM has the explicit goal to
serve decision-makers and managers of manufacturing companies,
like the described SME, as an SMTT in the decision-making
process for current and future complex industrial systems. The SCM
builds upon the previous findings and propositions of Freund & AlMajeed in the areas of theoretical modelling industrial IoT system
complex-ity, as well as CPS and CPSS complexity. [16,17] It is also
necessary to mention, that this paper is to be considered as part of
the theoretical and practice-based foundation for current and future
complexity management research for industrial systems based on
the application of the SCM an real-world case in collaboration with
European industry partners. This paper now consists out of the
following steps (i) description of the SCM framework (ii) case
study approach, case de-scription and results (iii) derived keylearnings (iv) discussion and outlook.

Today decision-makers face surging increases in volatility,
uncertainty and over-all business complexity leading up to more
unstable and unpredictable business environments. Leaders and
decision-makers are confronted with the so-called VUCA-world, an
acronym standing for (i) volatility (dynamic and intense chang-es),
uncertainty (lack of predictability), complexity (interconnection of
parts which is sometimes overwhelmingly difficult to process), and
ambiguity (unclear relationships).[1,2] Even though individual
VUCA aspects on their own can al-ready lead to overwhelming
challenges, a combination of VUCA aspects or the presence of all
four combined can lead to complex business problems that are
nearly unsolvable for decision-makers.[3,4] The components of the
VUCA-world thus represent the main four challenges for doing
sustainable business and de-signing strategy in the modern business
world. They are consequently adopted by business leaders and
decision-makers to describe and address the rapid changes of the
business environment and to capture and benefit of overcoming
challenges and newly arising opportunity. [1,2,3] In the context of
engineered systems, the implications of the VUCA-world for
business and strategy can be applied to the rise of cyber-physical
systems (CPS). CPS represent new and complex systems or system
environments, in the form of cyber-physical systems of systems
(CPSS) that combine the potentials of physical artifacts, humans
and engineered systems due to integrated computational and
physical capabilities. CPS are established to produce a global
intelligent behavior featuring autonomy, self-control and selfoptimization and are expected to be a decisive driving force for
advances in dif-ferent areas in manufacturing, opening up new areas
of innovation. [5,6,7,8,9,10,11] In contrast to the potential of CPS
for manufacturing it is well understood that current and more
traditional manufacturing and industrial sys-tems are already
stretching the limits in terms of the development of cost-efficient
and trustworthy systems. This urgent matter is additionally
amplified by the circumstance that current CPS system design
already is unable to support the level of complexity, scalability,
security, safety, interoperability, and flexible design and operation
that will be required to meet future needs decision. [3] The line of
argument makes visible that it is now imperative for industry
decision-makers to obtain practical methods and tools of strategic
planning addressing the management of complex industrial systems
and thus aiming to solve the chal-lenges of the volatility,
uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity.[4] One option to achieve
this are holistic strategic management frameworks in the form of
strate-gic management tools and techniques (SMTT) dedicated to
strategic complexity management. SMTTs are proven tools to
positively influence organizational per-formance, assist strategic
managers in decision making, can be applied to all stages of the
decision-making process, and are consistently applied to many diverse engineering disciplines, like industrial engineering, artificial
intelligence, systems science, or the management of information
systems. [12,13,14,15]

2. Strategic Complexity Management Framework
The SCM framework is now introduced. Figure 1 now
illustrates the basic structure of the SCM framework.

Fig. 1. SCM basic structure
Figure 1 shows, that the SCM is a SMTT that consists out of
two generic 2x2 ma-trixes, resulting in an 8-quadrant matrix, with
two perspectives of analysis (inter-nal, external) in three complexity
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dimensions where structural (S) and dynamic (D) complexity
represent the internal perspective and environmental (E) complexity represents the external perspective of strategic management.
In this anal-ysis The SCM now allows to qualify each complexity
dimensions in a scale be-tween HIGH and LOW. The resulting
intersections of the qualifications result in a system internal and
system external classification.

It can be stated, that the greater the complexity of the system, the
greater the amount of information that must be processed between
decision-makers during its execution in every complexity
dimension. [28] This shows that any strategic analysis of the
applied final complexity conception can only be valuable to the
decision-maker if the analysis holistically integrates all mentioned
dimensions of complexity in a balanced, coherent way. This allows
the decision-maker to assess the system and its behavior as a whole
and to identify as well as investigate individual drivers that
influence system performance. [12,21,22,28] The challenge in
designing a SMTT for complex engineered systems therefore lies,
especially for systems of unprecedented complexity like CPS and
CPSS, in designing a holistic SCMTT framework to study
complexity which is at the same time applicable for practice-based
use.

Applied Conception of Complexity
As already shown by Figure 1 three different dimensions of
complexity are utilized by the SCM. Figure 2 illustrates the applied
conception of complexity for this paper.

SMTT Example: SWOT & BCG Matrix
To illustrate the functioning of a SMTT, the SMTT “SWOT
analysis” in the form of the SWOT strategic matrix is now
described and illustrated. SWOT analysis was first designed and
introduced in 1960 by Stanford´s research institute and since 1975
was widely used as an analytical framework for developing
company strategies and it is still applied in current research
applications. [21] The SWOT matrix properly analyzes the internal
strengths and weaknesses as well as external threats and
opportunities to guide the future expected strategies. This matrix, as
shown in Figure 3, is a useful tool for strategic planning of strategic
management and a fundamental basis for identifying conditions and
planning future methods which are necessary for strategic
observation.

Fig. 2. Applied conception of complexity
Table 1 now describes the three dimensions in more detail.
Table 1. Complexity dimensions
Dimension

Description

Environmental
(E)

Three main environments can be identified:
Task environment (all aspects relevant to
setting goals and achieving them), technical
environment (location where companies
produce their products and services),
institutional environment (formal rules and
beliefs of the company). [18,19,20, 21,22

Structural (S)

The static, time-independent architectural
layout of a manufacturing process represented
by machines, operations, their connections via
links, and their level of interconnectedness.
[23,24,25]

Dynamic (D)

Fig. 3. SWOT Matrix

Information in a system is regarded in the
context of the SCM as a measure of entropy
and disorder in the form of uncertainty in the
system. A low entropy value implies low
uncertainty and vice versa. The higher the
disorder, the higher the entropy. If the system
is well ordered, it is easy to understand, predict
its behavior, and to describe and communicate
it. [11,16,23,26,27]

Figure 3 shows, that in the SWOT analysis, the internal and
external factors are evaluated first, which is called the input stage,
and the information required for devising strategies is determined.
During the second stage, which is called the comparison stage, all
the possible strategies are considered through developing a SWOT
matrix. The objective of this matrix is to determine all applicable
strategies and the best strategy is not sought at this stage. Strategists
could use this matrix to create and introduce four kinds of generic
norm strategies (SO, WO, ST, and WT strategies). [22] Another
prominent example for a matrix based SMTTs is the BCG Matrix,
which is now illustrated in Figure 4.

After introducing the applied three complexity dimensions, the
next sections provide further insight into how the SCM can be
analytically applied. This also shows, that the SCM is inspired by
the structure and function of proven, valued and practice based
SMTTs like the SWOT or BCG matrix. [21,22]
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complexity and results in a complex system. Figure 5 illustrates all
possible combinations.

Fig. 4. BCG Matrix
Fig. 5. External system classification

Both provided examples share a generic matrix format with a
simple two-dimensional analysis, which both reflect the company
internal and external view. Both examples allow to effectively and
categorize decision-problems and to deduct first norm strategies as
an answer in a holistic way. This is supported by the research of
Afonina who shows that in general managers prefer to use holistic
tools and techniques. [12] After introducing the theoretical
foundation and inspiration for the SCM framework the SCM
analysis process can now be introduced and described in detail.

Overall, it can be stated that a LOW external qualification
generally means in the context of the SCM framework that the
external environment of the system is clearly definable and is not
contributing to uncertainty while a HIGH external qualification
means that the external environment of the system is a major source
of uncertainty and is likely to lead to a system of higher complexity
classification, for example creating a chaotic system out of a
complex system ((S/D/E);(HIGH/HIGH/HIGH)). [18,20,24,28]

Internal Analysis & Qualification

SCM Norm Strategies

Initially, the internal complexity of the analyzed system is
determined by qualifying the dimensions of structural and dynamic
complexity to achieve the internal system classification through a
HIGH / LOW qualification combination of the dimensions of
structural and dynamic complexity. Table 2 now summarizes all
internal system classifications.

After achieving system qualification and classification a first
set of norm strategies in the form of identify, manage, and avoid can
be applied.[28] The strategy manage includes These norm strategies
are put into the SCM context as described in Figure 6.

Table 2. Internal classification
Classification

Qualification
combination
(S / D)

Description

Complicated
system

Low/Low

Non-complex,
understood system

well-

Complex system

High/High

Non-linear,
random system

Structurally
complex

High / Low

Structure as main source of
complexity

Dynamically
complex

Low/High

Information as main source
of complexity

partially

Fig. 6. SCM norm strategies
Table 2 shows, that the internal classification of SCM allows to
classify in four different classifications in the range of a
complicated to complex system through the four related HIGH /
LOW qualification combinations. Consequently, the goal of the
internal SCM classification is to achieve the specific system
classification which is then extended by the external system
classification for the final system classification. This process is
described in the next section.

Figure 7 now summarizes the complete SCM process.

External Analysis & Qualification
The resulting internal system classification, as shown in Table
2, is now applied to the LOW/HIGH qualification of the system
external dimension. For example, a LOW/HIGH dynamically
complex system is combined with a HIGH environmental

Fig. 7. Complete SCM process
After presenting the SCM framework, the applied case study
method for this paper is now introduced and described in detail.
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3. Case Study Design

Norm Strategy

The following table gives an overview about the relevant
elements of case-study based research for this paper, their
description, and the transfer of the research to the SCM. [29]
Table 3 now illustrates the applied case study design.

As shown in Figure 9, the resulting norm strategy for the system is
MANAGE, with intermediate system complexity and potential
starting points of cost-escalation and major inefficiencies.

Table 3. Case study design
Element
Unit
analysis

of

Description (Case specific)
Application of SCM on industrial
manufacturing system of two different
companies in Austria and Germany.

Selection
criterion

Industrial manufacturing system poses a
complex decision-making problem to senior
decision-makers

Data
collection
process

Companies provide research team with a set
of documents primary information source

Collecting
the
data
(forming the
database)

Information sources include:

Fig. 8. Norm strategy for manual assembly line

I.

Project documents (Factory
layouts)
II.
Project reports, including quarterly
reports, midterm review
III.
Calculations
IV.
Facility assessment reports
V.
Maintenance reports
and others (videos etc.)

Analyzing
the data

Document review & analysis process +
application of SCM

Interpretation
of data /
SCM
analysis

Interpretation of results of SCM with the
aim to generate norm strategy for individual
case

Nnorm strategy implementation
The following two measures were defined to allow norm strategy
implementation into practice. The following measures were
determined: (i) Outsourcing of non-essential production steps to
external suppliers (ii) Identification of points of cost escalation
through cost scenario analysis of insourcing / outsourcing
combinations of non-essential production steps.
Learnings
The following learnings can be obtained: i) manufacturers were
able to provide the research team with sufficient documents of
significance and information richness to allow meaningful and valid
analysis and results (ii) the research team was able to apply the
SCM on the case without having to depart from the framework
structure and functioning or breaking the coherence of the SCM (iii)
all received documents were successfully applied to SCM
dimensions (iv) the SCM was capable to generate valid results in
the form of norm strategies for all analyzed cases (v) the generated
SCM norm strategies were successfully implemented into practice.

The chosen research design allows to achieve the following
principles of data collection to contribute to the validity and
reliability of the study as well as rigor and thoroughness in the case
study process: (i) multiple sources of evidence in the form multiple
document types (ii) database creation (iii) maintaining a transparent
chain of evidence in the SCM analysis process. [30,31] In the next
section the document review process for the generated database is
described.

Discussion of Results
The application and results generated by the SCM and the
learnings obtained in the analyzed case indicate that holistic
practice-based SMTTs for strategic complexity management, like
the SCM, can provide meaningful and helpful assistance to
decision-makers in the manufacturing industry in the process of
strategy development when dealing with complex problems
concerning volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity. Due
to the system type of the cases analyzed (manual assembly line),
even though still complex for the decision-makers of the company,
it remains unclear if the SCM also provide useful strategic
implications in the context of hyper-complex, less traditional and
generally less understood systems like CPS and CPSS. Such
systems might be documented in more unorthodox or non-standard
ways and document analysis might be less efficient and effective for
the SCM. In summary, the results of the presented case study show
that SMTTs like the SCM can be regarded as a highly relevant
holistic and practice-based approaches for decision-makers to
strategically solve problems of complexity for industrial engineered
systems.

4. Case Study: Manual Assembly Line
The SCM has been utilized for complexity analysis in the
planning process of a new production system at an
international health & beauty SME. A central motivation and
goal of the SME to use SCM analysis was to support senior
management in development and planning of the mentioned
production line. The goal of the research team was to apply
and test the SCM in a real-world practice-based environment.
To achieve this, the company provided all existing
documentation as the data basis for SCM analysis.
.
SCM Analysis
Through the application of the SCM on the database the
production system is classified as a dynamically complex
system
with
the
qualification
((S/D/E);
(LOW/HIGH/LOW)).
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5. Conclusion
A strategic complexity framework in the form of the SCM is
introduced and functions as a practice based SMTT for complexity
analysis of current and future complex industrial systems. The
dimensions of the model in the form of structural, dynamic, and
environmental complexity are briefly introduced and described. The
core capabilities in the form of system qualification, classification,
and norm strategies of the SCM framework are theoretically
demonstrated. The SCM is applied for the strategic complexity
management analysis of a production system in a European beauty
& health SME with the goal to support senior management
decision-making. The analyzed case, the chosen case study
approach, the case study results and resulting learnings are
described and discussed. It is shown by the results of the case study,
that SMTTs like the SCM can provide valuable strategic support for
decision-makers in the manufacturing industries. There are now
many open directions for future work. First, conducting more realworld case study applications and cross-case analysis would be
helpful to define the practical value of the norm strategies more
clearly. Second, applying the SCM on more complex systems.
Finally, longitudinal case applications of the SCM framework
would help in understanding the long-term value of results.
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Summary: In the process of decommissioning of nuclear power facilities large metal waste quantities are generated which have to be
processed in an appropriate manner. An optimal approach, adopted in a world-wide scale, is their meltdown at the final stage of treatment.
Depending on the residual radioactive contamination, metal obtained thereafter may be directed for application in the industries, without
limitations, or used on restricted purposes (production of radioactive waste containers, bio-protection means, etc.).
KEY PHRASES: RADIOACTIVE METAL WASTE, METALLURGICAL DECONTAMINATION
the NPP’s Units. Volume reduction may be achieved only through
waste melting and pouring of the metal fluid in consoles of
appropriate volume and shape. Thus the metal volume, dispatched
for disposal, may be reduced from 20 to 50 times.

Introduction
The requirement for applying best international practices in
radioactive waste management, aimed at reducing waste through
recycling or its second use, as incorporated in the Updated
Management Strategy for Spent Nuclear Fuel and Radioactive
Waste till 2030, has necessitated the development of the pre-design
studies on the designing of metallurgical decontamination
installation for radioactive contaminated metals originating from the
dismantling activities on Units 1-4 of ―Kozloduy‖ NPP (1).

For the above mentioned causes, engineers, process flow experts
and researchers have to look for efficient methods, technologies and
installations to utilize such waste, to manufacture products suitable
for application in the conventional industry or capable of long-term
shelf life.

The operation of metallurgical decontamination installation for
radioactive contaminated metals will reduce the volume and weight
of radioactive metal waste through meltdown of metals from the
dismantling activities on Units 1-4 of ―Kozloduy‖ NPP. In the
process of melting a final product will be obtained of homogeneous
structure, simple geometry, well established chemical and radionucleotide composition, significantly reduced volume and in its
bigger part – capable of releasing for utilization by the industry.

Around 95% of radioactivity in metal wastes, generated upon
dismantling of NPP’s equipment, originates from the isotopes of
cesium-137 and cobalt-60. In the process of metal meltdown, the
major radio nucleotides of a longer semi-decomposition period
(cesium, strontium, uranium, plutonium) are transferred to the slag
and dust, retained by the filters; in the metal mainly remains the
isotope of cobalt-60 (with semi-decomposition period of 5,3 years),
homogeneously distributed in the ingot. Thus storage time is
significantly reduced, where requested, till reaching the levels for
releasing from regulatory control (4).

Problem Solutions
In the process of decommissioning of nuclear power facilities, big
metal waste quantities are generated which have to be characterized
and treated in an appropriate manner. In respect of metal wastes, an
optimal approach is their melting at the final stage of treatment.
Depending on residual contamination, metal obtained after
processing may be directed for industrial application, without
limitations, or used on restricted purposes (production of
radioactive waste containers, bio-protections, etc.) (2).

Criteria for Selection of Technology
On the basis of the above considerations, upon the selection of
concrete decontamination technology the following criteria shall be
taken in view:

Waste flows from operation, subject to disposal, shall be
characterized and sorted, to apply the best available techniques in
decision-taking regarding their treatment and/or decontamination.
Reduction, compaction and burning are some of the processes
which may prove feasible. The costs, regulations, transport and
availability of facilities are a part of the problem.



Safety: The applied method shall not provoke increasing
of radiation which may affect the exposed staff and the
surrounding environment. Inhaling of radioactive dust and
aerosol particles, generated during decontamination, shall
be prevented. No other types of contamination shall be
permitted, such as chemical contaminations, impact of
magnetic and electric fields, etc.;



Efficiency: The selected method of metal waste
decontamination shall be capable of eliminating
radioactivity up to the level allowing manual operation
with the decontamination products, without the use of
robots, or permitting recycling (second use of materials),
or at least their transition to a lower category of
contamination. Moreover, the selected methods of
decontamination shall be no labor-consuming, as the word
goes for large metal quantities.



Cost efficiency: In the cases of decontamination of large
quantities of radioactively contaminated metal waste, the
cost is of primary importance; thereupon accounted shall
be the ratio between decontamination costs and income
from the sales of ready products.



Waste minimization: The decontamination method shall
not result in generating larger secondary waste quantities,
requiring paying of additional care for waste disposal or
storage. This will result in committing overdue
expenditures for the protection of staff and the
surrounding environment.

Recycling of radioactive waste from the decommissioned units of
―Kozloduy‖ NPP is exclusively complicated ecological, and
moreover - technological problem.
The accumulation of radioactively contaminated metal waste in a
world-wide scale as at the year of 2014 accounts to about 4 million
tons, and around other 150 thousand tons are being added thereto on
an annual basis. Considered is that at the time being there are about
12 million tons of radioactive waste accumulated in the world of
different origin – NPPs, nuclear weapons, ships, submarines,
nuclear installations, etc. (3).
The major problem standing in front of the utilization of metal
waste from nuclear power plants is reducing the degree of their
radioactivity, aimed at their further use. Where this proves to be
impossible, wastes shall be compacted, to spare space upon their
―burial‖. The requirement is imposed, as decommissioned metals
have different sizes and configuration – thin and thick metal sheets,
pipes of different diameter and wall thickness, V-shaped iron/steel
and any other form of metal materials used upon the construction of
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Process Flow Algorithm for Metallurgical Utilization

Radiation Control

Most technologies for utilization of radioactively contaminated
metals, developed by the leading companies, include several major
stages following the Algorithm, exhibited on Figure 1.

Radiation control of metal waste, contaminated with radioactive
substances, is carried out throughout the entire cycle of its
utilization. Its application before preliminary decontamination, after
it and after melting of metal and its processing with the special
refining flosses is of special significance. Thus the further
application of obtained secondary metal is determined. Input and
output radiometric control is carried out in special chambers,
equipped with gamma-spectrometric apparatus.

Conclusion:
On the basis of the technologies, described above, a conclusion may
be drawn that in spite of the high costs of services on processing
and utilization of metal radioactive waste, mainly providing
minimization of waste volumes, the necessity of operating
specialized enterprises for treatment and utilization of metal
radioactive waste is justified. The ecological and economic
feasibility of meltdown as a method of work with metal radioactive
waste is confirmed also through the application of such
technologies by highly specialized companies, such as
Siempelcamp (Germany), Studsvik (Sweden), BNFL (Great
Britain), EnergySolutions (the USA). The activity of these
companies exhibits that processing of metal radioactive waste,
gathered and generated in the nuclear energy sector, is safe for the
surrounding environment and is of big social significance.

References:
1.

2.

Figure 1. Process flow algorithm for metallurgical utilization

Melting of Metal Waste
Steel metal waste, after processing by one of the above methods of
decontamination, enters a meltdown oven. Metal waste is melted,
thereafter at a set temperature special refined flosses are added
thereto which bind the radioactive isotopes and bring them down in
the slag. Waste is then dragged by special devices and directed for
utilization following the relevant chart.
Waste from copper and copper alloys, after preliminary
decontamination, is placed in special containers at a lot designated
for temporary disposal, after which it is fed in the induction oven
following the designated chart.
Waste from aluminum and lead is placed in special containers and
melted in heating ovens. Thereafter, depending on the degree of
radioactive contamination, it is directed for utilization in the
industry or for storage purposes.
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Abstract: This paper presents exergy analysis of the main steam condenser, which operates in nuclear power plant. The analysis is
performed in four main condenser operating regimes (loads) for a variety of the ambient temperatures. It is found that the main steam
condenser has the lowest exergy destruction (equal to 72091.56 kW) and the highest exergy efficiency (equal to 66.66%) at the lowest
observed ambient temperature (5 °C) and for the highest of four observed loads. Also, it is noted that an increase in the ambient temperature
from 20 °C to 25 °C (two the highest observed ambient temperatures) significantly decreases main steam condenser exergy efficiency for
about 21%, regardless of the observed load.
KEYWORDS: MAIN STEAM CONDENSER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, EFFICIENCY AND LOSS, VARIOUS LOADS, THE AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE CHANGE
steam turbine used for the main feed water pump drive) [10, 11].
The analyzed main condenser also receives two condensate flow
streams which cannot be used anywhere in the process - from first
low pressure condensate regenerative heater (heater located nearest
to main condenser) [12] and from the gland steam condenser [13].
At the main condenser bottom, all the condensate is collected and
delivered to the suction side of the condensate pump.

1. Introduction
Steam power plants of any kind are today the dominant electrical
power producers worldwide [1]. One of the essential elements
inside any steam power plant (regardless of the fact if the steam
power plant is stand-alone or a part of a more complex plant), are
main steam condensers [2, 3].
Main steam condensers are used for steam condensation (for
change of steam aggregate state) as well as for collecting all the
condensate throughout power plant which cannot be used anywhere
else [4]. In the literature can be found various main steam
condensers analyses, regardless if the main steam condenser is
observed as an individual component, or as a constituent part of the
entire power plant [5, 6].
In this paper is analyzed main steam condenser from nuclear
power plant as an individual component. The condenser is analyzed
at four various loads (operating regimes) and for a variety of the
ambient temperatures. Obtained results show that the analyzed main
steam condenser has the highest exergy efficiency and the lowest
exergy destruction (exergy power loss) when it operates at the
highest steam mass flow rate from the main turbine (at the highest
load) and at the lowest observed ambient temperature.

2. Description of the analyzed main steam condenser
which operates in nuclear power plant

Fig. 1. General scheme of the main steam condenser from nuclear
power plant along with operating points necessary for the exergy
analysis

The dominant function of the main steam condenser in any
power plant is changing steam aggregate state (from steam to
condensate) [7]. In power plants of high power, main steam
condensers are usually shell and tube heat exchangers, so the
condensation occurs inside the condenser housing on the number of
pipes through which passes cooling water. Steam during
condensation transfers heat to cooling water and increase its
temperature (in an ideal situation if all the losses are neglected,
steam temperature and pressure during condensation remains almost
constant - due to change in aggregate state) [8]. Cooling water at the
condenser outlet (with increased temperature) is delivered to
cooling tower (for the analyzed condenser) and after cooling is
returned back to the main steam condenser (with decreased
temperature). Along with steam condensation as the dominant
function, into the main condenser are usually delivered all
condensate streams which cannot be used anymore in the steam
process [9].
General scheme of the observed main steam condenser which
operates in nuclear power plant, along with operating points
necessary for the analysis performed in this paper is presented in
Fig. 1. It should be highlighted that in Fig. 1 steam flow streams are
marked with red color, condensate flow streams with dark blue
color and cooling water flow streams are marked with light blue
color.
In the analyzed main steam condenser, along with the dominant
steam flow stream from the main turbine low pressure cylinders,
also condenses steam which is delivered to the main condenser after
expansion in the feed water pump turbine (low power auxiliary

3. Equations for the efficiency and loss analysis in
relation to the ambient temperature
3.1. General equations and balances
Unlike energy analysis [14, 15] which is completely independent
of the ambient conditions in which control volume or a system
operates, exergy analysis (analysis of control volume or a system
losses and efficiencies) takes into consideration the change in the
ambient conditions [16]. The ambient pressure change is small and
its influence on the exergy analysis can be neglected, but the change
in the ambient temperature has significant influence on the exergy
analysis of any control volume or a system. The main exergy
balance equation is [17, 18]:

 E ex, IN  X heat   E ex, OUT  P  E ex, D .

(1)

In Eq. 1, P is used or produced mechanical power in (kW), index
IN denotes input, index OUT denotes output, index D denotes
destruction (loss) while the other components will be defined in the
following equations. The exergy power of any fluid stream E ex in
(kW) is defined according to [19] as:

  ,
E ex  m
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where m
 is fluid stream mass flow rate in (kg/s) and  in
(kJ/kg) is specific exergy of any fluid stream which can be defined
as proposed in [20]:

  (h  h0 )  T0  (s  s 0 ) .

operating regime 3 (mass flow rate of steam from the main steam
turbine is 825.90 kg/s) and in Table 4 for operating regime 4 (mass
flow rate of steam from the main steam turbine is 824.20 kg/s).
Table 1. Operating parameters of all analyzed condenser fluid
streams - Operating regime 1
Specific
Mass flow
Pressure Temperature
O. P.
enthalpy
rate (kg/s)
(MPa)
(°C)
(kJ/kg)
44457.90
96.67
0.2200
23.0
1

(3)

In Eq. 3, h is fluid stream specific enthalpy in (kJ/kg), s is fluid
stream specific entropy in (kJ/kg·K), T is temperature in (K) and
index 0 denotes the ambient state. The last undefined variable from
Eq. 1 is a heat exergy transfer X heat in (kW) at the temperature T,
which is defined as [21]:
 T  
X heat   1  0   Q  ,
T  


2

44457.90

139.66

0.1580

33.3

3

829.35

2350.40

0.0075

40.3

4

31.10

2475.90

0.0136

52.0

5

100.59

304.79

0.0352

72.7

6

1.40

261.65

0.0220

62.5

962.44
168.75
0.0075
7
O. P. = Operating point (refers to Fig. 1.)

40.3

(4)

where Q in (kW) is energy heat transfer. The overall exergy
efficiency  ex definition of any control volume or a system can be
found in [22, 23] and presented in a general form as:
 ex 

overall (cumulativ e) exergy output
.
overall (cumulativ e) exergy input

(5)

Table 2. Operating parameters of all analyzed condenser fluid
streams - Operating regime 2
Specific
Mass flow
Pressure Temperature
O. P.
enthalpy
rate (kg/s)
(MPa)
(°C)
(kJ/kg)
44457.90
96.68
0.2200
23.0
1

3.2. Main steam condenser exergy analysis equations
All the general equations presented in Section 3.1 are also valid
in main steam condenser exergy analysis. Here are presented final
exergy analysis equations which define main steam condenser
exergy power input and output, as well as exergy destruction
(exergy power loss) and exergy efficiency. All the equations for
main steam condenser exergy analysis are defined by using
operating points presented in Fig. 1. Presented equations are equal
for any condenser load (the changeable elements for each load are
operating parameters of each fluid flow stream).
- Main steam condenser (MSC) exergy power input:

 3  3  m
 4  4  m
 5  5  m
 6  6  m
 7   7 . (6)
E ex, IN,MSC  m
- Main steam condenser exergy power output:

 2  2  m
 1  1 .
E ex, OUT,MSC  m

- Main steam condenser exergy destruction (exergy power loss):
(8)

- Main steam condenser exergy efficiency:

 ex, MSC 

 2  2  m
 1  1
m
.
 3  3  m
 4  4  m
 5  5  m
 6  6  m
 7  7
m

44457.90

139.28

0.1580

33.2

3

826.90

2335.00

0.0076

40.6

4

31.10

2475.90

0.0136

52.0

5

114.16

311.47

0.0376

74.4

6

1.40

261.65

0.0220

62.5

974.31
170.06
0.0076
7
O. P. = Operating point (refers to Fig. 1.)

40.6

Table 3. Operating parameters of all analyzed condenser fluid
streams - Operating regime 3
Specific
Mass flow
Pressure Temperature
O. P.
enthalpy
rate (kg/s)
(MPa)
(°C)
(kJ/kg)
44457.90
96.68
0.2200
23.0
1

(7)

.

2

(9)

4. Operating parameters at various loads required for
the exergy analysis of the main steam condenser
Operating parameters of each main steam condenser fluid flow
stream (according to Fig. 1) at each observed load (operating
regime), are found in [24]. It should be noted that the first operating
regime is related to the highest steam mass flow rate which enters
into the main condenser from the main turbine (operating point 3,
Fig. 1) - higher operating regime number is related to lower steam
mass flow rate which enters into the condenser from the main
turbine.
The authors in [24] for each condenser fluid flow stream at each
operating regime presented mass flow rate, specific enthalpy,
pressure and temperature. From those data, for each fluid flow
stream (in each operating point) and at each operating regime are
taken specific enthalpies and pressure to obtain specific entropy by
using NIST-Refprop 9.0 software [25]. Fluid specific entropies in
each operating point and at each main condenser operating regime
allow calculation of specific exergy by using Eq. 3.
Essential analysis data are presented in Table 1 for operating
regime 1 (mass flow rate of steam from the main steam turbine is
829.35 kg/s), in Table 2 for operating regime 2 (mass flow rate of
steam from the main steam turbine is 826.90 kg/s), in Table 3 for

2

44457.90

139.22

0.1580

33.2

3

825.90

2334.20

0.0076

40.6

4

31.10

2475.90

0.0136

52.0

5

113.14

312.56

0.0381

74.7

6

1.40

261.65

0.0220

62.5

972.29
169.90
0.0076
7
O. P. = Operating point (refers to Fig. 1.)

40.6

Table 4. Operating parameters of all analyzed condenser fluid
streams - Operating regime 4
Specific
Mass flow
Pressure
Temperature
O. P.
enthalpy
rate (kg/s)
(MPa)
(°C)
(kJ/kg)
44457.90
96.68
0.2200
23.0
1
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2

44457.90

139.16

0.1580

33.2

3

824.20

2334.50

0.0077

40.8

4

31.10

2475.90

0.0136

52.0

5

120.70

313.68

0.0385

74.9

6

1.40

261.65

0.0220

62.5

978.23
170.81
0.0077
7
O. P. = Operating point (refers to Fig. 1.)

40.8
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regimes 2 and 3 are very similar, almost identical, Fig. 4. Also, it
can clearly be seen that increase in the ambient temperature resulted
with an increase in the main steam condenser exergy destruction,
regardless of the observed operating regime. At the ambient
temperature of 5 °C, main steam condenser exergy destructions are
between 72091.56 kW (operating regime 1) and 74328.79 kW
(operating regime 4), while at the highest observed ambient
temperature of 25 °C main condenser exergy destructions are
between 78448.64 kW (operating regime 1) and 80841.18 kW
(operating regime 4).

5. Main steam condenser exergy analysis results and
discussion
The change of main steam condenser exergy power input in four
observed operating regimes and in the ambient temperature range
from 5 °C up to 25 °C is presented in Fig. 2.
From Fig. 2 can be seen that main steam condenser exergy
power input notably decreases with an increase in the ambient
temperature. At the lowest observed ambient temperature (5 °C) in
all operating regimes, main condenser exergy power input is equal
to around 216000 kW, while at the highest observed ambient
temperature (25 °C) main condenser exergy power input is equal to
around 96000 kW in all operating regimes. However, it should be
noted that main steam condenser in operating regime 4 (operating
regime with the lowest steam mass flow rate from the main turbine)
has the highest exergy power input in comparison to other operating
regimes, regardless of the observed ambient temperature.

Fig. 4. Change in condenser exergy destruction in four operating
regimes and at various ambient temperatures
Change of main steam condenser exergy efficiency in all
observed operating regimes and in the observed ambient
temperature range (from 5 °C to 25 °C) is presented in Fig. 5.
Regardless of the observed ambient temperature, main condenser
exergy efficiency is the highest in operating regime 1 (operating
regime with the highest steam mass flow rate from the main
turbine) and the lowest in the operating regime 4 (operating regime
with the lowest steam mass flow rate from the main turbine), when
compared to other operating regimes. An increase in the ambient
temperature decreases main steam condenser exergy efficiency,
regardless of the observed operating regime. Also, from Fig. 5 can
be seen that the highest decrease in main steam condenser exergy
efficiency occurs at the highest ambient temperatures (from 20 °C
to 25 °C) and is equal to approximately 21%, regardless of the
observed operating regime.
The highest main steam condenser exergy efficiency is
calculated in operating regime 1 at the ambient temperature of 5 °C
and is equal to 66.66%, Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. Change in condenser exergy power input in four operating
regimes and at various ambient temperatures
The change of main steam condenser exergy power output in
four observed operating regimes and in the ambient temperature
range from 5 °C up to 25 °C is presented in Fig. 3.
As for main condenser exergy power inputs, also the values of
exergy power outputs (regardless of observed operating regime)
decrease during the increase in the ambient temperature (from
approximately 140000 kW at the ambient temperature of 5 °C to
approximately 17000 kW at the ambient temperature of 25 °C).
Regardless of the observed ambient temperature, in the operating
regime 1 (operating regime with the highest steam mass flow rate
from the main turbine) main condenser exergy power output is the
highest when compared to other operating regimes.

Fig. 5. Change in condenser exergy efficiency in four operating
regimes and at various ambient temperatures
Fig. 3. Change in condenser exergy power output in four operating
regimes and at various ambient temperatures

The main conclusion from the performed analysis is that the
analyzed main steam condenser should operate at the lowest
possible ambient temperature and at the highest possible steam
mass flow rate from the main turbine - in such conditions main
steam condenser exergy destruction will be the lowest and
simultaneously exergy efficiency will be the highest.
Future work related to the analyzed main steam condenser will
be based on modern Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods for its
more detail analysis and possible optimization [26-28].

Main steam condenser exergy destruction (exergy power loss) in
four observed operating regimes and in the ambient temperature
range from 5 °C to 25 °C is presented in Fig. 4.
Regardless of the observed ambient temperature, the lowest main
condenser exergy destruction can be seen in the operating regime 1
(the highest steam mass flow rate from the main turbine), while the
highest exergy destruction can be seen in the operating regime 4
(the lowest steam mass flow rate from the main turbine). Main
steam condenser exergy destructions calculated in operating
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Energy and exergy analyses of forced draft fan for marine steam
propulsion system during load change. Journal of Marine Science and
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re-liquefaction system for LNG carriers based on dual mixed refrigerant
cycle. Cryogenics, 92, 84-92.
(doi:10.1016/j.cryogenics.2018.04.009)
[21] Elhelw, M., & Al Dahma, K. S. (2019). Utilizing exergy analysis
in studying the performance of steam power plant at two different
operation mode. Applied Thermal Engineering, 150, 285-293.
(doi:10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2019.01.003)
[22] Baldi, F., Ahlgren, F., Nguyen, T. V., Thern, M., & Andersson, K.
(2018). Energy and exergy analysis of a cruise ship. Energies, 11(10),
2508. (doi:10.3390/en11102508)
[23] Koroglu, T., & Sogut, O. S. (2018). Conventional and advanced
exergy analyses of a marine steam power plant. Energy, 163, 392-403.
(doi:10.1016/j.energy.2018.08.119)
[24] Wang, C., Yan, C., Wang, J., Tian, C., & Yu, S. (2017). Parametric
optimization of steam cycle in PWR nuclear power plant using
improved genetic-simplex algorithm. Applied Thermal Engineering,
125, 830-845.
(doi:10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2017.07.045)
[25] Lemmon, E. W., Huber, M. L., & McLinden, M. O. (2010). NIST
Standard Reference Database 23, Reference Fluid Thermodynamic and
Transport Properties (REFPROP), version 9.0, National Institute of
Standards and Technology. R1234yf. fld file dated December, 22, 2010.
[26] Anđelić, N., Baressi Šegota, S., Lorencin, I., Jurilj, Z., Šušteršič,
T., Blagojević, A., ... & Car, Z. (2021). Estimation of COVID-19
Epidemiology Curve of the United States Using Genetic Programming
Algorithm. International Journal of Environmental Research and Public
Health, 18(3), 959.
(doi:10.3390/ijerph18030959)
[27] Car, Z., Baressi Šegota, S., Anđelić, N., Lorencin, I., & Mrzljak, V.
(2020). Modeling the spread of COVID-19 infection using a multilayer
perceptron. Computational and mathematical methods in medicine,
2020. (doi:10.1155/2020/5714714)
[28] Lorencin, I., Baressi Šegota, S., Anđelić, N., Blagojević, A.,
Šušteršić, T., Protić, A., ... & Car, Z. (2021). Automatic Evaluation of
the Lung Condition of COVID-19 Patients Using X-ray Images and
Convolutional Neural Networks. Journal of Personalized Medicine,
11(1), 28. (doi:10.3390/jpm11010028)

6. Conclusions
In this paper are presented exergy analysis results of the main
steam condenser, which operate in nuclear power plant. It is
observed four condenser operating regimes and each of them is
analyzed in the ambient temperature range between 5 °C and 25 °C.
The main conclusions obtained from the performed analysis are:
- An increase in the ambient temperature decreases main steam
condenser exergy power inputs, outputs and efficiencies, while
simultaneously increase exergy destruction, in all operating
regimes.
- Decrease of steam mass flow rate from the main turbine cylinders
(decrease in main steam condenser load) increases analyzed
condenser exergy destruction and decreases exergy efficiency,
regardless of the observed ambient temperature.
- The lowest obtained main steam condenser exergy destruction
equals to 72091.56 kW.
- The highest main steam condenser exergy efficiency is equal to
66.66% (obtained at the lowest observed ambient temperature and
the highest condenser load), with a note that the highest decrease in
condenser exergy efficiency is found at two the highest observed
ambient temperatures.
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Abstract: In this paper we evaluate the growth of Automatic Speech Recognition systems in respect to the various forms of

spectral analysis ways used. A straightforward analysis of platter and Gammatone filter banks used for spectral analysis
compared with the direct use of FFT spectral values is taken into account. This analysis was supported understanding the
effectiveness of existing Automatic Speech Recognition systems that are specifically targeted on platter and Gammatone filter
banks compared with FFT spectral values. We discover that warping the FFT spectrum directly, instead of using filter bank
averaging, provides an additional precise approximation to the sensory activity scales. Direct use of FFT spectral values are
even as effective as using either Gammatone or Linear Prediction filter banks, as long as the feature extracted from the FFT
spectral values takes into consideration a Gammatone or platter like frequency scale. Computing speech signals using FFT or
filter bank spectral features and utilizing a method supported by a sliding block of spectral features, is shown to be simpler in
terms of ASR accuracy.
KEYWORDS: AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION, LINEAR PREDICTION, GAMMATONE, FAST FOURIER
TRANSFORMATION

1. Introduction
The speech is the basic approach between human beings to
communicate and to exchange information with one another. It is
only rational to see the importance in researching on this topic.
Speech Recognition is a process of altering speech signal to a
classification of words by means Algorithm executed as a computer
program. The main purpose of speech recognition zone is to
developed techniques and systems for speech input to machine
based on major advanced in statically modeling of speech,
automatic speech recognition today finds widespread application in
tasks that require human machine interface such as automatic call
processing. [1]. Since the 1960s computer scientists have been
researching ways and means to make computers able to record
interpret and understand human speech. Throughout the decades
this has been a daunting task. Even the most rudimentary problem
such as digitalizing (sampling) voice was a huge challenge in the
early years. It took until the 1980s before the first systems arrived
which could actually decipher speech. Of course these early systems
were very limited in scope and power. Communication among the
human being is ruled by vocalized linguistic, therefore it is only
natural for people to expect speech interfaces with computer seeing
the development of the technology now days. So it is necessary to
improve computers which can understand spoken words in native
language [2].

Figure 1. Decision threshold for false rejections and false
acceptances. Reproduced from [4]

Table 1: Mechanical properties of selected powder materials Грешка! Източникът
на препратката не е намерен.
. *Note: Values in brackets are valid for heat-treated
material.

In most systems for speaker recognition, a distance towards
stored speaker‟s template is computed and is compared with
prearranged threshold. If the computed distance is below the
threshold the chatterer is verified, otherwise chatterer is rejected as
an imposter. The decision threshold is located at the point where the
probabilities of both the errors are equal as shown in the Figure 1.

2. Speech recognition techniques
We can say that the main difficulties about speech recognition
are, speaker identification and speaker authentication. Throw
speaker identifications we can try to guess or identify the person or
the voice from a set of known voices.
A speaker identification, is a process in which a sound from an
unidentified chatterer is analyzed and compared with speech models
of known chatterers. The unknown speaker is identified as the one
whose model best matches the input utterance.
Speaker Authentication is the process in which we determine if
the chatter claiming to be the actual one is true or not. It is assumed
that „pretenders‟ are not identified on the system. Also inaccuracy
that can occur in speaker identification is the false identification of
speaker and the inaccuracies in speaker authentication can be
categorized as: (1) false rejections: a true chatterer is rejected as a
pretender, and (2) False acceptances: a false chatterer is accepted as
a true one [3].

We can categorized speaker recognition methods into text ñ
dependent and text ñ independent methods. In case of text ñ
dependent methods a chatterer is required to utter a predetermined
set of words or sentences. Features of voice are extracted from the
same utterance. In case of text ñ independent methods, there is no
fixed set of words or sentences and the chatterers do not know that
they are being tested. But this methods have their disadvantages.
For example if we play a recorded voice of an identified
chatter/speaker the system may recognize the chatter as a registered
chatter/speaker. Hence, a text ñ stimulated speaker recognition
system could be well-thought-out. With the combination of speaker
and speech recognition systems and improvement in speech
recognition accuracy, the distinction between text ñ dependent and
independent applications will eventually be reduced.
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auditory behavior, the central frequencies of the filter bank are often
equally distributed on the Bark scale. [10]
2.1. Linear Prediction
The main idea of the filter bank will be combined with the LP
model for ASR. Linear prediction-derived amplitudes is outlined as
filter bank amplitudes that result from the sampling the LP model of
the spectrum rather than the spectrum of the speech signal.
Therefore, the LP spectrum is sampled at the relevant filter bank
frequencies. The benefit of combining the LP model with filter bank
frequencies is that this high resolution model offers spectral
estimates that area unit a lot of stable. Thanks to the spectral
smoothing practicality of the LP model a lot of stable parameters to
successive stages of the speech process system area unit are created
by this mix. However, with the innovations in speech recognition
and DSP technologies, the good thing about this mix has adult less
over time. To with efficiency sample the spectrum victimization this
LP model; the LP model spectral values should be applied directly
by computing filter bank amplitudes from the LP model:

2.3 Fast Fourier Transformation
Within the Fourier transform techniques, the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) algorithm is the most widespread method. The
FFT was invented during the 1960s, and it calculates the frequency
representation of a signal of size N in O (N log N) time. A Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) can be used as a substitute technique of
processing the spectrum of the signal. The FFT is a computationally
operational deployment of the Discrete Fourier Transform under the
limitation that the spectrum is estimated at a discrete set of
frequencies that are multiples of :
These frequencies are called as orthogonal frequencies. The
main benefit of the FFT is that it's very fast. It‟s normal to feature
an additional process phase. It‟s assumed that zones of most
vibration or amplitude are given a lot of importance within the
human hearing system that are low amplitude zones [11]. Hence, in
noisy backgrounds the ground noise inclines to badly influence our
estimations of the low amplitude zones of the spectrum during a
unbalanced manner. We have a predisposition to lean towards to be
dependent on our evaluations of the high amplitude zones of the
spectrum. A boundary on the dynamic vary of the spectrum is
sometimes required. This low boundary is named the dynamic vary
threshold. When we chose a particular threshold from the height
within the spectrum, we have an affinity to simply cut or remove
the approximations below a specific threshold from the very best
purpose inside the spectrum. Threshold algorithmic instruction are
used on the spectrum to support the Fourier re-model. For the
algorithmic rule, it's required that the spectral values are relatively
flat before preparation. Because of the exact circumstance that the
spectrum of the audio signal of human speech descents twenty
decibel every ten years, having a threshold reinforced on low
frequency energy is genuine. Often this may be because of the fact
that once rock bottom to highest spectral amplitude diverge division
is giant relevant audio energy at higher frequencies can be
shattered. FFT puts in order a supportive method of setting a
threshold and protective the foremost useful knowledge for process
speech signal.

(1)
Linear prediction (LP) is one in every of the foremost necessary
tools in speech analysis. The philosophy behind linear prediction is
that a speech sample will be approximated as a linear combination
of past samples. Then, by minimizing the ad of the square variations
between the particular speech samples and therefore the linearly
foretold ones over a finite interval, a singular set of predictor
coefficients will be determined [5]. LP analysis decomposes the
speech into 2 extremely freelance parts, the vocal tract parameters
(LP coefficients) and therefore the glottal excitation (LP residual).
It‟s assumed that speech is created by exciting a linear time-varying
filter (the vocal tract) by random noise for unvoiced speech
segments, or a train of pulses for voiced speech. FigureA.1shows a
model of vocalization for record analysis [6]. It consists of a time
variable filter (z) which is excited by either a quasi-periodic or a
random noise supply. The foremost general predictor kind in linear
prediction is that the (ARMA) model wherever the speech sample
s(n) is modelled as a linear combination of the past outputs and
therefore the present and past inputs [7–9]. It will be written
mathematically as follows:

3. Experimental results
To estimate the sustainability and stability of the proposed
method in two cases of clean and noisy situations, further to
compare with the multiple feature extraction methods, such as LP
filter bank, Gammatone filter bank, FFT, the AURORA-2 database
is chosen for the experiments. The speech model is trained by
different SNR degrees (-5 to 20 dB step -5 dB) of mixed dataset
compering clean and noisy data. To produce the noisy data, the
clean dataset is extra mixed with three types of noise data, including
(1) suburban train, (2) car, and (3) exhibition hall. Totally, 9,880
utterances are yielded for training purposes and split equally into 30
subsets, each SNR subset contains 330 utterances, and the sampling
rate is 8 kHz, and each subset including one clean data with ﬁve
SNR types of noisy data, that is, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, and 20 dB. In
the test part, three types of noisy data with different SNRs on -5 dB,
0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, and 20 dB are also built. Each SNR
subset covers 9900 utterances and totally 237 600 utterances are
generated for testing. For testing the data above us will use the word
error rate. We have created these algorithms in Matlab as below,
and after the execution we get the data in table1 and 2.

2.2 Gammatone Filter Bank
ASR systems include a filter similar to the Mel filter in the
context of emulating the human auditory system; the Gammatone
filter. The Gammatone filter is a signal processing approximation of
the human ear that is designed us ing a dedicated design of
mathematical forms and frequency responses designed to match
human physiological experimental results. Like MFCC that was
discussed in the preceding section, this feature is usually referred to
as GFCC. The Gammatone filter bank was originally introduced by
Roy Patterson and colleagues in 1992. Gammatone filters were
conceptualized to simply and effectively mimic experimental
observations of the mammalian cochlea. The Gammatone filters
have a repetitive pole structure leading to an impulse response that
is the product of a Gamma envelope. A Gammatone filter is a linear
or sequential filter that is depicted by an impulse response. It is a
widely used feature in ASR systems. It can be formally represented
as follows in the form of an impulse response in the time domain by
the following equation: A set of Gammatone filters with different fc
form a Gammatone filter bank. This can be utilized and applied to
receive signal characteristics at various frequencies which results in
a temporal-frequency presentation which is comparable to the FFTbased short-time spectral analysis. In an effort to mimic human

4. Conclusions
Based on the shown research, we have determined that using the
FFT spectrum directly, offers a more exact estimation to the
perceptual scales rather than using filter bank averaging. Direct use
of FFT spectral values are just as effective as using either LP or
Gammatone filter banks. Computing speech signals using FFT or
filter bank spectral features is shown to perform better in terms of
ASR exactness accept the second case of a noisy background where
the LP a little bit better. We consider the effects of an upgraded
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ASR process in the areas discussed to be a viable step advancing in
the arena of ASR.
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Abstract: Remote Electric Vehicles (EV) charging could become a viable alternative to cable systems. This paper is dedicated to the ana lysis
of the Strongly Coupled Magnetic Resonance (SCMR) serial-to-serial topology aimed at establishing the impedance matching and obtains
the maximum efficiency and power transfer coefficient. The research was done by using a model of equivalent circuits, experimental
investigation and finite-element modeling of the mutual inductance. Upon generalizing the results obtained from the analytical and
experimental research as well as 3D modelling of magnetic fields using Comsol Multiphysics, the interrelationships between internal
resistance of voltage source and load resistance, characteristic and loss resistances as well as the distance between coils (the strength of
magnetic coupling) necessary to ensure maximum efficiency and power transfer coefficient were established. The results of exp erimental
research and modelling of the active power transfer coefficient were presented.
Keywords: REMOTE CHARGING, STRONGLY COUPLED MAGNETIC RESONANCE, SCMR, IMPEDANCE MATCHING, EFFICIENCY

1. Introduction

2. Theoretical Background

Remote Electric Vehicles (EV) charging, which relies on
Wireless Power Transfer technologies (WPT) could become a
viable alternative to cable systems. They would enable EV drivers
to charge their electromobiles in a much easier way, faster, more
reliably and more safely. It is also believed that automatic wireless
charging systems would significantly increase the appeal of
electromobiles [1].

The equivalent circuit of the SCMR serial to serial topology is
provided in Fig. 1. Depending on the way of excitation, the circuit
shown in Fig. 1 can be analysed by using frequency or time domain
circuit analysis methods.

The Wireless Power Transfer technologies date back to 1820
[2]. For the purpose of transmitting power across small distances,
the following three near field technologies can be used: inductive
coupling (John Boys, 1995), electrostatic inductions (Alexander
Rozin, 1998) and magnetic resonance coupling (Marin Soljacic,
2006).
Fig. 1 SCMR serial to serial topology circuit.

Magnetic resonance coupling (synonymous with resonant
inductive coupling, electrodynamic coupling [2] and strongly
coupled magnetic resonance – SCMR [3]) is a type of an inductive
coupling when the electric power between two resonance circuits
characteristic of small losses (high Q factor) is transferred due to a
time-varying magnetic field.

If E – harmonious voltage source and the transition processes
are complete, it is more convenient to use a frequency analysis. In
such a case the circuit equations in the vector form can be written
down as follows:

Every one of these technologies is subject to priority areas of
application. The comparative analysis [2] reveals that the only
technology which allows for the most efficient power transfer
across the distances proximate to vehicle clearance is the SCMR
technology.

 z11I1  z12 I 2  E ,

 z21I1  z22 I 2  0,
where

Research into energy transfer using resonance methods is still in
its early stage. The area which is the most relevant at this point is
the analysis of efficiency. At the moment, it is this area, which is
subject to most theoretical and experimental research [4].

z11 , z 22

complex

 j L11 

(1)

– a total complex circuit resistances and

coupling

–a

Here:

z11  r11 

z22  r22  j L22 

1

jC22

resistance.

1
 r11  jx11 ,
jC11

z12

 r22  jx22 , z12  z21  j M , r11  R2  R1 , r22  R4  R3 ;

The process of designing inductive WPT (including SCMR)
systems is complicated by the fact that the analytic calculation of
mutual inductance of coils [5] due to its 3D nature and the
dependence of leakage inductance on frequency [6] is almost
impossible. In this case, the only option is to 3D modelling
magnetic fields together with the lumped element circuits and the
recommendation for designing the system and improving its
efficiency can be made upon summarizing the design results.

C11  C1 ; C22  C2 ; L11  L1 ; L22  L2 - the values of
resistance, capacitance and inductance are calculated by summing
around the resonant circuits by directions of currents I1 , I 2 , R2 ,
R3 - total active loss resistances of the first and second resonant
circuit respectively, R1 – the internal resistance of the power
source, R4 - load resistance.

There are known four base topologies of passive resonance
power transfer systems: serial to serial, parallel to parallel, serial to
parallel and parallel to serial [7]. These differ in terms of distinct
input and output impedances at the resonance. In case of a wireless
EV battery charger, the active load resistances of both the power
transmitter (stationary coil) and the inverter output are low, so the
serial to serial topology, which at the resonance does not require
additional matching circuits, is the most suitable one.

Upon solving the equation (1) we find the currents:

I1 

E
z2
z11  12
z22

I2 

For maximum efficiency, it is necessary to determine the
characteristic resistance of the resonant circuits and match the input
and output impedances of SCMR serial to serial topology.

E


z11 

2M 2

,

(2)

z22

z12
j M
I1 
I1 .
z22
z22

(3)

From (2) we see, that due to the influence of the second circuit,
the first circuit impedance changes in size
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z11  

z122  2 M 2
2M 2
2M 2
r j 2
x22 . (4)

 2
2 22
2
z22
z22
r22  x22
r22  x22

P2 

r11 

2
r222  x22

r22 ,

 

(5)

x11 

2
r222  x22

x22 .

(6)
With the set

Regardless of the connection strength and compatibility,

.

r11 , the maximum power is transferred to the load,

r11r22   2 M 2  0 .

(13)
It’s more convenient to write down this condition by using the

circuit. Meanwhile, x11 can be both negative and positive,
depending on the tuning of the second circuit. With the capacity
tuning of the second circuit, the first circuit is added with inductive
resistance and vice versa. As a result, the presence of strong
coupling creates the circumstances for two additional resonances to
appear. This allows for the compensation of the added reactive
resistance. With the resonance in the second circuit x22  0 , the
first circuit is added purely active additional resistance, which is
inversely proportional to the loss resistance of the second circuit;
and in this case

r22

(12)

when r11  r11 . We can exploit the equation (7) and determine
the condition for the transfer of maximum power to the second
circuit

r11 always remains positive and increases the losses in the first

r11 

(11)

2M 2
.
r11r22   2 M 2

 

Calculations for the change in the reactive resistance of the first
circuit due to the influence of the second circuit. Their influence can
be illustrated by the equivalent scheme of the first circuit as shown
in Fig. 2.

2M 2

r11
.
r11  r11

If the second circuit is set for the frequency of the voltage
source, by making use of (7) we come up with the equation

and the imaginary form

2M 2

(10)

By placing (9), (10) into (8) we receive

The real part of this form shows a growth of the first circuit
active resistance

2M 2

1 2
I1 r11 .
2

M

coupling coefficient k 
quality Q1 

 22 

 L11
r11



11
r11

and the equations of circuit

L11 L22
, Q2 

 L22



r22

 22

. Here 11 

r22

L11
,
C11

L22
– the characteristic resistances of first and second
C22

resonant circuit respectively.
We note that

(7)

2M 2
r11r22



 2 M 2  L11  L22
 k 2Q1Q2 .
 L11 L22 r11 r22

(14)

By exploiting the (13) condition we receive that

k 2 Q1Q2  1 .

(15)

The coupling coefficient k at which the maximum power is
transferred to the second circuit

k

The system’s total power transfer coefficient  is calculated
by assuming that the net power P2 stands out in the active

1 2
I1 r11 ,
2

.

(16)

to minimize r11 . In such case, the critical coupling, based on (16), is

(8)

reduced, the condition k  kkr is fulfilled and two additional
resonances appear in the system. Fig. 3 shows dependence of the
apparent powers of the first and the second resonant circuits S1 , S 2

where P1 – power released in the resistance of the first circuit r11

P1 

r11 r22

11  22

The goal of energy transfer equipment is to achieve the
maximum efficiency. From the equations (11) and (12) it can be
seen that in order to achieve this at fixed  M , r22 , it is necessary

resistance of the second circuit r22

P2
,
P1  P2



This equation corresponds to the value of the critical coupling
coefficient k kr as presented in the Circuit Theory. Its presence in
the system of coupled circuits means that a single resonance exists
even when r11  r11 .

Fig. 2 Equivalent scheme of the first resonant circuit.

 

1
Q1Q2

on frequency and the strength of coupling when r11  r22 .

(9)

II are aligned
symmetrically to the main resonance frequency 0 . At this mode
the resonance frequency 0 is not suitable for power transfer: if

where I1 – amplitude current value of the first circuit.

Additional resonance frequencies

 can be expressed via the resonant circuits’ parameters and
coupling resistance  M . It is obvious that the power released onto

I ,

k  kkr , from (5) we get that the additional resistance r11

the resistance r11 is equal to the power transferred from the first
circuit to the second one, i.e.

2
increases k Q1Q2  1 times and the transferred powers shall be
respectively lower. This is illustrated by the circuits’ apparent
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power dependencies on frequency provided in Fig. 3. Higher power
can be transferred in the frequencies I and II ; however under



At a single resonance mode the transmitter circuit quality
should be the maximum;

real WPT exploitation circumstances the frequencies I and II
would be influenced by additional destabilizing factors related to
circuit quality and stability of coupling.



There are two possible ways of adjustment in order to
achieve maximum efficiency: by changing the ratio L/C
in both circuits or by changing the value of the receiver
circuit load resistance only;



An increase in load resistance is a priority when the
magnetic coupling is strong (smaller distance between
coils) and an increase in the ratio L/C is more suitable
when the coupling is weak, because it also raises the
quality of the transmitter circuit.

3. Experimental Results
With the aim to test the theoretical conclusions, an experimental
serial to serial topology layout with two identical coils (Fig. 4) was
produced. The main parameters of the experimental layout are
provided in Tab. 1.

Fig. 3 The dependencies of the apparent power of the resonant circuits on
frequency.

In real WPT systems there would be an inevitable need to adjust
one circuit to the other, and this would require a determined
reference frequency. In this case such a frequency does not exist,
because I and II depend on the parameters of both circuits and
subject to random factors affecting the circuit parameters k , Q1 ,

Q2 , this would cause random changes to both I and II . So, in
order to maximize transferred power and ensure stable energy
transfer to the load, there is a need for a complicated sustainable
frequency tracking system.
The results of modelling using the Comsol Multiphysics show
that at the frequencies I , II , in comparison to 0 , greater
efficiency is not achieved. It is also confirmed by the [8, 9]
provided conclusion: power transfer efficiency is always the highest
at the main resonance. In the light of the aforementioned
shortcomings, the application of the mode when k  kkr in EV
chargers is complicated. If such a regime presents itself, there is
always a possibility to increase the value of k kr , so that the system
passes to a single resonance mode. By minimizing r11 and selecting

r22 it is possible to maximize the power transfer efficiency. If the
resonant circuits are equal, i.e. L11  L22  L , C11  C22  C ,
from (15) we arrive at the main condition for achieving the
maximum efficiency and power transfer

r22 

k2 L
, when k  kkr ,   0 , r11  min .
r11 C

Fig. 4 Experimental setup: serial to serial topology layout (a);
parameter measurement circuit (b); oscillograms of circuit currents (c).

(17)

Table 1: Parameters of serial to serial topology layout..
Number
Winding
Wire gauge;
Load
of
resistance
diameter/height
resistance
turns,
R2, R3,
of coils, cm
R4, Ω
N
Ω
AWG 23;
30
1,14
8,2 – 51
128/17

It shows that every coupling coefficient k value corresponds to
some r22 , L , C values which ensure maximum efficiency. For
instance, subject to a fixed r22 , by reducing the distance between
coils and with the increasing k , it is necessary to reduce inductance
(the number of turns) and increase the capacitance accordingly ( 0
must remain unchanged).

Distance
between
coils H,
mm
5 – 50

Voltages U1 and U 2 (Fig. 4(b)) measured during the
experiment at 125 kHz resonance frequency. Active power
transfer efficiency  is calculate by using (18)

From (17) equation it is possible to arrive at the following
conclusions relevant to design serial to serial Magnetic Resonance
Coupled System topologies:
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U 22 R1
.
( E  U1 )U1 R4

resistance and the distance between coils, which confirms the (17)
dependence.

(18)

Load resistance R4 is being changed in order to establish
maximum active power transfer at various distances (gaps)
between coils. The measurement and modelling results are
provided in Fig. 5. From the four upper curves corresponding to
the loads R4=51; 36; 24; 15; 8,2 Ω it can be seen that with the
changing distance between coils’, the optimal load resistance
values exist. With these values, the maximum of a power transfer
efficiency is achieved.

4. Conclusions
1.
By reducing the load resistance and/or distance between
coils (with increasing coupling) the system passes from a single
resonance frequency mode to a three resonances frequency mode
(frequency splitting mode). In such case transmitted power is
significantly reduced at the main resonant frequency due to an
increased transmitter circuit active resistance. Also in the additional
resonance frequencies, the power transfer efficiency decreases due
to incompletely compensated reactive resistance.
2.
At the single resonance frequency mode the mandatory
condition to achieve the maximum efficiency and power transfer
coefficient is the maximum quality of the transmitter resonance
circuit.
3.
Aiming to maintain active power transfer efficiently while
the distance between coils is reduced, it’s necessary to reduce
inductance (the number of turns) and increase the capacitance
accordingly (main resonant frequency must remain unchanged)
and/or increase the load resistance and vice versa. An increase in
load resistance is a priority when the magnetic coupling is strong
(smaller distance between coils), while an increase in the ratio L/C
is more suitable when the coupling is weak, because it also raises
the quality of the transmitter resonance circuit.
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In order to determine the optimal load resistance value, the
measurements are repeated with the fixed gap H between coils. Fig.
6 provides power transfer efficiency measurement and modelling
results which show that in each case the optimal load resistance
exists. This optimal load resistance, subject to maximum gap H=50
mm forms 15 – 20 Ω, and subject to gap H=25 mm forms 30 – 40
Ω.

Fig. 6 Power transfer efficiency dependence on load resistance subject to
different gaps H between coils.

Summarizing the results obtained from the experimental
research as well as 3D modelling of magnetic fields using Comsol
Multiphysics, the interrelationships between active load resistance
and the distance between coils (the strength of magnetic coupling)
necessary to ensure maximum power transfer coefficient has been
confirmed. In each case, there is an optimal value of load
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An approach of Feature Techniques using Warped frequencies
Saimir Tola1), Alfred Daci1)
Polytechnic University of Tirana
Faculty of Mathematical and Physical Engineering,
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Abstract: In this paper we will use different feature extraction approach in order to compare the stability of the Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) on different SNR noise, in different situations. By using the classic feature extraction like: Mel filter B ank, Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT), Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT). After we implement this methods for the different situations then we will
warp the frequency of this methods directly on the spectrum in order to see if we get better results. The results will be compared with one
another using the Word Error Rate algorithm (WER).
Keywords: Automatic Speech Recognition, Mel Filter Bank, Fast Fourier Transform
By performing averaging in the log domain or log power values
as opposed to spectral amplitudes, is beneficial for spectral analysis
as shown in figure 1.

1. Introduction
Information processing machines have become normal talking
nowdays. Though, the current styles of human machine
communication are focused more towards living with the limitations
of computer input/output devices rather than the ease of humans.
Speech is the main mode of communication among people. On the
other hand, prevalent means of input to computers is through a
keyboard or a mouse. If computers could listen to human speech
and carry out their commands. Automatic Speech Recognition is the
process of deriving the transcription of an utterance, given the
speech waveform. Speech understanding goes further, and collects
the meaning of the word in order to carry out the speaker’s
command. Presence of background noise reduces signal to noise
ratio. Background speech of neighbors rise to significant confusions
among speech sounds. Speech recorded by a desktop speakerphone
not only captures speaker’s voice but also multiple echo from walls
and other reflecting surfaces [1]

1.1 Mel filter Bank

Figure 1: Log domain averaging impact on Spectral Analysis
[2]

Speech processing shows an significant role in any speech
system whether it’s Automatic Speech Recognition or speaker
recognition or something else. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
were very common features for a long time; but more recently, filter
banks are becoming increasingly popular. In this post, I will discuss
filter banks and MFCCs and why are filter banks becoming
increasingly popular. Calculating filter banks and MFCCs involve
somewhat the same procedure, where in both cases filter banks are
computed and with a few more extra steps MFCCs can be obtained.
In a nutshell, a signal goes through a pre-emphasis filter; then gets
sliced into (overlapping) frames and a window function is applied to
each frame; afterwards, we do a Fourier transform on each frame
and calculate the power spectrum; and subsequently compute the
filter banks. To obtain MFCCs, a Discrete Cosine Transform is
applied to the filter banks retaining a number of the resulting
coefficients while the rest are discarded.

The combination of pure tones or sine waves results in a
complexity of sound. A frequency analysis of such a sound often
attempts to identify the original pure tones. The Fourier Transform
was designed by the French mathematician Fourier in the 1820's
and remains the primary method for carrying out frequency
analyses of sounds as well as other phenomena. A number of
different ways of performing the Fourier Transform have been
developed including the Discrete Fourier Transform and the Fast
Fourier Transform and Sparse Fourier Transform. These are
designed for working with digital signals such as speech signals.

1.3 Warping the spectrum directly
It is stated that warping the DFT directly instead of using filter bank
averaging provides a more precise estimate of the perceptual scales.
This was a study on additive noise degradation in ASR systems.
There is a large body of research on improving the robustness of
speech recognition systems under adverse acoustic environments.
Environment compensation methods can be applied at the front end
feature domain or at the back end model domain or can be applied
on areas of the ASR system. Fast Fourier Transform and Discrete
Fourier Transform are basically alike; with the only difference
being that FFT is faster. Warped DFT or FFT based features have
been found to provide lower recognition error rates than the DFT
based cepstral features. In the conventional MFCC front-end,
processing of a speech signal begins with the pre-processing stage.
This involves DC removal and pre-emphasis using a first-order
high-pass filter with a transfer function followed by a Fourier
transform being applied as was previously discussed. Transforming
a linear frequency scale to a non-linear frequency scale is called

1.2 Discrete Fourier Transformation
Discrete Fourier Transform is one of the most important and
dependable mathematical workers in signal processing. DFT of a
signal is defined as DFT is used to sample the spectrum at a range
of frequencies. Inappropriately, the spectrum is oversampled at a
finer resolution and every output of the filter bank which is a power
spectral magnitude is processed as a weighted sum of its adjacent
values. DFT uses averaging to tool a spectral smoothing function.
Averaging is one technique widely used for spectral smoothing. The
technique of averaging is often utilized in the Mel scale frequency
domain if a DFT is used because the added computational load is
minimal.
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frequency warping. One technique to achieve frequency warping is
to apply a nonlinearly-scaled filter bank, such as a Mel filter bank,
to the linear frequency representation. Another way is to use a
conformal mapping, such as the bilinear transformation which
preserves the unit circle [3].

and the sampling rate is 8 kHz, and each subset including one clean
data with ﬁve SNR types of noisy data, that is, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB,
and 20 dB, respectively. In the test part, three types of noisy data
with different SNRs on -5 dB, 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, and 20 dB
are also built. Each SNR subset contains 9900 utterances and totally
217 600 utterances are generated for testing. For testing the data
above us will use the word error rate. We have created these
algorithm in Matlab as below, and after the execution we get the
data in table1 and 2..

The equation above is an example of warped DFT. DFT is
achieved by applying the FFT algorithm. In warped DFT or FFT the
positions of the frequency peaks are modified by using an all-pass
transformation to warp the frequency axis. Then, uniformly-spaced
points on the warped frequency axis are similar to non-uniformly
spaced peaks on the original frequency axis. By picking the warping
parameters sensibly, one can place some of the frequency samples
in close proximity to each other to provide higher resolution in the
frequency range of interest without increasing the length of the
DFT. Utilizing this frequency warping, one can improve the
spectral representation of speech signals in the low frequency
region [4].

Източникът на препратката не е намерен.

Table 1: Mechanical properties of selected powder materialsГрешка!
. *Note: Values in brackets are
valid for heat-treated material.
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Now we interpolate the data in order to find WER for different
SNR data.
clear all
clc
format long
syms
x=input('x= ');
y=input('y= ');
xs=input('xs=');
h=x(end)-x(end-1);x0=x(1);sh=(xs-x0)/h;
k=length(x)-1; b=zeros(k+1,k); yy=y; z=sym(zeros(k,1));
if length(x)~=length(y)
disp('lengths must be same')
break
end
for i=1:k
for j=1:k-i+1
yy(j)=yy(j+1)-yy(j);
b(j,i)=yy(j);
end
end
for i=1:k
ss=1;
for j=0:i-1
ss=ss*(s-j);
end
z(i,1)=ss;
end
F=0;
for i=1:k
F=F+(z(i,1)/factorial(i))*b(1,i);
end
F0=char(F);pn=inline(F0,'s');
disp('
x
y
Dy(forward)s:')
disp('***********************************************
***************************')
disp([x' y' b])
disp('The NFD interpolation is p(xs=x0+sh)= ')
pretty(F+y(1))
disp(' ')
disp(['Newton-forward
interpolation
p(x)
for
x=',{xs},'is',{pn(sh)+y(1)}])

Figure 2: Extraction of warped DFT-based cepstral features

Warping the DFT spectrum directly without using filter bank
averaging provides a more precise approximation of the perceptual
scales [5]. Since the spectrum is already pre-warped using Melfrequency warping, the nonlinearly-spaced triangular-shaped Melfrequency filter bank is replaced by a filter bank of uniformly
spaced, half-overlapping triangular filters, to provide spectral
smoothing. The figure below shows running speech spectra of (a)
clean and (b) noisy speech signals that have been corrupted by
babble noise with a signal-to-noise ratio of 6 dB, obtained using
DFT, WDFT, and WDFT-LP spectrum estimators. Based on this
visual examination, WDFT and WDFT-LP provide more robust
spectral estimates compared to DFT and LP methods. Due to
reduced degrees of freedom in all-pole modeling [6].

2. Experimental Results
To evaluate the robustness and performance of the proposed
method in one case of clean and noisy conditions, further to
compare with the multiple feature extraction methods, such as Mel
filter bank cepstral coefficients, DFT filter bank, FFT, the
AURORA database is chosen for the experiments. The speech
model is trained by different SNR degrees 0-15 dB of mixed dataset
compering clean and noisy data. To generate the noisy data, the
clean dataset is further mixed with three types of noise data,
including bus station, public parking garage, and movie theatre.
Totally, 7,895 utterances are yielded for training purposes and split
equally into 20 subsets, each SNR subset contains 233 utterances
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Evaluating the WER for different Extraction Methods
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Abstract: In this paper we will discuss an important topic such as the WER (word error rate). Imagine if we use an ASR system in a real
event for approximately one hour or more. We would have a lot of issues like: the quality of the transcription of words, the time of the
processing of the words spoken. And so a lot of WER will be produced by this event. The high rate of ASR errors have demanded the
necessity to find better techniques in order to correct such errors. The improvement of the system it is a necessity not only to have a better
stability of the system but also to prevent the high costs in order to use our resources in the best way as possible.
KEYWORDS: WORD ERROR RATE, AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION

2. Wavelet transform (wd)

1. Introduction

The Wavelet Transform is considered to be suited
for speech processing because of its similarity to how the human ear
processes sound. It is a multi-evolutional and multi-scale analysis.
The three methods of wavelet transform utilized are Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT), Wavelet Pattern Decomposition
(WPD) and Discrete Wavelet Pattern Decomposition (DWPD) are
given below. Information about non-stationary signals like audio
can be extracted by using DWT as it is a relatively recent and
computationally efficient technique for feature extraction. WPD is
simply a generalization of DWT and it is a more flexible and
detailed method than DWT. In WPD, the speech signal is
decomposed into low frequency components and high frequency
components at each level like in DWT but the key difference
between DWT and WPD is that the discrete wavelet transform is
introduced to the low pass result. WPD differs as it applies the
transform step to both the low pass and the high pass result. The
main advantage of a DWPD algorithm is that it decomposes both
high frequency bands into more partitions but additionally saves
complexities in computation. Wavelet Transform techniques have
been shown to improve the efficiency of ASR system [2].

Automatic Speech Recognition systems is used in order to
converting a speech signal into a sequence of words. The purpose of
evaluating ASR systems is to improve or to make it easy for the
humans in order to measure their utility especially when comparing
systems. The standard metric of ASR evaluation is the Word Error
Rate, which is defined as the proportion of word errors to words
processed. ASR has matured to the point of commercial
applications by providing transcription with an acceptable level of
performance which allows integration into many applications. In
general, ASR systems are effective when the conditions are well
controlled. Nevertheless, they are too dependent on the task being
performed and the results are far from ideal, and especially for
Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR)
applications. This later still one of the most challenging tasks in the
field, due to a number of factors, including poor articulation,
variable
Speaking rate and high degree of acoustic variability caused by
noise, side-speech, accents, sloppy pronunciation, hesitation,
repetition, interruptions and channel mismatch, and/or distortions.
To deal with all these problems, there has been a plethora of
algorithms and technologies proposed by the scientific communities
for all steps of LVCSR over the last decade: pre-processing, feature
extraction, acoustic modeling, language modeling, decoding and
result post-processing. Nevertheless LVCSR systems are not yet
robust with error rates of up to 50% under certain conditions
[1],[3].The persistent presence of ASR errors motivates the attempt
to find alternative techniques to assist users in correcting the
transcription errors or to totally automate the correction process.
Manual errors correction is often tedious and time consuming.
Hence automatic detection and correction of ASR errors has
become an important research area, not only for improving speech
recognition accuracy but also for avoiding the propagation of the
errors to the post recognition process (e.g. Machine translation and
Human-Computer interaction). The aim is to be able to
automatically detect, classify, and then partially or fully correct
errors, regardless of the ASR system used. This can be very
effective, and particularly when the ASR system is used as a blackbox and the user does not have access to tune the features, the
models or the decoder of the ASR system. In the present paper we
present an overview about ASR errors and the stat-of-the-art
techniques for their detection and correction so as to provide a
technological perspective and an appreciation of the fundamental
progress that has been made in this field [1].
The performance of any ASR system is evaluated in function of
the error rate. The aim of ASR evaluation isto provide a comparison
criterion between different systems or techniques and to measure
the performance and the progress on specific tasks based on errors
statistics. There are two key areas related to ASR errors, the first
one is the reference-recognized alignment which consist of finding
the best word alignment between the reference and the automatic
transcription and the second one is the evaluation metrics measuring
the performance of the ASR systems.

2.2 Improvements in the existing ASR system
It is necessary to develop unique hybrid methods that will lead
to high performing ASR applications. In order to obtain better
accuracy, in prosodic, text pre-processing and pronunciation fields
there is still a lot of research and innovations that are needed. Mel
filters; Linear Prediction (LP) and Gamma tone filters have proven
to be effective features for speech and speaker recognition tasks.
MFCCs as was previously discussed are usually computed by
integrating short-term spectral power using a Mel-scaled filter bank
(Mel FB) that typically consists of overlapping triangular filters
with GFCC being the Gammatone filter equivalent. Both MFCC
and PLP features perform well under matched training and test
conditions but the performance gap between automatic speech
recognizers (ASRs) and human listeners in real world settings is
significant [3].
Varied operating conditions during signal acquisition such as
channel response, handset type, ambient background noise,
reverberation and so on leads to features not being correctly
matched across training and test utterances, thereby degrading the
performance of the MFCC. LP, and GFCC based recognizers.
In [2] et al, it is stated that warping the DFT directly instead of
using filter bank averaging provides “a more precise approximation
of the perceptual scales”. This was a study on additive noise
degradation in ASR systems. There is a large body of research on
improving the robustness of speech recognition systems under
adverse acoustic environments. Environment compensation
methods can be applied at the front end feature domain or at the
back end model domain or can be applied on areas of the ASR
system. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) are fundamentally alike; with the only difference
being that FFT is faster. Warped DFT or FFT based features have
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been found to provide lower recognition error rates than the DFT
based cepstral features.

features computed from the Mel-warped DFT spectrum-based frontends (WDFT, WDFT-LP) provided lower recognition error rates
than the conventional MFCC and PLP on the AURORA-4 corpus.
The presented speech spectra and experimental speech recognition
results on the AURORA-4 LVCSR task demonstrated the
robustness of the WDFT and WDFT-LP based cepstral features [3].

In the conventional MFCC front-end, processing of a speech
signal begins with the pre-processing stage. This involves DC
removal and pre-emphasis using a first-order high-pass filter with a
transfer function followed by a Fourier transform being applied as
was previously discussed. Transforming a linear frequency scale to
a non-linear frequency scale is called frequency warping. One
technique to achieve frequency warping is to apply a nonlinearlyscaled filterbank, such as a mel filterbank, to the linear frequency
representation. Another way is to use a conformal mapping, such as
the bilinear transformation which preserves the unit circle .

clean

The equation above is an example of warped DFT. DFT is
achieved by applying the FFT algorithm. In warped DFT or FFT the
positions of the frequency peaks are modified by using an all-pass
transformation to warp the frequency axis. Then, uniformly-spaced
points on the warped frequency axis are similar to non-uniformly
spaced peaks on the original frequency axis. By picking the warping
parameters sensibly, one can place some of the frequency samples
in close proximity to each other to provide higher resolution in the
frequency range of interest without increasing the length of the
DFT. Utilizing this frequency warping, one can improve the
spectral representation of speech signals in the low frequency
region [4].

A

B

Avg.

LP

10.31

48.78

29.545

GAMMATONE

10.79

41.45

26.12

Table 1: Word error rates (WERs in %) obtained by the various
feature extractors considered in this paper, on the AURORA-4
LVCSR corpus under clean training conditions. The model order
selected in this task is: p = 24 for WDFT-LP and p = 14 for PLP.
The lower the WER the better is the performance of the feature
extractor.

4. Conclusions
The experimental results above indicates that warping the DFT
or FFT spectrum directly provides a more precise approximation to
the perceptual scales than using filter bank averaging. It is also
important to note that by applying the DFT spectrum directly,
avoids using the filter banks in the conventional manner.
Additionally, as evidenced by the primary research conducted , it
has been shown that directly using FFT spectral values using
features that that incorporate a PLP scale; can bypass the filter bank
step in speech processing.
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Figure 1: Extraction of warped DFT-based cepstral features
As stated by, warping the DFT spectrum directly without using
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Abstract: In production where is a possibility that the surface protection process takes place at the same location as the production of semifinished products, but also at a remote location, internal transport, excessive processing, unnecessary stocks and movement of employees are
often singled out as the main types of waste or losses in the packaging process. These wastes have economic and environmental
consequences, so Lean transformation was imposed as a methodology for streamlining production flows in the packaging of finished
products. The transformation involved a set of procedures that found activities that do not contribute to increased costs in the production
process. This contributed to increasing the level of quality characteristics and red uced costs and time of realization of the production cycle.
The results of this transformation in production flows are presented in diagrams and tables and serve to assess the economic efficiency and
environmental compliance of the activities undertaken.
Keywords: TRANSFORMATION, PACKAGING, INTERNAL TRANSPORT, OVERPROCESSING, LEAN CONCEPT, LOSS, VALUE
ADDED CONTRIBUTION
The packaging process will be viewed by management from an
economic point of view, so packaging costs will be key to making a
decision on the transformation of production flows, in order to
optimize total costs. From an environmental point of view, the costs
of energy consumption, packaging materials and transport will be
key to making the same decision.

1. Introduction
Engineering prediction of the realization of a production task
strives for a constant search for answers to three questions: How
faster?; How better?; How about less costs? On this track, the idea
came up to streamline material flows by transforming packaging
processes where over-processing and internal transport caused
increased consumption of auxiliary materials and loss of time.
Searching for the results of research on this issue in the automotive
industry in Europe, and published papers that could bring the
experiences of other companies as empirical data, and engaged in
the production of light alloy wheels, could get a clear picture of the
defined subject of research.

3. Transformation of the packaging procedure
All employees underwent training in the Lean concept and Lean
tools. Also, employed engineers study new ways of thinking and
behaving that support the development of a Lean culture, or a
culture of continuous improvement. [2] Employees have mastered
the PDCA (Plan - Plan, Do - Do, CHECK - Check, ACT - Act)
cycle, which, as a discipline that holds all organizational processes
together, improves them on a continuous basis.

As each production is a kind of laboratory, it was decided to
monitor and record the existing situation, defining the paths of the
material and its processing that apply waiting (hot spots), approach
to transforming the finishing process Lean concept to reduce total
production time and reduce the cost of auxiliary material by
elimination and substitution of the storage site.

3.1. Strategic and operational level of application
of Lean transformation on the finishing line
Management decided to apply Lean tools that have proven their
applicability in similar industrial plants and have gained their
confirmation of the benefits provided by their application. The
advantages of using 5S tools can be described as follows: 5S is a
system for creating an organized workplace in a way that eliminates
waste and useless activities, but also that irregularities that occur in
everyday work are easily noticed and eliminated. The application of
this tool is not only the achievement of a better organization with a
one-time action, but the creation of conditions for the newly created
packaging organization to be maintained and improved in
continuity. This tool contains five groups of rules, ie steps or phases
that were performed during the imp lementation of the observed
packaging operations. Figure 1 shows the five phases for
implementing the 5S tool. [3]

Lean transformation involves improving the way value is
delivered to the customer. Withdrawing and removing non-valueadded activities and reducing the time to perform value-added
operations. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to identify
activities that do not add value and companies to take immediate
action to eliminate them. This means that workers need to learn to
see waste. The first step in Lean transformation is for people to see
waste and become aware that these are unnecessary losses for
everyone. [1]
At the heart of the Lean concept is a worker-based system. The
success of any Lean transformation depends on the engagement of
each employee in the process of continuous business improvement.
All employees must be ready and able to solve all complex
problems. Those in senior positions, who make decisions that affect
everyone, are the most responsible and they have the power and
authority to drive change.
The paper will show the steps of transformation of material
flows with the "Lean concept", and on the basis of which the
production losses were influenced by the rationalization of material
flows and the rationalization of production time. This will reduce
the cost of the packaging process, and the consumption of wood as
a natural resource.

2. Aspects of the packaging procedure in the
process of final processing

Fig. 1 Five phases of 5S tool [3]

Observing the finishing process, which precedes the surface
protection process, it was observed that the semi-finished products
are packaged in the same way for both locations where the surface
protection process takes place. Due to the need to protect semifinished products from the adverse effects of transport to a remote
location, EPP pad, wooden cover, PET tape and stretch foil are used

The surface protection process can take place at the location
where the semi-finished product is located, and also due to the
specific requirements of customers, the surface protection process is
possible at a remote location in relation to the location of the semifinished product.
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for packaging. Also, semi-finished products, which remain in the
same location where the production takes place, are packaged in an
identical way. All semi-finished products after the finishing process
are shipped to warehouse A (remote warehouse), which is used for
storage of semi-finished products, from where they are re-shipped
according to the surface protection process, according to Table 1.

was created. Also, what is most important is that the use of
packaging material in the new packaging method has been
completely eliminated.

Table 1: Time consumption by packaging phases before Lean concept
transformation
Phase
Time (s)
Taking the pallet and bringing it to the machine
32
Recording in MES (Manufacturing Execution
172
System) + manual completion of the delivery note
Installing the EPP pad and cover
43
Clamping with PET tape
159
Clamping with "stretch" foil
136
Transport of packed pallet to warehouse A
153
TOTAL
695

• Recording the pallet through the database and printing a label
containing the product data from the EAN-13 code and gluing
it to the pallet;

The procedure for the new packaging method is as follows:
• Taking the pallet and bringing it to the machine;

• Transport of packed pallet to warehouse B and recording it
through WMS.
Table 2 provides an overview of time consumption by
packaging phases after transformation.
Table 2: Time consumption by packaging phases after Lean concept
transformation
Phase
Time (s)
Taking the pallet and bringing it to the machine
32
Recording (MES – Web application)
70
Transport of packed pallet to warehouse B and
100
recording it through WMS
TOTAL
202

The situation in the plant is such that 58 % of semi-finished
products are covered by surface protection at the location where
they were produced, while 42 % of semi-finished products are
shipped to surface protection at a remote location.
Based on the above, the opportunity to transform the Lean
concept of the packaging process in the finishing process was
recognized.

4. Analysis of results
Observing from the economic aspect, and based on the data
shown in Tables 1 and 2, and Diagram 1, it can be seen that the loss
of time and auxiliary material due to overprocessing in the
packaging of semi-finished products decreased by 81.18 %, and the
loss of time due to transport of semi-finished products. by 34.64 %.
Taking into account the reduction of these losses, the efficiency of
packaging in terms of saving time increased by 70.94 %. The
transformation of the Lean concept optimized the packaging process
of semi-finished products that are surface protected at the location
where they take place, and by eliminating the use of EPP pads,
wooden lids, PET tape and stretch foil, packaging costs were
reduced by 89.37 %. From an environmental point of view, the nonuse of packaging materials such as EPP pads, wooden covers, PET
tape and clamping foil has led to a reduction in wood consumption
as a natural resource and a rationalization of material flows, as
shown in Figures 2 and 3.

3.2. Experimental approach
The goals of this paper are:
• Reduce overprocessing, internal transportation, unnecessary
inventory and employee movement;
• Develop and introduce a new packaging process in the
finishing process based on the Lean concept;
• Assess the efficiency of the new packaging process based on
the measurement of the time required for each individual
phase of packaging after the transformation of the packaging
process, and in relation to the situation before the
transformation shown in Table 1.

3.3. Experiment plan
The experiment is planned in such a way as to eliminate the use
of EPP pads, wooden cover, PET tape and stretch foil for semifinished products, which will go into the surface protection process
at the same location where the production of semi-finished products
takes place. Also, the use of warehouse B, which is located in a
location closer than the location of warehouse A, was considered,
and there was an opportunity for adjustments in ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning), MES (Manufacturing Execution System) and
WMS (Warehouse Management System) systems that would
facilitate the implementation of planned activities.
Fig. 2 Comparison of time consumption by packaging phases before and
after transformation

3.4. Experimental results and discussion
First, the position for storage of semi-finished products in
warehouse B was determined. The space was used in such a way
that the entire quantity of products covered by the surface protection
could be stored at the location where their production is. Then a
new way of packaging was designed, which included organizational
changes. The number of products per pallet remained the same as
before the transformation, as well as the phase of taking the pallet
from the warehouse and bringing it to the machine.

Fig. 3 Flow diagram before and after transformation

A new way of recording products on the packaged pallet was
introduced, by eliminating the manual filling of paper records that
served as a database of packaged products, and the same was
replaced by full registration through the ERP system. EAN-13
(European Article Number) codes were introduced, which were
linked to ERP-WMS, and a web application with an article database

5. Conclusion
In a production process, such as a final processing, it often
happens that it is possible to undertake a transformation with the
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Lean concept, on the basis of which it is possible to eliminate or
reduce to an acceptable level certain production costs.
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The transformation with the Lean concept, presented in this
paper, included activities related to the reduction of key losses in
the process of final processing – overprocessing, internal
transportation, unnecessary inventory and employee movement.
The following activities have been undertaken:
• The use of warehouse B, which is closer in location to the
finishing process in relation to the previously used warehouse
A;
• Changes in ERP, MES and WMS systems;
• EAN-13 codes have been introduced that are linked to the
ERP and WMS system, and a web application with an article
database has been created;
• The use of packaging material, EPP pads, wooden lid, PET
tape and clamping foil has been eliminated.
Indicators of the new performance of the packaging process are:
• Reduced duration of the process by 70.94 % compared to the
initial state;
• Reduction of stock of packaging material by 66.67 %
compared to the initial state use of warehouse B, which is
closer in location to the finishing process in relation to the
previously used warehouse A;
• Free space for 50.00 % by removing unnecessary equipment
and items;
• Reduced number of activities in individual packaging
operations from 59.30 % to 100 %;
• Reduced unnecessary movement of employees by at least
63.31 %;
• Reduced internal transport by at least 34.64 %.
It is proposed to the management to define new material flows,
a new package of auxiliary packaging material, and to incorporate
them into constructive-technological preparation. Technologists and
managers of individual production processes should apply the
changed procedure, and with managers get used to them until
routine application. In addition, quality control technologists should
also harmonize their procedures with the new technological process.
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Example of an accident reconstruction with Virtual Crash software and the
mathematical simulation of this accident situation at intersection .
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Abstract: The paper presents an example of an accident situation using Virtual Crash software in the reconstruction of a high -speed sideimpact accident of two vehicles at intersection. The simulation allowed estimating the velocity of the vehicles at the moment of collision and
the determination of the location of the vehicles. We also focus on the result of the mathematical simulation of this accident situation at
intersection when two vehicles and two pedestrians take part in this collision.
Keywords: ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION, ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION , UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS, SIMULATION MODELS.

1. Introduction
The purpose of traffic accident reconstruction is to estimate the
velocity of the vehicles at the moment of collision. Other objective
of the reconstruction is the determination of the location of the
vehicles in the cases when evidence is insufficient to estimate their
positions and orientation at the moment of impact.[1]
The velocity of a vehicle in an accident can be determined using
possible tire marks left on the road surface, or by measuring the
amount of deformation caused during impact. In mapping the
accident site, debris scatter analysis and driver and eye-witness
statements are also utilized. Nowadays, substantial use is made of
computers in traffic accident analysis. Crash analysis computer
programs serve investigators in determining the relative velocity
between the two vehicles prior to impact - an essential piece of
information in most accidents.[2]
We will analyze an accident situation in its three phases through
mathematical simulation and its modeling through the Virtual
CRASH computer program which performs car collisions and 3D
simulation trajectories, also represents the speed of vehicles in the
positions before contact, at the moment of collision and after the
collision. We will examine an accident situation when two vehicles
( Alfa Romeo 147 and Audi A2) and two pedestrians participate in a
crash. As a result of the collision of the two vehicles,the collided
vehicle hits the two pedestrians as well.

Fig. 1 Virtual Crash simulation of “Alpha Romeo”- “Audi”.

1. Accident Description
Research is based in a road accident where was involved two
vehicles and two pedestrians who were crossing the white lines and
as a result of the collision of these two vehicles, one of the collided
vehicles hits and two pedestrians. The mass of the Alpha Romeo
was assumed to be 2080 kg, and the mass of the Audi A2 was
assumed to be 890 kg. The accident happened during daylight at the
intersection, in heavy traffic. The road surface was in favorable
conditions with no precipitation. The common restitution coefficient
was set equal to 0.25, which is a probable number in case of highspeed collisions of automobiles.[3]

Fig. 2 Virtual Crash simulation after crash moments.

2. Computer simulation
3. Mathematical simulation of this accident situation
at intersection.

PC-Crash - performs 3D collisions & 3D trajectory
simulation. Provides vehicle speeds, at pre-impact, collision, and
post-impact positions. It has 3D road tool for constructing or
importing 3D scenes and automatic calculation of secondary
impacts including sustained contact.[4]
The vehicles involved in the accident are present with blue
color (Alfa Romeo 147) and with red color (Audit A2). Collision
process between vehicles happened while they was movements in
different directions with vehicle at angle about 900 (Figure 1).

We need to calculate the speed and movements of the vehicles
involved in the accident. Then it is possible to evaluate the spins
and linear movements under which the two vehicles have gone
under in the movement from the first contact location on to the final
location.[5]
Spins and displacement (centre of importance) provided as
follows:

α1 = 137˚= 2,4 rad - rotation of Audi A2 (running clockwise)
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α2= 107˚= 1,9 rad - rotation of Alpha Romeo (running anticlockwise)
S1=7.90 m - linear displacement of the center of importance of Audi
A2
S2=7.40 m- linear displacement of the center of importance of
Alpha Romeo.
To calculate the velocity, we apply the general momentum
equations. The task of the reconstructionist is to determine how the
vehicles came together from the evidence. These are: the point of
impact, pre-collision angle of each vehicle, post-collision angle of
each vehicle, weights of each vehicle, post-collision velocity of
each vehicle.[6]
Note꞉ m1- measures of Audi A2 with two people on board, m2measures of Alpha Romeo with two people on board, v1, v2 - the
'
velocities of vehicles before the collision, v1 , v'2 the velocity of
the vehicles after the collision, q1 - the angle formed by the vector

4. Conclusion
Modern methods of analyzing accidents allow for a rather precise
reconstruction. Such reconstruction is based on the precise
specifications of the forensic evidence. Among the most basic of
these are tracks and marks left at the place of the accident, damage
to the respective vehicles, and objects (including persons involved),
and their mutual positions occupied after the accident. With regard
to such source data and material, we can determine the impact speed
very precisely. To evaluate the accident, we also have to determine
the speed of the involved vehicles at the time of the reaction of the
drivers. It is only possible to determine this in accidents at light
controlled intersections if the signal plan of the intersection is
implemented into the accident scenario.[7]
At the presented paper the values found for the speed of
movement of two vehicles show:
a.for the vehicle Audi A2, an overcoming speed with 60%
related to the allowed norm (50 km / h) which is known in the
waiting area of widely hazard warning and situation of countries
(Article 141 and 142 of the Highway Code).[8]

'
v1, q2 - the angle formed by the vector v2 , 1 - the angle formed by
'
the vector v , q2' = the angle formed by the vector v'2 .
1

b.for the vehicle Alpha Romeo, failing to stop at the Stop
located at the exit from the road crossing the, because if it was
given the rest to reach the crash at a speed of 70 km /h = 19.4 m/s in
the confined space of S= 6.50 meters should have won an
acceleration a=v2/2S=19.4/13=29 m/s2. In a time of t = v/a = 19.4 /
29 = 0.7s (violation of Article 5,139 and 143 of the Highway Code
of Albania). While not stop at Stop and instead taking a crossing
speed of 19.4 m/s to reach Stop the crash of traversing 6.50 meters
has occupied a time t= s/v= 6.5/19.4 = 0.3s. Value that gives an
idea of the overcoming speed on this situation.

Then
m1 
m2 

2.080  1.40
9.81
890  140
9.81



2.220

 226 kg m

-1 2
s

9.81


1.030

 105 kg m

-1 2
s

9.81

1 = 0 and cos 0 = + 1,00, 2 = 111˚

and cos 111˚ = - 0.36

1' = 4˚ and cos 4˚ = + 0,99,  2' = 16˚ and cos 16˚ = + 0.96
'
We see that after the collision velocities – listed with v1 and
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considering only linear displacements S1 and S2 by the formulas:
v1'  2g f S1  2 x 9.81 x 0.40 x 7.90=28 km/h
0
'
v 2  2 g f S2  2 x 9.81 x 0.40 x 7.40  27 km/h
0
Also, for the first and second vehicle we calculate꞉
'
v1  g f p 1  9.81 x 0.45 x 2.54 x 2.4  19 km/h
'
v2  g f p 2  9.81 x 0.45 x 2.39 x 1.9  16 km/h

Now we obtain the velocity after collision:
'
'
'
v1  v1  v1  28  19  47 km/h
0
'
'
'
v 2  v 2  v 2  27  16  43 km/h
0
Equations for the velocities before collision are:
,
,
,
,
v m cos 1  v2 m2 cos  2  v2 m2 cos  2
v1  1 1
m1 cos 1
,
,
,
,
v1m1 sin 1  v2 m2 sin  2
v2 
m1 sin  2
Then v1=80km/h, v2=70km/h.
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Abstract: The accident severity index of Albania has shown an increasing trend, although in 2020 there was a marked decrease of total
accidents but some increase of fatal accidents. Looking at various risk factors—time, location, or speeding—this paper aims to develop a
probability model that predicts accident-risk levels—flagging particularly hazardous locations or dangerous stretches of highway
throughout the country—by using a Poisson model under a Bayesian Approach that can be used to predict the number of accidents occurring
in a city per year from data collected.. From statistical data of a year of reference, the parameters of these model are comp uting, with which
the final distribution is considered that predicts the occurrence of car accidents in a city. The model can be very useful to those who working
in the transportation and public safety sectors providing them information that could help make modifications, whether it is designs of the
road or different signage, to protect drivers and citizens.
Keywords: ROAD SAFETY IN ALBANIA, PREDICTION OF ACCIDENT , HIGHWAY CRASHES, BAYESIAN TECHNIQUES

1.2.Nature of accidents

1. Introduction

According to official data, a decade ago, 322 deaths were
registered annually from road accidents. While last year only 181
deaths were recorded - a decrease of 44%. In February 2021, there
are 79 road accidents out of 106 accidents that occurred in February
2020, decreasing by 25.5%, compared to the same period of the
previous year. In the first half of 2021, there are 204 road accidents
out of 199 accidents that occurred in the first half of 2020,
increasing by 2.5%, compared to the same period a year earlier. In
February 2021, the number of injured (killed and injured) is 103
people from 144 a year ago, decreasing by 28.5%. In the first half of
2021, the number of injured is 268 people out of 266 people,
increasing by 0.8% compared to the same period in 2020. In
February 2021, the number of deaths from road accidents is 18
people out of 12 people killed in February 2020.
In February 2021, road accidents, in 81.0% of cases, occurred
as a result of the driver's behavior. The highest number of accidents
in this period was committed by the age group 25–34 years,
accounting for 31.6% of the total number of accidents. Accidents in
this age group have decreased by 10.7%, compared to the same
period a year ago.[3]

Road accidents are essentially caused by improper interactions
between vehicles, between vehicles and other road users and/or
roadway features. The situation that leads to improper interactions
could be the result of the complex interplay of a number of factors
such as pavement characteristics, geometric features, traffic
characteristics, road users‟ behavior, vehicle design, drivers‟
characteristics and environmental aspects. Thus, the whole system
of accident occurrence is a very complex undertaking.
Engineers often have to analyze accident data to estimate the
level of safety at different road infrastructure elements (segments
and intersections) in order to identify hazardous (unsafe) locations
and to evaluate the effectiveness of road safety countermeasures. By
“safety” is meant either the true underlying accident rate or the true
underlying accident frequency at a location. Statistics and applied
mathematics can be very useful providing a variety of methods
available to analyze road traffic accident data. As in other
disciplines of statistics, the analysis of accident data is concerned
with the determination of parameters and constants which has great
practical importance―such as the true accident frequency/rate at a
location but whose values are and cannot be precisely known.[1]

1.3.Accident severity index

Finally, in this paper we present a distributions of Bayes Rule
that predict the probability of occurrence of accidents in Albania,
which is a specification of a Translated Poisson Mixture Model,
which presents a weighted average of occurrence rates of observed
car accidents. From statistical data of a year of reference, the
parameters of the model is calibrated, with which the final
distribution is considered that predicts the occurrence of car
accidents in intersections for various temporary horizons.

The Accident severity index measures the seriousness of an
accident. It is defined as the number of persons killed per 100
accidents. Table below presents the Accident severity index for
Albania during the period 2015-2020. It is seen that the Accident
severity index has gradually increased from 10.02 in 2015 to 11.32
in 2020.[4]
Table 1: Accident severity index
Number of
Total number
Accident
Year
persons killed
of accidents
severity index
2015
270
2692
10.02
2016
269
2778
9.68
2017
222
2611
8.50
2018
213
2291
9.29
2019
227
2044
11.10
2020
181
1598
11.32
Source:Albania Traffic Police.

1. Traffic accident situation in Albania
1.1.General
In Albania traffic accidents occur for various reasons. The
major causes are: part of the road network is unfinished and lacks
road protection and road signaling as well as supplementation with
other elements of road safety, such as pedestrian crossings, metal
guards, delineators, chevrons, etc; existence of black spots in the
national road network; lack of lighting through roundabouts and
level crossings in the national road network; non-implementation of
traffic rules by road users such as: drivers, pedestrians,
motorcyclists, etc.
Recently some measures regarding improvement of traffic have
been undertaken in the city. Some of these measures are a one-way
road system on a number of major arterials, improvement of
geometrics of the intersections, and greater attention to road
markings and signage. As a result there has been some
improvement in the average travel speed of vehicles.[2]

Although road accidents resulting in loss of life have been
declining, Albania ranks seventh in Europe for their highest
number. In 2018, the ratio of accidents resulting in life in Albania
was 75 per 1 million inhabitants, according to monitor calculations
based on data published by INSTAT. In relation to the countries of
the European Union, Albania is ranked among the countries with
the highest rate, together with Macedonia, which for the past year
marked an increase in fatal accidents.[5]
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2.3.Mixed Poisson distributions

2.Prediction of road accident in Albania with
Bayesian approach

This model for vehicular accident forecast calculates data of
crashes where the number of accidents assumes that Xit occurs in a
period of time t in the site i independently to another site,
considering an initial uniform distribution and a Poisson likelihood
function P(Xit/μ) ~ Poisson(μ).[9]
Vehicular flow is assumed constant for all the sites, the
intersections are of equal geometry and all accidents are of the same
type, i.e. the observed data set (x1,x2,…,xn) has accident rates

2.1.Data Sets
The involved data for this work is referred to vehicular crashes
that have happened in the road of the city of Albania. This
information has been provided by the Albania traffic police and
spans the period from 2015 to 2020. It is significant to consider that
the quality of the information of the group of data of road accidents
is little reliable, due to a series of systematic errors and
inconsistencies as registry omissions, arrangement between
involved parts without authority participation or other unregistered
crash events. Unfortunately, this is a common situation for these
records.
Table 2 shows more detailed data of accidents of the 10 location
of the greatest rate of accidents for year 2020. Sites names of each
of these location are shown, and the counting of number of
accidents per month is listed.

μi=(μ1,μ2,…,μn), under E(Xi/μ) = var(xi/μ)= X . Generalized a
posteriori expression can be written in the form:
x  1

P(μi/Xit)=
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Expression (2) represents a weighted average of Poisson
distributions for different μi for each xi observations, and can be rewritten in a normalized fashion:
x  1

P(Xit)=P(Xit/xi)=

Table 2: Data of monthly vehicular accidents, year 2020
Site
Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Tirane
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Initially apply expression (2) to any of the site. As an
illustrative example, we are referring to the first location of table 2
(Tirana), which present 6 different monthly rates for year 2020.
Considering the equal probabilities for each of them (0.166), we
obtain the probability of accidents in this site. The regression of the
average has been made with monthly parameters μi=(μ1, μ2,…,μn)
and real data using a linear regression μi = 0.425 Xit + 0.22, thus,
the considered annual average is  = 1.4241. Table 3 shows the
results for each occurrence of accidents in the location we have
considered.
Table 3: Mixtures of Poisson Probabilities, location Tirane
Month
Real
Mixture
Normalized
Estimated
accidents
of Poisson
accident rates

2.2.Bayesian Approach
Bayesian methods are distinguished from “conventional”
methods in that any parameter in a problem (such as the true
accident frequency/rate at a location) is regarded as a random
variable with a probability distribution. Whereas in „conventional‟
methods the observed accident experience i at a site is considered to
be an unbiased estimate of the true level of safety at a site, Bayesian
assumes that the observed accident experience i is a variable and
that it is Poisson distributed about μ– the true level of safety.
There has been considerable discussion recently on the benefits
and limitations of Bayesian methods for the analysis of traffic safety
data and, in particular, of crash data arising from intervention
studies. The emphasis has been on the relative merits of traditional
before/after studies and Bayesian approaches in various flavors
including empirical (EB) and full (FB) Bayesian estimation.[6]
The Bayesian approach assumes that a probability distribution
can be found before any data become available―this distribution is
called the prior distribution of the parameter. According the AlMasaeid (1997), the Bayesian approach is a probabilistic method
capable of augmenting the most recent information with the
available historical data or prior knowledge to achieve better
estimates.[7]
Perhaps because of its perceived complexity Bayesian methods
are not often used to analyze accident data even though the general
consensus is that Bayesian methods are superior to conventional
methods (Abbess et al. 1981). The objective of this paper is to
provide guidelines on how the Bayesian approach can be used to
estimate safety (accident rate/frequency) at any location (segment or
intersection) or a group of locations, and how these estimates can
then be used to identify accident prone locations and to evaluate the
effectiveness of remedial measures.[8]

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

7
1
4
2
0
2
4
4
3
2
2
3

X

=2.83

0.0997
0.1437
0.1713
0.1405
0.0962
0.1405
0.1713
0.1713
0.1181
0.1405
0.1405
0.1181
…

0.0603
0.0870
0.1037
0.0851
0.0582
0.0851
0.1037
0.1037
0.0715
0.0851
0.0851
0.0715
P=1.0

3.195
0.645
1.92
1.07
0.22
1.07
1.92
1.92
1.495
1.07
1.07
1.495



= 1.4241

Source:Authors.

This process is performed for each location in Table 2, in order
to identify the locations with high degree of danger, also estimates
monthly about the probability of having a determined number of
accidents. The Poisson model shows not a very strong fitness to the
data due to their lack of flexibility about rates that are mainly
variable, and because the use of only one kind of variable.

3. Conclusion
a) In general, the accident severity index of Albania has shown
an increasing trend, although there were an decrease in 2020.
Various traffic engineering measures undertaken in the last few
years may have helped in curbing the number of total accidents as
well as fatal accidents. In 2020 there was a marked decrease of total
accidents but some increase of fatal accidents.
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b) We present a Poisson model under a Bayesian approach that
can be used to predict the number of accidents occuring in
individual location from data collected. This is useful to obtain a
priori information of events that can lead to economical and
personal damages in order to design strategies to avoid them.
c) Based on research done in other countries and provided
similar data will become available to us by the Albanian authorities,
we believe the Bayesian approach to estimation of safety has certain
distinct advantages over the conventional methods, therefore it can
be utilized effectively in situations where sample sizes are
inadequate. Given that sufficient prior information is available
Bayes approach can provide more reliable estimates of safety and
results that enable statistical inferences to be made.[10]

4. Recommendation
Given the rapidly growing web of highways that crisscross
Albania and the increasing number of crashing each year, we
recommend that greater emphasis should be placed on the use of
Bayesian methods in road safety research by scholars and
government experts responsible for highway safety alike. There is a
pressing need for more research into developing appropriate
accident prediction models to support the application of the
Bayesian approach.
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Основни методи за структуриране на абзаците в уеб типографията
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Abstract: The purpose of this report is to review the basic methods of structuring paragraphs in web typography. The report analyzes the
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are examined. Recommendations are given for paragraph layout to achieve high readability of online texts.
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редовни букви се нуждаят от увеличено разстояние между
редовете, а шрифтовете с по-малка височина на редовните
букви трябва да имат по-малко междуредие.

1. Увод
Цел на настоящият доклад е да бъдат разгледани основните
методи за структуриране на абзаците в уеб типографията.
Основната задача на типографията е да се придаде визуален
образ на говоримата реч и да се постигне ясно послание с
избраното оформление на текста. Абзаците са отделни
смислови единици с които се разделя наборния текст на части,
които допринасят за по-доброто визуално възприемане на
структурата на текста. В доклада са анализирани различните
начини за обособяването на абзаците в уеб типографията.
Разгледани са ключовите типографски параметри, които имат
отношение към дизайна на абзаците в уеб сайтовете.
Направени са препоръки за оформление на абзаците, за да се
постигне висока четливост на онлайн текста.

2. Изложение
Когато разглеждаме оформлението на абзаците в уеб
типографията има три основни параметъра, които си
взаимодействат тясно – кегела на шрифта, междуредието
(височината на реда) и ширината на реда [1]. Други фактори,
които влияят на цялостната композиция на абзаците са
подравняването на наборния текст и методите за структуриране
на отделните абзаци.

Фиг. 1 Междуредие 150% от размера на шрифта повишава
четливостта на текста; Отгоре – Georgia 15/18 px междуредието е
много малко; По средата – Georgia 15/30 px междуредието е
прекалено голямо; Отдолу – Georgia 15/22 px е добър пример за
междуредие. [4].

Кегел на шрифта за основния текст
Подборът на кегел на шрифта за наборния текст на уеб
сайтовете е един от съществените фактори за четливостта на
абзаците в уеб типографията. Повечето сайтове [2] са
препълнени с много малък наборен текст – така има твърде
много информация и екрана изглежда претоварен със
съдържание – това води до понижаване на четливостта. Поради
този факт е добре кегелът за наборния текст да е минимум 16
px – този размер на шрифта е включен по подразбиране в
различните уеб браузъри. Редица изследвания показват, че поголемият кегел на шрифта увеличава четливостта на текста и
скоростта на четене [3].

Оптимална ширина на реда в наборния текст
Друг ключов признак за висока четливост на отделните
абзаци в уеб дизайна е броя знаци на ред в основната текстова
колона. Изборът на оптимална дължина на реда е водещ фактор
за четливостта на текста. Според различни автори текстова
колона набрана между 45 до 75 знака на ред е достатъчно
широка и осигурява висока четливост [5, 6]. Наборен текст с
широчина на реда 66 символа на ред (включително и
интервалите между тях) се счита за идеален. За многоколонно
оформен текст по-добре е дължината на реда да е средно между
40–50 знака на ред. Според Робърт Брингхърст текст набран с
голяма ширина на реда от 75–80 знака на ред е прекалено
широк за продължително четене дори и с увеличаване на
междуредието [7].

Междуредие за наборния текст
Междуредието (височината на реда) е пространството
между базовите линии на два реда текст. За да се постигне
добра четливост на наборния текст е необходимо добавянето на
положително разстояние между редовете.
Добро правило е да се зададе височината на реда
приблизително в диапазона 145-150% от размера на
използвания шрифт [4]. Например текст с кегел на шрифта 14
px често работи добре при 21 px (150%) височина на реда, а
набран текст с кегел 15 px изглежда добре при 22 px (146%)
разредка между редовете. Всеки шрифт има различни
характеристики, но 145-150% е добро начало за четливо
междуредие (фиг. 1).
Наборните шрифтове, които са предназначени за екран
имат по-голяма височина на редовните букви за да са четливи
при монитори с ниска резолюция. Шрифтовете с по-големи

Взаимовръзка между кегел на шрифта, междуредие и
ширина на реда
Словенският уеб дизайнер Матей Латин в книгата си
„Better Web Typography for a Better Web“ изследва
взаимодействието между кегела, ширината на реда и
междуредието в уеб типографията. Авторът представя
концепция, която нарича „равностранен триъгълник на
идеалния абзац“ – по този начин описва взаимовръзките на
отделните типографски фактори [8]. Те не могат да се
разглеждат изолирано и затова равностранния триъгълник е
добър за представяне на хармонично проектирания абзац.
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Всяка страна от „триъгълника на идеалния абзац“ представя по
един от факторите – кегел на шрифта, междуредие и ширина на
реда. За постигането на добре построен абзац се нуждаем от
правилно подбран размер на шрифта, който съответства на
дължината на реда и използваното междуредие. При
нарушаване на хармонията между отделните фактори
триъгълника ще се изкриви и това ще понижи четливостта на
абзаца.
В долния пример (фиг. 2) за текстът в абзаца е използван
шрифта Merriweather – характерно за него е голямата височина
на редовните букви и сравнително по-тежкото начертание на
шрифта. Поради тази причина кегелът на шрифта е зададен на
14 px. Междуредието следователно е по-близо до горната
граница на препоръчителния диапазон от 1,3 до 1,7 и е 1,6.
Ширината на текстовата колона е 55 знака на ред, което е в
нормата на оптималните 45–75 знака за основен текстови блок.

заглавия, но е трудно четимо за основен текст. Неизравнения
ляв край на центрирания текст прави сканирането на текста
много по-трудно, защото читателят трябва да търси началото
на всеки нов ред.
Двустранно подравнения текст е подравнен от левия и
десния край на текстовия блок. Този вид равнение се използва
най-често в печатната типография за големи масиви от текст.
При печатната типография имаме прецизен контрол на
разстоянието между букви и думи и автоматичен пренос на
текста и така междудумните разстояния остават константни.
При употребата на двустранно равнен текст в уеб типографията
могат да възникнат непропорционални интервали между
думите и това да понижи четливостта на абзаца.

Фиг. 2 Идеално балансиран абзац, представен от концепцията за
„равностранния триъгълник“ [8].

На фиг. 3 е показан пример за нехармонично построен
абзац. Междуредието на този абзац е твърде голямо и е 2 пъти
повече от кегела на шрифта. Редовете на текста започват да се
отдалечават прекомерно и се накъсва ритъма на четене по
вертикала. За да се достигне по-добро балансиране на абзаца
трябва да се увеличи дължината на редовете. Друг вариант за
подобряване на оформлението е да се увеличи височината на
реда. В разгледания пример ясно се вижда, че „равностранния
триъгълник“ се е деформирал и общата композиция на абзаца е
нарушена.

Фиг. 4 Основни опции за подравняване на текста в уеб типографията:
ляво, дясно, центрирано и двустранно [9].

Методи за структуриране на текста
Въпреки че методите за организация на текста, които
разглежда известния швейцарски типограф Емил Рудер се
отнасят за печатната типография те до голяма степен може да
се приложат и към уеб типографията. Според авторът главната
задача на типографа е да организира и структурира текстовия
масив, така че читателят да може да различи това, което го
интересува. Неструктурираният наборен текст без абзаци е
незадоволителен както от естетическа, така и от функционална
гледна точка. Целта на добрата типография е да подчини
оформлението на текста и да повиши удобството на четенето
[10]. Всички средства за разделяне и организация на абзаците
принадлежат към методите за оформление на наборния текст.
Има различни способи за структуриране на текста. Основните
методи за визуално разграничаване на текста (фиг. 5) включват
следните варианти:
1. Неструктурирания набор е вял, няма ритъм и е труден
за четене.
2. Разделяне на текста с помощта на втори цвят.
3. Разделяне на текста с помощта на получерен шрифт.
4. Разделяне на текста с помощта на по-голям кегел на
шрифта.
5. Разделяне на текста с помощта на разделителна линия.
6. Разделяне на текста с помощта на празен ред.
7. Разделяне на текста с използване на нов ред.

Фиг. 3 Пример за небалансиран абзац – междуредието е много голямо
[8].

Подравняване на наборния текст
Настройването на подравняването на текста е един от
основните типографски фактори за четливост на абзаците в уеб
дизайна. В уеб типографията има четири основни опции за
подравняване на текста: ляво, дясно, центрирано и двустранно
(фиг. 4). Всеки вид подравняване има свои специфики които са
свързани с четливостта на абзаците в текста [9].
По подразбиране текста в уеб страниците е ляво подравнен.
Това е най-четливата опция за равнение на абзаците в уеб
сайтовете, тъй като интервалите между думите остават
константни.
Дясно подравнения текст е противоположен на лявото
равнение. Образува ясна граница отдясно и оставя левия край
на текста накъсан. Дясно равнения текст е труден за четене,
защото принуждава очите на читателя да търсят началото на
всеки ред, а той е на различна позиция. Дясно подравнения
абзац не е добър избор за използване за наборен текст, но може
да се използва за къси пасажи от текст, като заглавия и
забележки.
Центрираното подравняване създава формално и
симетрично впечатление. Това подравняване е добро за

Фиг. 5 Основни методи за организиране на текст [10].
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Избор на стил за оформление на абзаците

3. Заключение

Добра отправна точка за примерни оформления на абзаците
в уеб типографията е разработената уеб страница от
британския уеб дизайнер Джон Тан [11]. Изборът на стил за
оформление на абзаците зависи от различни фактори и от
въздействието което иска да постигне типографа. Авторът
предлага 12 примера (фиг. 6) за обособяване на абзаците в уеб
типографията:
1. Стил по подразбиране на браузъра – текста е ляво
подравнен с
празен ред между абзаците.
Междуредието е прекалено малко и текстовия блок
изглежда много тежък.
2. Ляво подравнен текст с празен ред между абзаците и
добавено междуредие.
3. Двустранно подравнен текст с празен ред между
абзаците.
4. Ляво подравнен текст с отстъп 1 ем с празен ред
между абзаците.
5. Ляво подравнен абзац с отстъп 2.5 ем на новия абзац
6. Двустранно подравнен текст с отстъп.
7. Непрекъснат текст и разделяне на отделните абзаци
със символ за параграф ¶
8. Начало на абзаца с инициал и празен ред между
абзаците.
9. Начало на абзаца с инициал и първи ред с получерно
начертание на шрифта.
10. Начало на абзаца с висящ инициал и първи ред с
капителки.
11. Двустранно подравнен абзац с много голям отстъп за
следващите абзаци.

1
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2
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В заключение може да се стигне до извода, че добре
балансираният абзац в уеб типографията трябва да отговаря на
редица условия свързани с различни типографски фактори.
Изборът на кегел на шрифта, междуредието и ширината на
текстовата колона са в пряка връзка. Препоръчителният кегел
за основния текст е минимум 16 px, междуредието трябва да е
150% от кегела на шрифта, а ширината на текстовата колоната
в диапазона 45-75 знака на ред. За оформлението на абзаците
обичайно се използва ляво подравнен текст. Има различни
методи за отделяне на абзаците но всички те трябва да
подпомагат по-доброто визуално възприемане на логическата
структура на онлайн текста.
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Фиг. 6 Различни методи за визуално обособяване и разделяне на
абзаците в уеб типографията [11].
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ФАКТОРИ, ВЛИЯЕЩИ ВЪРХУ ЕКСПЛОАТАЦИОННИТЕ ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКИ
НА ЕЛАСТИЧНИ СЪЕДИНИТЕЛИ
FACTORS INFLUENCING ON THE PERFORMANCE OF ELASTIC COUPLINGS
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Abstract: In modern mechanical engineering, flexible couplings are characterized by a great structural variety, which is mainly
expressed in the variety of shapes of the flexible elements. Differences in the shape of the flexible coupling elements and the type of
connections, along with the properties of the elastic material, have a significant impact on the dynamic properties of the coupling. For
the correct choice of flexible coupling it is necessary to know all main characteristic of it (compensating properties, linearity of the
characteristic, damping ability, stiffness, energy consumption, etc.). The aim of the article is to make a review of various factors that
affect the performance of the elastic couplings - the type of elastomer, elasticity, structural and functional features of the structure.
Keywords: FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS, ELASTOMER, ELASTICITY, FATIGUE, RUBBER
осигурява ниска скорост на изходящия си вал при максимален
въртящ момент Мmax=16 kNm. Изпитан е при статично
натоварване на еластичния елемент. Съединителят е
предназначен за предавателен механизъм за задвижване на
основна ролка на прокатен стан. Еластичният елемент е
пръстеновиден с шест аксиални отвори. От двете страни на
еластичния елемент има метални полусъединители със
стоманени щифтове във всеки, които влизат в отворите на
еластичния елемент. Изпитани са четири варианта еластични
елементи от еластомери с различна коравина. Най-твърдият е
полиуретан серия DUR на фирма Байер с Е = 230 МРа. Вторият
елемент е полиуретан на фирма Дюпон – adipren с E = 50 MPa.
Третият елемент - гума В-14 с повишена коравина с Е = 13
МРа. И последният еластичен елемент – от мека гума Е = 5
МРа.

1. Въведение
В съвременното машиностроене еластичните съединители
се отличават с голямо конструктивно разнообразие, изразяващо
се най-вече в разнообразие на формата на свързващите
елементи. Различията във формата на еластичните свързващи
елементи и вида на връзките, наред със свойствата на
еластичния материал, оказват съществено влияние върху
динамичните качества на съединителя. За правилния избор на
еластичен съединител е необходимо да се познават всички
характерни за него величини (компенсиращи свойства,
линейност на характеристиката, демпфираща способност,
коравина, енергоемкост, и т.н.). Широкият диапазон на
изменение на характеристиките на еластичните съединители
позволява за всяко конкретно задвижване да се избере найподходящата конструкция. За оценка качеството на
еластичните съединители се извършват изпитвания с цел да се
определят техните характеристики.
Целта на статията е да се направи обзор на различни
фактори, влияещи върху експлоатационните характеристики на
еластичните съединители – вида на еластомера, еластичността
конструктивни и функционални особености на конструкцията.

2. Изложение
2.1. Вид на еластомера
В съвременното машиностроене се използват много типове
еластични съединители, които се различават не толкова по
своите характеристики, колкото по конструктивните си
особености. Някои от тях във функционален смисъл не са
еластични, защото имат много малка енергоемкост.
През последните години има много конструкции еластични
съединители, в които се прилагат енергоемки елементи от
еластомери, включително и от полиуретанов еластомер [1-4].
Такива съединители са проектирани, изработени и изпробвани
за задвижване на предавателни механизми за ролганги на
прокатни станове. Такива съединители имат широк диапазон на
експлоатационни характеристики в зависимост от материала на
еластичния елемент, формата му, наличието на армировка и
начина на натоварване. Характерно за тези съединители е това,
че те са нормално натоварени, а половината от участъците на
еластичния елемент между палците на водещия и водимия
полусъединител са натоварени на натиск, а другата половина –
на опън.
В зависимост от допустимите габарити на съединителя и
предавания въртящ момент може да се избере за еластичния
елемент еластомер с необходимата якост и коравина [5].
Експерименталните изследвания за работоспособността на
полиуретанови еластични елементи са проведени на стенд на
базата на кранов редуктор ВКУ-610М-25-3 [3]. Редукторът

Фиг.1 Работни характеристики на еластичните елементи, от
различни еластомери с различна коравина [4]:
1- Е = 230 МРа; 2 – Е = 50 МРа; 3 – Е = 13 МРа; 4 – Е = 5 МРа

Тестовете са направени с ограничаване или на ъгъла на
усукване или на въртящия момент. Номиналният въртящ
момент на редуктора в експерименталния стенд е ограничен до
Мном. = 8000 Nm. Максималният ъгъл на усукване е φ≈12÷14°,
тъй като от неговата големината зависи деформацията на
еластичния елемент.
На фиг.1 [4] са показани коравините на еластичните
елементи с отчитане на коравината на стенда. Еластичните
елементи са натоварени стъпаловидно с фиксирани товари и
ъгъл на завъртане в експерименталната установка. Еластичните
елементи са без армировка. Всички получени криви в участъка
на натоварване много се доближават до прави.
Основните резултати от изпитанията показват, че
характеристиките на еластичните елементи сравнително добре
се описват с линейните зависимости. Коравината на
еластичните елементи е пропорционална на коравината на
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материала (модул на еластичност при натиск). Проведените
изпитания показват крайните стойности на експлоатационните
характеристики за всички материали, като предаван въртящ
момент и ъгъл на относително завъртане. Ъгълът на усукване
се оказва голям за всички еластомери, дори за най-коравите.
Еластичните съединители с такива елементи превъзхождат по
ъгъл на усукване широко разпространените втулково-палцови
еластични съединители МУВП от този порядък и могат да ги
заменят в повечето машини в металургичното производство
[3,4].
2.2. Еластичност на съединителя
Еластичните елементи на съединителите се изработват от
разнообразни полимерни материали, сред които значително
място заема гумата, а нейните якостни качества при
тангенциално натоварване са по-ниски в сравнение с тези при
нормално натоварване. За повишаване на тяхната
товароносимост и трайност, гумените еластични елементи се
укрепват с корда. В [7] експериментално е определена
еластичността на лентови съединители с гумени и гумено –
кордни ленти. Съединителите се състоят от еластичнини
елементи във формата на ленти (фиг.2), които са притиснати
между два фланеца. Всеки фланец има притискащ и подвижен
регулируем пръстен свързани с винтове. Обект на вниманието
ни са тези съединители, заради по-сложното напрегнато
състояние, сменяемите ленти от различни материали с
възможности за усилване и др.

Фиг.3 Характеристика на еластичния съединител в зависимост от
броя гумени ленти и ъгловото им положение:[7]
плътна линия-експеримент; прекъсната - изчисление

Като се имат предвид споменатите по-горе свойства на
гумата съединителите преди изпитанията сa подложени на
„тренировка“, която се състои в товарене и разтоварване на
съединителя, за да се получат стабилни характеристики.
Еластичните съединители имат способност да компенсират
различни видове размествания на осите на свързаните валове.
Осевата, радиална и ъглова коравина са определени на
специални стендове, а усукващата коравина - на усукваща
машина. Изпитването може да се проведе при постоянно
натоварване или при режим на задаване на разместванията.
Осовата коравина на съединители с гумени ленти се определя в
режим на постоянно натоварване. При това е установено, че е
по-удобно да се зададе режима на изместване. Затова
изпитанията на съединителите с гуменокордни ленти за оценка
на компенсиращите им свойства са направени в режим на
задаване на изместванията.
Резултатите от изпитанията показват, че изчислителните
зависимости достатъчно добре съвпадат с резултатите от
експериментите. Радиалната и ъглова коравина на
съединителите с z = 4 броя ленти не зависи от положението на
лентите спрямо плоскостта на изместване на полусъединителя.
В хода на експеримента е получена хистерезисна крива с
голяма площ, която показва високата демпфираща способност
на съединителите.
Експериментално е определена товароносимостта на
лентови съединители [8] с гумени, гуменокордни и
полидиенуретанови еластични елементи. Изпитанията са
проведени в лабораторни условия на 2 и 4 позиционни
изпитателни стенда, изпълнени по принципа на затворения
контур [11], в условия на натоварване с номинален въртящ
момент и изместване на полусъединителя.
Натоварванията периодически се повтарят, тъй като
натоварването на съединителите е проведено на стендове с
постоянен въртящ момент в режим на зададена деформация и в
резултат на релаксацията с времето напреженията в лентите
намаляват. С времето честотата на повтаряне на
натоварванията и продължителността на задържане на
натоварването на съединителите намаляват.
Схема за изменение на напреженията и деформациите при
такъв режим на натоварване е представена на фиг.4.

Фиг.2 Еластичен елемент на съединителя[7]:
1- гумен масив; 2- нишки на кордата

За гумите и гумено-кордните композиции са характерни
явленията релаксация и пълзене на напреженията. Затова при
построяване на зависимостта натоварване - деформация (F- ∆)
при зададен въртящ момент деформацията зависи от времето
на действие на натоварването, а при зададено изместване
натоварването зависи от скоростта на деформация. Равновесие
между натоварване и деформация (равновесно състояние) за
гумите
практически
е
недостижимо.
Затова
при
експериментите скоростта на натоварване се намалява до
такива стойности, при които грешката е незначителна.
Коравината на гумата и гумено-кордна конструкция зависи
от предходните натоварвания. При повторно натоварване
коравината е по-малка от предходната т.е. казва се, че гумата
„омеква“. След няколко последователни цикли на натоварване
коравината се стабилизира. При разтоварване изходните
свойстава на гумата се възстановяват в степен, която зависи от
продължителността на „почивката“.
Кривите на натоварване и разтоварване не съвпадат (фиг.3).
Кривата оформя примка (при циклично натоварване е
затворена), чиято площ е пропорционална на разсеяната в
материала работа (хистерезисна загуба). Тази загуба е
изразходвана за загряване на гумата, за активизация на
химични процеси и др. При повторни цикли на натоварване
площта на хистерезисната крива постепенно намалява и се
стабилизира след няколко цикли.
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Фиг.6. Място на зараждане на пукнатина на лентата на лентов
еластичен съединител: [8]
1 – първа пукнатина при радиално изместване 20 mm: А – зона на
зараждане на пукнатинa, довеждащa до разрушение на лентата при
радиално изместване 20 mm; В - зона за зараждане на пукнатина,
довеждаща до разрушениe на лентата при радиално изместване 35 и
40 mm

Фиг.4 Схема за изменение на напреженията и деформациите при
стендови натоварвания на лентови съединители[8]:
плътна линия- изменение на напрежения и деформации; прекъснатакрива на релаксация на напреженията и пълзене

Вижда се, че е възможно значително да се намали
въздействието на явленията на релаксация и кривата σ(t) е
близка до права линия т.е. σ = const.
От получените данни следва,че с допустимите конструкции
изпитателни машини за разрушение на лентите се изискват
много дълги изпитания дори и при най-големи деформации на
съединителя. По тази причина основно внимание е отделено на
изследване товароносимостта на съединителя в условията на
натоварване с усукващ момент и радиално изместване на
полусъединителите.
2.3. Конструктивни фактори
За определяне влиянието на конструктивните фактори на
лентите върху трайността на съединителя са изследвани ленти
с три вида конструктивни изпълнения (фиг.5) при различни
радиални измествания [7,8].

Фиг.7 Препоръчанa форма на напречното сечение на лентите:[8]
а- конструкция на лентата; б – правоъгълно сечение със закръглени
ъгли; в – елипсовидно

Оптималният избор на материал е също ефективен способ
за повишаване на трайността на еластичните елементи. Затова
освен съединители с ленти от серията на гумите са изпитани и
съединители с ленти от полиуретан на основата на бутадиен
[6,7]. Трайността на ленти от полиуретан (фиг.6, криви в –
полиуретан) в зависимост от големината на радиалното
изместване и вероятността от неразрушаване е 1,7 - 5 пъти повисока от дълготрайността на ленти от гума на основата на
СКИ + СКМС -30АРК с модул на еластичност Е = 8 МРа (при
удължаване 10%)

Фиг.5 Варианти (а-в) конструктивно изпълнение на изпитваните
ленти[8]

Експериментите са показали, че при по-малки нива на
радиалното изместване пукнатина се заражда в зоната до
мястото на захват във фланците (фиг.6 зона А), а при по-големи
измествания – по арката на еластичните ленти (фиг.6 зона В).
Характерът на повърхността на разрушение предполага
разрушение от умора на лентата [6-8,10,11].
Резултатите от изследванията са представени на фиг.8 [8].
Тъй като пукнатините възникват във върха на ъглите,
образувани от плоските и цилиндрични повърхности на
лентите, то създаването на фаски повишава ресурса. На
лентите, изпълнени по схемата представена на фиг.5б,в
пукнатини са се зародили по повърхността на фаските,
откъдето очаквано лентите със закръглени ъгли (фиг.7б) имат
по-голяма трайност. Най-добри, в този смисъл, са лентите с
елипсовидно сечение, показано на фиг.7в.

Фиг.8. Криви на умора на лентите:[8]
а - ленти изпълнени според фиг5; прекъсната линия - поява на
пукнатини, водещи до разрушаване; непрекъсната - пълно разрушаване
на лентата

Кривите на умора, получени за гумените ленти и ленти от
полиуретан позволяват да се определи допустимите радиални
измествания на валове за даден ресурс. Получените криви на
умора може да се екстраполират в области с по - малки
измествания на полусъединителя.
Резултатите от изследванията показват, че в условията на
натоварване на съединителите с номинален въртящ момент и
радиални измествания на полусъединителя, характерът на
разрушение на лентите на основата на СКИ + СКМС - 30АРК с
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модул на еластичност Е=8МРа (при удължение 10%), а така
също и ленти от полиуретан зависи от големината на
радиалното изместване. Разрушението на лентите има характер
на умора. Създаването на фаски в ъглите на сечението на
лентите увеличава ресурса им, което е предпоставка за
допълнително повишаване на ресурса на лентите при
закръгляне на ъглите и при елипсовидна форма на сечението.
Дълготрайността на лентите от полиуретан на основата на
бутадиен в зависимост от големината на изместване и
вероятността от неразрушение е 1,7-5 пъти по-висока от
дълготрайността на лентите от гума на основата на СКИ +
СКМС – 30АРК с модул на еластичност Е = 8 МРа ( при
удължение 10%). Времето на работа без разрушение на лентите
от гума на основата на СКИ + СКМС – 30АРК с модул на
еластичност Е = 8 МРа ( при удължение 10%) при ъглово
изместване на полусъединителя на 15°, а също и гумено кордни
ленти (гума на основата на СКИ-3 с модул на еластичност Е
=3,83 МРа при удължение 300%, с корд 23 КНТС) при ъгъл на
изместване на полусъединителя 15° и радиално изместване 20
mm е 4,5. 108 цикли - 5000ч. При скорост на въртене на
съединителя 1450 min-1 [8].
В качеството на критерий за излизане от строя на гуменокордни ленти е прието пълното разрушаване на лентата.
Критерий за гумените ленти в зависимост от отговорността на
машините да служи появата на първата пукнатина или пълното
разрушение на лентата.

в

г

Фиг. 9 Конструкции на основата на гуменокордни и гуменометални
еластични елементи.: [16]
1- гума; 2,3 - слой кордни нишки; 4,5 – борден пръстен

Използван е метод за изчисление на ТГКЕ на еластичен
съединител с произволна форма на меридиана при
ососиметрично натоварване, възникващо на практика при
наличие на въртящ момент, центробежни сили и сили,
получаващи се от осево изместване на полусъединителя
[15,16].
Задачата е решена чрез стъпаловидна процедура по метода
на крайните елементи с отчитане на физическите,
геометрически нелинейности и зависимости на еластичните и
топлофизични константи на материала от температурата и
големината на деформациите.
На фиг.10 са показани деформационното и топлинно поле
на гуменокордния елемент (ГКЕ) на високоеластични
съединители диафрагмен тип с външен диаметър 650 mm в
зоните с максимална деформация и температура. Приети са
следните обозначения: Мном.- среден въртящ момент; Мv –
променлив въртящ момент; v - честота на изменение на
променливия въртящ момент; n - честота на въртене на
съединителя [15].

2.4. Функционални особености на тънкостенните
гуменокордни конструкции (ТГКК)
Еластичните елементи на основата на ТГКК се използват за
високо еластични съединители за предаване на въртящ момент.
Високо еластичните съединители с гуменокордни еластични
елементи в различни форми са получили широко
разпространение в съвременното машиностроене благодарение
на способностите си да компенсират значителни отклонения
на осите на съединените валове, да демпфират всички видове
колебания, да променят резонансната честота на работната
скорост на въртене на устройството. ТГКК се използват и в
корабостроенето за уплътнителни елементи, шумоизолиращи и
виброизолиращи пневматически елементи.
На фиг.9 са показани няколко тънкостенни гумено-кордни
конструкции (ТГКК) и гумено-метални (ГМ) еластични
елементи, илюстриращи тяхното приложение, както следва: а еластичен съединител с гумено-корден торообразен еластичен
елемент; б - еластичен съединител с диафрагмен тип гуменокорден елемент; в – шинно пневматичен съединител и г мембранен гумено метален елемент [11,15-17].
Различните конструкции са създадени на основата на
ТГКК, които поради спецификата на натоварването получават
различно
напрегнато
състояние.
Използваните
ново
разработени високо еластични съединители с еластични
елементи, представляват сложни многослойни гуменокордни
конструкции, склонни да се самозагряват при действия
изменящи въртящите моменти и радиалните натоварвания.
Анализът показва, че постиженията, основани на различни
съвременни методи на изследване и проектиране се налага да
се проверяват и доказват, както чрез аналитични решения,
когато това е възможно, така и чрез експериментални
изследвания.

Фиг.10 Поле на интензивност на деформацията-ε[15]:
(а) на еластичния елемент на съединител диафрагмен тип с
външен диаметър 650mm при Мном. = 20kNm; n=1500 об./ min; и
температурно поле – tоб.;(б) при Мν = 6,2 kNm; ν = 500 тр./ min

На показаните фигури нагледно се вижда деформа
ционните и топлинни полета на еластичните елементи, зоните
на максимални деформации и температурата.
Експерименталните изследвания са потвърдили с
достатъчна
точност
резултатите
от
изчисленията.
Експерименталните значения на температурите в различни
зони се отличават от изчислените не повече от 15%.
В заключение може да се каже, че с разработените
програми за изчисления може да се определят конструктивните
параметри и свойства на материала на еластичните елементи,
които
осигуряват
оптималните
характеристики
на
съединителите, тяхната максимална трайност и по такъв начин
позволяват значително да се намали необходимия обем
изпитвания на съединителите както на стендове, така и в
експлоатационни условия.

3. Заключение

а

На базата на посочените по-горе изследвания на материали
за еластични елементи, за различни конструкции на
съединители, създаващи условия за различен характер на
напрегнатото им състояние могат да бъдат направени следните
изводи:

б
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 Видът на използвания еластомер е целесъобразно да се
избира в зависимост от режима на деформация, като се има
предвид, че вулканизати на основата на полиизопрен е за
предпочитане да се използват при високи деформации на опън,
а тези на база бутадиенстиролов каучук - при деформации на
натиск и/или невисока скорост на опъване.
 Използването на маслонапълнен бутадиен стиролов
каучук понижава устойчивостта на умора.
 Устойчивостта на умора зависи и от режима на
деформация и от конструктивните особености на еластичния
елемент. Тя се подобрява при намаляване на амплитудата или
напрежението, като влиянието на честотата е сравнително
слабо изразено.
 За определени нива на натоварване може да се приеме, че
гуменият еластичен елемент има постоянна коравина.
 Наличието на радиално и/или ъглово изместване винаги
води до поява на сложно напрегнато състояние, което намалява
трайността на еластичния елемент.
 Голямото разнообразие на еластични материали и
спецификата в режима на работа на различните механични
системи обосновават потребност от експериментално
изследване и потвърждение на степента на влияние на
различните фактори върху експлоатационните характеристики
на еластичните съединители.

14. Ботева,
Каучук,
вулканизация,
гума,
2009,
http://www.referati.org/kauchuk-vulkanizaciq-gumaebonit/13699/ref/p2
15. Трибелский, И., Зубарев, А., Расчетный анализ
напряженно-деформированного и теплоого состояний
резинокордных оболочек высокоэластичных муфт,Вестик
Машиностроения, 2008, кн.12
16. Трибельский, Й., Расчетно – Экспериментальные методы
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узлов агрегатов и машин, Автореферат, ОГТУ, 2009г.
17. Трибельский, Й., Зубарев, Метод расчетного исследования
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A comparative study of space heating scenarios of korca city regarding to energy and cost
analysis
Edmond Zeneli*, Albert Shira, Flamur Bidaj
Polytechnic University of Tirana, Department of Energy Engineering, Tirana, Albania
edmondzeneli@fim.edu.al*
Abstract: The city of Korça is situated in the South-East part of Albania. Korça’s climate is partly Mediterranean and Continental,
characterized by cold winter and relatively hot summer. The average annual temperature is 10.6 oC, while the average rainfall is 720 mm.
Heating of Korça is not an unknown issue, although it still remains unsolved despite many efforts in this sector. This paper shortly describes
the building typology and their thermal characteristics in Korça. After defining the heating demand of the Korça city, where as input in the
model are used demographic data, climate data, building typology and heating system. Energy scenarios for heating of the city rely on a
baseline scenario where wood is used as an energy source. Heat pump and natural gas energy scenario have been used for this comparative
study. Energy and cost analysis for three scenarios are discussed in this paper.

Keywords: HEATING, ENERGY SCENARIO, WOOD, NATURAL, GAS, ELECTRICITY, COST
Meanwhile, in terms of urban areas in our country, there is again a
dominance of firewood with about 36%, while the use of electricity
is very high in cities with about 24%, see Fig.1.

1. Introduction
The Municipality of Korça lies in the Southeastern region of
Albania and has a North-South extension of 32 km and east-west
40km, with a territorial area of 730 km²[1]. This geographical
position has played a decisive role in its social, economic and
cultural development. The geostrategic position of the Municipality
of Korça, in a cross-border area with Greece and Northern
Macedonia, has led to the passage of important transport axes in its
territory, which connect Albania with the Southeast Balkans and
beyond. Based on [2] currently the city of Korça has 86,443
inhabitants or 43.1% of the total population as a district. It is
distributed in 18 neighborhoods, grouped in 3 regions. The city of
Korça is located at an altitude of 850 m above sea level, and has a
continental climate characterized by a partly mountainous and
partly continental climate, with cold winters where temperatures
drop below 0 °C to -8oC (January) and hot, dry summer with
temperatures exceeding 30 °C (August). The average annual
temperature reaches 10.6oC, however in few cases were recorded
with temperature up to 40oC. The snow starts to fall at the end of
November and continues steadily until February. This territory
almost all year round but especially in the period late autumn-early
spring is beaten by cold winds. The lowest average temperature is
during January about 1.5oC with a minimum of -17.2oC [3].
Referring the fuel source households in Korça before the year 1990
used coal for district heating supply. Currently use of coal is
excluded as an option as fuel source for heating purposes. After the
‘90s firewood is the main fuel source for heating in households that
varies from 65-88 % dependent on climate conditions, building
typology, heating technology, annual incomes etc [4]. Electricity
remains an option for heating supply in the city by efficient use of
heat pumps and ultimate efficiency improvement this technology.
Liquefied petroleum gas LPG use for heating is used only in fair
rate, however it is used in a wide range for cooking in households
and services. It is estimated that 60% of the households use LPG for
cooking demand [5].

Fig.1 Source of energy used for heating in Albanian households
Regarding the municipality of Korça, the data from the Census
2011 present an interesting overview to compare them with the data
at the national level in terms of energy sources used for heating
purposes.
Source of energy for heating in Korca municipality
2%

1%
1%
Firewood

4%

Electricity
LPG
Other energy
source
92%

No heating

2. Situation with heating supply in the municipality of
Korça

Fig.2 Energy Source used for heating in Korca municipality

According to a survey conducted by INSTAT (Institute of
Statistics) Census 2011 [6] at the national level, a complete
overview of the main energy sources used in the heating sector is
given. In national scale, firewood occupy about 60% of the use for
heating apartments and buildings in our country, followed by
liquefied gas and electricity as the primary source of energy. It is
important to mention that according to the Census 2011; around 6%
of population does not use any energy source for heating in their
apartments. At national level the use of firewood reaches about 85%
in rural areas according to the Census 2011, while the use of
electricity in these areas remains low with about 4% use for heating.

In the Fig.2 it is evident that firewood occupies the largest share
among energy sources for heating with about 92% of the total. After
firewood stands LPG with 4% and electricity with about 2%. About
1% of respondents do not confirm any energy source used during
winter days. Despite the problems that have accompanied this
sector, starting from the forest moratorium, the increase of firewood
price, pollution, difficulties in disposal, preparation and
transportation, to date it remains an irreplaceable source of energy
for the households in Korça. Firewood is used at most
conventionally in wood stoves, heating is supplied in a specific area
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Based on the typology of buildings and data obtained from INSTAT
presented above in the table above the city of Korça consists of
6792 buildings, where 4615 of them are individual houses, 1014 are
partially detached houses, 429 are houses in progress or terraces and
in the following years about 734 palaces were built.

by not fulfilling the total heating demand and lack of thermal
comfort. Often, a supplementary source of heat supply is required in
the households to confront low winter temperatures in the houses.

Household energy consumption for
heating in Korca (kWh)

8000
7000
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4000
3000
2000
1000
0

Fig.5 Residential building typology constructed between 1970-1980
in Korca

Month
Fig.3 Monthly energy consumption in heating for a typical
household in Korça

Fig. 6 View of Korça’s residential buildings during winter season
Fig.5 and Fig.6 illustrates building typologies for the city of Korça.
Major part of the residential buildings and public buildings due to
poor investment lack thermal insulation and many building blocks
appear to have essential construction problems, fair plastering etc.

3.1 Identification of heat losses
In order to evaluate the heat energy demand it is necessary to
calculate the heat losses for the building typologies considered in
this paper. For this case study we have considered six building
typologies. The space heating of the buildings considered in the
study is calculated according to the seasonal method of almost
stable condition, defined in the standard EN ISO 13790: 2008 [8,9].

Fig.4 Electricity consumption in a typical household in Korca
Referring to firewood with average calorific value 20000 kJ/kg, and
average monthly consumption for each household, the average
energy consumption for heating the apartment is determined. The
results are presented in Fig.3. The Fig.4 shows that electricity
consumption in household increases by 15.9% in January compared
to the consumption in period which there is no heating or cooling of
the apartment. This change, results in 15.4%, needs to be monitored
over several years. This is argued by the increase in electricity
consumption used for lighting and domestic hot water, during this
period. It should also be noted the appearance of a peak in August,
which is related to the use of electricity during summer cooling.

Table 1. Structure physical data characteristics
Specif
ic
R
weigh
t
kJ / (m²·K)/
mm kg/m³
kg/m²
(kg K)
W

Specif
Thickne Dend
ic.heat
ss sity
.
Layer
Inside surface
resistance
Inner plaster

3. Building Typology

Brick

Based on many studies on the architecture of the city of Korca, it is
characterized by the following typologies of buildings [7]:

Outside plaster



Outside surface
resistance

Residential neighborhoods from the socialism period are
mostly single-family houses, built after the 1950s around
the traditional core.



Residential neighborhoods with collective apartment
buildings, characterized by large residential blocks (4-5
floors) organized with limited space.



Residential blocks constructed between 1980-1990 with
six floor buildings;



Multifunctional buildings with 8-9 floor constructed after
1990s.

0.000

0.0

1858.
0
1200.
250.000
0
1858.
20.000
0
20.000

0.000

0.0

Totals 290.000

-

0.00 0.12064

0.0

0.91 0.02770

37.2

0.84 1.08000 300.0
0.91 0.02770

37.2

0.00 0.05864

0.0

1.31468 374.3

For this study a typical apartment of 100 m2 is taken into
consideration, the hospital building of 2320 m2, a school with 1941
m2 as a reference, a hotel with typical 255 m2 and service building
with an area of 180 m2. Heat losses take into account all opaque
structures and those in windows, including heat losses from
transmission and other types of heat losses. It is understandable that
buildings in the category of office destination result in greater heat
loss than other buildings, where an essential role plays the the
building architecture. Fig.7 presents the comparative values of
specific heat losses for the building typologies taking into account:
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of them air conditioners. Heat pumps can be of several types such
as: Air-to-air which are even more prevalent, are characterized by a
high efficiency and relatively lower installation cost compared to
other heat pump systems. The second type is Air-water and waterwater heat pumps. For this scenario two heating methods were
taken into account: heat pump and electric heater. The systems
analysis is performed in the HAP (Hourly Analysis Program)
software [11] which evaluates the hourly energy consumption
throughout the year for the respective climate data. Korça climate
data served as an input that has been used in this system.

80.0

100.0

120.0 140.0

160.0

Fig.7 Specific heat losses for the typical building typologies in
Korca

4. Space heating energy scenarios
Residential sector is the second largest energy consumption
sector in Albania behind transportation [10]. There exist some
models for estimation of energy consumption in buildings, such as
top-down and bottom-up model. Both models conclude in a linear
function of energy consumption and GDP, price level, urbanization
rate etc. In this study we will focus on a baseline scenario which is
firewood, electricity (heat pump) scenario and natural gas scenario.
First it is important to estimate the specific heat demand for all the
building typologies.

Hospital

60.0

Fig.9 Specific heat demand for non-insulated structures of the
buildings
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Specific heat demand
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4.1 Firewood baseline scenario

Office

Firewood as mentioned above is the main source of fuel used
in space heating in the municipality of Korça. This has
caused large damages in the forests around the city, although
the government has stopped by law illegal deforestation.
However, these measures have not stopped the problem and
firewood low prices play a key role in using wood for space
heating. To evaluate the firewood three different stoves
efficiency have been considered. The results are given below
in Fig.8
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a) the application of thermal insulation of the wall and , b) no
insulation applied since the major part of the buildings lack this
measure.

8

Fig. 10 Specific heat demand in buildings with thermal insulation of
structures
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From what can be seen from the above graphs for all facilities are
estimated energy consumption in heating. It is evident the
differences between two electric heating systems are clear, where
the performance of the heat pumps is evaluated through the seasonal
energy performance coefficient.
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2
1
0
Specific firewood
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Firewood per
household
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Firewood consumption
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4.3 Natural gas energy scenario
Addressing together energy consumption for water heating,
cooking, and space heating the household thermal energy that can
be replaced by natural gas is determined. By calculating the
projected number of households in the city of Korça, the potential
consumption of natural gas will be determined according to the
years of implementation and expansion of the network and potential
customers. Considering that the TAP pipeline (Trans Adriatic
Pipeline [12] passes 3 km away from the city, presents a significant
opportunity for gas heating of the city, it would be a project that
should be in the priority commitments of local government for the
next years. A typical family, in regions with the climate of Korça,
spends an average of 1800 m3 gas per year, for heating all rooms
(120 m²), hot water and cooking. In the winter season on average,
this family consumes 200 m3 of gas per month. If the price per m3 of
natural gas is predicted to be 0.34 Euro according to [13] (North
Macedonia natural gas price 0.38 Euro/m3; in Romania 0.30

Fig.8 Specific firewood consumption in space heating for Korca
Currently heating supply by firewood used as energy source results
more economically effective, however it is expected that a new
approach in the consumer’s behaviour.

4.2 Heat Pump scenario
Electricity is one of the main sources of energy for heating.
However, in the city of Korca, this energy source is seen more as an
alternative to firewood, or as a supplementary energy source for
space heating. As can be distinguished in the paragraphs above, the
use of electricity for heating in the Korca municipality is at low
levels, where according to the 2011 Census it resulted in values
around 2%. Out of this figure about 9% use electric heaters and 6%
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highest demand in energy results in the hospital building
and offices, related to the architecture of the buildings.


Electricity consumption for heating environments
considered with heat pump varies from 30 kWh m2 to 68
kWh/m2 .In this case the seasonal coefficient of
performance of the heat pump is accepted SCOP = 2.5



The annual operating cost of heat pump space heating
varies from 2.11 Euro/m2 to 4.82 Euro/ m2. The average
operating cost of heat pump heating results 3.08 Euro/ m2.
For this scenario the price of electricity was taken
unchanged in time, respecting the current price of
electricity for household customers of 0.08 Euro/kWh.



Natural gas supply from TAP pipeline is an option for
space heating of Korça households. Space heating cost
highly depends on fuel cost. The average cost of natural
gas heating for this scenario is 3.28 Euro/m2.



Gas boiler heating is quite competitive compared to heat
pumps, although current low electricity prices in Albania.
It is expected that electricity process would increase in the
near future, then natural gas perspective will be clearer.

Natural gas

Decemb…

Novemb…

October

Septem…

August

July

June

May

April

March

February

Electricity (Heat pump)

January

Cost Euro/month

Euro/m3; Turkey 0.20 Euro/m3) it will be paid in winter, for heating
a 120 m2 apartment, hot water and cooking, per month 68 euros
(including VAT) and in summer less than half of this amount (hot
water and cooking). For the same conditions, in winter, if electricity
were to be used, it would cost around 200 Euro, which results three
times more expensive.

Fig.11 Distribution of space heating operation cost for the two
scenarios
12
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5. Conclusions
The Municipality of Korça is one of the main economic, cultural
and educational centres in our country. Due to its climate the
heating season in Korça begins in October and ends in April. The
main energy source for heating remains firewood. Annual firewood
consumption is estimated at around 105,000 m3, however this
number may be even higher due to informal logging. In addition to
the deforestation, this is accompanied by other environmental
problems such as pollution and lack of heating supply for the whole
inhabited areas. In this study was evaluated the current situation of
the buildings stock in Korça, their main typologies, and the methods
of heating in buildings in Korça were analysed. For this study five
main building typologies were taken into account. The data showed
that about 92% of households use firewood for heating, while the
rest use other types of energy, such as electricity, LPG, etc. Some of
the main conclusions in this paper are:
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The heating demand results from 80 kWh/ m to 170
kWh/m2 in existing fair constructed buildings. The
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Thermal imaging as an essential inspection procedure for identification of energy efficiency
problematics in albanian existing public buildings
Albert Shira.*, Edmond Zeneli, Flamur Bidaj
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Abstract: The Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU) established a set of binding measures to help the EU achieve its 20% energy
efficiency target by the year 2020. New directive is called Energy Efficiency Directive (EED). According to INSTAT (Institute of Statistics)
the share of non-residential building sector in Albania is approximately 20.6 %. Public buildings with all the sub-categories have a
significant contribution on energy demand in buildings. Therefore, according to the new law No.116/2016 “For energy performance in
buildings” since 2018 public buildings with area higher than 250m 2 are subject of this law for certification of energy performance in
buildings. Regarding the National Energy Strategy 2018-2030 Albania’s target is set to 15 % for energy savings in the sector. This article
deals with identification of energy efficiency problems in the public building sector in Albania. Typology of the buildings mainly constructed
before the 1990 has poor energy efficiency measures, due to the lack of the investments. Thermal imaging was identified as an necessary
procedure for scanning of the building. Energy consumption and building characteristics through thermal imaging have been investigated
with the aim to improve the energy performance of the public buildings. This will contribute to optimize the energy efficiency measures by
energy audits.

Keywords: ENERGY EFFICIENCY, THERMAL IMAGING, PUBLIC BUILDING, MEASURES.

1. Introduction

2. Thermal imaging
According to The European Commission definition the energy audit
is defined as “[…] a systematic procedure to obtain adequate
knowledge of the existing energy consumption profile of a building
or group of buildings, of an industrial operation and/or installation
of a private or public service, identify and quantify cost-effective
energy savings opportunities and report the findings. It is obvious
that the legislative framework emphasizes the role identify energy
inefficiencies, to reduce energy inputs and to determine potential
measures for improving energy efficiency and thermal comfort [6].
According to [7] theoretically we can perform three types of energy
audits based on the analytical level: a) walk-through audit which
results on a general visual inspection of the object. The time spent is
relatively short, however a preliminary energy saving potential
could be analyzed; b) standard audit that gives a quantified energy
losses and c) simulation energy audit which is based on deep
inspection and simulation of the energy performance. The three
levels of analysis require energy data collection and processing of
complex results. Thermal imaging is a non-contact technology that
has a wide range application, see Figure 1. Thermal imaging can be
applied during energy audit inspection in buildings. This step will
help to detect the energy heat losses, the thermal insulation
problematic in walls and roofs. Identification of air leakage, thermal
bridges, and moisture presence can be found by thermal imaging
procedure.

Energy consumption in buildings reaches up to 30 % of the total
energy consumption in Europe and USA. This trend is similar for
Albanian energy sector as well. According to INSTAT (Institute of
Statistics) energy consumption of non-residential building is
approximately 20.6 % of the total energy consumption [1]. In the
recent years a number of initiatives in the Albanian energy sector
have been recorded. The Energy Efficiency Directive established a
set of binding measures to achieve the 20% target in Energy
Efficiency (EE) [2]. On the other hand Albania has made a
significant progress in preparation of the National Energy and
Climate Action Plan (NEACP). Establishing the Agency of Energy
Efficiency (AEE) in 2015 [3] was the first steps in this sector,
followed by approve of a number of laws in the sector, such as the
law for energy efficiency, the law for energy performance in
buildings, energy audits etc. In order to quantify the results in the
energy efficiency sector the AEE has issued the law of energy
performance certification in buildings. The realization of this
service will be carried out by licensed energy audit professionals.
Practices of energy audits will be compulsory for energy consumers
higher than 1 GWh, for buildings going under a considerable
reconstruction, applications for Energy Efficiency fund as well as
for buildings that are designated for sale/for rent and public
buildings greater than 250 m2. The energy audits in Albania for
large energy consumers will be estimated once per three years. It is
estimated that the total electricity consumption in Albania is
approximately 8,000 GWh/year. About one third of the electricity
supply comes from import due to Albania’s high dependency on
hydropower. Electricity is often the main energy source for space
heating, especially in urban areas. Share of electricity consumption
in Albanian households according to Eurostat [4] is 31.7 % for
space heating, 29.8 goes for cooking, whereas 21.4 % and 11.7 %
for domestic hot water and lighting/electrical equipment
respectively. Electricity consumption for space cooling is 5.5 %.
According to the National Energy Agency 2018-2030 [5], the
implementation of EE measures up to 2020 has led to a 6.8 %
savings in energy efficiency. It is supposed that by year 2030
energy savings through EE measures will reach op to 15.5 %. This
figure corresponds to a total cost investment of 532 million Euros in
the sector. Energy Audits represents a new reality in the Albanian
energy market, hence specialists, companies, and institutions are
facing a lot of challenges. This paper will focus on the practical use
of thermal imaging in the realization of energy audits in buildings.
The case study is carried out in a public building in the Durres
harbor.

Fig.1 Thermal imager used in in this case Testo 868 [8]
Thermal imaging can be used in electromechanial equipment to
detect problems related to corrosion, damage and other problems
that may result in high impact problem to the facility. Heating
Ventilation and Air Conditioned (HVAC) installations can also be
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detected. However, the use of thermal imaging requires a good
understanding of knowledge related to heat transfer,
thermodynamics, electronics and optics [9]. The accurate use of
thermal imaging will lead to proper diagnosis of building energy
audit. Thermography can be used in entire building to examine heat
and gain losses through building envelope. The main fields of
operation for thermal scanning measurements are: determination of
the percentage of the areas with thermal problems; insulation level
detection; U-value measurements; dynamic characterization of
walls; and moisture content determination [10,11,12].

3. Case study
Thermal examination of an office building in the harbor city of
Durres is used for this case study. The building is placed within the
harbor and the measurements are carried our during winter period in
the beginning of January. A preliminary energy audit is performed
in this case with one day spent in the building. This type of energy
audit consists in quickly determining the energy consumption and
possible energy savings; identification of rapid measures with
almost zero cost for energy saving/improvement; determining the
necessity for standard energy audit. The preliminary audit utilizes
almost ready available or easily obtained data. At the same time this
type of audit is used as a "reference point" for future energy studies.

Fig. 4 Façade view of the office building

Fig.5 Temperature distribution in the window frame

Fig.2 Office building view in Durres during a cloudy day
Data collection about thermo-physical building characteristics,
mode of operation, energy consumption of equipment and other
helpful information were gathered.

4. Results and Discussion
For the thermography analysis in the office building Testo 868 win
an integrated digital camera was used. The visualizing temperature
sensitivity difference is 0.1 oC. The object was examined in seven
different measuring points, see Fig 3 to Fig.7.

Fig. 6 Indoor view of the office building

Fig.3 Thermal imaging of the front view of the building

Fig.7 Temperature variation of the indoor area of the building
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In this case thermal imaging is used as an instrument to quick
inspection of walk-through energy audit. During thermal imaging
we were aware of the physical phenomena taking place and the
interaction between outdoor and indoor environment. The
measurement corresponds to the winter season; however the office
building operated at full capacity. During the day the solar radiation
on the external building surfaces is absorbed and increases its
surface temperature. However, during winter the external surface of
the wall without thermal insulation will have a lower temperature.
In order to avoid the clash of temperature increase as a result of
solar radiation thermal imaging measurements were carried out
during a cloudy day as shown in Figure 2. It is important to mention
that heat absorbed by the surface has an impact that continues in a
few hours. Detecting cold and warm surfaces has a direct negative
impact on thermal comfort. Thermal imaging is an important tool
for detecting thermal insulation that reduces heat losses by
conduction through the building envelope.
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Fig. 8 Temperature histogram profile

5. Conclusions
Energy demand in the building sector is of special challenge.
In 2012, the final energy consumption in this sector was as much as
35% of national energy consumption (EUROSTAT 2015). Also, the
sector was responsible for 75% of the amount of electricity in final
energy consumption. Quality of service with energy supplied to
buildings is much lower than that of the Union European countries.
Usually, public buildings in Albania are partially supplied with
space heating and for a few hours during the day. This article
highlights the latest progress on legal framework done by Albanian
institutions in the recent years. Thus, consolidation of the AEE
leads to a matrix of laws regarding energy performance in buildings
and certification of the process. Energy audit examination requires
knowledge of building characteristics, energy flows and energy
measurement. Thermal imaging is a well-known technology used in
different applications. In this paper an office building placed in the
port city of Durres was examined. The investigation through
thermography was carried out during winter, in a cloudy day. The
results present the temperature distribution on outdoor surface of
the building envelope. Thermal bridges detection is of primary
importance for this case. In order to have a better description of the
temperature profile a thermal imaging of indoor area has been
conducted. Thermal imaging has an important role in walk-through
energy audit and can be used as an essential tool during standard
energy audit.
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Elements of the digital economy in the world and Ukraine
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Annotation. The theory of information (post-industrial) society, revealing the main provisions of economy and society. The process of
globalization is accompanied by the avalanche spreading information flows the phenomenon of information picture of the world as a
scientific and methodological means of study of information reality reflects an important aspect of social life. Internet is a universal
communication space, in which very different interests and values coexist. The purpose is a scientific and practical study of the problem of
forming the digital economy. The structure of the section includes consideration of the following issues: formation of a virtual segment of the
information market; the development of information and communication technologies; introduction of elements of the digital economy in
Ukraine and the world; innovative business development and the startup ecosystem. During the study, various scientific methods were used,
in particular: monographic, comparative, analytical, graphical, forecasting.
KEYWORDS: INFORMATION, COMMUNICATION, INNOVATIVE BUSINESS, GLOBALIZATION, INFORMATION MARKET, DIGITAL
ECONOMY.
Digital assets of the services sector in the field of ICT,
financing and technology production are, respectively, 21.5, 15 and
13.5%. However, even traditional sectors of the economy have
accumulated large reserves of digital assets: they account for more
than 5% of the sector's gross value added. The digital economy is
expected to account for about 24.3% of world GDP by 2025. Digital
platforms are playing an increasingly important role in the global
economy. In 2017, the total value of platform-based companies with
a market capitalization of over $ 100 million. The United States
exceeded an estimated $ 7 trillion. USA, which is 67% more than in
2015 [3].
Some global digital platforms have gained very strong market
positions in certain segments. For example, about 90% of the
Internet search engine market is owned by Google. Facebook
accounts for two-thirds of the global social media market, and its
platform is the most popular among social networks in more than
90% of countries. Almost 40% of the world's online retail sales are
made through Amazon's network, and its subsidiary
AmazonWebServices accounts for about the same share of the
global cloud infrastructure market. In China, the WeChat network
has more than a billion active users, and its payment system, along
with the Alipay system (owned by Alibaba), covers virtually the
entire Chinese cellular payment market. At the same time, Alibaba
accounts for an estimated almost 60% of the Chinese e-commerce
market.
E-commerce in the modern world covers such operations as:
online marketing; Internet contacts with suppliers of goods; after
sales service; payment system; logistics and delivery of goods.
Currently, the economic effect of the use of e-commerce
technologies is positive and has a positive growth dynamics [4]. At
the present stage of social development, this sphere of activity is an
integral part of human life. E-commerce has a lot of benefits that
lead to lower prices for services and goods. In turn, this helps to
increase the volume of online commerce. The dynamics of ecommerce development in Eastern Europe is shown in Table 1.

1. Introduction
Innovative business is based on the constancy of the external
environment, understanding it as a necessary condition for a stable
organization and effective functioning of the economic system as a
whole. It should be noted that most countries face the problem of
lack of investment resources necessary for the development of
innovative business, there is a structural imbalance between supply
and demand in the field of financing innovative projects [1].
In international practice there is no harmonized definition of
the digital economy. In most foreign sources, when describing the
digital economy, the emphasis is on technology and related changes
in the ways in which economic agents interact. At the same time,
specific types of technologies or certain forms of changes in
economic processes can be mentioned. Often the definition of the
digital economy is replaced by a list of areas of its impact on the
economy and social sphere.
When disclosing the meaning of the "digital economy", it
should be noted that today there are different interpretations of this
term, which depend on the point of view of a particular scientist and
method of research.
The digital economy is a form of economic activity that arises
from many examples of networking between people, businesses,
devices, data, and processes. The basis of the digital economy is the
growing interconnectedness of people, organizations and machines,
formed by the Internet, mobile technology and the Internet of
Things.
The key goal of digitalization of Ukraine is to achieve digital
transformation of existing and creation of new branches of
economy, as well as transformation of spheres of life of Ukraine
into new, more efficient and modern ones. Such growth is only
possible when digitalization-related ideas, actions, initiatives and
programs are integrated into national, regional, sectoral and
development strategies.
Increasing globalization and digitalization, the widespread use
of big data analysis technologies are radically changing the
organization of airspace management and the air transport market.
The world's leading airlines are upgrading location systems to
identify the location of aircraft, passengers and luggage as
accurately as possible, speed up ground pre-flight preparations,
automate and improve service [2].

Table 1 Dynamics of indicators of e-commerce development in Europe and
Eastern Europe [5]
Indicator
2015
2016
2017 2018 2019
Volume of Internet trade in
16,64 23,02 29,68 27,17 29,28
Eastern Europe, billion dollars
The volume of Internet trade in 372,75 469,81 531,49 505,12 563,48
Europe as a whole, billion
dollars
Volume of Internet trade in
12,95 17,34 22,45 24,49 26,50
Eastern Europe, billion euros
The volume of Internet trade in 290,0 353,8 402,0 455,3 509,9
Europe as a whole, billion euros
Annual growth index in Euro
32,58 33,91 29,45 9,09
8,23
equivalent,%, Eastern Europe
Annual growth index in Euro
17,69 22,00 13,62 13,26 11,99
equivalent,%, Europe

2. The share of the digital economy in the world
The digital economy is much more mature in developed
countries: among countries, the digital economy ranges from 10 to
35% of GDP in developed countries, and from 2 to 19% of GDP in
developing countries. This gap reflects the progress made in
developed countries in the accumulation of digital assets, the
adoption of digital services, and the ability of any company to use
digital technologies.
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The development of e-commerce is based on attracting more
and more users to the Internet, so it is not surprising that the share
of e-commerce turnover in GDP and the share of e-commerce in
retail trade correlates with the Internet penetration rate, is the
population aged 14 to 74 that are regular Internet users. Thus, in the
leading countries of Western Europe, this figure is close to 100%,
while in Ukraine it is only about 63%.

the share of Internet users who are Internet buyers has rapidly
increased (Table 3), however, only 9% of Internet users have never
bought anything on the Internet, while in 2017 there were 18%.
Table 3 Dynamics of Internet penetration and purchasing activity of
Ukrainian citizens [7]
Indicator
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Number and share of
19,3
17,3
18,0
18,3
19,8
regular Internet users,
million people
Internet penetration,%
51
54
58
59
68
Number of Internet
2,1
3,0
3,5
3,7
8,6
buyers, million people
Average cost of online
210
220
224
286 285,5
shopping,
euros
/
person
Proportion of Internet 10,9% 17,3% 19,4% 20,0% 44,0%
users who shop online

3. Development of e-commerce in Ukraine
Digitalization has been identified as one of the main prospects
for the development of the digital competitiveness rating of the IRF
in Ukrainian economy. The share of the digital economy in Ukraine
is only 3% (only $ 2.6 billion), which is close to the characteristics
of developing countries. In 2019 FY, Ukraine ranked 60th out of 63
countries in Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
The overall growth of e-commerce, in which Ukraine was the
leader among European countries in 2015-2016, and the increase in
the share of Internet shoppers allowed it to rise during 2014 - 2016
in the overall ranking of e-commerce UNISTAD by 4 positions,
with 58th to 54th place [6]. It should be noted that this trend can be
extrapolated only for the next 1-2 years, because, first, the growth
rate of Internet penetration decreases as its absolute value increases;
secondly, it is the countries with the lowest Internet penetration that
show the best dynamics of Internet trade growth, with a correlation
coefficient of -0.6.
The dynamics of indicators of e-commerce development
in Ukraine, calculated by the authors taking into account the
differences in methods of estimating and fluctuations in the hryvnia
exchange rate against major world currencies, are given in table 2.

According to numerous opinion polls, the main motivator for
buying in foreign online stores is the lower price, especially in the
segment of electronics and home appliances, and in the segment of
clothing, footwear, children's and sporting goods - even higher
quality and more choice, the ability to control delivery.
In general, e-sellers in Ukraine use a variety of business
models. Typical models for categories B2B, B2C, C2C are given in
table 4.
Table 4 Business models of successful e-traders of Ukraine
Business Interpretation
Income Foreign
Domestic
models
model
companies companies
name
Electronic Sale of goods of own Manufac- Sony.com; “Galant” factory
showproduction through
turer
Dell.com; online
window own site
Amazon.
store:www.maga
(manufact
com (partly) zinperchatok.co
urer's
m.ua
website)
Electronic A site where
Mediation Apartments; OLX (hybrid);
bulletin individuals or
or adverti- Monster;
Bezplatka;
board
companies place
sing
Craigslist; Kidstaff;
advertising offers for
AllBiz
Klubok; Klumba
goods or services
(today
kloomba.com);
Ria.com;
Shafa.ua
(hybrid)
E-shop / Sale via the Internet of Commerci LandsEnd.c Allo; Foxtrot;
e-super- goods purchased from al
om;
Comfy; METRO
market
various manufacturers, Advertisin Amazon.co Ukraine
on their own behalf at g
m (partly); (www.metro.ua);
their own prices,
asda.com; Rozetka.ua
mainly from their own
tesco.com (hybrid):
inventories
Modnakasta;
Leboutique;
Eldorado;
LaModa
Price
Search and compare
Subscripti Uswitch.co Hotline; Price;
aggrega- offers from different
ons (from m;
EK;MagaZilla;
tor
companies with the
vendors); GoCompare. m.ua
establishment of
Referral com;Money
appropriate links with payments Superthe subsequent
Mediation market.com
implementation of
CompareThe
transactions directly
Market.com
between buyers and
sellers
Electronic Internet platform for
IntermediaEBay.com bitok.ua
auction contacting sellers and ry (per tra-Priceline. setam.net.ua
buyers and
nsaction) com
transactions; the buyer Fee for
and seller are traded in using the
the transaction process platform

Table 2 Dynamics of e-commerce development indicators of Ukraine
Indicator
2014 2015 2016 2017
2018
2019
Retail trade volume in 812 888,7 901,9 1031,7 1159,3 1228,9
Ukraine, UAH billion
Volume of retail trade in 99,5 111,0 76,0 47,4
45,4
43,5
Ukraine, billion dollars
Retail trade volume in 79,1 83,7 57,4 42,6
41,0
42,3
Ukraine, billion euros
Volume of Internet trade 4,6 7,0 12,3 25,5
38,4
48,0
in Ukraine, UAH billion
Volume of Internet trade 0,57 0,88 1,04 1,17
1,50
1,70
in Ukraine, billion dollars
Volume of Internet trade 0,45 0,66 0,78 1,06
1,35
1,65
in Ukraine, billion euros
Annual growth index of 20,3 9,4 1,5
14,4
12,4
6,0
retail trade in hryvnia
equivalent,%
Annual growth index of 17,5 11,5 -31,5 -37,6
-4,3
-4,1
retail trade in dollar
equivalent,%
Annual growth index of 29,9 5,9 -31,5 -25,8
-3,8
3,2
retail trade in euro
equivalent,%
Annual growth index of 46,8 53,3 75,2 107,6 50,4
25,0
Internet trade in hryvnia
equivalent,%
Annual growth index of 45,9 52,9 18,3 13,2
28,0
13,1
Internet commerce in
dollar equivalent,%
Annual growth index of 58,7 48,0 18,8 34,9
27,4
22,3
e-commerce in Euro
equivalent,%
Internet trade penetration 0,6 0,8 1,4
2,5
3,3
3,9
in Ukraine,%
Compiled by the authors from the source (Elektronn urad)

The growth of e-commerce in Ukraine is obviously due to the
fact that for more and more of our fellow citizens, the Internet is
becoming a natural habitat, within which more and more needs are
met. The level of Internet penetration in Europe in 2019 was 75.3%,
reaching 90-98% in most EU countries. In Ukraine, this level was
68% and increased by another 4% over the year, reaching,
according to various data, from 69% to 80% [8]. At the same time,

Most of the e-commerce market in Ukraine is occupied by
companies that use 4 business models: e-shop (supermarket), ebulletin board, e-marketplace and price aggregator, and many
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companies use hybrid models such as "bulletin board + price
aggregator" (Ria.com), "supermarket + marketplace" (Rozetka.com,
Lamoda.ua). Elements of "hybridity" are demonstrated by the new
Shafa.ua platform, which combines elements of a bulletin board and
a vertical C2C marketplace in the "Women's Clothing and
Accessories" category, taking on the functions of vendor
verification, moderation and publication of reviews [9]. Among the
most popular electronic sellers of Ukraine given - hybrid Internetsupermarkets-marketplaces Rozetka and Lamoda, bulletin boards
OLX, Allbiz Ria, specialized online supermarkets electronics
Eldorado, Foxtrot, working on the model «clicks and bricks», clean
marketplaces Prom.ua, Bigl.ua, Skidka .ua and online store of
cosmetics and perfumes makeup.com.ua.
The most visited sites are the OLX hybrid bulletin board,
Rozetka online supermarket / layout, Prom.UA marketplace and
Alibaba Chinese marketplace (Aliexpress).
As for traffic generation, the most popular is access to sites
through search engines (41.4% of traffic in Rozetka, 63.51% - in
Prom.UA, 75.44% in Alibaba), direct links to the Internet address
(OLX - 41, 46%, Rosette - 25.8%). Other types of traffic are much
less efficient. This distribution of traffic correlates with the data of
opinion polls on the sources of information used by Ukrainians
when making online purchases. At the same time, according to a
Google study, at least 76% of Internet users search for information
about the product on the Internet and compare data on different
sites, regardless of whether the purchase is online or offline, and
70% read tips on choosing another product that confirms the value
of working with different sources of visitors to the site and the
importance of having on the site of the online merchant customer
reviews or recommendation chatbot [10].

depends on the accuracy of demand forecasting, is in a state of
uncertainty due to the high probability of the third wave of
coronavirus and the restoration of slightly relieved constraints. In
2020, the international tour flow decreased by 70%. Unlike
companies in many other industries, airlines cannot afford to take a
wait-and-see attitude. In order to meet the new requirements, to
emerge from the crisis stronger than before, it is necessary to
introduce new technologies. Thus, the intensification of business
processes in airlines through the introduction of relevant elements
of e-business is becoming more important than ever.
Consider a promising direction that determines the future of
the air transport industry - the Internet of Things (technological
evolution of this e-business is shown in Figure 1) and RFIDmarking (technological evolution of this e-business is shown in
Figure 2).
The Internet of Things is a set of physical objects connected
to the Internet and equipped with sensors - from smartphones,
tablets to cars and jet engines, which collect data and exchange it
over the network, including local or wireless. Thus, at airports, the
technology allows to combine notification and monitoring systems
for all objects, to make the stay of passengers more comfortable and
safe by transmitting to their portable electronic devices
(smartphones, tablets, etc.) data that are learning to navigate. Air
hubs can more effectively control the number of passengers at any
point of the airport and prevent the accumulation of large queues.
In air transport, RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification)
technology plays an important role in reducing costs and increasing
efficiency. By recording the necessary information on the RFID-tag
resistant to adverse environmental conditions, you can trace the
history of the movements of an object. This technology is used to
identify employees, cargo handling, maintenance of ground
equipment, automation of security systems, tracking the movements
of passengers.

4. Elements of e-business in airlines
Airlines around the world are experiencing the worst crisis for
the industry in its history. The industry, the effectiveness of which

1999
Formulation of the
concept of the
Internet of Things by
Auto-ID research
group founder Kevin
Ashton for Procter &
Gamble

2009
The birth of the
Internet of Things
(Exceeding the
number of
connected items
over the population
of the planet)

Effects:
Simplification of procedures
Passenger control
Optimization of passenger routes at
airports
Reduction of operating costs of
airports
Improving security at airports
through tracking systems for mobile
equipment

Technological evolution of the Internet of Things
2010
2015
2018
Copenhagen Airport Testing of
Half of the
for the first time used beacons that
world's airports
the collected data to provide
use IT solutions
track passenger traffic navigation
in check-in and
in Wi-Fi coverage
applications in
check-in areas,
areas
the development boarding areas
of the Internet of and security
Things
checkpoints

2020
80% of passengers
use services for selfservice based on IT
technologies (flight
check-in, baggage
claim, document
scanning) effects

2030
Equipping 90%
of all aircraft
with IoT
technology

Market assessment:

Drivers:
Development of cloud computing, technology between
machine interaction and large data analysis
By the end of 2020, 16% of airlines will
Miniaturization of wireless sensors
launch major Internet of Things
Distribution of high-performance networks
programs, and another 41% will conduct
Transition to IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6)
research and development in this area.
Barriers:
Unresolved issues with sensor power supply
The Internet of Things market is expected Lack of uniform data integration standards
to grow from $ 170 billion in 2017 to $
Increasing the load on network resources due to the
561 billion by 2022 with an overall
growing number of Internet of Things
average annual growth rate of 27%.
The difficulty in maintaining the security of the
Internet of Things ecosystem
Internet of Things market volume by major sectors of the world economy (forecast for 2025, billion euros):
Transportation - 220, Industry - 120, Utilities - 33, Health - 26, Trade - 20, Security - 20, Smart City - 15, IT - 12
Fig. 1. Technological evolution of e-business - Internet of Things, IoT

The amount of memory of an RFID tag (radio tag) is hundreds of times greater than the amount of barcode or QR code memory.
Label data is recorded or automatically read by a radio signal, which allows the identification of people or objects at a considerable distance.
The technology is most widespread in the field of luggage logistics: the introduction of radio tags controlling the movement of luggage has
significantly reduced the risk of its delay or loss. Tracking the movement of passengers at the airport between check-in and departure can
prevent traffic jams at checkpoints, generally increase security, and in emergencies - quickly determine the location of people to evacuate
from the airport, search for lost children and notify passengers late for boarding.
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IoT has already been used in airlines in many countries around the world. EasyJet uses the latest technology. Microphones are built
into the staff's overalls for direct communication with passengers, pilots and crew members. The company used drones to inspect its fleet.
Helsinki-Vantaa Airport improves the quality of service with the help of Wi-Fi and ibeacons technologies. The operator of Finavia
Airport together with Walkbase has installed dozens of sensors in the terminals to monitor the movement of passengers. In this way,
companies prevent queues, send push notifications to passengers about advantageous offers.
2020

Expanding the use of labels

2018
Introduction of RFID-marking
of luggage (Resolution 753
MAPS)

2017
Mandatory RFID-marking of
aircraft parts

Airbus has obliged suppliers of
aircraft parts to mark them
with RFID tags

Technological evolution of RFID tags
2006-2008
2013

Introduction of RFIDtechnologies in the aviation
industry

19801990
Development of passive labels
and expansion of their areas

1970
Application of RFID-systems
in logistics, identification
systems, on transport

Prototype of RFID-technology
(Scientific work "Communications by reflected signal")

1948

Effects:
Market assessment:
Drivers:
Ability to read information outside the line of sight Over $ 3 billion will be saved by
Development of robotic and digital production
of the label, at a great distance and during the the airline industry in the next 7
systems
movement of the object
years through the use of RFID tags
Increasing the number of new routes and
Ability to simultaneously identify several hundred
frequency of flights
objects with RFID tags
Barriers:
Reliable protection of parts from counterfeiting and
Possibility of unauthorized reading of RFIDensuring "transparency" of supply chains of
tags
industrial products
Lack of regulatory and organizational and
Improving maintenance and repair services
technological documentation for the operation
Reducing the amount of lost luggage
of new technology
Optimization of production processes and increase
of safety at production
World market of RFID-technologies (2016-2022, billion dollars):
Hardware - 13 (2016), 28 (2022)
Software - 4 (2016), 10 (2022)
Fig. 2. Development of the e-business element - RFID-tags

Virgin Atlantic has connected Boeing 787 aircraft to a
wireless network to receive real-time data from IoT devices on the
operation of aircraft components. Now Boeing planes have wireless
connections to almost everything - from engines, flaps to the
chassis.
London City Airport has developed an interconnected sensor
network and data hub to track passenger traffic in order to provide
customers with location-based services.
Lufthansa has launched a network of radio frequency tags and
a mobile application that can track luggage from the terminal to the
flight. Travelers can check information via Bluetooth.
Shenzhen Airport uses robots to respond to emergencies. The
robot can autonomously patrol the terminal and conduct intelligent
monitoring, answer passengers' questions about flight information.
The Market Research Report estimates the global market for
airport smart devices by 2026 at $ 31.10 billion. The average annual
market growth rate will be 11.2%. Analysts attribute the growth of
the market for smart devices to a number of reasons. The
penetration of smartphones, which track various large amounts of
data, the desire to personalize services, improve user interaction,
modernize airports, as well as initiatives of governments in different
countries to use energy, reduce emissions.
Analyzing the markets, we see that IoT opportunities have
great prospects. Internet of Things technologies are integrating into
an increasing number of industries. Now there is the concept of
industrial IoT, its specificity in technology for the telecom industry,
logistics or retail. In aviation, IoT technology is already helping to
make flights more comfortable, and the service of both passengers
and aircraft - more efficient.
The Internet of Things is being introduced to track cargo,
organize navigation at airports, control passenger traffic, taking into
account new requirements; systems are introduced that allow
passengers to undergo self-service procedures. Transparency
Market Research predicts that the segment of security systems will
be a leader in the development of airport infrastructure.

The development of digital technologies and innovations has
contributed to the emergence of a new segment of the financial
market - the market of virtual currencies. Sometimes virtual
currencies are identified with digital currencies. The main
differences between virtual currencies and electronic money are
their issuance, regulation and use. These aspects are studied in more
detail in scientific work. An example of virtual currencies are
cryptocurrencies. Despite the changing trends of cryptocurrency
market capitalization and insignificant volumes compared to the
capitalization of traditional financial markets, we should not ignore
the emergence of a new segment of the financial market, which can
develop rapidly.
5. Conclusions
Internet is a universal communication space, in which very
different interests and values coexist. Of course, the spread of
information and communication technologies is uneven across
countries and sectors of society. It’s should be mentioned prospect
of transition to the information age depends primarily on the
availability of education for all segments of the population, as well
as the opportunities of operative learning and processing
information.
Each of the directions of globalization in its own way affects
the essence of international business and its form, liberalizes the
movement of goods and services, capital, labor, facilitates the entry
of national companies into international markets, promotes rapid
dissemination of knowledge, reduces transport, telecommunications
costs, significantly reduces costs. processing, storage, maintenance
and use of information, equalization of business conditions for large
and small companies.
The study of trends in the development of the Internet and the
possibilities of its application in economic activity also revealed
that along with the structural and quantitative changes in this sphere
occur the social and economic impacts of telecommunications
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development, as a significant gap in this area can lead to the
outflow of the most qualified personnel to other countries [11].
However, all the advantages of the virtual market can and should be
used by firms to improve their business relationships.
Digitalization has been identified as one of the main prospects
for the development of the Ukrainian economy. The growth of ecommerce in Ukraine is obviously, due to the fact that for more and
more of our fellow citizens, the Internet is becoming a natural
habitat, within which more and more needs are met.
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Abstract: In today's business environment, companies need to take responsibility for their actions and their impact on stakeholders. The
company-society relationship must be reciprocal.In this report, we consider implementing innovations in SMEs doing business in Bulgaria,
the performance of CSR in practice and whether there is an understanding of the relationship between them. The theory is illustrated by data
from an empirical study of 300 companies by the report's author.
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Several authors conclude that companies that neglect CSR
activities are less successful in innovation [11].

1. Introduction
Generating and implementing innovation is imperative for any
company that seeks to achieve a competitive advantage in the
conditions of Industry 4.0. The concept of Corporate Social
Responsibility (CRS) is companies' commitment to becoming equal
participants in the community's public regimes as corporate citizens.
The connection between innovation and CSR is expressed in the
reciprocity of the company-society relationship. In the initiative to
achieve competitive advantages while increasing their financial
results, companies must also contribute to improving society's
welfare and implementing innovations in CSR.

When companies are strategically committed to adopting and
acting by CSR principles, they also have a significant opportunity to
create value and increase competitive performance [12].
Therefore, CSR stimulates innovation by incorporating policies
associated with the concept into their competitive strategies, ie.
CSR investments are a source of opportunities, innovation and
competitive advantage. CSR stimulates the generation and
introduction of innovations for several main reasons. In the context
of CSR initiatives, companies improve relationships with their
customers [13,14]. They attract investment and help retain highly
skilled employees, talents who can adequately support the
optimization of innovation processes [15]. The conducted empirical
research proves the positive impact of the created value for the
stakeholders and the applied management strategies associated with
innovations [16].

2. Literature review
The concept of innovation involves generating and introducing
new combinations of resources to create and add value to and from
the organization and invoke both the stakeholder's well-being and
competitiveness [1,2]. Innovation can be found in a variety of forms
(product, marketing, process, social), produced from different
sources (closed and open innovation) and associated with other
aspects of change (incremental, radical, destructive) [3,4].

We can argue that at the corporate level, CSR increases
competitiveness [17,18,19] while helping to create shared value.
[20].

Business organizations are vital to transition to sustainable
strategies and policies to address society's socio-economic and
environmental challenges. Mentioned is where CSR's connection
with innovation opens, which provides opportunities to offer real
solutions that strengthen both the value of the brand and social
prosperity.

From a theoretical perspective, the two-way connection
between CSR and innovation is substantiated. The various aspects
supporting the implementation of innovation processes are
considered [21], and organizational performance [9]. The empirical
evidence for the two concepts' relationship is still relatively limited
[22].

Corporate social responsibility is also essential for increasing
the competitiveness, sustainability and economic advantages of
companies. Adopting CSR's concept, companies are much more
successful in risk management, efficiency, and effectiveness in
maintaining favourable relationships with stakeholders and human
resource management.

The link between CSR and innovation is based on a reciprocal
principle - by solving current social problems of communities,
companies increase their overall competitive performance. In the
context of the two-way nature of the CSR-innovation relationship,
we can point out that it positives the corporate reputation and hence
the overall performance, and on the other hand, helps to solve
environmental and social problems.

One of the most popular definitions of CSR is Carroll [5[,
which defines a business's corporate social responsibility due to
harmonious, lasting interactions of economic, legal, ethical, and
philanthropic obligations.

Therefore, the link between CSR and innovation needs to be
further studied and refined to create a more comprehensive, relevant
research framework to support the successful implementation of
companies' actions in the context of sustainability.

The concept of CSR is based on three dimensions environmental protection, social and economic elements.
In the modern research literature, two more have been added the voluntary aspect and the stakeholders.

We can conclude that the implementation of innovations in the
context of CSR leads to an increase in the overall organizational
performance by responding to specific societal needs and current
ones that require the implementation of innovations.

Another researchers, Van Marrewijk and Werre [6], understand
CSR as an integrated process. Each organization must define its
specific sustainable goals to be much easier to adapt to changes and
challenges coming from the business environment.

The balance between the interests of the stakeholders and the
company contributes to the generation of innovations. They search
for answers to current public needs and anticipate the influences and
emerging on the horizon of expectations and trends. The
presumption of their sustainability includes their compliance with
the principles set out in CSR.

The CSR implementation by companies has a significant
contribution to economic development [7] and reflects companies'
commitment to responsible management of their actions. Numerous
empirical studies have shown that firms that implement CSR
initiatives perform better than their competitors [8,9,10].

3. Empirical study – results and discussion
For this study, we consider the relationship between innovation
and the application of CSR principles in the context of Bulgarian
companies. The sample was compiled based on the number of
companies that implement innovations in the Republic of Bulgaria
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according to NSI data. The surveyed companies' profile is as
follows: the number of respondents - 300 companies, the owners or
managers of the companies were interviewed according to a preprepared survey with closed questions. The survey was conducted
in the period March-April 2020, under the project “Innovation in
business and education. Development of a conceptual
communication model for innovations in a business-information
organizational environment”. The size of companies is determined
according to the European classification - micro enterprises - 159
respondents, small - 92, medium - 32, large - 5. Twelve of the
respondents did not answer to which group it belongs the company
they run. From the demographic profile, we see that the respondents
in the survey are mainly representatives of SMEs. The following
areas of activity are presented - production, services, light and
processing industry, machine building, energy, science and
education, IT, construction, design, engineering.

Fig. 3. Are there any innovative products and services developed in
your company? Do you have innovations related to Corporate Social
Responsibility?

Fig. 1. In the last three years, has your company invested in/Has
innovative products and services been developed in your company?

Fig. 4. In the last three years, has your company invested in / Do you
have inovations related to the concept of CSR?
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A minimum number of respondents in the survey implement
CSR innovations, even though they are oriented towards creating
and introducing innovations in general.
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59
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5. Conclusion

36
14
24

168

Firms that apply practices in line with CSR's concept invest
more in acquiring resources to support innovation efforts. They also
show a predominance of investments in intangible resources.

66

90

No

As a result of empirical research, we can draw some basic
conclusions. Companies operating in Bulgaria, which implement
innovations, invest mainly in tangible resources - computers,
modern equipment. There is also investment in intangible resources
but to a lesser extent. This conclusion is in line with a previous
study in which the author of this article participated [4].

91

120

Yes

4. Discussion

Fig. 2. In the last three years, has your company invested in / Do you
apply the concept of CSR in your company?

150

No

The innovations carried out by the respondent companies
related to CSR are too few. This type of innovation is implemented
by companies creating innovative products and services.

Companies that do not have developed innovative products and
services invest mainly in purchasing computers and equipment.
They also have a more significant percentage of those who do not
have investments associated with innovation.

Yes

Do you have
innovations
related to CSR?
No

0

No

Respondents whose companies have developed innovative
products and services invest mainly in the purchase of modern
computers and equipment, in internal research, in an external
examination, in design. They also focus on conducting training
related to increasing organisations' capacity to generate innovations,
external study, and external knowledge.

180

7

Innovative products/services developed in
your company

55
10
28

Do you have
innovations
related to CSR?
Yes

133

Yes

67
14

151

86
46

25

43

36
40

The empirical study results clearly outline the trend of lack of
innovation in CSR in Bulgarian business practice.

39
16

A possible reason for this is the lack of knowledge about the
concept’s essence and its opportunities to increase companies'
overall competitive performance. Another reason could be the lack
of a clear assessment of the extent to which the costs associated
with implementing the CSR concept and compliance with its
standards are financially justified.

Respondents in this study, who apply CSR principles in their
work, invest mainly in purchasing computers, modern machines,
internal research, external knowledge, external research, training,
design. They support principally tangible assets - devices and
computers, followed by intangibles - external R&D, internal R&D
and acquisition of external knowledge.

It is essential to find the factors that imply access to information
about their nature, creating appropriate communication programs. It
is also necessary to formulate a framework through which SMEs
can help realize CSR-related innovation's natural effect on
competitiveness and maintain reciprocal business-to-society
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relationships. One of the results will be that the generation and
introduction of CSR innovations will help positive companies'
financial performance.

13.
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Abstract: The expanding globalization causes growing competition, especially in the context of Industry 4.0. One of the most important
success factors for companies to managing the growing competition is to generate constant innovation. Companies show a high number and
diversity of different business activities and follow different approaches to enable the constant generating of new innovations, but the
problem is how to prove if the business activities were helpful to generate innovations in controlled and measurable way to avoid that the
innovation activities were only time and resource consuming. The whole process which includes all activities for generating innovation for
example the development of a basic idea to a new innovation with a successful business model is defined by the term innovation strategy.
Especially for Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) is the measurement of the effectiveness of innovation activities of high importance
caused by limited resources This article presents one possible approach how an innovation strategy can be mensurable through the method
of a questionnaire-based business survey for SMEs which enables companies to evaluate the effectiveness of an innovation strategy. The
result of the article is the description and presentation of possible indicators and their units for measurement as a fundament for a
questionnaire for a business survey which helps to identify the degree of an innovation and consequently of an innovation strategy.
Keywords: INNOVATION STARTEGY, MEASURMENT OF INNOVATION, BUSINESS SURVEY, QUETIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT
is of high importance for SMEs to avoid expensive but inefficient
activities.

1. Introduction
Innovation is one of the key factors of the success of a company
and is an essential strategic component to survive in a growing
competitive market environment. The term innovation is of Latin
origin and means renovation or change. In general innovation stands
for the three-step process of an idea, invention and diffusion [1].
Therefore, in a business context innovation can be conceptualized
as an incidence (idea) for a product (invention) which has not been
there before and which results in a high market acceptance
(diffusion) [2]. The meanings of the term innovation are of high
complexity and therefore result in a large number of existing
definitions. According to Haddad and Williams (2019) common and
general characteristics of the term innovation exist and is defined as
an implementation of change that introduces improvements [3].
Gault (2018) specifies the word implementation stating that
innovation is an implementation of a new or significantly improved
product. A product can be a good or a service [4]. In summary the
mentioned aspects and characteristics of the term innovation lead to
the following definition applied in the context of this article: An
innovation is an idea which is developed to an invention which
creates change in the form of new products/services or
product/service improvements, accompanied by high market
diffusion.

The aim of the article is to present a possible approach to
measure a specific innovation strategy. This is achieved by
describing business surveys and their general approaches and
implications as a possible method to measure innovation strategies.
After this general introduction in the topic of business survey this
article presents the transfer of conceptualization, measuring
innovation and operationalization of a business survey for the
measurement of the effectives of an innovation strategy. The final
result of this article presents a possible structure for a questionnaire
of a business survey which evaluates and therefor helps to identify
the effectiveness of an innovations strategy of SMEs.

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the problem
A business survey which analyzed the efficiency of an
innovation strategy represents a powerful tool to control the
innovation activities of an organization and to prove their
functionality especially for SMEs. But the measurement of an
innovation strategy represents a challenge to generate a survey
approach which includes all relevant aspects of the concept of
innovation because this topic is characterized through a high
number of different aspects and dimensions. Concerning a survey
which tests a specific innovation strategy, the survey has to include
questions which are well-defined to generate a meaningful result.
To achieve this, it is of high relevance to define the
conceptualization and operationalization of the survey [13].

A strategy is defined as a plan which has some sort of
consciously intended course of action and can be regarded as a
guideline to deal with a situation [5]. If a company choses to
generate innovation, strategically, it needs a plan according to the
given corporate strategy [6]. Innovation strategy is therefore defined
as a set of actions fostering all procedures in an organization,
including strategic goals and guidelines which have the goal to
generate innovations and therefore innovation does not have to be
an accident, with a well-defined strategy a company can control and
manage the generation of innovation [7-10].

2.1 Conceptualization and operationalization of a
business survey
Before developing a survey and its questions, the most
important step is to define the concept that should be analyzed
through the survey. This starting point is critical for getting the data
the researcher wants. The researcher first decides what concepts are
of interest, and secondly, how to define those concepts [14]. Within
a theory, the concepts of interest are described in a network of
relationships among attributes. Attributes are the building blocks of
concepts. An attribute stands for the smallest piece of measurable
information that can be identified. A concept is defined by
associating a concept to one or more attributes. In the case of a
survey, questions in a questionnaire are specified to measure these
attributes. Questions are the operationalization of these attributes;
they are the operational definitions according to which the attributes
are measured. This includes the wording of a question and
answering options. [13].

In the Indicators Report on the Innovation Survey 2017 it
becomes clear that large companies have a higher innovation
success and have more innovation funds available. In contrast,
Small and Medium Enterprise (SME), companies with less than 250
employees show less innovation activity [11]. Due to their size,
SMEs are confronted with different challenges than large
companies. These include lack of financial or human resources.
These challenges have to be mastered in order to be able to survive
in the competition and to innovate successfully [12]. Therefore, the
observation of the efficiency of the activities which are implicated
to generate innovations and are bundled up in an innovation strategy
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The following figure demonstrate the way of conceptualization
and operationalization and how to get from the theory to the
concept and their attributes and the further step of developing
specific questions which build a questionnaire and which in turn is
used for a busines survey to collect data.

To summarize the mentioned aspects in the idea of the theorydriven top-down method to develop a survey, the efficiency of an
innovation strategy can be measured through the concept of
innovation and its attribute which are defined through specific
indicators. To define the concept of innovation and its
measurement, this article is based on the framework of the Oslo
Manual 2018 which is described in detailed in the following
chapter.

3. Solution of the examined problem
The current standard work for the measuring of innovation is
the Oslo Manual 2018 established by the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The Oslo
Manual provides guidelines for collecting and interpreting
innovation data. It is intended to facilitate international
comparability and offers a platform for research and experiments to
measure innovation. The guidelines are primarily intended to
support national statistical offices and other producers of innovation
data in the design, recording and publication of innovation measures
in order to meet a range of research needs. In addition, the
guidelines are intended to be of direct value to users of information
about innovation. These guidelines can be seen as a combination of
formal statistical standards, best practice recommendations and
suggestions for extending the measurement of innovation. [16].

Fig. 1: From theory to data [13]

In Fig. 1 two different methods exist to achieve an approach for
conceptualization and operationalization: The top-down and the
bottom-up approach. The different between both methods is the
starting point and way from theory to data.

A survey of an innovation strategy through the measurement of
innovation includes the identification of a set of one or more
attributes that the innovation is expected to achieve. The measurable
attributes can be grouped by areas of influence into the following
categories: Markets for the firm’s products, Production and
delivery, Business organisation and Economy, society or
environment. The Oslo Manual listed innovation attributes for
measurement through the classification into the four mentioned
categories [16].

2.2 Conceptualization of the measurement of innovations
strategies
A business survey which tests the efficiency of an innovation
strategy has the underling concept of innovation and the
measurement of innovation. For the topic innovation and its
measurement there exists a high number of established concepts in
the literature [15]. Especially the work of the global community of
practitioners in the OECD Working Party of National Experts on
Science and Technology Indicators give a well-analyzed overview
how to conceptualize and measure innovation in business contexts
[16]. Caused by the high variety of concepts of measuring
innovation a survey about testing an innovation strategy should be
built on the method of top-down from theory to data and with the
approach of dimension/attribute analysis. This approach includes
the idea that empirical attributes or indicators are specified for the
concepts in a theory. The process of concept specification is driven
by an existing theory, logical reasoning, or may also be based on
results from previous research. To evaluate a strategy, one cannot
measure the strategy itself, but one has to analyze the dimensions
which are affected through a strategy and to measure the attributes
which define the dimension of the strategy through its specific
indicators. To demonstrate this logic: If one wants to evaluate the
climate it would be necessary to analyze the dimension weather
with its attributes temperature and amount of precipitation which
are indicated through degree Celsius and milliliter per square meter.
It is reasonable to analyze an innovation strategy by measuring the
dimension of innovation. The survey for the efficiency of an
innovation strategy has to analyze the influence of this strategy on
innovation of the organization through the attributes of innovation
through its indicators. The following figure displays the different
aspects to measure the innovation strategy.

Table 1: Attributes for measurement of innovation through the
classification [16]
Markets for
Production
Economy,
Areas of
Business
the firm’s
and
society or
influence
organization
products
delivery
environment
Reduce
Upgrade
Improve
negative
outdated
capabilities for
Upgrade
environmental
process
absorbing,
goods or
impacts
technology processing and
services
/deliver
or
analysing
environmental
methods
knowledge
benefits
Improve
Expand the
Improve
sharing or
Improve
range of
quality of
transfer of
public health,
goods or
goods or
knowledge
safety or
services
services
with other
security
organisations
Improve
Improve the
flexibility
efficiency or
Improve
Create new
for
Attributes
function of the
social
markets
producing
for
firm’s value
inclusion
goods or
measuring
chain
services
innovation
Improve or
Enter new
Increase
develop new
markets or
speed of
relationships
Improve
adapt
producing
with external
gender
existing
goods or
entities (other
equality
products to
delivering
firms,
new markets
services
universities,
etc.)
Reduce
Increase
Increase or
labour
business
Improve
maintain
costs per
resilience and
quality of life
market share
unit of
adaptability to
or well-being
output
change
Increase the
Reduce
Improve
Comply with
reputation,
material,
working
mandatory
brand
energy
conditions,
regulations

Fig. 2: Aspects of the measurement of the efficiency of an innovation
strategy
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awareness,
or visibility
of goods or
services
Comply
with market
regulations
Adopt
standards
and
accreditation

costs or
operating
costs per
unit of
output

Reduce
time to
market

health or safety
of the firm’s
personnel

regulations
Adopt standards
and
accreditation

Implement a
new business
model
Contribute to
the
development
of standards

Upgrade
outdated process
technology or
methods

Comply with
voluntary
standards

Improve quality
of goods or
services

In the following chapter the transfer of the attributes of innovation
defined by Oslo 2018 to a business survey approach with the intend
to analyze the efficiency of a specific innovation strategy is
presented.

Improve
flexibility for
producing goods
or services

4. Results and discussion
Following by the process displayed in Fig. 2 a survey
which evaluates an innovation strategy can be built through possible
indicators and their unit of measurement for each attribute which
can be asked through question. In addition to this, every indicator is
categorized into a qualitative or a quantitative indicator. The logic
behind this categorization is that only an indicator is categorized
quantitative if a quantitative measurement or calculation can be
made which are only caused comprehensibly by the specific
innovation strategy. Non-clear quantifiable indicators are
categorized qualitative. Through choosing a qualitative indicator in
the case of a no-clear quantifiable indicators one is able to
guarantee that no over interpretation of the influence of an
innovation strategy is made. One example for this logic of
categorization can be seen in the attribute Increase the reputation,
brand awareness, or visibility of goods or services and its indicator
(shown in the next table) increase of publication, likes on social
media, customer request because the increase of for example likes
on social media can hardly lead back to one specific innovation
strategy. It cannot be excluded that activities of the marketing or
other departments have an influence, too. A qualitative evaluation
with an adding literal explanation of the given answer, which is
explained in further sections, is more helpful to get meaningful
results. Table 2 shows the attributes of innovation of Oslo 2018 and
their transferred indicators and units of measurement.

Production
and delivery

Increase speed
of producing
goods or
delivering
services

Reduce labour
costs per unit of
output
Reduce
material, energy
costs or
operating costs
per unit of
output
Reduce time to
market
Improve
capabilities for
absorbing,
processing and
analysing
knowledge

Table 2: Indicators and their units of measurement of the Attributes for
measurement of innovation
Area of
Unit of
Attribute
Indicator
influence
measurement
qualitative literal
Upgrade goods
evaluation of
yes / partially /
or services
improved
no
properties
Expand the
quantitative
in number of
range of goods
number of added
added products
or services
products or goods
or goods
quantitative
Create new
in number of
number of added
markets
added markets
markets
Enter new
markets or adapt
quantitative
in number of
Markets for
existing
number of added
new markets
the firm’s
products to new
markets
products
markets
Increase or
quantitative
in % of
maintain market increase of market
increased
share
share
market share
Increase the
qualitative literal
reputation,
evaluation of
brand
increase of
yes / partially /
awareness, or
publication, likes
no
visibility of
on social media,
goods or
customer request
services
Comply with
qualitative literal
yes / partially /
market
evaluation of
no

Improve sharing
or transfer of
knowledge with
other
organisations

Business
organisation

Improve the
efficiency or
function of the
firm’s value
chain
Improve or
develop new
relationships
with external
entities (other
firms,
universities,
etc.)
Increase
business
resilience and
adaptability to
change
Improve
working
conditions,
health or safety
of the firm’s
personnel
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compliance of
regulations
qualitative literal
evaluation of
adaptation of
standards
qualitative literal
evaluation of
improved process
properties
qualitative literal
evaluation of
improved goods
and services
qualitative literal
evaluation of
flexibility for
goods and service
quantitative
evaluation of time
difference of old
and new speed of
producing goods
or delivering
services
quantitative
labour costs
difference per unit
of output
difference
quantitative
material, energy
costs or operating
costs difference
per unit of output
difference
qualitative
evaluation of time
of market
entrance
qualitative literal
evaluation of
capabilities for
absorbing,
processing and
analysing
knowledge
qualitative literal
evaluation of
sharing or transfer
of knowledge
with other
organisations
qualitative literal
evaluation of
efficiency or
function of the
firm’s value chain
qualitative literal
evaluation of new
relationships with
external entities
(other firms,
universities, etc.)
qualitative literal
evaluation of
business
resilience and
adaptability to
change
qualitative literal
evaluation of
working
conditions, health
or safety of the
firm’s personnel

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no

in % increase of
speed

in €

in €

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no
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Implement a
new business
model
Contribute to
the development
of standards
Reduce negative
environmental
impacts /deliver
environmental
benefits
Improve public
health, safety or
security
Improve social
inclusion
Economy,
society or
environment

Improve gender
equality
Improve quality
of life or wellbeing
Comply with
mandatory
regulations

Comply with
voluntary
standards

qualitative literal
evaluation of
implement new
business model
qualitative literal
evaluation of
contributing to
the development
of standards
qualitative literal
evaluation of
environmental
impacts /deliver
environmental
benefits
qualitative literal
evaluation of
public health,
safety or security
qualitative literal
evaluation of
social inclusion
qualitative literal
evaluation of
gender equality
qualitative literal
evaluation of life
or well-being
qualitative literal
evaluation of
compliance with
mandatory
regulations
qualitative literal
evaluation of
compliance with
mandatory
regulations

Please mark the number of expanded goods or services.
0 good or service / 1 good or service / 2-3 goods or services / + 3
goods or services

yes / partially /
no

4.1.2 Description of construction of questions
yes / partially /
no

Like shown, a question is built through the combination of an
attribute of innovation and if its qualitative evaluation (yes /
partially / no) and if its quantitative by adding a quantitative unit of
measurement which fits the attribute. In general, the formulation of
“Did (specific name of the innovation strategy) contribute to
(attribute)?” asks in an appropriate degree for the efficiency of an
innovation strategy caused by the degree of the influence of a
specific innovation strategy. As described an innovation strategy is
the scope of actions for all innovative procedures and therefore
stands for the frame in which innovation activities are happen. A
stricter formulation of the question about the efficiency of an
innovation strategy like “Did (specific name of the innovation
strategy) to (attribute)?” would stand for a too big influence of a
specific innovation strategy and is therefore not suitable for a
questionnaire which asks for the efficiency of a specific innovation
strategy. In the case of a quantitative attributes the displayed
question only shows an example how the unit of measurement in
Table 2 can be transferred. The scope of the answer option has to be
adjusted to the general scope of the business survey and its
interrogated innovation strategy. To expand the expressiveness of a
question and to understand the background of a giving answer it is
helpful to add to the displayed closed question, open questions like:
“Please explain your evaluation in up to three sentences.” Through
adding an open question which asks for the explanation of a giving
evaluation generates more specific background information and can
be analyzed through a tag cloud method, a visual analysis of text
data [17].

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no
yes / partially /
no
yes / partially /
no
yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no

yes / partially /
no

4.1 Exemplary questionnaire structure
measurement of an innovation strategy

for

4.2 Practical implications
The described exemplary questionnaire structure for the
measurement of an innovation strategy which was reviewed and
verified for applicability through the review of 6 renown experts of
academia and industry. The proposed business survey approach
therefore represents one possible method how the complex project
of measuring an innovation strategy can be managed in a solid and,
through the utilization of Oslo 2018, well-founded approach. The
presented structure is currently used by the authors of this article to
measure 12 different cases in SMEs of a startup-orientated
cooperative innovation strategy and has proven its functionality
concerning the measurement of the efficiency of a specific
innovation strategy up until now. The overall results are going to be
published after finishing the business survey in 2021.

the

To follow the logic of Figure 2 and the aspects of the
measurement of the efficiency of an innovation strategy, every
attribute, defined by the Oslo 2018 has its indicator and a specific
unit of measurement like shown in Table 2. Like displayed in
Figure 1 out of the attributes, questions can be constructed which
build together a questionnaire for a business survey.

4.1.1 General construction of a question to measure an
innovation strategy

5. Conclusion

To construct a business survey for the measurement of the
efficiency of an innovation strategy a question can be built in
general like the following:
Question: Did the “specific name of the innovation strategy”
contribute to “attribute”?
Please evaluate. Answer option:

An objective verification of all activities concerning generating
innovations which are bundled up in an innovation strategy is
important especially for SMEs to avoid expensive but inefficient
investments to generate innovation. One possible method to
measure a specific innovation stagey is the business survey. This
article describes the general approach of a business survey and how
the conceptualization of a business survey can be managed
concerning the measurement of the efficiency of an innovation
strategy. By transferring the theory of conceptualization of a
business survey through the existing framework of Oslo 2018 this
article presents concrete attributes, indicators and units of
measurement for an innovation strategy. As a final result an
exemplary method, how a question can be construct out of the
concrete attributes, indicators and units of measurement, is
presented. This method stands for a practical approach how a
questionnaire for a business surveys which has the goal to measure
the efficiency of an innovation strategy can be build. The practical
implication of the method is currently used for testing the efficiency
of a startup-orientated cooperative innovation strategy and will
generate results which will be published in the future.

• If qualitative indicator: yes / partially / no
• If quantitative indicator: Adding unit of measurement
The following example represents how a question for a qualitative
indicator can be built as provided above:
(1) Did the cooperation-orientated innovation strategy contribute to
upgrade goods or services? Please evaluate. Yes / Partially / No
A question for a quantitative attribute can be answered through
adding a concrete quantitative unit of measurement.
The following examples represent how a question for a quantitative
indicator can be built as provided above:
(2) Did the cooperation-orientated innovation strategy contribute to
expand the range of goods or services? Please evaluate. Yes /
Partially / No
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Human resource in social reproduction
Grigoriev Viktor Nikolaevich
University of management technologies and Economies, St.Petersburg. Russia
Abstract: Preliminary results of the scientific research into the interaction between human self-awareness and existing socio-economic
relations in the face of scare resources, which can be used in various ways, are presented. An attempt has been made to present the process
of institutional transformations in society as a result of the interaction between mind (individual, collective) and existing socio-economic
relations.
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FORMATION
reproductive relations system, but first of all, the individual identity,
tendencies and patterns of development in interaction with the
existing system of economic egoistic-capitalist relations of the postindustrial capitalist society.
The research data in the 2016 UN SDGs report on human
development in the Russian Federation is quite eloquent. It indicates
that for 10 of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals adopted by the
UN for the implementation by 2030, the most important is the
social priority with the highest status (the “main priority”) and for
another 5 environmental goals, the next in importance is the
“complementary priority.” [5. С.9]
A complete swing-round in social orientation of the
reproductive process, i.e. its greening, which is the result of the
interaction of identity (individual, social) and existing socioeconomic relations - is a consistent evolutionary transition to a new
social space. Moreover, the goal “To ensure the transition to
sustainable patterns of consumption and production”, the only one
among the 17 goals (UN SDGs), is acknowledged to have the
highest priorities, viz. “main social priority”, “complementary
economic priority” and “environmental priority”!
Non-traditional methods, tools, procedures for studying
the phenomenon of objective reality, that is, individual and social
identity within the system of reproductive relations become more
and more topical in determining the characteristics of these rational
patterns of consumption and enhancing the institutional structure of
production.
Meanwhile, the modern mainstream of economic science
providing equilibrium analysis of economic dynamics and its
characteristic concept of universal laws describing the past, present
and future, and the opposing economic concepts, models based not
on the principles of economic rationality or equilibrium, but on the
principle of ontological uncertainty of the future because - of lack
of exhaustive information of the future - and bringing to the fore
emotions and intuition, or average mass behavior, cannot see the
individual with his desires, will, reason, and therefore, cannot avoid
the paradox of “tossing a baby out with the bath water”, when an
economic agent – man – is deprived of his rightful place in the
reproductive process, or Divine Inheritance. The “Maestream”
models, which provide for rational-selfish optimizers and neoorthodoxy models with their uncertainty and unknowableness of the
future, In the concepts, the mystery of man origin is carefully
avoided, its evolutionary purposefulness, development of its
spiritual, moral and intellectual potential, its evolutionary status the dual nature of man, theoretically deprive the man of the future.
Negative phenomena observed in our lives from time to time,
which are focused on achieving fictitious ideals and supposed goals
like triumphant ambitions, lust for power, selfishness, sensuality and
disregard of, and sometimes contemptuous and mocking attitude
towards what is called kindness, virtue, altruism, fully describe the
moral and ethical potential of an individual, or the occupied
evolutionary stage, (the result of interaction, relationship of the
inferior “self” and Superior “Self” in the consciousness of the
personality). Generating skepticism, nihilism, apathy and despair in
the minds of others, the majority of people raise the question: why
does the world exist? Is this the purpose of human life, of society?
What are the result of and the reason for existence of the world?
It is no wonder that neither political economy, nor orthodox
philosophy provide an answer. However, such thoughts of an activeminded person represent actual internal mentality of many people.

1. Introduction
The urgency of enhancement of socio-economic relations and
individual and social identity, which, step by step, evolve in the
field of objectively necessary economic freedom, consistent with the
fundamental goal of social and personal reproduction, can be
compared with the saving light of a distant lighthouse inviting a loan
traveller in the darkness of a rainy night, desperate in search of the
right way to his “father’s house” in endless wanderings around the
space and time of socio-economic formations.
It seems natural and logical to reveal from time to time the
controversy or doubtfulness of some knowledge, which objectively
confirms its transience. Whilst the truth is that an individual is
endowed with the ability not only to cognize reality as such, but also
to possess it to some extent.
In this context, the content and nature of the synergies existing
between individual, social identity and the totality of socioeconomic relations as an integrated system of social and personal
reproduction, is treated as the main goal of the research. Whereas
the specific features of the synergies between the critical
components of the individual identity such as desires, will, reason
and others, surrounded with the fluids of its spiritual and moral
state, describe the actual “Ego” of the personality at the next stage
of development and can be construed as the primary goal of the
research. [1. P.17-23.]
The rapid intensification of social, economic, ecological, political,
religious, national and other contradictions at various levels of the
social structure of modern post-industrial capitalist society
predetermined the urgency of improving the self-awareness of the
individual, society and existing socio-economic relations, evolving
gradually towards the objectively necessary economic freedom,
compliant with the fundamental purpose of social and personal
reproduction.

2. Results and Discussion
Non-traditional methods in the study of the currently dominant
maximalist - egoistic approach to solving the fundamental problem
of man and society, consisting in the increasing need for satisfaction
of constantly growing and steadily increasing demands - discover
new, previously inapproachable horizons of vision and improvement
of historically formed (sometimes, spontaneous and insufficiently
conscious) socio-economic relations. [2. С. 20-21.] Which are the
still dominant economic-egoistic-capitalist relations, however
gradually relinquishing their progressive historical role to the era of
socio-economic formations and more and more contributing to the
aggravation of social, environmental, political, religious, national
and other contradictions at all levels of the social structure.
Following the results 15-year performance of the
Millennium Development Center (UN MDGs), despite the efforts
made by the UN MDGs and the achievements in the economic life
of society, many global problems of human existence have survived
and become even more pressing.[3] After all, “it’s not just about
economic growth: its high rates provides no undertaking for
respectable employment, social integration or equality,” as one of
the leaders noted [4] when summarizing the performance of the UN
MDGs over the past 15 years.
As a result, the need for an in-depth study of the influence
of the man has been realized, such as desires, will, and creations of
the human mind on the development not only of the existing
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For example, this is what the great Russian writer Leo Nikolaevich
Tolstoy wrote on this point.
“Some people of poor and immature intellect live happily in
their ignorance – they do not believe in the problem of life, as such.
Others are sufficiently aware and understand the issue,
deliberately looking away from it, though, supported by favorable
external circumstances that carry them through life, as if they were
intoxicated.
The third group consists of those who know that death is
better than life, but still live because they do not have enough
strength to put an end to life, which is nothing but deception.
Finally, there are strong and faithful sorts of people who
realize the idiotic farce, we are involved in, and put an end to this
stupid game with one blow.” [6. P. 222.] It is these people that
mostly commit suicide, supposing their lives meaningless, thereby,
due to their ignorance, inflicting on themselves and their loved ones
severe karmic dependence in the present and subsequent
incarnation.
Life means striving for happiness, and happiness, no matter
how strange it may seem to most of us, does not consist in endless
indulgence or encouragement of our inferior “self” or our sensual
(animal) nature, but in the subordination of our personal life to the
Reason, which reconciles its guiding influence with the Superior
“Self”, which is the Divine spark harbored in heart. Indeed, it is the
life of our Reason, in contrast to the animal nature of the human
body (which is nothing more than its receptacle) - and there is
human life [7.P.227-228.]; the existence inherent in man in
accordance with our dual nature, which was described by the wisest
legislators from the ancient times when the mankind had realized
the painful internal opposition of two essences of their own nature in
the pursuit of their own well-being through the denial of the inferior
“self”. For the leading and decisive role, especially in human and
social life has been once realized to belong neither to the individual,
nor to its inferior self, but exclusively to the man’s Reason, where
the personality, which is the receptacle of Reason, is only a means, a
special human instrument used to achieve the goal set by Reason.
It is not so difficult to notice that with all the difference in the real
intelligence and mentality of people, noticed by Lev Nikolaevich,
the state of consciousness of people in each designated group, even
if for some of them the problem of life does not yet exist - is not yet
realized by their minds, which are not yet able to overcome the
dominant influence of their own lower "I", and therefore do not have
the desire and will to positively change it - consciousness - and the
need to change existing socio-economic relations. Immaturity,
insufficient development of their intellect, suppressed by their own
psychic mind, which opposes the Divine Principle in man, his
Higher Self, ultimately predetermined the state of their
consciousness ( thinking) - brilliantly noticed by Lev
Nikolaevich.[8. P. 219-229.]
Meanwhile lies goes on, at the same time economic practice is
continuously improving, and individual research teams focus their
efforts on enhancing the mechanism of economic management and
identifying opportunities for more effective use of human resources.
For example, the announced comprehensive strategy “Society 5.0”,
developed by the Japanese government with the active participation
of the Japan Business Federation (Keidanren) is primarily aimed at
the establishing of social conditions that let everyone feel
comfortable, and take an active part in the life of society.
It is assumed that Society 5.0 will provide opportunities
for fulfilling the potential of each person, and remove physical,
administrative and social barriers to self-fulfillment and the
development of technologies. According to the developers of the
program, “This should lead to sustainable socio-economic growth”
due to the technologies, which are not a thing in itself, but are
designed to improve the quality of life of people.
Indeed, the technologies used under the Society 5.0
program are conceived “not only to make a profit,” but are
reinterpreted (as the program emphasizes) in the context of benefits
for society. However, the Industry 4.0 strategy, although aimed at
production and making profit, but also in the context of improving
the quality of life of people, at creating more comfortable living

conditions.
Of particular note is that these both strategies treat the
social efficiency of production i.e. “creating more comfortable
living conditions for people” as just a consequence of scientific and
technological progress, not focusing on the development of any
particular rational pattern of production or consumption. Although,
in the development of scientific and technical progress, the Society
5.0 strategy seems to be more socially oriented, since as the authors
of the concept state it, “technological progress” should not be aimed
at maximizing profits, but should work for the good of society.
Otherwise, this will lead to both economic and social degradation. It
is no secret that the rapid concentration of income in the “portfolios”
and in the bank accounts of the few, just as rapid impoverishment of
the overwhelming majority of people both in the world and in this
country, which, moreover, has lost its respectful positions in the
global economy is a case in point.
According to the policy makers, the implementation of the
“people-first” Society 5.0 strategy is discouraged by five “walls”,
namely, “the wall of ministries and departments; - legislative
system; - technologies; - human resources; and the wall of rejection
by the community.” It is argued, and we cannot but agree that “in
order to move to the next stage in the development of society in any
country, complete restructuring of these systems is necessary, in
particular, overcoming the “wall” of rejection by the community. In
other words, we should enlighten the minds, explain where the
destination is, what benefits they will get from the changes,” that is,
overcome this obstacle by bringing out the best in people.
Well, the opportunities declared in the Society 5.0 strategy
for the fulfilling of the potential of each person and eliminating
physical, administrative and social barriers for self-fulfillment, or
benevolent intentions, will not result from scientific and
technological progress of their own accord. Like the creation of
comfortable conditions in society for everyone will not ensure active
participation of each member in the life of society and for the good
of society, since it cannot ensure the purposeful improvement or
employment of one’s latent skills or abilities for the benefit of
society and individual.
The human potential of everyone - is unique, and
additional information is needed to describe the capability of its
employment in the context of the existing identity. A detailed study
of the mechanism of human development within the framework of
social sciences is necessary to overcome ignorance and determine
possible ways of scientifically grounded and prudent use of the
human potential.

3. Conclusion
The above statements and ideas declared by the Society 5.0
strategy offer extraordinary opportunities for cyclical improvement
of the existing socio-economic relations due to scientific and
technological progress and increasing the social efficiency of social
production, i.e. the innovative creation of fundamentally new
relations of social reproduction.
The success of the digital transformation and further
intellectualization of the community is determined by optimizing the
conditions for the rise and evolutionary aspiration of human
potential, and directly depends on how jointly and harmoniously
business, government and social institutions will work to solve the
socio-economic problems facing the country.
In connection with the above, we can make a working
assumption that the intellectualization of human potential and the
improvement of individual and social identity is a prerequisite not
only for the improvement of social efficiency of social and personal
reproduction, but also for the transformation of the existing socioeconomic relations of modern post-industrial capitalist society
towards “economic freedom consistent with the fundamental
purpose of being.”[9. Р.364-365.]
The era of socio-economic formations, approaching its
end, lacks the mechanism of automatic coordination of economic
and other social values and the sustainable meeting individual and
social needs.
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rethinking and rerouting of the entire system of modern education,
to be guided by the priority of the spiritual and moral potential of
the individual and society.
Note that this transformation will take place only when the
collective mind of the country’s governing body, inspired by the
superior or Divine “Ego”, perceives this desire and fosters the
efforts to make it true, using the political will delegated to the
government by people.
It is time, when all is said and done, to challenge
ANIMALITY!

Adorned with the ambitions tuning in to the spirit of the
times and the achieved evolutionary stage, in the era of dominant
and, in the opinion of K. Marx, determined (by whom?!) “economic
social factors and relations” (our identity forms and sustains halfhuman existence, imposed by the tyrant and lord of the selfconsciousness of the majority, or, in other words, by our mental
“mind”, or the inferior “Ego”.
INDUSTRY 4.0, SOCIETY 5.0, and increasing economic
viability without taking into account the most general objective laws
of the human and social evolutionary development, is nothing more
than a particular case of social and personal reproduction in the era
of socio-economic formations with their objective economic,
political, religious, and other social laws. [10. P. 89,635] With the
dominant economic-maximizing paradigm being the main regulator
and the most important criterion of the socio-economic life of
society, while satisfaction of needs is merely a means of
implementation of the paradigm, one cannot rely on the success of
the UN Sustainable Development Goals program, because it is
incompatible, untimely, and therefore, not relevant! Social changes
are inevitable and reasonably required as improving human
potential: the identity, will, reason, and the system of modern
economic-egoistic-capitalist relations and, as a consequence, the
existing institutional infrastructure of social reproduction.
Transition to a completely different, i.e. supra-economic,
social state, with the other – not economic, but radically different
and, above all, spiritual and moral factors and criteria for assessing
social and economic efficiency of social reproduction – having
dominant influence on the development of the individual and social
development – is a historically and reasonably required moment in
the evolutionary cycle process of social and individual reproduction!
The key to its successful implementation will be the transformation
of social and business institutions, and, first of all, a fundamental
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представите и теориите, които са вече утвърдени и подпомагат
разбирането на определена област или предмет. Уменията се
определят като способността и възможността на човек да
извършва разсъждения и да използва съществуващите знания,
за
да
постигне
резултати.
Нагласите
описват
предразположението и начина на мислене за действие или
реагиране на идеи, лица или ситуации.“ [5]
Дефинирането на дигиталните компетентности е не помалко сложно. Прегледът на литературата разкрива използване
на много дефиниции и понятия, като напр. компютърни
компетенции, дигитални компетенции, информационна
грамотност, дигитална грамотност, компютърна грамотност и
др. [6] Някои от тях често се използват като синоними особено понятията „дигитална компетентност“ и „дигитална
грамотност“. [7] Значението на тези понятия, обаче, може
значително да се различава поради спецификата на
изследването или в зависимост от вижданията на изследователя
относно самата концепция за дигитална компетентност.
Разнообразието в начина на дефиниране и използване на
понятията затруднява сравненията на резултатите от
провежданите проучвания.
Според изследователите дигиталните компетентности са
широко понятие, което обхваща много повече от техническите
цифрови способности, които трябва да се използват в
дигиталното общество. [8, 9]
Европейската референтна рамка за учене през целия живот,
дефинира цифровата компетентност като „ ….уверено,
критично и отговорно ползване и ангажираност с цифровите
технологии за учене, на работното място и за участие в
обществото. Тя включва информационна грамотност и
грамотност по отношение на данните, общуване и
сътрудничество, медийна грамотност, създаване на цифрово
съдържание (включително програмиране), безопасност
(включително
благосъстояние
в
цифрова среда
и
компетентности във връзка с киберсигурността), свързани с
интелектуалната собственост въпроси, решаване на проблеми и
критично мислене.“ [10] В актуализираната Рамка за дигитални
компетентности за граждани (DigComp 2.1) на Европейската
Комисия са включени 5 области на компетентности:
грамотност за данни и информация, комуникация и
сътрудничество, създаване на дигитално съдържание,
безопасност и решаване на проблеми, които включват 22
компетентности, с 8 нива на владеене. [11].
Както се вижда дигиталната компетентност е многоизмерна
и сложна и не се изчерпва с технологичните умения и
използването на различни устройства. Опитите да се развият
всички дигитални компетентности във висшето образование
най-вероятно ще доведат до загуба на ресурси и лоши
резултати. В тази връзка трябва да се отговори на няколко
важни въпроса. Първият е какви са дигиталните
характеристики на студентите днес. Това ще даде възможност
да се прецени от къде трябва да започне и до къде трябва да
приключи развиването на дигиталните компетентности в
системата на висшето образование. Вторият въпрос е кои са
приоритетните дигитални компетентности, които да се

1. Увод
През последните години сме свидетели на засилване
процесите на дигитализация, които съпътстват прехода към
икономиката на знанието и информационно общество.
Технологиите се развиват много бързо и редица компании не
успяват да се приспособят. Изискванията за заетост се
променят, за да отговорят на новите реалности. Днес е важно
работата да бъде свършена в срок и с нужната прецизност, но
не е важно от кое място се извършва и точно по кое време.
Появява се необходимостта от формиране и развиване на
съвсем нови дигитални компетентности.
Според Индекса за навлизане на цифровите технологии в
икономиката и обществото (DESI) България се нарежда на
последното 28 място за 2020 г. [1] Цитираният документ
показва, че лицата, които притежават поне основни цифрови
умения възлизат на 29% от възрастното население в сравнение
със средно 58% за Европейския съюз (ЕС), докато само 11%
притежават умения над средното равнище (малко под една
трета от средната стойност за ЕС). Според Световния Доклад за
Конкуренция 2017-2018 на Световния Икономически Форум,
България е на 39-то място (от общо 137 държави) в перо
Технологична готовност. Що се отнася до обученията на
служители, България е на 118-то място. [2] Данните
красноречиво показват, че България е изправена пред сериозни
предизвикателства по отношение на използването на
информационните и комуникационни технологии. Ролята на
висшето образование в развиването на дигитални
компетентности е безспорна. Днес от висшите училища се
очаква
да
водят
технологичния
напредък
чрез
научноизследователска и развойна дейност в сътрудничество с
обществото и бизнеса. Дигитализацията адресира много от
съществуващите
предизвикателства,
идентифицира
потенциално нови решения и предлага нови възможности за
по-нататъшно усъвършенстване на преподаването и ученето.
Целта на настоящата статия е да се очертаят основни
предизвикателства пред развиването
на дигиталните
компетентности във висшето образование в България.

2. Върху дигиталните характеристики на
студентите днес
Проблемът с дефинирането на компетентностите е много
сложен. Някои изследователи влагат различно значение в
понятията „компетенции“ и „компетентности“, докато други
считат, че те са синоними. Фините нюанси на значенията се
обсъждат в научни трудове, но считаме, че тези разлики не са
от значение за практически цели. Ние ще се придържаме към
термина компетентности, тъй като той се използва
последователно в много европейски стратегически документи.
В основата на различните концепции и дефиниции лежи е
разбирането, че компетентността е способността да се действа
по определен начин за постигане на определен резултат, която
се основава на съответни знания, умения и нагласи. [3], [4]
„Знанията са съставени от фактите и цифрите, понятията,
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развиват в сферата на висшето образование и от какво се
определят. Отговорът на този въпрос е много сложен. Изискват
се целенасочени проучвания за компетентностите, които са
важни за упражняването на определена професия. И третият
въпрос е свързан с избора на методи и средства за преподаване,
които да осигурят развитие на дигиталните компетентности.
Студентите, които обучаваме днес, са израснали с новите
информационни и комуникационни технологии (ИКТ) в своето
ежедневие, което е свързано със значителни промени в начина
по който мислят и в подходите им към ученето. Те често се
описват като дигитални по рождение, Z поколение, нет
поколение и др. В литературата тече дебат за това как новите
ИКТ оказват влияние върху младите хора и по-конкретно
върху обучението.
Интернет, социалните мрежи, телевизията са само част от
примерите, които революционизираха начина на получаване и
споделяне на информация. Сега информацията и знанията се
предлагат в много форми, включително електронни книги,
видеоклипове, игри, уебсайтове и социални медии.
Интензивното използване на тези технологии от студентите
трансформира установената концепция за учене, ролята на
учителя и естеството на самите знания.
Постоянната свързаност е една от важните характеристики
на младите хора днес. Комуникацията и контактите са
централна част от живота им и те им отдават значително време
от ежедневието. Телефоните осигуряват достъп до социални
мрежи и компютърът е средство за видео разговори.
Студентите обичайно са много добре информирани и използват
най-новите версии на мобилни телефони, таблети и компютри,
с нови приложения, които позволяват комуникация навсякъде,
при всякакви обстоятелства, с няколко души наведнъж. Това
намалява времето им за учене и затруднява съсредоточаването
върху учебния материал. [12].
Според Пренски компютрите и видео игрите са научили
младите хора на интерактивност и незабавна реакция, като това
е довело до развиване на способност за бързо обработване на
информацията, както се прави при четене на уеб страници.
Дигиталните студенти предпочитат бързото прехвърляне на
страници и имат малко търпение за бавно и внимателно четене.
[13] Както отбелязва Съев, те не искат да учат години и да
слушат теории, а искат бързо да получат реални отговори на
конкретни въпроси от реалния свят. [14]
Младите хора днес с лекота жонглират с повече от една
задача едновременно. На лаптопа са отворени много прозорци с учебна литература, с новини в области на интерес, страници с
видеоклипове, Facebook и други социални мрежи и дори
слушалки за музика. Това, според някои автори, насърчава
беглото преглеждане и обезкуражава дълбокото четене. [15]
Днес студентите предпочитат визуални образи пред текста.
Тъй като те са израснали в графично богатия технологичен свят
на Интернет и видео игрите имат високо ниво на умения за
визуална обработка. Първият импулс е да погледнат снимките,
преди да прочетат текста, което развива превъзходни
способности за визуална обработка. Младите хора по-често
игнорират текста и предпочитат да се учат от изображения, но
в същото време това намалява техния опит в четене и
осмисляне на текст. [16]
Студентите, израснали в условията на повсеместна
свързаност, достъпна чрез Интернет не искат да работят
изолирано, а се интересуват от социалните отношения. [14]
Социалните мрежи могат да се разглеждат като средство за
започване и поддържане на приятелства с хора с общи
интереси. Обичайно студентите принадлежат към повече от
една социална мрежа, която те посещават ежедневно и приемат
да работят заедно с други хора. Те са продуктивни, когато
работят в групи и учат, като използват личните си онлайн
контакти, вместо да търсят други източници. По този начин
ученето върви едновременно с разговорите в социалните
мрежи.
Днес активността на младите хора се определя от
проявеното любопитство и удоволствието да откриват и

прилагат нови неща. [14] Вместо да чакат инструкции или да
четат ръководство, като например, когато учат нов софтуер, те
биха го изпробвали. Това, според Пренски, ги прави
нетърпеливи и по-пасивни по време на лекции. [13] Също така,
те се нуждаят от постоянна мотивация. Не са доволни от
награди в края на заданието, трябва да чуят, че се справят
добре по време и след него.
Друга важна особеност на дигитално поколение днес е
очакването за получаване на сега и веднага на обратна връзка.
Използвайки електронна поща и текстови съобщения чрез
мобилни телефони те могат да създават, присъединяват или
напускат различни виртуални групи. Това е свързано с
желанието за непрекъсната и незабавна обратна връзка, което
се среща и в техните нагласи за учене. [16] Те нямат
търпението и не искат да придобиват знания и умения
постепенно надграждайки над вече наученото. Това ги прави в
по-голяма степен безучастни в учебния процес и крие риск
бързо да се отказват от трудностите. В същото време младите
хора виждат себе си да постигат професионалните си цели без
никакви съмнения. Не са ориентирани толкова към учебни
постижения, а към лична реализация. [14]
Проведени проучвания обаче показват, че макар студентите
днес да са израснали с новите ИКТ и да умеят отлично да
боравят с компютри, телефони, таблети, да използват интернет
и социалните мрежи, те всъщност не притежават добри
дигитални компетентности. [18, 19] Според резултатите от
изследванията, повечето умения, които студентите притежават,
са технически и са свързани с ежедневната им ангажираност с
дигиталните медии предимно за развлечения и социални
контакти. Повечето студенти не могат да прилагат специфичен
софтуер по време на обучението си. Използват мултимедийни
инструменти, но имат малко познания за технологията или
теориите зад тези технологии. [6] Другите области на
дигиталните компетентности като например критично мислене
и етични аспекти, свързани с използването на цифровите
технологии са сравнително непредставени сред студентите [19,
20] Изследвания сочат, че студентите разчитат на своите
преподаватели да ги насочват при използването на подходящи
технологии за учене, което показва липса на разбиране от
младите хора как да използват новите ИКТ за обучение. [21]
Тези констатации насочват към решенията, които висшите
учебни заведения (ВУЗ) трябва да вземат, за да насърчат
образование, развиващо другите области от дигиталните
компетентности. Решенията са трудни и ВУЗ са изправени
пред редица предизвикателства.

3.
Дигиталните
компетентности
предизвикателство пред висшето образование в
България
На проблемите на висшето образование в България са
посветени немалко публикации. Сред често дискутираните
въпроси са тези, свързани с качеството на висшето образование
у нас, прехода между образование и заетост, финансирането,
кариерното развитие на и др. под. [22, 23, 24, 25] За съжаление
много от тези проблеми все още не са намерили своето
разрешение.
Основните
предизвикателства
пред
възможностите ВУЗ да развиват дигиталните компетентности
чрез обучението са в няколко посоки.
Стратегия: Определяне на стратегия на университета по
отношение на дигитализацията в обучението и развиването на
дигиталните компетентности у студентите, която да е
съответствие с и в рамката на стратегическите документи на
страната.
В приетата Стратегия за развитие на висшето образование
в Република България за периода 2021 - 2030 г., изрично е
наблегнато на необходимостта от дигитализация на
образованието. Формулирани са 10 цели и са разписани
дейности и мерки за тяхното постигане. Някои от мерките,
които засягат конкретно компетентностите, вкл. и дигиталните
са: развитие на профилите на компетентностите на всяка
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специалност в условията на дигитална трансформация;
постигане на баланс между развитието на когнитивни
(включително дигитални) и некогнитивни компетентности;
стимулиране на развитието на ключовите компетентности за
учене през целия живот и общи цифрови компетентности;
стимулиране на развитието на функционални компетентности и
умения за креативно и критично мислене, комуникативност,
работа в екип, лидерство, създаване и използване на алгоритми
за кодиране. [26, стр. 40-41]. За стратегията за изказани много
критики. Ние няма да се впускаме в такава полемика. Ще
отбележим нашата подкрепа за изразеното мнение от колеги от
СУ „Св. Кл. Охридски“, че дигитализацията е засегната в
стратегията твърде едностранчиво [27]. Дигитализацията на
обучението във ВУЗ е много сложен въпрос, за който има
противоречиви мнения. Тя не се изчерпва с обучението от
разстояние. Макар, че пандемичната криза от 2020 г. наложи
такова обучение, тепърва ще се изследват и анализират
ефектите и проблемите. Също бихме искали да отбележим, че
по подобие на предходната стратегия (за периода 2014 – 2020
г.) и в настоящата зад описаните цели или очаквани резултати
не са използвани стойности на метрични показатели, така
че въпросът с успеха на стратегията да може да бъде
следен. [28] Нещо повече в литературата се представят
индикатори, които могат да се приложат за оценяване на
предлаганите мерки. [28] Последното, според нас, подчертава,
че е необходимо широкото участие на българските учени в
разработването на стратегиите за развитие на висшето
образование, тъй като те могат да ги мотивират чрез
подходящи изследвания и анализи. [25]
Като следствие от гореказаното ние считаме, че
Стратегията за развитие на висшето образование в Република
България за периода 2021 - 2030 г. трудно може да послужи
като отправна точка за разработване на стратегиите на ВУЗ в
областта на дигитализацията и дигиталните компетентности.
Инфраструктура: Тя включва не само иновативни
компютърни, мултимедийни и дигитално ориентирани учебни
помагала, но и оборудване за създаване на дигитална учебна
среда, мултимедийни класове, изследователски центрове и
лаборатории, приобщаващи класове и др. Съгласни сме с проф.
д-р Евгени Станимиров, който подчертава, че осигуряването на
хардуер и софтуер не е достатъчно. Дигиталните
компетентности не се свързват само и единствено с
използването на готови приложения, но със способността на
хората да създават, да бъдат креативни и да анализират. Едно
от посочените от автора решения е свързано с обучение,
съдържащо по-малък на брой дисциплини, които се
комбинират с други, развиващи дигитални компетентности.
[33]. Бихме разширили казаното, с това, че образователната
система трябва да се насочи към диференциране на студентите
на по-малки групи и прилагане на по-индивидуален подход на
обучение. Така ще могат да се обхванат студенти, които имат
различна
степен
на
дигитални
компетентности.
Предизвикателство
е
осигуряването
на
достатъчно
преподавателски състав, тъй като един такъв подход изисква
повече преподаватели, които да бъдат едновременно
специалисти в предметната област, да са отлични педагози и да
притежават необходимите цифрови компетенции.
Иновативни педагогически подходи: Дигитализацията
включва също академични и учебни иновации. Използването
на дигитални образователни ресурси създава нови роли за
преподавателите и за студентите. Затова преподавателите се
нуждаят от нови педагогически подходи, което изисква
проучвания, разработване на ръководства, а също и
провеждане на обучения. В СУ „Св. Кл. Охридски“ се
извършват такива целенасочени проучвания. Например през
учебната 2014–2015 година във Факултета по педагогика е
апробиран педагогически модел, който интегрира в себе си
изучаване на конкретна дисциплина и овладяване и
усъвършенстване на дигитални умения. Моделът е проектиран
от авторите на курса по „Информационни и комуникационни
технологии в социалната работа“. [14] Проучване, посветено

на дигиталните компетентности на студентите е проведено и в
ЮЗУ „Неофит Рилски" – Благоевград. [29]
Инфраструктура за запазване на авторските права и
превенция на плагиатство: Вече беше споменато, че младите
хора днес са свикнали да използват много източници на
информация, могат бързо да я обработват и не искат да слушат
теории. Способността им за използване на външните източници
на информация има важна роля, тъй като в ежедневния и
професионалния живот те трябва да решават проблеми, като
използват
именно
такива
източници.
Основно
предизвикателство в тази връзка е компетентността за етичното
използване на информацията. Интернет дава лесен достъп до
огромно количество материали 24 часа в денонощието и 7 дни
в седмицата. Това предоставя възможност на студентите лесно
да изрязват, поставят, изтеглят и плагиатстват информация.
[30] Проведени изследвания показват, че студентите са
склонни да използват интернет ресурси по неетичен начин. [31]
Подходящо
учебно
съдържание:
Развиването
на
дигиталните компетентности налага учебните програми да
бъдат модернизирани, което изисква отговор на няколко важни
въпроса: как да се съчетае учебното съдържание с развитието
на дигиталните компетентности? какви са най-добрите
технологии, които осигуряват изпълнението на целите на
обучението и как да се интегрира най-добре тази технология в
учебната програма? Това изисква огромен труд от академичния
състав на ВУЗ. Необходими са проучвания в няколко посоки:
систематични проучвания на дигиталните компетентности на
студентите; изследване на специфичните компетентности,
които могат да бъдат развивани с обучението в съответната
специалност; провеждане на предварителни целенасочени
дискусии със специалисти от практиката и от академичните
среди за търсените дигитални компетентности, които
завършващите специалисти трябва да притежават; проучване в
детайли на разработените дигитални компетентности рамки в
съответната област и добри практики на университетите по
света; проучване на предлаганите към момента курсове и на
заложените в тях компетентности. Тези и други въпроси са
важно условие, за да се постигне развиването на дигиталните
компетентности с обучението във ВУЗ.
Финансови ограничения: Новите технологии са скъпи и в
комбинация с финансовите ограничения, с които се сблъскват
ВУЗ, може да попречи на приемането им. Предизвикателство е
и финансирането на изследванията, свързани с развиването на
дигиталните компетентности у студентите. За българските ВУЗ
проблемът с финансирането стои изключително остро.
Публичните разходи за висше образование в ЕС-28 през 2015 г.
се равняват на 1,23% от БВП, докато разходите от публични
източници на средства за висшето образование за България
възлизат на едва 0,65% от БВП, което е два пъти по-малко от
средното равнище за ЕС. [32]
По този начин, за да бъде успешна стратегията на ВУЗ в
областта на дигитализацията, е необходимо да се гарантира, че
ВУ разполага с необходимите ресурси за нейното изпълнение.
С изложеното не се изчерпват всички предизвикателства
пред развиването на дигиталните компетентности с обучението
в университетите в България. Проблемите са поставени и както
се вижда са необходими систематични изследвания, касаещи
дигиталните технологии и техния ефект върху обучаваните
студенти ще помогне да бъде намерен балансът, свързан с
дигитализацията във висшето образование.

4. Заключение
Широкото навлизане в ежедневието на новите ИКТ
променя изискванията на пазара на труда и профила на
студентите. Става все по-належащо висшето образование у нас
да се фокусира върху развитието на дигиталните
компетентности в обучението, като създаде учебни стратегии и
инвестира в подходящи инструменти, което ще подобри и
качеството на образованието. Необходими са промени в
учебните планове и разработване на нови педагогически
подходи. В контекста на нашата страна, развиването на
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дигиталните компетентности следва да е признато като част от
визията за развитие на българското висше образование, като е
осигурено финансиране, както за извършване на проучвания,
така и за инвестиране в нови информационни и
комуникационни технологии.
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Abstract: Croatian entrepreneurs recognize the importance of Industry 4.0. for the overall development of the economy. There is an
awareness that product digitization can ensure employment growth and modernization of the economy leading to higher financial results.
Some Croatian solutions in terms of digital products are already present. Nevertheless, Industry 4.0 in Croatia is still in its infancy, which is
an opportunity for Croatian companies, but they are facing strong competition on a global level. There are no consistent data on the level
reached by Croatia in terms of smart production, but there is data that Croatia is somewhere in the European Union average in terms of
technological renewal of its companies, but in terms of the share of new products it is at the bottom of the European Union. What Croatia is
like in terms of total industrial production, employment and productivity in industry, and what is the strategy for achieving greater
competitiveness is the topic of this paper.
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explored the impact of Industry 4.0 on various areas of production,
public and social activities [8-11].

1. Introduction
According to [1] technological innovations can overcome the
Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns as many economists have
called „gloomy science “. It was the technology that increased
productivity, that is, it became the dominant force that influences
economic development today. Economic growth and development
involve long-term output growth that leads to an increase in average
real income and living standard [2].Employee productivity plays a
decisive role in achieving growth and development. In countries in
the early stages of development, there is economic growth and a
simultaneous increase in income inequality, and when the country
reaches a higher level of development, income inequalities
decrease. This relationship is the result of the transition from lowincome production (emphasizing agricultural production), marked
by smaller inequalities among employees, to industrial production,
which is accompanied by higher income, but also greater income
differences. Later, inequalities in the industrial sector are reduced
due to higher employee efficiency [3]. The term growth poles
define the institutions of growth in which a key industry or branch
of the industry within a particular region plays a role, characterized
by a high growth rate, a high degree of dependence within and
between industries and a dominant market position. Such a growth
pole can attract other economic sectors and institutions that will
thrive due to contact with the growth pole. This is especially true of
the research and development sector that leads to competitiveness
[4]. Research [5] has shown that natural resources do not have a
direct correlation with national competitiveness if the economy of
small countries relies on them.At the national level, the costcompetitive advantage strategy implies a low cost and high
efficiency that takes advantage of cheap factors of production
conditions and available labour in less developed areas, which
enables cheaper production than the competition. In contrast, the
strategy of differentiating competitive advantage implies a high
price, but also highly values and focuses attention on the conditions
of demand and obtaining the necessary experts in more developed
areas, which allows the creation of a competitive product. When
determining the value, i.e. the weight of certain factors and subfactors of national competitiveness, within human resources, the
weight values of personal expertise and social context in which
entrepreneurs and professional managers operate and their impact
within the cost and differentiation strategy of national
competitiveness is determined [6].

2. Technological level of industry in Croatia
If the value share added is low-tech and lower-middle-level
industries, we cannot talk about the industry of the modern age.
Croatia faced such a situation in the post-war period. The
manufacturing industry in Croatia in the period from 1995 to 2007
is marked by a lag in competitiveness which is a direct consequence
of unfavourable technological changes which are manifested in
increasing importance and volume of production in those activities
that are not technologically intensive and therefore above the EU-25
average. the growth rate of industries with a high technological
intensity of production is below average, and in the EU-25 it is
growing faster than in Croatia [12]. However, in the period from
1999 to 2007, the productivity of the Croatian manufacturing
industry increased faster than the manufacturing industry of the EU25 countries, which is a result of both high growth rates of low and
low middle technology industries and the fact that the Croatian
manufacturing industry started from a significantly lower base.
According to European Commission total expenditure on research
and development in Croatia for 2015 was0,8% GDP placing
Croatia fifth from the bottom of the EU countries ranking scale
[13]. In Croatia, high- and upper-middle-tech industries generally
record a significant increase in unit labour costs, and Croatia is
losing competitiveness over these products over time. The results of
the analysis of the structure of characteristics and dynamics of
employment and productivity of production factors (labour and
capital) by technological levels of the Croatian manufacturing
industry for the period from 2002 to 2007 [12] showed that the
labour factor made a greater contribution to creating added value.
increased by 10.1% compared to 2002) from capital factors (capital
productivity increased by 5% compared to 2002).Such results are a
consequence of an insufficient investment in new, technologically
modern plants and equipment that would enable faster growth of
capital productivity. No technological level (from low to high)
records exclusively positive shifts in productivity, but high-tech
industries are expected to have the highest labour and capital
productivity, measured gross value added per unit of capital, and
relatively high capital equipment, and this allows achieving high
productivity.

3. Industry potential in Croatia

Discussions of contemporary business in the professional and
scientific literature include the impact of Industry 4.0 as a system
that incorporates aspects that have been viewed separately in the
past. Current business is seen as a socio-technical system that brings
together human capital, companies, technologies, production
systems, production and consumption. A new relationship between
industry and society is emerging in the process of digitalization in
which the elements of the Industry 4.0 paradigm are not only
technological but also cultural [7]. Numerous research papers have

The potential of the industry depends on the potential of
industry spillovers within sectors and spillovers to other sectors [4].
Particularly important is the part related to the industry's
contribution to research and development. In Croatia, there is
potential for the development of such an industry that is recognized
in smart manufacturing and/or digital products. However, in
Croatia, there is better technological equipment of companies than
EU companies and a comparative group of countries concerning the
level of development, but without new products. According to
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research [14], investments in new technologies in Croatian
companies have been significantly above the average of countries in
parallel groups for years. In 2018 30% of TEA companies1 and
28.3% of "adult" companies use the latest technology, while in the
EU 13.6% of TEA and 7.9% of "adult" companies use the latest
technology. Despite this, at the same time in Croatia companies lag
in terms of participation of companies whose products are new to
all customers, 70% of TEA and more than 75% of "growing" 2
companies in Croatia have products that are not new to anyone.
However, in the three observed years from 2016 to 2018, Croatia is
the country with the largest share of "adult" companies with the
latest technology in the European Union, and in 1st place in terms
of participation of TEA companies with the latest technology in
2018. In the period from 2016 to 2018 the share of TEA companies
and "adult" companies in the category of those who use the latest
technology is almost equal, which was not the case in previous
years when TEA companies used the latest technology more often.

well as modernisation possibilities offered through IoT combined
with timely recognition of restrictions [19] can place these activities
into an economic sector focus.

4. Data and methodology
Data for the analysis of industrial production in this paper is
obtained from the Croatian Bureau of Statistics presented as indices
of basic economic indicators: Gross domestic product at constant
previous year prices (GDP), Total volume of industrial production,
Total number of employees in industry and Labour productivity in
industry, as data representing the result of economic activity from
the previous year (period one year ago = 100). The data follow the
movement of these indicators in the period from 2006 to 2019.
To analyze the collected data, Time Series Analysis of these
indicators is used in the paper, Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r)
and geometric mean.

However, according to European Commission data[13] in 2016
Croatia is placed in moderate innovators due to the performance of
national innovation system and is at the bottom of EU average. Due
to the lack of innovative products, despite the technological
equipment, Croatia's competitiveness is not moving upwards and in
2018 in terms of innovation (measured by ventures with innovative
products TEA entrepreneurs) is 24.6%, which is slightly below the
EU average (27.7%). In the same year, in the category of "adult"
companies, there were 12.1% of companies that had a product that
was new to everyone or some and with low competition. This
confirms that new business ventures also bring a higher level of
innovation.

5. Research results
Set of observations on a quantitative characteristic of a GDP,
the volume of industrial production, labour productivity in industry
and number of employees in industry in Croatia from 2006 to 2019
are presented in Table 1 as result of economic activity compared to
the previous year.
Table 1. Indices of GDP, the volume of industrial production, labour
productivity in industry and number of employees in the industry in Croatia
from 2006 to 2019 [20]

Unexpectedly, according [15] the share of employees in
Croatian industry in 2018 is relatively higher (26.3%) than in the
EU (21.7%) and higher than in Germany (24.1%), with which it is
common to compare. In Croatia, the share of gross value added in
industry in total gross value added is 25.8% and is higher than in the
EU-28 (25.1%), and in Germany it is (31,1%) still much higher than
in Croatia, although Croatian industry employs relatively more
people which shows that the productivity of German industry is at a
much higher level than Croatian. In 2020, 27.47 percent of
employees in Croatia are active in industry [16]. The drive to
develop industries to spill over into other sectors, especially
research and development, is justified because labour-intensive
activities can provide the impetus for growth at lower levels of
development, as described [3], but the transition from medium to
high income requires strengthening competitiveness in sophisticated
segments of the production process and the development of
domestic innovation competencies. For Croatia as a small country,
the orientation towards a differentiation, as opposed to cost strategy
of competitiveness is crucial for the national economy to become
competitive and achieve a higher level of development [17]. The
reason for this view is the previously descriptive research results
[5].

Year
2006/2005
2007/2006
2008/2007
2009/2008
2010/2009
2011/2010
2012/2011
2013/2012
2014/2013
2015/2014
2016/2015
2017/2016
2018/2017
2019/2018

Gross
domestic
product

104,7
105,5
102,2
93,1
97,7
99,8
97,8
98,9
99,5
102,4
103,5
103,1
102,7
102,9

The total
volume of
industrial
production

Total
number of
employees
in the
industry

Labour
producti
vity in
the
industry

104,5
104,9
101,2
90,8
98,6
98,8
94,5
98,2
101,2
102,7
105,3
101,4
99
100,6

99
100,4
98,1
90,7
92,8
96
95,7
95,2
98,3
99,4
99,6
100,5
98,5
97,2

105,6
105,2
103,6
100,1
106,3
102,9
98,7
103,2
103
103,3
105,7
100,9
100,5
103,5

The volume of industrial production in Croatia by 2019 did not
reach the level of 2006 (it is lower by about 3.7%), while GDP grew
by 8.7%. Analysis of GDP trends and total volume of industrial
production in Croatia in the period from 2006 to 2019 showed,
expected, a very strong positive statistically significant correlation
(r = 0.91). However, it is not expected that the movement of these
related economic indicators in the opposite direction as in 2014 and
2018, is comparing a period to the same period one year ago. In the
years before the financial crisis, the growth rate of GDP was higher
than the growth rate of industrial production, as a result of the
financial crisis there was a decline in GDP and total volume of
industrial production, and the recovery years recorded higher
growth in industrial production than GDP.

In Croatia in the period 2000-2005 on average, as much as 92%
of GDP per capita growth in NUTS II regions was based on
productivity growth, and only 8% on employment growth [18].
According to the same research conducted in Croatia, the
connection between specialization and aggregate productivity
shows a negative relationship between these two variables, and the
reason for this is precisely the specialization in sectors that cannot
lead Croatia on the desired path. In these specialized sectors, there
is employment growth without increasing productivity, the only
benefit of which is ensuring social peace, which is unsustainable in
the long run, with a lower rate of economic growth than would be
achieved by different targeting of available factors. The largest
specialization was recorded in the sectors of agriculture, hunting,
fishing and forestry. Despite these limitations, structural changes as

The movement of labour productivity in industry, the number of
employees in industry and the volume of industrial production in
Croatia in the period from 2006 to 2019 was not always in the same
direction (Fig. 1).

1

with business ventures younger than 42 months ("beginners" and
new)
2
annual employment growth of 10% or more
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with a reduced number of executors, can be attributed to
technologies in the industry that has been present in Croatia in
recent years [13]. The results of previous years showed similar
results [12]. The same research [12, 13] showed that Croatia is
lagging in terms of innovation and competitiveness. The growth of
business ventures in countries with a small domestic market, such
as in Croatia, requires access to international markets. The future
development of digital products and artificial intelligence and its
penetration into the production process reduces the importance of
Croatia's cost advantages, which further leads to a reduction in the
initiative of foreign investors. The ability to reach the world
technological level will increasingly depend on building its
capacities of technology and knowledge, i.e. turning production
towards a strategy of differentiating competitive advantage.
The strategy of differentiation competitiveness is the one that,
with the support of institutions at the national and regional level,
regional integration and investment in knowledge and skills lead to
the creation of new value. In gradually abandoning the cost
competitiveness strategy, which Croatia, despite the present natural
resources as a small country, has not grown up with, the
combination of cost and differentiation strategy can help the
Croatian national economy to overcome the transition from a weak
to a highly competitive economy.

Fig. 1 Indices of labour productivity in industry, number of employees in
industry and volume of industrial production in Croatia from 2006 to 2019

The movement of the volume of industrial production from year
to year is not accompanied by changes in the number of employees
and productivity in the industry. The average difference between the
change in productivity and the change in employment in industry in
the period from 2006 to 2019 was G = 4.63 p.p. (geometric mean).
In the years before the financial crisis, the number of employees fell
despite the growth of industrial production and productivity in the
industry. In the years of crisis, there was a significant decline in
industrial production (until 2012) and the number of employees
with a significant increase in productivity (except in 2011). The
decline in the number of employees in the industry continued in the
coming years, while industrial production grew with higher
productivity growth than the growth of industrial production (Fig.
1).
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The results show positive signs in the difference between labour
productivity in industry and industrial production, which shows that
productivity growth compared to production growth was higher in
the period from 2006 to 2019, while employment growth in the
industry in almost all years was less than industrial production. The
reasons can be found in the use of new technologies.

6. Conclusion
In general, for the observed period, it can be concluded that the
volume of industrial production follows the number of employees in
industry in crisis years (recorded decline), and in years of recovery
of production volume, there is an increase in productivity, which,
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Abstract: Additive manufacturing is an established production method to realize Direct Digital Manufacturing in Industry 4.0. Especially for
metal components, production requires high investment sums and high levels of know-how in the organisation. To make the advantages of
the technology accessible even without high initial investment costs, co-called online hubs became an external and decentralised alternative
to additive in-house production. After uploading the geometry to the online portals, material and post processing can be selected. The hub
gives the customer a direct pricing response which is one of the main economic indicators for a purchase decision. The present paper
focuses on the influence of the order quantity and the complexity of the components on the price algorithm. Therefore, sample parts of
varying complexity and sizes are developed and uploaded to analyse data. Based on the in-depth findings of the study, the results are
discussed.
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manufacturing on a flexible and fast basis are needed. Therefore,
the business model of online hubs allows users to upload CAD
geometry data via an online portal and select material and quantity
(see Fig. 1). Then, the object can be ordered and is shipped to the
customer after its additive production. The internal geometry
processing algorithm and the cost modelling leading to the instant
feedback of price and delivery times. Based on those data, the
customer decides. These hubs follow the approach of a modular
structure to effectively handle and manage the objects [12]. The key
aspect of the decentralized solution is the optimal placement of
components from different customers in the building chamber to
keep costs as low as possible (nesting). Also, proper and accurate
cost accounting is necessary to find the optimal way between own
production costs and the offer for the customers. First studies have
already dealt with the automated cost calculation especially for
online hubs and have shown, that significant increases in efficiency
of order processing can be achieved [13].

1. Introduction
The paradigm of Industry 4.0 is digitally and technologically
driven. The production environment is reacting to the changes in the
consuming market. Product life cycles are shorting and individual
solutions are getting more important [1]. Multiple approaches have
been made to overall describe the paradigm. As one result of a
bibliometric approach, Industry 4.0 could be defined as the
implementation of cyber-physical systems for creating smart
factories by using the internet of things, big data, cloud computing,
artificial intelligence and communication technologies for
information and communication in real-time over the value chain
[2].
One of the key drivers for cyber-physical systems in Industry
4.0 is the production technology of additive manufacturing. The
layer-wise production allows enormous complexity of objects as
well as function integration and geometry-close contours. For
metals, the process of Laser- Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) is one of
the most popular production methods [3]. The process consists of
applying a layer of powder and then melting the required cross
section with one or more lasers. This is repeated until the desired
object is generated [4]. In recent years, there has been increased
research into the applicability and further technical development of
additive manufacturing. Nowadays, a wide range of materials can
be used, including various metallic materials such as Steel Alloys,
Titanium and Aluminium [5]. Another technical aspect of the
research was the implementation of additive manufacturing in the
production processes with the help of computers, software,
networks and big data processing [6]. The connection of the virtual
and physical components throughout the entire product lifecycle
leads to Direct Digital Manufacturing (DDM) [7].

Fig. 1 Process of Direct Digital Manufacturing via online hubs.

In general, cost accounting for additive manufacturing is
increasingly being discussed in the scientific community. Various
cost accounting models have been developed, varying on the focus
of individual equipment aspects [14]. The level of detail of the
models also increased with the developments made. Aspects such as
build time, energy consumption and orientation in the building
chamber were included and became part of some cost models [15].
One of the main cost drivers is the number of ordered components.
In addition, the complexity of the components is a decisive factor
for reworking, since the individuality of the human worker is still
required for most post processes.

On the economic side, DDM eliminates the need for tooling and
moulds for conventional manufacturing processes which leads to
very low investments per object, especially for small quantities [8].
The larger the number of identical objects to be manufactured, the
less profitable the additive process becomes. The fixed costs for
toolmaking at conventional manufacturing are thus better
distributed to each produced object. Some studies confirm that
DDM has a good economic chance, especially for low-volume
production [9, 10]. Another aspect favouring DDM is the
decentralized supply chain. Components can be manufactured
locally on demand when they are needed. This also gives rise to
new business models, for example, the so-called digital spare parts.
This newly gained flexibility makes the model of DDM interesting
from a quantity of one. Nevertheless, there are still higher one-time
investments to do when considering in-house additive
manufacturing both on the machine as well as the human side [10].
Training and knowledge must be acquired to supervise and manage
the complex process. This is a huge challenge when it comes to
adoption in the industry, especially for small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) [11]. Alternatives such as external additive

As commonly agreed by researchers, the online hub model is
characterized by several opportunities [16, 17]. Especially for
urgent spare parts which are not in stock, this process is time- and
cost-saving. Additionally, the external and decentralized model
allows high flexibility for the customers. Geometry data could be
adjusted and improved internally within hours when it comes to
unforeseen damage or changed conditions or requirements. Despite
the advantages, the model of hubs is more expensive compared to
subtractive manufacturing with existing tooling. Also, the quality of
the additive process still is in research and could lead to
certification issues. Another problem is the smaller circle of
available materials. Currently, Aluminium, Steel and Titanium are
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the most used materials. Besides the technological part, also the
economic part is very important when it comes to decision making.
Currently, cost models are not fully developed yet. Often, individual
process steps are not sufficiently highlighted and cost accounting
varies significantly. To strengthen the acceptance and uniformity of
additive manufacturing online hubs, the present study investigates
the role of cost accounting models of metal objects produced by LPBF. Baldinger and Dutchi have done similar research in cost
models for Polyamide 12 (PA 12) and Selective Laser Sintering
(SLS) [18]. In contrast to their approach to plastic materials, the
present study aims to evaluate metal material. Additionally, the
methodology aims to select the online hubs more accurately.

Within the specifications of the systematic research, 32 hubs
have been found. With further analysis, 4 hubs do not fully work as
an online portal. The geometry has to be sent and transmitted via
other tools. 12 hubs do not have instant quoting. Pricing feedback
does not work for 2 online hubs (error message). As seen in Fig. 3,
14 out of 32 online hubs support online portals and instant quoting
as defined in the methodology (44%). Overall, the online hubs have
little transparency about the actual condition of the delivered
component. Most of the hubs do at least remove the powder as well
as the support structures. There are also minimum requirements for
the size of the object as well as the minimum order quantity in
terms of price. However, the developed methodology provides data
of 14 different online hubs for every 3 materials, 3 complexities as
well as 4 different sizes.

Three research questions are more closely investigated in the
following. Data is analysed whether cost accounting of metal parts
for online hubs considers the complexity of the object and bulk
orders in their pricing models. Additionally, the pricing difference
between the several hubs is investigated. The results are
systematically investigated and the generated data is analysed and
presented. Afterwards, the results and the research questions are
discussed. This novel approach leads to the first economic insights
into the maturity of the online hubs.

Fig. 3 Available online hubs within the methodology.

2. Methodology
The methodology for the present research consists of two key
aspects. On the one hand, test geometries have been developed. On
the other hand, the functional scope of the online hubs is defined
and systematic research is conducted to identify proper hubs. The
data collection is then carried out manually. The test geometries
consist out of three complexity stages and four volume sizes. To
increase the complexity, the quotient of surface to volume is
increased. This is done by including holes and shapes in multiple
forms. Additionally, the holes are placed in multiple axes. This will
increase the use of supportive structures during the process of
production and the effort to remove the structures after the process
by hand. As shown in Fig. 2, the complexity stages are low,
medium and high. For one size, the volume of each dice, as well as
the length of one edge, stays constant within the complexity levels.
So, the change of the complexity will not affect the building height
and the material price in the data analysis. The dimensions of the
dice are “very small” (edge length of 6mm), “small” (12mm),
“medium” (60mm) and “big” (120mm). As materials, Aluminium,
Titanium and Steel (316L) are in the scope of analysis.

3. Results
Overall, 778 data sets have been generated by geometry uploads
and analysed afterwards. One data set is defined as one geometry
with one complexity and one size which is connected to one price.
Therefore, most data sets with the material of Aluminium are
available (335, about 43%). 316L is about 39% of all data (305) and
Titanium about 18% (146).
The data was structured and analysed by using a statistical data
program. The main focus was on the research questions beginning
with the analysis of the complexity. As shown in Fig. 4, most online
hubs do not consider the complexity within their calculation
models. 87 pricing responses had a variation of 0%-1% if
complexity is increased from low to high. 8 pricing responses had a
variation of more than 4% in their pricing due to complexity.
Additional, as shown, 4 prices have been decreased even though the
complexity of the part was increased. It could be assumed, that most
online hubs do not consider the complexity of the object, moreover
the volume itself respectively the box volume is used for
calculations.

Fig. 2 Developed complexity of geometries for the online hub analysis.
Fig. 4 Pricing difference between low and high complexities of metal parts
at online hubs.

To find the online hubs, a systematic web search is developed.
The keywords are in English and German language and focused on
internationality as shown in Table 1. In addition, further factors are
determined which has to be fulfilled. These are a direct upload of
the CAD file via an online portal, instant pricing feedback as well
as a fully automated online ordering process without contact to
physical persons. Within these boundaries, a systematic and
methodical approach is developed.

To analyse the economies of scale, prices per object for quantity
one and quantity 500 were investigated. Therefore, the standardized
price for one cm3 is calculated. Fig. 5 compares the pricing
differences for small parts orders (left) and big parts orders (right)
for the defined quantities. The analysis shows, that prices mostly are
not influenced by the number of ordered objects. Especially for big
parts, constant pricing is not related to the number of ordered
objects (iii, Fig. 5). For small parts, a little group of online hubs use
the effect of bulk orders in their cost accounting models (ii, Fig. 5).
Most hubs do not calculate with economies of scale (i, Fig. 5). This
trend is not related to the materials of Aluminium, 316L or
Titanium. It can be assumed that most cost accounting models for
online hubs do not consider bulk orders in their pricing models.

Table 1: Keywords for the systematic search of online hubs
Technology

Material

“3D Printing”,
“Additive
Manufacturing”,
“Rapid Prototyping”,
“3D Druck”

“Metal”,
“Aluminium”,
“Titanium”, “Steel”,
“316L”, “Metall”,
“Titan”, “Stahl”

Manufacturing
Process
“SLM”, “DMLS”,
“Selective Laser
Melting”, “L-PBF”,
“Laser Powder Bed
Fusion”, “EBM”
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methodology and use different geometries. This would highlight
possible weaknesses as well as strengths even more clearly.
However, this will not help the overall goal of improving the cost
accounting models.

Fig. 5 Economies of scale for pricing at online hubs (small parts, left; big
parts, right).

Moreover, Fig. 5 represents a reference to the average relative
price (€/cm3). Aluminium starts at about 2 €/cm3 for small and
5€/cm3 for big parts, as well as 316L. For Titanium, prices start at
about 4€/cm3 for small parts and about 15€/cm3 for big parts (see
Fig. 5).

As shown in the present research, online hubs show a lack of
transparency regarding the condition of the produced part, its postprocessing and the shipping. Points such as the removal of the
support structures, the alignment of the components in the build
space, as well as the production parameters and the associated
properties cannot be viewed. In addition, the de-powdering is not
assigned to the price. Online platforms could provide the user with
simple tools to define functional areas or apply for tolerances. This
would allow the hubs to be directly integrated into the DDM.
When discussing the research results and research questions, it
is clear that online hubs do not take complexity into account.
Increasing complexity in all building directions requires much more
complex rework and longer de-powdering. 78% of the reported
prices for a rise in complexity increase by a maximum of 1% (see
Fig. 4). This indicates that only the material volume and the box
volume have an impact on the price in the cost model. Also, due to
more complex geometries, more support structures are required
which might lead to a little increase of 1%-2% in pricing. During
post-processing, where the rising complexity is mainly reflected,
this does not seem to be implemented in the model or a package
price is charged. Especially cavitation and near-contour channels
play a major role in de-powdering and especially in support
removal.

For the analysis of the third research question, a boxplot of the
prices for the three materials in relation to the multiple geometry
sizes is illustrated in Fig. 6. The prices are calculated as an average
of the complexity, whereas Fig. 4 has shown that complexity has
very little influence on pricing differences. The lowest price for
each size and material is used as a basis (100%, Fig. 6). Pricing
differences show that especially for small parts of 316L and
Aluminium there are high price ranges of up to 1,400%. For
Titanium, the pricing ranges of bigger parts are higher than for
small parts. In an absolute comparison, ranges are much lower than
for 316L and Aluminium.

Additionally, only a small group of price data takes bulk orders
into account (Fig. 5, left). The effect of economies of scale is
attributable to the distribution of fixed costs and should also be
found in the additive process [19]. Cleaning costs, checking of the
parameters and the machine hour rate can be distributed to all
components in the building job. This effect is mostly realized when
it comes to an increasing number of small components. In Fig. 5, it
can be seen that only three price data have taken this into account,
while for large components the effect did not come into play.
However, the strategy of the online hubs also has to be critically
questioned. If the building chamber of the machines is used to the
maximum and components from different customers are placed in
one order, all fixed costs are already distributed to the components
in a standardized manner.

Fig. 6 Pricing range of online hubs for metal objects with multiple sizes at
quantity one.

The price difference studied in Fig. 6 varies depending on the
material and size of the component. Especially for 316L and
Aluminium, enormously high differences of up to 1400% can be
observed. Due to the higher availability, there are also greater
differences from provider to provider. For Titanium, the differences
are up to 500%.

4. Discussion
Online hubs are a great opportunity for companies to benefit
from the direct production of their components via additive
manufacturing without high initial investments. To analyse the cost
structure of these hubs, a methodology was developed and data
analysed. Unlike Baldinger et al [18], the focus was on L-PBF as
well as metallic materials (cf. SLS; PA 12). Prices of the materials
Aluminium, 316L and Titanium were used as a data basis, with
Titanium having a much lower weighting of 18% proportionally.
This imbalance results from the offers of the hubs themselves,
which on the one hand use Titanium only for larger components and
on the other hand tend to offer Titanium less. For more detailed
investigations, this deficit can be compensated by standardization.
In addition, a rigorous and also limited methodology was used for
data analysis. Due to the focus on the English and German
languages in the research of the available online hubs, the Asian
region may have been pushed into the background. In addition, the
resulting larger database when considering the Asian region would
enable a more substantiated statement. The rapidly developing field
of DDM, additive processes and online hubs require constant new
data collection and evaluation. In a further step, the selection of
materials can also be increased. Nickel and Copper are playing an
increasingly important role in additive manufacturing and can also
be made accessible via online hubs. For a closer look at the cost
models stored in the online hubs, it may also be useful to expand the

Based on the findings of this research study, it is worthwhile for
SMEs and customers to compare several online hubs. In general,
however, enormously high differences can be seen. On the one
hand, this may be due to the new technology and the different
concepts of the hubs. On the other hand, however, an inadequate
cost accounting model in the background can also lead to those
large variances. Machine utilization and the degree of automation
also play a major role. Despite the autonomous mode of the
operating L-PBF systems, a lot of work has to be done manually,
which can be classified as a cost driver.
Basically, the procedure shows that several online hubs might
use different cost models for pricing their components. Since there
is no transparent insight into the procedure, only conclusions can be
drawn based on the available data. However, the wide price ranges
and the failure to take complexity into account, in particular, is
strengthening this thesis. The existing practice deficit has thus been
proven.
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5. Conclusion
Online hubs can fill the investment gap that has emerged for
SMEs. Additive manufacturing via online hubs is an attractive
option for companies. Nevertheless, the cost models used for
pricing do not yet seem to be able to fully reflect the complexity of
an additive manufacturing process and its post-processing. This is
shown by the present research. Further priorities can therefore be
placed on the development of a holistic cost accounting model. In
addition, complexity and economies of scale must move into the
focus to meet with acceptance in the economy.
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Logistic equation for the study of covid - 19 in Albania
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Abstract: The rapid spread of COVID-19 disease worldwide has caused a frightening crisis in the health care system in many states. To
prevent it, many states have taken various measures, including total blockades. In this paper we have used the logistic growth model to show
the increase in the population of the number infected with the Covid-19 virus in Albania. The generalized logistic equation is used to
interpret the COVID-19 epidemic data in Albania. The growth rate was calculated using two random data and the expected number of
infected people. The predictions of the logistic model are as correct as the data are accurate, and that correct that they can imitate the
dynamics of the epidemic. The model clearly shows that there is a correlation between real and projected data. When daily predictions of
epidemic size begin to converge, we can say that the epidemic is under control. If we deviate from the forecast curve it may indicate that the
epidemic may get out of control. With a fully valid model, this type of information can be used as an example by policy makers to assess how
to take appropriate action.
Keywords: COVID-19, EXPONENTIAL GROWTH MODEL, LOGISTIC GROWTH MODEL, PREDICTION

1. Introduction

P  rP

On March 8, 2020, Albania confirmed the first two cases of
Coronavirus, a father and a son, who had come to the country from
Florence, Italy. On the same day, the government banned all flights
and ferries coming from the northern part of Italy until April 3rd.
The government also closed schools for two weeks, ordered a ban
on all groups of people, and urged sports federations to suspend
activities. At noon on March 11, the first death from Coronavirus in
Albania was recorded; a 73-year-old woman died in Durrës from
vascular complications. On March 12, the number of infected
people went up to 23. All the 23 infected people had a history of
traveling to Italy or had come into contact with people who had
been to Italy. On March 13, the Ministry of Health announced that
the number of people infected with Coronavirus had risen to 33,
after 159 new tests performed in the last 24 hours. That same day,
the government announced the closure of major cities, including
Tirana, by midnight Sunday; some of the measures taken were
blocking roads, banning private cars and closing all businesses
(except pharmacies and grocery stores). [8]

(this model was introduced by the English mathematician Thomas
R. Malthus, in 1798, for the growth of populations). In this model,
the velocity of the change per capita r  P P is constant, positive
when P increases, and negative when P decreases.
This ia an equations with separable variables, the solution [1,2,4]
P  e rt C

at time t  0 we have C  P0 , from which we have:

P (t )  P0e r t

(4)

Where P0 is the population at time t  0 . If r  0 , the exponential
population growth can not continue forever. In an exponential plot,
we can see that as t   , P (t )   .
In a real-life situation, it can not be possible for the population to
grow in such dimension, because the population would exceed the
weight of the earth.
What exactly limits the growth of population? Food
supply, territoriality, cannibalism, competition, predation, parasites,
and diseases can all affect the growth.
In order to model the effects of overcrowding and limited sources of
living, biologists who study populations and demographers often
accept the following hypothesis:
The rate of growth per capita i.e. the rate P P decreases rapidly

In this paper, we focus on the total number of daily cases of
Coronavirus in Albania. The data is taken from the web site
https://coronavirus.al/statistika/

2. Methods and Theory. The Models of Population
How can the size of population change? There are four factors
which affect the population. The natality in a population increases
the size of its, while the mortality decrease the size of population.
Also, there are new entries in the population (migration) or
population getaway (immigration). The above statements are
presented in a simple equation [1-6]

P  B  D  I  E

(3)

when P becomes bigger, as shown in Figure 1.

(1)

Where : P = the change in the size of population in time t .

B = birth rate
D = death rate
I = migration rate
E = immigration rate
If the population is supposed to be ‘closed’ (habitat), then we do not
have a mobility of the population, so that

Fig. 1

(2)

For small P , P P nears the previous value r . However, for a

The simpliest model is when the growth of populationis considered
to be densitity independent. Density independence means the birth
and death rate is not affected by the size of population.
Thus, birth and death rate is in commensurate with population

population larger than the specific carrying capacity M , the growth
rate becomes negative, which means the death rate is higher than
the birth one.
A convincing mathematical manner to include these ideas is
accepting that the rhythm of growth P P decreases linearily with

P  B  D
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the growth of P , which means that the graph P P is a line.(Figure
2)
While writing the equation of the line which goes through the points
(0; r ) and (M;0)
P
r
P0
P

0r
M 0

So the exponential model can be written

P(t )  782e0.0104336974t
We will now calculate the number of infected for the following
days by comparing them with real data. The following table
presents the real data and the forecast according to the exponential
model. [7]

Date

Number of
real infected
population

Predicted

2020-05-01

782.00

790.20

2020-05-02

789.00

798.49

2020-05-03

795.00

806.86

2020-05-04

803.00

815.33

2020-05-05

820.00

823.88

2020-05-06

832.00

832.52

2020-05-07

842.00

841.25

2020-05-08

850.00

850.07

2020-05-09

856.00

858.99

2020-05-10

868.00

868.00

2020-05-11

872.00

877.10

2020-05-12

876.00

886.30

2020-05-13

880.00

895.60

2020-05-14

898.00

904.99

2020-05-15

916.00

914.48

2020-05-16

933.00

924.08

2020-05-17

946.00

933.77

2020-05-18

948.00

943.56

2020-05-19

949.00

953.46

2020-05-20

964.00

963.46

2020-05-21

969.00

973.56

2020-05-22

981.00

983.77

2020-05-23

989.00

994.09

2020-05-24

998.00

1004.52

2020-05-25

3. Results and Discussion

1004.00

1015.05

2020-05-26

1029.00

1025.70

3.1 Exponential Model

2020-05-27

1050.00

1036.46

2020-05-28

1076.00

1047.33

2020-05-29

1099.00

1058.31

2020-05-30

1122.00

1069.41

2020-05-31

1137.00

1080.63

Fig. 2

obtain the equation (5)

P

P  rP 1  
 M

(5)

which is called logistic equation.
This equation was suggested in 1838 by the demographer Verhulst
to describe the growth of human population, which is a
modification of Malthus model. [1-6].
The solution of equation (5) is: [2]
M
P
1  e  rt C
M  P0
at time t  0 we have C 
, from which we have:
P0

P(t ) 

MP0
P0  ( M  P0 )e rt

(6)

where P0 is the population at time t  0 .
If we go to the limit in the equation (6) when t   we have the
lim P(t )  M , so it approaches the carrying capacity.
t 

In this part we will do a test of the exponential model and the
logistical equation of increasing the number of infected for Albania.
Using data from any two points (dates) eg if we take as a starting
point t  0 the date 1 May 2020 where the number of infected was
P0  782 we can find r using the fact that the number of infected
per t  10 day was P  868 which corresponds to the date 10 May
2020. [1-6]

This model can now be used to predict the future for the number
of people infected with Covid - 19 as shown in the Figure 3. We see
a match between the real data and those predicted from May 1 to
May 31. This gives us confidence in predicting the future.

Using equation (4) we have:

868  782e

10 r

 868 
ln 

782 
r  
 0.0104336974
10
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Fig. 3

M  P0 64  1

 63
P0
1
Also, assume that each infected person infects 2 other people, so the
growth rate per capita would be r  2 .
Now with the data we have we will examine the development of the
epidemic from time t  0 to time t  10 .
First we put the knowledge we have in the logistics growth formula:
C

This model can now be used to predict the future for the number
of the infected.
In conclusion we can say that the Malthus model gives us the
ability to predict the size of the number of infected. It is clear that
the predicted data are almost the same as the real ones. The Malthus
model assumes that the relative growth rate is constant. In fact, even
if we do not take into account natural disasters, wars, and even
changes in social behavior, the rate of growth will change as the
population grows due to overcrowding, disease, and lack of natural
resources. This model predicts that the number of infected will
increase without limits but as we said above that in real life
situations this is impossible.

64
1  63e 2t
We will now calculate the number of infected for the first 10 days
of the epidemic based on the logistics growth formula. The
following table presents the actual infected data and the data
calculated according to the logistic increase.
P t  

3.2 Logistic Growth Model
The logistical increase is characterized by an increase in the
initial phase, but with an increased decline in a later phase, as we
get closer to the carrying capacity.
For example, in the case of Covid-19 the carrying capacity would
be the total number of people in the world, because when everyone
is sick, growth will necessarily decrease.
The reason to use logistic growth for modeling the Corona Virus
outbreak is that epidemiologists have studied these types of
outbreaks and know that the first period of an epidemic undergoes
exponential growth and the total period can be modeled by logistic
growth.
The logistical increase is given by the formula: [1-6]

Number of
real infected
population

Predicted

1

2.00

6.718368

2

10.00

29.713746

3

15.00

55.355593

4

23.00

62.675408

5

33.00

63.817469

6

38.00

63.975236

7

42.00

63.996647

8

51.00

63.999546

9

55.00

63.999938

10

59.00

63.999991

Time

M
P t  
1  e  rt C

where:
P  t  is the number of cases at any given time t
To see this more clearly, we take the case of Covid-19 in Albania
for the first 10 days of the epidemic, in which we have; the
maximum number of infected people M is 64 people. Assume that
the initial number of infected persons is 1 . From here we have

Below we present the graph realized from the data of the
table.
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Fig. 4

From the real data of the spread of the epidemic we see
that we initially have an exponential increase in the number of
infected. The curve is similar to the logistic growth graph curve, so
we have almost a matching of the curves. Unlike the logistic growth
graph in which the curve follows a linear decline, in the case of
Albania due to fluctuations in the increase in the number of
infected, the curve continues to increase until we have a decrease
(stabilization) of the number affected by the epidemic.

4. Conclusions




Below is a graph of the number of infected with Covid 19 for the period March 2020 - March 2021 [7]

114

In this paper we presented the logistic model to predict the
number of infected with Covid - 19 in Albania. The
forecast for the number of infected in Albania is an
example of how well this model works. This provides us
with an indispensable tool for predicting the number of
those infected in the future.
The model depends on accurate data, ie how accurate the
data on the number of infected are.
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When daily predictions of epidemic size begin to
converge, we can say that the epidemic is under control. If
we deviate from the forecast curve it may indicate that the
epidemic may get out of control, so the logistical model
enables us to control the spread of the infected. Nonconvergence of the model means that the pandemic is out
of control and further measures need to be taken.
By looking at the numerical indicators of the logistics
model, the Ministry of Health and the Government can
use this type of information to take appropriate action.
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Abstract: The pandemic outbreak has significantly impacted many businesses and their ability to continue operating as a going concern.
Going concern is a basic accounting principle as well as one of the fundamental assumptions under the International Financial Reporting
Standards. The management is responsible to determine whether the going concern assumption is relevant in the preparation of company’s
financial statements. With the progress of the novel coronavirus the focus on whether an entity is a going concern should be heightened.
Taking into consideration the continuing uncertainty in the Covid-19 environment, the aim of the paper is to discuss the challenges through
the lens of the company’s management in the assessment of the going concern assumption. Few questions that should be considered when
performing the analyses as well as some of the factors that contribute to a robust assessment are outlined. A special attenti on is given to
disclosure requirements and their improvement in the Covid-19 context.
Keywords: COVID-19, GOING CONCERN, UNCERTAINTY, DISCLOSURES, MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE

1. Introduction
Going concern is a basic accounting principle and one of the
fundamental assumptions under the International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRSs). Referring to the latter, it is a
responsibility of the management to assess it at the end of the
reporting period when preparing company’s financial statements. In
case of material uncertainties related to the ability of the business to
continue its operations as a going concern, the board should
disclose those events or conditions. Moreover, it should take into
consideration all the available information about the future that
might cast significant doubt upon entity’s ability to continue as a
going concern.
The pandemic outbreak has significantly impacted many
businesses and the consequences of Covid-19 might comprise of
operational shutdowns, reduced demand of products/services,
higher levels of indebtedness, reduced access to additional
financing, etc. that deteriorate entity’s operating results and
financial position [1]. From the management’s perspective, it is a
challenge that should be approached accordingly and properly
communicated with investors who seek clarity and it is important
for them to receive complete information of a high-quality about
company’s future prospects and its ability to navigate through such
uncertainty [2], [3]. The boards should disclose detailed and useful
information in entity’s financial statements and the going concern
issue is one of the most impacted. Its assessment became a more
complex task with the progress of the novel coronavirus [4].

Fig. 1 IFRSs regulation on the going concern, based on [4]

If the management has no intention to liquidate the business or
cease trading in the foreseeable future and there are no events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt upon the entity’s ability
to continue as a going concern, then company’s financial statements
should be prepared on a going concern basis. According to IAS 1,
paragraph 26, in all other cases, management should consider a
variety of factors related to current and expected profitability, debt
repayment schedules and potential sources of replacement financing
in determining whether the going concern basis is appropriate [5].
For example, such factors might be any restrictions on entity’s
activity, imposed by the government as part of the Covid-19
measures, changes in customer behavior as a response to the
pandemic, and other structural market changes in the longer-term
[6], deferred payments of taxes, any changes in staffing levels and
related staff costs as well as any government mitigating schemes
[7]. For understanding any uncertainties and factors that might
affect the board in assessing this fundamental assumption, relevant
disclosures should be provided. Among the factors the management
may need to consider in case of continuing uncertainties are the
effects of any temporary shut-down or curtailment of the entity’s
activities, possible restrictions on activities that might be imposed
by governments in the future, the continuing availability of any
government support and the effects of longer-term structural
changes in the market (such as changes in customer behaviour).

Motivated by the new challenges in the assessment of the going
concern assumption caused by the continuing uncertainty in the
Covid-19 environment, the aim of the paper is to discuss them
through the lens of the company’s management and its
responsibilities based on the requirements of IFRSs as the
applicable financial reporting framework. Few questions that should
be considered when performing the analyses as well as some of the
factors that contribute to a robust assessment are outlined.
Disclosure requirements and their improvement in the Covid-19
context are also highlighted.

2. Regulation on the going concern assumption
Management’s responsibilities encompass not only the
assessment of entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, but
also making and disclosing significant judgements related to the
uncertainty associated with the future outcomes of events or
conditions, the impact of external factors on entity’s business and
its future.

IAS 1 requires all sources of estimation uncertainties to be
disclosed. In regard of the going concern assessment, this implies
providing information about the amounts that might lead to a
material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities
within the following reporting period. Moreover, entities are
required to disclose some details of the nature and carrying values
of those assets and liabilities at the end of the financial period.

Going concern assessment requirements are provided in IAS 1
Presentation of Financial Statements, paragraphs 25-26. They are
summarised on figure 1.
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When company’s financial statements are not prepared on a
going concern basis, this fact should be disclosed together with the
applied alternative reporting basis. Information supporting such
decision should be also revealed.



Significant deteriorations in the value of current assets –
Inventory



Delay in the launch of new products or services

Company’s management will be responsible for assessing
entity’s ability to continue as a going concern even if there are no
explicit requirements but the going concern is still a fundamental
assumption under the applicable financial reporting framework.



Foreign exchange fluctuations



Measurements affected by increased uncertainty



Counterparty credit risk



The entity’s solvency

3. Questions to be considered from the company’s
management

For instance, if the entity has closed some of its physical stores
and that caused a significant deterioration in the values of
inventory, there might be significant write-downs and write-offs of
inventories. In this regard the management has to consider how
business disruption will further affect the entity after the restrictions
have eased. As there are significant fluctuations in foreign exchange
rates in the current stressed economic environment and some
businesses with international transactions might be significantly
affected, the board should take them into account, including their
impact on any hedging arrangements aimed to reduce uncertainty
arising from the Covid-19 pandemic. Sensitivity analysis of
exchange rates movements should be also considered. [8]

There are few issues in respect of the going concern assessment
that company’s management should approach with due care in
times of evolving uncertainty caused by the pandemic outbreak.
Certain sectors are more affected as their business models are
significantly disrupted by the spread of Covid -19. It has been
highlighted that the board’s decision should be grounded on
relevant factors as the industry and geographic area of operations,
customers’ and suppliers’ financial position, entity’s liquidity and
solvency [8], access to financing, terms and timing of funding, etc.
Those factors might be impacted by expected future lockdowns, the
government and market responses, for instance the short-term
funding schemes provided by the government.

Although the boards are not required to follow the auditing
standards but only to comply with the applicable financial reporting
framework, it is advisable for them to refer to them when assessing
the adequacy of the provided disclosure on the going concern.

First, the management should identify all the risks and
uncertainties caused by the global pandemic to the business,
including entity’s liquidity and solvency risks. The next step implies
budgets’ revision to guarantee their relevance in the current
evolving environment. Further, the forecasts need to be revised and
updated based on different scenarios regarding forecast sales, gross
margins and changes in working capital. Sources of finance should
be reassessed together with any covenant breaches, if applicable. In
addition, management’s plans for business restructuring or market
expansion, new financing or restructuring of current debt is
advisable to be reconsidered in light of the Covid-19 challenges and
their impact on the global economy. [9]

We would like to highlight that circumstances impacting
board’s assessment of the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern might change rapidly in the current evolving environment
and that might require assessment decision update. Paragraph 14 of
IAS 10 Events after the Reporting Period states that any effects of
events occurring after the end of the reporting period but before the
authorisation of the financial statements for issue need to be
reflected if they reveal that management has no other realistic
alternative but to cease trading. [11]

The useful hint for assessing the adequacy of management
assessment on the going concern are the auditors’ expectations, set
out in the auditing standard IAS 570 Going concern and we will
change the lens for a while and for the sake of a more exhaustive
discussion on the issue. The auditors’ expectations where there are
events or conditions that may cast doubt on company’s ability to
continue as a going concern as is the case of the pandemic outbreak
implications on business, include the following:






4. Disclosure implications
environment. Good practices.

If applying the requirements of IAS 1, four scenarios might be
outlined, as follows [6]:

how the management plans to deal with such events and
conditions
if there is a material uncertainty in regard of those events
and conditions, this fact accompanied by relevant
information should be disclosed
in case of identified material uncertainty about entity’s
ability to realise its assets and discharge its liabilities in the
normal course of business operation, this fact needs to be
disclosed [10]



Scenario 1 – there are no significant doubts about the
going concern



Scenario 2 – there are significant doubts about going
concern but according to management’s judgement going
concern is appropriate due to mitigating actions; no
material uncertainties are identified



Scenario 3 – similar to Scenario 2, there are significant
doubts about going concern but according to
management’s judgement going concern is appropriate due
to mitigating actions; the difference, if compared to
Scenario 2 is that there are material uncertainties about the
going concern even after considering mitigating actions



Scenario 4 – entity’s management intends to liquidate or to
cease trading, or has no other realistic alternative but to do
so

Some examples of events and conditions resulting from the
novel coronavirus pandemic and their potential impact on
management’s assessment on the going concern are outlined below:
Loss of a major market, key customer(s), revenue, labour
shortage



Significant deterioration in the value of assets used to
generate cash flows

the Covid-19

The specific disclosure requirements relating to going concern,
set out in paragraph 25 of IAS 1, should be complemented with the
overarching disclosure requirements in the standard and in
particular with paragraph 122. The latter requires disclosure of
judgements that have significantly affected the amounts recognised
in entity’s financial statements [5].

the events and conditions that might impact and cast doubt
on entity’s ability to continue operating as a going concern



in

In good times the first scenario is usually followed as there are
no complications on board’s assessment on the going concern
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assumption and related disclosure especially when the company has
a history of profitable operations and guaranteed sources for fund
raising. In contrast, the short-term disruption to business models
makes the going concern assessment a much more complex task.
Under both Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 more detailed analyses would
be required and additional disclosures should be provided for
supporting management’s decision that the going concern basis is
appropriate. In such cases a variety of factors related to profitability,
access to additional funding, debt repayment schemes, etc. should
be considered.

the UK, some modifications to the auditing standards have been
introduced at a local level. From the management perspective, it
implies consideration of no less than 12 months’ period from the
approval date of the entity’s financial statements [10]. Such longer
periods are consistent with the requirements in IAS 1, which
establishes only the minimum period to be considered [6].
Some practice examples of going concern disclosures in a
Covid-19 environment are provided in table 2.
Table 2 Practice examples of going concern disclosures in the
Covid-19 environment
Company
Where?
What is useful?

Due to the systemic uncertainties caused by the rapid spread of
the novel coronavirus, the board might be less confident in stating
that the company will be able to meet its obligations and will not
cease its operations at least in a 12 months’ period. Therefore,
company’s management is encouraged to provide relevant
disclosures around those uncertainties and the impacts created by
Covid-19 in medium and longer terms. These disclosures are
summarised in table 1.

Team 17
Group
plc

Table 1 Disclosures on the going concern assessment in the Covid19 environment
• all significant judgements and estimates that were made by the
company’s management
• how the liquidity risk has been mitigated in the evolving economic
environment impacted by the spread of the novel coronavirus

G Barr
plc

Annual report
for year ended
31 December
2019, p. 59

The company highlights that it
has considered the impact of
Covid-19 by carrying out a
sensitivity analysis and as a result
confirms that sufficient cash is
available to meet its obligations
over the relevant period.

Annual report
and accounts
for the year
ended
25
January 2020.
p. 116

The company highlights that
Covid-19 has been considered for
assessing going concern and
medium and longer-term viability.
It confirms it has carried out
scenario analysis, considering a
number of factors. It also states
the key assumption (Staying
open) and confirms it has
sufficient headroom on financing
facilities.

Annual report
and financial
statement for
the year ended
29
February
2020. p. 55,57

The company provides some
detail around how Covid-19 has
been factored into the forecasts
used to underpin its going
concern assessment. It also
highlights a number of actions.
The statement is supported by
detail in the audit committee
report on oversight over the
process.

Annual report
and financial
statement for
the year ended
31 December
2019. p. 55,57

The company details its base case
and assumptions, and highlights
that it has undertaken some
sensitivity analysis. It highlights
that Covid-19 has impacted one
of its assumptions beyond the
sensitivity conducted. It has
considered this impact as well as
a failure in corporate actions, and
believes mitigating action could
be taken. In the disclosure, it also
considers circumstances where
mitigations do not occur or are
not effective.

• all breaches or defaults in company’s borrowing arrangements
during the reporting period
• sources of uncertainty in estimating the carrying amounts of
entity’s assets and liabilities
• details on capital management – objectives, policies and
procedures
• the timing and amount of entity’s provisions and contingencies
Trainline
plc

Source: [9]
The going concern position should be clearly stated as well as
the factors that support that decision, such as the cash position,
support from others (including government schemes), current
business activity etc. The management needs to provide details of
the actions (both current and potential future) and their status.
Disclosures should be enhanced with any details of the elements of
uncertainty (specific to the business) and consideration of the
impacts on the business where the position is subject to or impacted
by uncertainty. The going concern disclosure should be connected
to wider reporting within the report, such as risk and viability
disclosures. [4, p. 6]
In particular, in a Covid-19 environment disclosures could be
expanded by additionally providing useful forecast and assessments
on any further lockdowns and restrictions imposed by the
government on the industry, in which the business is operating. In
addition, any information on government schemes and support
packages as well as any details on the outcome of discussion with
the fund providers, incl. banks, will be of investors’ benefit. The
short term implications on business operations comprise of impacts
on customers and suppliers, expenses, prices and revenues, human
capital, etc.
Another issue that should be considered is the depth of analyses
performed [12] and whether the provided disclosures on the going
concern assessment are sufficiently detailed. The issue implies:


the relevance of disclosed information about the board’s
decision and the rationale behind it



factors, uncertainties and contexts that must be understood



interaction of the going concern disclosure with viability
and risk disclosure [4]

Premier
Oil plc

Source: [4], pp. 9-13.
The aforeprovided examples reveal different management
approaches in disclosing information about the going concern
assessment, relevant to the entity’s business and industry, factors of
uncertainty and its future prospects in the evolving Covid-19
environment. What they have in common is the undertaken
sensitivity analysis for confirming company’s sufficient financing
and viability under different scenarios and the disclosed mitigating
actions. A good practice might be to include detail in the audit
committee report on oversight over the process that supports the
management statement.

In some jurisdictions, there might be implications regarding the
period of assessment. For instance, in Australia, New Zealand and
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5. Conclusion
Despite the degree of the Covid-19 impact on the business
performance and future implication on the going concern, risk and
viability, the board should provide sufficient information for the
investors to understand which are the key factors that affect the
level of uncertainty and the future of the company over the short,
medium and longer terms.
Detailed disclosures about coronavirus-related uncertainties in
the going concern assessment can help investors and other
stakeholders understand different aspect of the company’s
prospects. However, it is not possible to address all investor
questions in the entity’s reports. Good comprehension might be
gained through high quality, connected and holistic disclosure
across the reports, both annual and interim [4].
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CO2 credit reduction rate impact on the economy of the 27MW wind power farm
Case study: Qafë-Thanë, Pogradec
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Abstract: This work is focused on CO2 credit rate impact application as one of the most feasible technology to make the wind turbines cost
effective for power generation. Wind energy is clean, infinite and environment friendly source of energy. However, wind energy systems,
alone or hybrid systems have a high potential to reduce CO2 emissions, fuel and total cost of the system compared to the other options
applied historically in power sector. Such systems are foreseen to play a key role in a stable, costless and emission-less way especially in
large scale applications. The performance, availability, costs and carbon intensity of wind power indicate that CO2 credit rate can make a
very substantial contribution to reduce carbon emissions and gain the security of investment of RES technologies. The other options applied
would deliver only partial emission reductions, therefore, are not sufficient to attain the 2030 national energy goals so they have to rely on
renewable energy technologies. Policy makers and interest parties/investors need to focus unerringly on scaling up the actual developed few
options consistent with reaching the zero-emission goal.
Keywords: Wind Energy, CO2, GHG, RETScreen Expert 8.

and how it will be delivered to achieve the most feasible option in
RES projects.

Introduction
Existing 2030 climate and energy framework and ambition aims to
cut at least 40% in GHG from 1990 levels; at least 32% share
for renewable energy and at least 32.5% improvement in energy
efficiency. Despite cost declines and continuous policy support,
faster wind growth hinges on resolving social acceptance,
permitting and grid integration problems [1]. The cost of electricity
generation from onshore wind continues to decrease, with the
global average falling to $53/MWh in 2019 due to advancements
in turbine design, capacity factors are rising, making projects
bankable even in areas with low wind speeds. Another significant
issue is that between 2012 and 2018, the LCOE of solar PV fell by
77%, CSP by 46%, onshore wind by 35% and offshore wind by
20%. Costs are expected to continue to decline by 25% for solar
and wind power technologies to 2030 [2].
This article presents a concrete 27MW wind system located in
south-east part of Albania which will contribute to the
diversification of energy sector with the main aim to achieve 2030
emission reduction goals by 11.5% in 2030 following the
EuropeanGreenDeal [3] to cut greenhouse gas emissions 55% by
2030. This increased level of ambition for the next decade will put
the EU on a balanced pathway to climate neutrality by 2050. This
article presents a consideration and detailed analysis of 27MW
grid-connected wind farm with the aim to extend its capacity in the
future. Albania offers a very favorable geographic position for
fostering and developing such environmentally friendly energy
types for electricity generation. The CO2 emission factor of 278.94
kgCO2/GJ represent the mass of greenhouse gas emitted per unit
of energy generated is calculated. Emission factors will vary for
different types and qualities of fuels, and for different types and
sizes of equipment. In the other hand the depletion of fossil fuel
and the negative effect on the environment as well as the potential
techno-economic merits of "hybrid combinations" identified as a
good solution moving towards reliable and more feasible energy
systems based on renewables [4]. Continued emissions of
greenhouse gases will cause further warming and changes in all
components of the climate system. Limiting climate change will
require substantial and sustained reductions of greenhouse gas
emissions [5].
The cost of manufacturing wind turbines has plummeted
dramatically in the last decade, making them not only affordable
but often the cheapest form to be replaced and integrated in
existing power systems. Wind power plants have a lifespan of
roughly 20-25 years so that optional GHG reduction credit, per
equivalent tonne of CO2 (tCO2) in conjunction with the net GHG
reduction can be used to calculate the annual GHG reduction
revenue. Prices for GHG reduction credits, per equivalent tonne of
CO2 (tCO2), vary widely depending on how the credit is generated

1.1 Site background
The facility area is around 22 km square geographically located at
(Lat, Long) 41.04110°, 20.59580°. The installation site will be
located in Pogradec near the border with North Macedonia., as it is
shown in the map in figure 2.

Figure 1: Wind power plant location. Qafë-Thanë, Pogradec,
Albania.
So, at this point it was achieved to provide power from the wind
system including the contribution that such systems can give to
support the reduction of GHG into the surrounding environment.
2.0 On - Grid wind systems applications
The economic benefit is assessed based on the LCOE which
represents a good starting point to compare benefits and
competitiveness of different technologies [6]. Different studies
have demonstrated that a WPP system combined with PV offer
relatively lower LCOE than traditional fossil fuel based energy
plants in Germany [7]
3.0 Materials and Methods
Actually, there are several models available for conducting a set of
analysis including environmental impact and benefits. RETScreen
Expert is a clean-energy awareness, decision-support and capacitybuilding tool [8]. This model helps us as energy planers to
determine the annual reduction in the emission of greenhouse
gases stemming from using the proposed technology in place of the
base case technology. The model uses a computerized system with
integrated mathematical algorithms and top to bottom approach
which has been developed to overcome the barriers to clean energy
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0.0019

278.9

0.0108

0.0072

28.5

7

1.01

7

1.01

61759

GHG emission
factor
(tCO2/MWh)
GHG emission
(tCO2)

Fuel consumption
(TWh)
0.6101

1.01

N2O emission
factor kg/GJ

CH4 emission
factor kg/GJ
0.0108

0.0072

CO2 emission
factor kg/GJ
278.94
5

In this case study the optional GHG reduction credit
rate($25/tCO2), per equivalent tonne of CO2 is considered. It is
used in conjunction with the net GHG reduction to calculate the
annual GHG reduction revenue. Prices for GHG reduction credits,
per equivalent tonne of CO2 (tCO2), vary widely depending on
how the credit is generated and how it will be delivered. As of
May 2014, prices including rates for carbon taxes varied between
$1 to $168 per tonne of CO2 [10-11]. The model escalates the GHG
reduction credit rate yearly according to the GHG reduction credit
escalation rate starting from year 1 and throughout the GHG
reduction credit duration as it is given in the table 4.
Table 4: GHG reduction revenue and assumptions
Unit
Value
GHG reduction credit rate
$/tCO2
25
GHG reduction credit duration
yr
25
GHG reduction credit escalation rate %
2.0

GHG emission factor
(tCO2/MWh)

N2O emission factor
(kg/GJ)

0.0029

T&D losses (%)

CH4 emission factor
(kg/GJ)

74.12

Electricity Generation
efficiency (%)

CO2 emission factor
(kg/GJ)

Fuel Mix

Fuel Type (Base case)
Electricity
Mix

100
%
100
%

Electricity

5.0 GHG reduction credit

Table 2: Emission factors for the chosen fuel type taken in the
study (Diesel 6)

Fuel Mix

Fuel Mix

The model performs a GHG emission reduction analysis depending
on whether the clean energy system under consideration generates
electricity or provides other energy requirements. The only
difference lies in transmission and distribution losses, which are
incurred only by electricity generating systems and the reduction
ΔGHG is calculated. Emission factors will vary for different types
and qualities of fuels, and for different types and sizes of power
plants. The electricity mix factors thus account for a weighted
average of the fuel conversion efficiencies and T&D losses of the
different fuel types. For fuel type selected, diesel 6, 100% single
fuel mix, units are given in (kg/GJ) as it is shown in table 1.

100%

4.0 Emission reduction analysis and simulation results

Fuel Type
(Baseline GHG
Summary)

Table 3: CO2, CH4 and N2O base case emission factor.

technology implementation at the preliminary feasibility stage. It
provides a cost analysis, GHG emission reduction analysis,
financial summary, sensitivity analysis, provides a low-cost
preliminary assessment of RES projects with a small set of a
detailed information. Methodology 2 as the more suitable to
perform the techno-economical analysis is chosen [9].

Table 5: GHG reduction revenue and assumptions
Unit
Gross annual GHG emission reduction
tCO2
GHG credit transaction fee
%
Net annual GHG emission reduction
tCO2
GHG reduction revenue
$

In the baseline scenario the diesel 6 fuel type is. Knowing that a
typical Genset could have an electricity generation efficiency of
28.6% and CO2 emission factor results 278.9kg/GJ. Specific
emission factor for N2O for the selected fuel type result
0.0019kg/GJ and 0.0029kg/GJ of CH4. The GHG emission factor
results 1.01kgCO2/kWh supposing 7% transmission and
distribution losses.
Table 2: Calculation of CO2, CH4 and N2O for the base case
system.

Value
57,436.3
2.0
56,287.6
9,850,329

Siemens

WIND TO
ENERGY

SIEMENS

Sinovel

W2E

VESTAS

The percentage of credits that will have to be paid annually at a
transaction fee is considered and to obtain credits for a GHG
project, a portion of the credits might have to be subtracted at a
transaction fee of 2% is assumed to be paid each year to the
crediting agency. The model then reduces the gross annual GHG
emission reductions by this percentage and calculates the net
annual GHG emission reduction of 56,287.6 tCO2 as it is given in
table 5:
Table 6: Calculation of the carbon credit revenue

0

$/tCO2

25

GHG reduction credit duration

Yrs

25

GHG reduction credit escalation rate

%

Gross annual GHG emission reduction

tCO2

GHG credits transaction fee

%

Net annual GHG emission reduction

tCO2

GHG reduction revenue

$

2.0
57436
2
56288
1407190

The GHG reduction credit escalation rate of 2%, which is the
projected annual average rate of increase in the GHG reduction
credit rate over the project life is given in table 6. This allows us to
apply rates of inflation to the value of GHG reduction credit rates,
which might be different from general inflation (2.5%) taken in the
study. Carbon credit instruments often coexist with other
heterogeneous policies that may directly or indirectly contribute to
reducing GHG emissions by addressing areas such energy or
infrastructure. In our study they have to be planned to interact and
complement other strategic priorities at local and national levels.
The GHG reduction credit duration is accepted to be applied all

0

Vensys70 - 85m

3
3
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
27
Sc_6

Vensys77 - 85m

120/3000 - 100m
93/2000 - 100m
100/2000 - 100m
AN BONUS 1 MW
- 70m
SL1500/82 - 80m
SL3000/100-110
100/2.5 - 141 100m
103/2.5 - 98.2 103m
100/2.5 - 85 100m
100/2.5 - 117 100m
V90-3.0 MW 105m MW V90-3.0
90m
V90-2.0
MW 80m
V90-2.0
MW 105m
V90-1.8 MW - 9
5m
Capacity N (MW)

GHG reduction credit rate

From the previous study scenario 6 as the most feasible scenario
among 14 taken in analysis is chosen.
The total electricity generation results 61020nMWh/yr and implies
two different wind technologies Vestas and Wind to Energy.
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into the whole lifetime of the proposed WPP system with a
reduction credit escalation rate of 2.0%. The net annual GHG
results 56288 tCO2 leading to $1407190 of GHG reduction
revenue. The credit transaction fee is accepted 2%. In the graph in
figure 3 the results of the simulations of the proposed WPP with a
net power capacity 27MW compared to that of the base case
(diesel 6) is given.

Figure 4: NPV calculation as a function of total investment cost
and GHG reduction credit rate at a sensitivity range of 35% and a
discount rate of 5%.
75000000,00
33.75$/tCO2@11%
29.38$/tCO2@11%

55000000,00

25$/tCO2@11%
20.625$/tCO2@11%

35000000,00
Discount rate@7%

Discount rate@11%

NPV($)

Discount rate@5%
30000000

16.25$/tCO2@11%
13220110,74

15000000,00

10766221,63

7877920,59
5424031,48

25000000

2535730,45
81841,33

-5000000,00
-5260348,81
-2806459,70

NPV($)

20000000

-10602538,96

15000000

-25000000,00

10000000

-45000000,00

-8148649,85

$27 495 975

5000000

NPV

NPV calculation for three different Discount rate levels @25$/tCO2

Figure 2: NPV calculation for three different discount rate levels
@25$/tCO2 GHG reduction credit rate.

21,00
Equity payback (yrs)

Discount rate@7%

$49 704 262,50

$57 107 025

Changing both total investment cost ($) and GHG reduction rate
from 25 to 20 ($/tCO2) it is shown that NPV change at a rate of
22.8% referring the lower total investment cost (-35% ) which
results ($10766221.6). As a conclusion this project is more
profitable if the GHG reduction rate is higher and the total
investment cost results 35% less than the fix installation price of
m$/1.3MW.

In addition, a sensitivity analysis is conducted to test the effects of
several key parameters on NPV and cost of energy. In the
sensitivity analysis generated from the model, NPV of each option
can be calculated by varying the key parameters within a range of
±35%, debt ratio 70%, debt interest rate, debt term and cost of
energy for three chosen discount levels 5,7 and 11%. The
sensitivity analysis results for each carbon reduction credit rate of
$25/tCO2 is summarized in graphs in figure 3.
Discount rate@11%

$42 301 500

Total investment cost ($)

Figure 5: NPV calculation as a function of total investment cost
and GHG reduction credit rate at a sensitivity range of 35% and a
discount rate of 11%.
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Figure 5: Equity Payback calculation as a function of total
investment cost and GHG reduction credit rate at a sensitivity
range of ±35% and a discount rate of 11%.
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The model calculates the equity payback (see graph in figure 5),
which represents the length of time that it takes for the owner of a
facility to recoup its own initial investment (equity) out of the
project cash flows generated. The equity payback considers project
cash flows from its inception as well as the leverage (level of debt)
of the project, which makes it a better time indicator of the project
merits than the simple payback. The model uses the year number
and the cumulative after-tax cash flows in order to calculate this
value. From the simulation it is shown that lower the GHG
reduction credit rate and total investment cost, lower the equity
payback results.

Figure 3: Results of the simulation for three different discount
rates.
The model calculates the pre-tax internal rate of return (IRR) on
equity (%), which represents the true interest yield provided by the
project equity over its life before income tax for an inflation rate of
2.5%. The most obvious advantage of using the internal rate of
return indicator to evaluate a project is that the outcome does not
depend on a discount rate that is specific to a given wind project.
Higher the discount rate higher the LCOE results.
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Figure 6: IRR calculation as a function of total investment cost
and GHG reduction credit rate at a sensitivity range of ±35% and
a discount rate of 11%.
The model calculates the pre-tax internal rate of return (IRR) on
equity (%), which represents the true interest yield provided by the
project equity over its life before income tax. It is calculated using
the pre-tax yearly cash flows and the project life. From the
simulation it is shown that lower the total investment cost ($)
higher the IRR results.

Under the NPV method, the present value of all cash inflows is
compared against the present value of all cash outflows associated
with an investment project.
Other factors which have an impact on price may include:
voluntary or mandatory emissions reduction; private or public
purchase of credits; credits traded within, for example, the
European Union Greenhouse Gas Emission Trading Scheme (EU
ETS), other national, transnational, or regional schemes; type of
technology used to generate the emissions reductions; and others.
As of May 2014, prices (including rates for carbon taxes) varied
between $US 1 to $US 168 per tonne of CO2 [World Bank
Group/ECOFYS, 2014].
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6. Conclusion
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The present paper addresses various aspects related to a 27MW ongrid WPP situated in Qafë-Thanë, Pogradec, including an universal
understanding of the GHG emission mitigation process.
Nowadays, benefits coming from the WPP system is becoming
extremely interesting from both, techno-economical and
environmental point of view. The wind power diversifies the
national energy portfolio being part as a clean, inexhaustible
energy resource that doesn’t use water. Can be used in a variety of
transformation and applications and can be easily integrated with
minimal cost increases.
In this paper, the feasibility of 27MW WPP, discussing its
potentiality effectiveness by applying a GHG reduction rate of
25$/tCO2 in Albania is analyzed. The impact of such scheme in
power sector is very deterministic and should be at the center of
energy transition process in Albania. The model calculates the
annual GHG reduction revenue which represents the revenue
generated by the sale or exchange of the GHG reductions. It is
calculated from the annual net GHG reduction and the GHG
reduction credit rate. The annual value of GHG reduction revenue
is escalated at the GHG reduction credit escalation rate of 2%.
As a conclusion, WPP presents RES technology should be a key
center solution in the critical way to deep decarbonization of the
power sector in Albania, hence a minimum carbon credits of
$25/tCO2 should be applied. The sensitivity analyses performed in
various parameters is discussed more deeply in the second part of
the related work.
The base system, release 61759.48tCO2 while the wind power
scenario can reduce the GHG to 57436.32 tCO2 per year
contributing to a better and flexible energy system in our country.
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Figure 7: IRR calculation as a function of total investment cost
and GHG reduction credit rate at a sensitivity range of ±35% and
a discount rate of 11%.
The model calculates the GHG reduction cost $/tCO2 as a function
of GHG reduction rate $25/tCO2 up to $175/tCO2(see graph in
figure 7). The GHG reduction cost is calculated by dividing the
annual life cycle savings of the project by the net GHG reduction
per year, averaged over the project life for a discount rate of 5%.
For facilities with a net increase in GHG emission, the GHG
reduction cost is irrelevant and hence not calculated. In order to
calculate the true economic (not financial) cost of GHG reductions,
a number of other parameters, such as the GHG credits transaction
fee, GHG reduction credit rate, debt ratio, IRR,B-C and are
considered. The model calculates the simple payback (SPBP),
which represents the length of time that it takes for a proposed
facility to recoup its own initial cost, out of the revenue or savings
it generates. The basic premise of the simple payback method is
that the more quickly the cost of an investment can be recovered,
the more desirable is the investment. Changing the GHG reduction
rate from $25/tCO2 to $50/tCO2 the SPBP results 35,52% lower,
B-C ratio result twice time higher and GHG reduction cost $51.1677/tCO2 while NPV and GHG reduction cost results 2.5
higher, respectively.
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Abstract: Industry 4.0 has brought about the interconnection of the physical, cyber and socio-economic worlds. Bringing these three worlds
together creates a revolutionary approach that is a new trend not only in industry but also in other areas of the economy, thus pushing the
economy and business forward. The concept of Industry 4.0 represents the interconnection of digitalisation and automatisation with the use
of smart technologies. The main benefit of Industry 4.0 is to produce tailor-made products where lower costs and shorter production efforts
are the main values that will attract new customers and thus the profitability of industrial manufacturers will be significan tly affected.
Implementing Industry 4.0 in an enterprise will enable efficient use of human and natural resources and raw materials. It will also partially
reduce the demands on the environment and create better living conditions for future generations. The intention of the paper was to explain
how the Industry 4.0 concept is changing the direction of the Slovak chemical industry. The main objective of the paper was to explicate the
Fourth Industrial Revolution in the form of the Industry 4.0 concept in 44 companies operating in the chemical industry in Slovakia on the
basis of a knowledge base and a questionnaire survey.
Keywords: DIGITALISATION, INDUSTRY 4.0, THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION, SLOVAK INDUSTRY
intention of dynamically managing complex systems [10, 11].
Industry 4.0 is characterised by the use of intelligent products and
processes, enabling autonomous data collection and analysis, and
interaction between products, processes, suppliers and customers
over the Internet [12]. Industry 4.0 is associated with cyber-physical
systems (CPS) that are integrated into manufacturing operations and
with Internet of Things (IoT) technologies into industrial processes,
which can be represented by smart factories, smart products and
extended value networks-vertical, horizontal and end-to-end
integration [13, 14].

1. Introduction
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is a new way of organizing the
means of production, the processes and all the organizational
structures of the manufacturing and service industries. Through
applications derived from scientific progress and technological
development, a new way of doing is formulated in the business
environment. The Fourth Industrial Revolution involves a
transformation of processes, objects and consumer goods, as well as
the way to acquire them, through a sudden break with the old
methods of production that flourished during the Third Industrial
Revolution [1]. The Fourth Industrial Revolution, also labelled
Industry 4.0, was beget with emergent and disruptive intelligence
and information technologies. These new technologies are enabling
ever-higher levels of production efficiencies. They also have the
potential to dramatically influence social and environmental
sustainable development [2]. The Fourth Industrial Revolution is
also referred to as Industry 4.0. It represents the interconnection of
multiplied distributed artificial intelligence and making it available
to human operators. In more detail, the multiplied and distributed
artificial intelligence can be explained by cyber-physical systems
(CPS), which are computers with networks of small sensors and
actuators that are installed as embedded systems in materials,
devices and machine parts and connected via the internet [3]. The
Fourth Industrial Revolution and the underlying digital
transformation, known as Industry 4.0, is progressing exponentially.
The digital revolution is reshaping the way individuals live and
work fundamentally, and the public remains optimistic regarding
the opportunities Industry 4.0 may offer for sustainability [4].

The aim of Industry 4.0 is to apply innovative solutions not only
in the form of technological change, but also to introduce new ways
of working and a new role for employers in industry [15]. The main
idea Industry 4.0 is to exploit the potentials of new technologies and
concepts such as: availability and use of the internet and IoT,
integration of technical processes and business processes in the
companies, digital mapping and virtualization of the real world,
smart factory including smart means of industrial production and
smart products [16]. Industry 4.0 has become part of the integrated
and interconnected world that has evolved as a result of the
information and communication revolution. This technological
revolution has come about through the Internet of Things (IoT) and
the Internet of Services (IOS), which connect industry through a
supply chain network in an internal and external electronic way.
This makes the industry intelligent and all this is supported by
cyber-physical systems (CPS) [17]. Industry 4.0 comprises five key
elements - digitalisation, optimisation and customisation of
production, automation and adaptation, human-machine interaction,
value-added services and commerce, and automated data exchange
and communication [18]. Industry 4.0 includes additive
manufacturing, advance robotics and cobots, artificial intelligence,
augmented reality, human-machine interfaces, machine-to-machine
communication, blockchain, internet of things, cloud stored data,
internet of services, digital transformation, autonomous vehicles,
drones [19]. The core technologies of Industry 4.0 include: big data
analytics, autonomous robots, cloud technologies, simulation,
industrial IoT, additive manufacturing, augmented reality, business
intelligence, cybersecurity [20]. Opinions on Industry 4.0
technologies are diverse. We are confronted with the definition of
35 key disruptive Industry 4.0 technologies. These key technologies
include: internet of things, big data, additive manufacturing, cloud
computing, autonomous robots, virtual reality, cyber-physical
systems, artificial intelligence, smart sensors, advanced simulation,
nanotechnology, drones, biotechnology, block chain, industrial
internet of things, cybersecurity, smart factory and intelligent
factory, internet of services, vertical and horizontal (V&H) system
integrations, renewable energy and advanced energy storage,
machine-to-machine communication, 5G network, information and
communication technology, quantum computing, mobile devices,
manufacturing execution system, neurotechnology, predictive
maintenance, advanced human to machine interface, material

Industry 4.0 was coined by German’s group of mechanical
engineers in the year 2011 to account for the widespread integration
and adaptation of ICT in manufacturing industries [5]. The concept
of Industry 4.0 originated in the 21st century in Germany. Its
essence lies in the use of automation and digitalisation processes in
industry, transforming existing factories into self-controlled and
self-adaptive social and technical systems (smart factories) that
enable the creation of intelligent value chains [6,7]. Digitalisation
varies from country to country around the world. Companies in
Japan and Germany are embracing digitalisation to improve their
efficiency and product quality. In the United States, the trend is to
develop new business models with the intention of leveraging
digital offers and services and delivering these products and
services digitally as quickly as possible [8]. The term Industry 4.0
stands for the Fourth Industrial Revolution which is defined as a
new level of organization and control over the entire value chain of
the life cycle of products; it is geared towards increasingly
individualized customer requirements [9].
The basis of Industry 4.0 is the intelligent, horizontal and
vertical interconnection of people, machines, objects and
information and communication systems in real time with the
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science, internet of data, internet of energy, flexible production
system, location detection and digital twin [21].

At the core of Industry 4.0 is the Internet of Things and
Services, intelligent devices that communicate with each other
through cyber-physical systems to achieve a smart factory.
Therefore, we wanted to know from the respondents whether they
are interested in these concepts that are inherently related to
Industry 4.0. From the responses, it was found that 52.3% of
chemical companies are aware of and interested in these concepts.
A high percentage of 40.9% of companies are partially aware of and
interested in these concepts. Only 6.8% of the surveyed companies
are not interested in these concepts that are related to Industry 4.0.

2. Aim, Methodology and Data
The main objective of the paper was to create an analytical view
of the concept of Industry 4.0 through a bibliographic-information
analysis and the implementation of a questionnaire survey. The
questionnaire survey was implemented in companies of selected
industry in Slovakia. The survey was realised in 44 chemical
companies.
In order to provide a comprehensive view, it was necessary to
define the terms and concepts related to the Fourth Industrial
Revolution and the characteristics of Industry 4. Subsequently, in
the next part of the paper we focused on the identification of
selected questions from a questionnaire survey conducted in the
Slovak chemical industry. To process the information and
knowledge in the paper on the use of Industry 4.0 in Slovakia, we
used classical methods: literature search, analysis, synthesis,
induction, deduction and comparison. The visualization method was
also used to make the data on Industry 4.0 more transparent through
group bar charts and pie charts.
The object of research in the present paper were 44 companies
operating in the chemical industry in the Slovak Republic. For the
categorization of companies we used the EU Commission
Regulation No. 651/2014, which distinguishes between micro,
small, medium-sized and large companies. 4.6% of small
companies, 29.5% of medium-sized companies and 65.9% of large
companies participated in the questionnaire survey.

Fig. 2. Interest in concepts - Smart Factory, Internet of Things,
Cyber-physical system
Source: own processing
The Industry 4.0 concept is used by 56.8% of chemical
companies in Slovakia. It is partially used by 38.6% of the surveyed
enterprises. Based on the answers of chemical companies Industry
4.0 is not used by 18.2% of respondents.

By legal form of business, limited liability companies were the
most represented in the survey with the largest percentage share of
77.3%. Businesses that indicated the legal form of a joint stock
company had a share of 22.7%. Other forms of business did not
participate in the survey.
According to the geographical location of Slovakia, the most
represented companies in the survey were from the Trnava Region
with a share of 22.7%. A high percentage of participation also had
enterprises from the Trenčín Region with a share of 20.5%. The
least number of respondents participating was from the Košice
Region. This region was represented in the survey with a share of
2.3%.

3. Results and Discussion
Fig. 3. Applying Industry 4.0 concept in the company
Source: own processing

In the following part of the paper, selected findings related to
Industry 4.0 in the Slovak chemical industry were analysed.
Based on the answers from the respondents, it was reported that
63.7% of chemical companies are interested in the ongoing
digitalisation. 31.9% of the responding companies expressed partial
interest in digitalisation. 4.4% of enterprises are not interested in the
topic of digitalisation in the company.

Applying Industry 4.0 also requires the digitisation of individual
business areas. From the responses of the surveyed companies, we
were informed that 68% of the respondents apply the Industry 4.0
concept in IT. Production represented a high percentage, with 67%
of chemical companies applying the concept. The least number of
companies from the chemical industry apply Industry 4.0 in service.
This business area reached 43%.

Fig. 1. Interest in digitalisation in the company
Source: own processing
Fig. 4. Applying the Industry 4.0 concept in business areas
Source: own processing
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companies are not interested in the topic of digitalisation in the
company. From the answers of the respondents, it was found that
52.3% of chemical companies in Slovakia know and are interested
in the concepts related to Industry 4.0 - Internet of Things and
Services, smart devices, cyber-physical systems. Only 6.8% of the
surveyed companies are not interested in these concepts. The
concept of Industry 4.0 is applied by 56.8% of chemical companies
in Slovakia. From the answers of the surveyed respondents we were
informed that 68% of the respondents apply the concept of Industry
4.0 in the business IT area. The least chemical companies of apply
Industry 4.0 in the business area - service. In the Slovak chemical
industry, Industry 4.0 is mostly used in large companies, where the
share reached 54.5%. At the same time, the Fourth Industrial
Revolution has affected chemical companies with limited liability
the most, where the percentage share reached 65.9%.

The application of Industry 4.0 was also examined from the
perspective of the business size. Of the chemical industry
companies, Industry 4.0 is most widely used in large companies
with a share of 54.5%. Medium-sized companies apply Industry 4.0
with a share of 25%. The smallest percentage share (4.5%) of the
application of the Fourth Industrial Revolution was recorded in
small companies.

5. Acknowledgment
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enterprises in Slovakia“.

Fig. 5. Applying Industry 4.0 concept in companies by business
size
Source: own processing
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Application of Dijkstra algorithm to a tramway system of the ongoing expansion city of
Tirana
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Abstract: The population of the city of Tirana is getting bigger. Transportation in this city has become extremely heavy. Many of its citizens
choose to move using their vehicles thus causing an overcrowded traffic. It has happened to all of us to get stuck in the traffic of Tirana, to
be late for our destinations and to be stressed by that chaos.
The use of public transport would be a successful way of reducing the traffic. In this paper we have treated Dijkstra Algorithm and its
application in railway system of transport for the proposed Tram system for the city of Tirana. Considering the expansion(map) and relief of
this city, we think that it is very favorable to build a tram system in this city. The results of this paper help to have a clear idea of the
construction of the tram and a prediction of how it will work and how much it can facilitate the traffic in Tirana.
Keywords: GRAPH, OPTIMIZATION, DIJKSTRA ALGORITHM, SHORTEST PATH, TRAMWAY
Tram stops on the road are easily accessible, unlike subway
and railway stations located underground (with some escalators,
stairs, etc.).
Roads for trams are narrower than for buses. This saves
valuable space in cities with high population densities or narrow
streets.
Passenger comfort is normally higher than buses due to
controlled acceleration, braking and turn service. Rail transport as
used by the tram ensures a safer journey than using the road by bus.
Since the railways are visible, it is easy for pedestrians to know
where the tram routes are.
Trams can run on renewable electricity without the need for
very expensive and short – lived batteries.

1. Introduction
Tirana is the largest urban center in Albania and with the largest
concentration of population. Its number and size and the daily need
to move face one real challenge in transportation and another within
the city. Heavy traffic, a negative effect for the movement, takes up
a lot of time for the public tranport, creates an uncomfortable
situation for your children if you have to use the public transport to
do daily necessities. Many cities in the world have applied the trams
much earlier; The first electric and Tram line in the world was
constructed in Sestroretsk in St. Petersburg, Russia, and it was
invented by Fyodor Pirotsky in 1875. [4]
Later, using a similar technology, Pirotsky commissioned the first
public electric tram in St. Petersburg. The second Tram was
introduced by Siemens & Halske at the Berlin Industrial Fair in
1879. The first electric tram used for permanent public service was
the Gross - Lichterfelde tram in Lichterfelde near Berlin in
Germany, which was opened in 1881. It was built by Werner von
Siemens. This was the first successful commercial electric tram in
the world. Initially it received the current from the rails (Guarnieri,
2020). The main purpose of this paper is to assess the opportunities
offered by Tirana for the construction of a Tram network that will
connect with each other the key points of the city.
Nowadays, the need to move from one place to another is becoming
more and more difficult. Traffic delays, buses in poor technical
conditions, inaccurate bus arrival times at the station, are becoming
more and more worrying for people. During the peak of people's
movement, it is almost impossible to reach the station and at the
same time for the bus to come on time. The bus delay increases the
number of people waiting at the station, and consequently it will be
filled to the first two or three stations above its capacity.
The use of Trams in many parts of the world has facilitated the
travel of people within the city, being separated from the road
network, which makes Trams have no delays during the journey.
We think that the introduction of the tram system is a necessary
condition for the city of Tirana as well.
Advantages of the usage of the Tram
Unlike buses, trams (electric) do not emit smoke during use
which would affect air quality. Compared to buses, tram noise is
generally perceived to be less disturbing. However, the use of solid
axles with wheels fixed on them causes slippage between the
wheels and the rail when cornering. This produces a characteristic
loud, high-frequency noise, often referred to as a "noise".
Trams can be adapted to the number of passengers by adding
more carriages during hours of high passenger flow (or removing
them during hours of lower flow). For these flows adjustments no
additional driver is required as it would be required for buses. In
general, trams offer a higher capacity service than buses.
Multiple entrances allow trams to fill up faster than buses,
which tend to have a single entrance. This, combined with faster
acceleration and braking, allows trams to maintain higher speeds
than buses.

2. Methods and Theory
Many practice problems can be solved more easily if presented
through schemes of consisting of node points and joining lines
having ends at these points. The study of these schemes and their
properties was the driving force behind the creation of graph theory.
The first work that marks the birth of this discipline of applied
mathematics was published by Euler in 1736 and it is known as the
problem of the seven bridges over the river in the town of
Königsberg. In the park of this city crossed a river on which were
built seven bridges connecting the banks of the river as in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1 [5]

The park visitors wanted to know if they could walk in this park by
crossing once and only once at each of the bridges and back to the
starting point. Considering the four parts of the land (shores) as
nodes and the bridges as connecting lines between them, a scheme
(graph) is constructed as in Fig. 1. The problem mentioned above is
now formulated: Can we cross this scheme by passing only once
each of its connecting lines and return to the starting point? Euler
proved that such a walk is impossible because of the existence in
this scheme of nodes from which a number of odd lines emerge. In
practice, problems that are well reflected through such schemes, are
often encountered. We can mention the scheme of transport
between several centers, the scheme of water supply network,
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electricity network, telegraph network in an area, the scheme of
work operations in the process of carrying out a work project, etc.

S the label indicates that the minimum path length from S to S is
0 . We mark it s  x .
General step: a) Examine the vertices y  S such that the arch
( x, y )  U . For each such vertex y we compare the first indicator
 ( y ) of its existing label with the sum  ( x)  l ( x, y ) where l ( x, y )
is the length of the arc ( x, y ) . If  ( x)  l ( x, y )   ( y ) then we put
to the vertex y a new temporary label, in the first partition of
which we place  ( x)  l ( x, y ) , and in the second we put x . If
 ( x)  l ( x, y )   ( y ) , the label of the vertex y is currently
unchanged. After these actions we move on to b).
b) We choose a vertex z  S such that:  ( z )  min{ ( y)} (in case

3. Graphs. Key Concepts
Definition 1: An oriented graph is a pair formed by a set of
elements X  {x1, x2 ,..., xn} and a family U  {u1, u2 ,..., um} that has
as elements ordered pairs of elements of X . We denote it by
G  ( X ,U ) .
The elements of set X are called the vertices of the graph, while
the elements of U are called its arcs. The number of graph vertices
is called the graph order. The element of U consisting of the
ordered pair xi , x j of vertices is denoted by the symbol ( xi , x j ) . For

yS

there are several as such, one of them is considered). If  ( z )   ,
the algorithm is complete. In this situation there are no paths from
S to the vertices X  S in the graph and the minimum distances
from S in each vertex of X  S are  , while the minimum
distances from S in one vertex x  S are given by the first
indicator of the final of the vertex x . If  ( z )   , then, we
consider the label of the vertex z to be final and insert the vertex z
into the set S , then we have S  S  {z} . If S  X , where the
algorithm is complete, each vertex has received the final label and
the indicators  ( xi ) of these labels are the minimum distances from

the arch ( xi , x j ) the vertex xi is called the beginning, while the
vertex x j is its end. The shape arch ( xi , xi ) is called a loop. An
element ( xi , x j ) can be part of several times in U . If the element
( xi , x j ) that repeats the most, takes part p - times in U , then the

graph is called p - graph. [1-3]

3.1 The Shortest Path Problem
Suppose that in a 1-graph G  ( X ,U ) to each arc u U we
have correspond a nonnegative real number l (u ) . We call the
number l (u ) the length of the arc u (in the graph this number will
be written next to the corresponding arc). In practice the numbers
l (u ) have different meanings depending on the real situation that is
represented by the graph G and the problem that is posed for
solution. Their meaning is not only that of the distance between the
respective vertices as it may be in the case of studying the road
network of a country, but in other cases it may be the cost or time of
performing different works in a project, the amount of transport ,
etc.
Let   [ xi , xi1 , xi2 ,..., xik , x j ] be a path from vertex xi to vertex x j in

s to xi . If S  X , we repeat the general step taking x  z . [1-3]

4. Results and Discussion
Tirana is one of the largest cities in Albania, and meanwhile the
place that offers more opportunities in many different aspects of
life. Due to the opportunities it offers, it has also had a relatively
high population, compared to other cities. Tirana has a population
of approximately 912,190 inhabitants [7]. This figure often causes
congestion and difficulty in moving around the city. One of the
ways of traveling, mostly, is public transport. It has happened to all
of us at least once to use this transport and we have encountered
delays in stations, traffic jams, etc. One way to solve the problem
for the whole society is to build tram railways. One of its main
advantages is that it circulates on rails, has frequent stations, has a
high capacity of passengers, passes through populated areas and
most importantly does not create traffic or obstacles for citizens
moving with their vehicles. So the Tram is a way of travel that has
lower travel costs, less time to the destination and no delays at
stations. We have built a plan for tram railways in Tirana. We have
assumed 33 stations that in our case represent graph vertices
scattered in the most frequented and populated areas of the city. We
have drawn all 33 stations in a graph, based on the map of Tirana,
and we have connected these stations (vertices) with ribs between
them. We emphasize that the connection of the stations in the graph
is done by means of the existing land roads that the city really has.
Fig. 2 shows the legend of public transport in Tirana.
While in Fig. 3 it is given the proposed scheme for the construction
of the tram system.
We have placed each station by a number for ease of operation
in the built graph. The first presumed station is Kashari with
corresponding number 1, Treshi with no.2, Instituti with no.3,
Paskuqani with no.4, Babrroi with no.5, Tufina with no.6, Porcelani
with no.7, Shkoza with no.8, Brryli with no.9, Spitali Nënë Tereza
with no.10, Bulevardi i Ri with no.11, Lapraka with no.12, Sheshi
Shqiponja with no.13, Kthesa Kamzës with no.14, Yzberishti with
no. 15, Sharra with no. 16, Kombinati with no.17, Fabrika e Miellit
with no.18, 21 Dhjetori with no.19, Blloku Vasil Shanto with no.20,
Block with no.21, Sheshi Nënë Tereza with no.22, Parku Rinia
no.23, Rruga Kavajës with no.24, 9 Katëshet with no.25, Bulevardi
Zogu I with no.26, Sheshi Zogu i Zi with no.27, Qyteti Studenti
with no.28, Kopshti Zoologjik with no.29, Sauku i Ri with no.30,
Rrethrrotullimi i Saukut with no.31, Sauku i Vjetër with no.32,
Qendra Tregtare TEG with no.33

graph G .
Definition 2: The length of the path  in G is the sum of the
lengths of the arcs that make it up. We note:
l ( )  l ( xi , xi1 )  l ( xi1 , xi2  ...  l ( xik , x j )
Definition 3: The minimum distance from the vertex xi to the
vertex x j is called the length of the shortest path from xi to x j on
G . We denote it by l ij . [1-3]

3.2 Dijkstra’s Algorithm
In different algorithms, the process of equipping vertices with
labels is also used to find the minimum distances, which facilitates
the work in determining the minimum paths themselves. We give
below such an algorithm that solves the problem of finding the
minimum distances and shortest paths from a given vertex that we
denote s  X to every other vertex of the graph with n vertices
and nonnegative lengths of arcs. In this algorithm, each vertex of
the graph is assigned a label with two divisions. Labels are
temporary or final. At each step of the algorithm the set of graph
vertices is divided into two subset S and X  S , where S is the
set of vertices with final labels up to that moment. The temporary
label of a vertex xi is again separated into two and marked with

 ( xi ), xk  . In each step of the algorithm the last vertex that enters
S plays a special role for the next step, so we denote it by x .
Dijkstra Algorithm
Initial step: We put the final label  0,   on the vertex S , and the

temporary label

 ,  

on each other vertex. We get S  {s} ,

 ( s)  0 ,  ( xi )   for each xi  X  {s} . In the case of the vertex
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Fig. 2 [6]

Fig. 3
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Fabrika e Miellit – Kopshti Zoologjik (18–29) 2.66 km
21 Dhjetori – Blloku Vasil Shanto (19–20)
0.5 km
21 Dhjetori – Sheshi Zogu i Zi (19–27)
0.8 km
Blloku Vasil Shanto – Blloku (20–21)
1.18 km
Blloku – Sheshi Nënë Tereza (21–22)
0.5 km
Blloku – Kopshti Zoologjik (21–29)
1.66 km
Sheshi Nënë Tereza – Parku Rinia (22–23)
1 km
Sheshi Nënë Tereza – Qytet Studenti (22–28) 1.29 km
Parku Rinia – 9 Katëshet (23–25)
0.8 km
Parku Rinia – Rruga e Kavajës (23–24)
0.75 km
Rruga Kavajës – 9 Katëshet (24–25)
1.19 km
Rruga Kavajës – Bulevardi Zogu I (24–26)
1 km
Rruga Kavajës – Sauku i Ri (24–27)
4.5 km
Bulevardi Zogu I – Sheshi Zogu i Zi (26–27)
1 km
Qytet Studenti – Sauku i Ri (28–30)
2.27 km
Kopshti Zoologjik – Rrethrrotullimi Saukut (29–31) 2.17 km
Sauku i Ri – Rrethrrotullimi Saukut (30–31)
1.32 km
Sauku i Ri – Qendra Tregtare TEG (30–33)
2.3 km
Rrethrrotullimi Saukut – Sauku i Vjetër (31–32) 0.5 km
Rrethrrotullimi Saukut – Qendra Tregtare TEG (31–33) 3 km

The distances between the vertices of each of the two vertices
(expressed in kilometers) are as below:
Kashar – Treshi (1–2)
Kashar – Kthesa Kamzës (1–14)
Kashar – Yzberisht (1–15)
Treshi – Instituti (2–3)
Treshi – Kthesa e Kamzës (2-14)
Instituti – Paskuqan (3–4)
Paskuqan – Babrru (4–5)
Paskuqan – Bulevardi i Ri (4-11)
Babrru – Tufinë (5–6)
Tufinë – Porcelan (6–7)
Porcelan – Shkozë (7–8)
Porcelan – Spitalet (7–10)
Shkozë – Brryli (8–9)
Brryli – Spitalet (9–10)
Brryli – Parku Rinia (9–23)
Brryli – Qytet Studenti (9–28)
Spitalet – Bulevardi Zogu I (10–26)
Spitalet – 9 Katëshet (10–25)
Bulevardi i Ri – Laprak (11–12)
Bulevardi i Ri – Bulevardi Zogu I (11–26)
Laprakë – Sheshi Shqiponja (12–13)
Laprakë – Bulevardi Zogu I (12–27)
Sheshi Shqiponja – Kthesa e Kamzës (13–14)
Sheshi Shqiponja – Yzberisht (13–15)
Sheshi Shqiponja – Fabrika e Miellit (13–18)
Sheshi Shqiponja – Bulevardi Zogu I (13–27)
Kthesa Kamzës – Yzberisht (14–15)
Yzberisht – Sharrë (15–16)
Yzberisht – Kombinat (15–17)
Sharrë – Kombinat (16–17)
Kombinat – Fabrika e Miellit (17–18)
Kombinat – Sauk i Vjetër (17–32)
Fabrika e Miellit – 21 Dhjetori (18–19)

3.5 km
4.3 km
3.6 km
1.16 km
1 km
3.66 km
2.17 km
1.7 km
1.8 km
1.56 km
5 km
1.3 km
4 km
1.13 km
1.65 km
2.18 km
1.3 km
1.4 km
3.4 km
1.18 km
0.7 km
2.3 km
1 km
2.5 km
2.14 km
3 km
3 km
4 km
2.36 km
1.3 km
2.22 km
8 km
1.23 km

Since the algorithm is being applied to a real problem, and the
conditions of this problem are not known, the need arises to make
some assumptions as follows:
- that the moving speed of the tram is constant all the way it will
traverse
- the tram will not have delays at stations
- shorter distance means lower time cost
- the road to be traversed will be one-sided
Now applying Dijkstra Algorithm where as the initial vertex we
have taken Kashar ie the vertex 1, we find the minimum distances
from this vertex to all other vertices as well as the shortest path
from 1 to any other vertex
In Fig. 4 it is shown the minimum distance from vertex one to
any other vertex. As well as the shortest path form vertix one to
thirty-three in blue ink.

Fig. 4
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Dijkstra algorithm now allows us to calculate the minimum
distances from Kashar to the other stations specified in the graph
and also to calculate the shortest path from Kashar to any other
station as follows:

l1,2
1,2  1  2
 3.5 km

l1,3
 4.66 km

1,3  1  2  3


1,4

 8.32 km

1,4  1  2  3  4


1,5

 10.49 km

1,5  1  2  3  4  5


1,6

 12.29 km

1,6  1  2  3  4  5  6

l

l
l


l1,7
 11.9 km

cities, centers, buildings or any designated destination as a vertex in
the graph.
• The problem of shorter paths cuts the cost expressed in time or
monetary value in investments.
• Finding shorter paths meets the requirements of passengers to get
to the desired destination faster.
• Dijkstra algorithm turns out to be very practical in applications in
everyday life, mainly in transport problems.
• In this paper we came to the conclusion that the shortest path from
Kashari to TEG is Kashar – Kthesa Kamzës – Sheshi Shqiponja –
Fabrika e Miellit – Kopështi Zologjik – Rrethrrotullimi Saukut –

TEG with the length l1,33
 15.27 km

1,7  1  14  13  27  26  10  17


1,8

 17.73 km

1,8  1  14  13  27  26  10  9  8
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 11.73 km
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3.
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l
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l
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5.

Now we can get the information we need for the construction
of the Tram railways starting from Kashar to any other station.
Today we are in the age of modern technology, where the world
tends to improve and make the most of its benefits more and more.
The use of trams will not only facilitate the movement of people in
the capital but will positively affect the cleanliness of the
environment. The biggest challenge, the most important process to
be done in the city is the construction of tram infrastructure,
because there is not enough space in the capital.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we reach the following conclusions:
• Graph theory finds wide application in everyday life in practical
problems and especially helps designers in the field of construction
and transport to determine the shortest paths between two or more
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Abstract: Renewable energy sources (RES) will continue to play a key role in the process of deep decarbonisation of the energy sector
especially in the power branch. Effects of environmental, economic, social, political and technical factors condition the rapid deployment of
various sources of renewable energy-based power generation. In this case study the optional GHG reduction credit per equivalent tonne of
CO2 (tCO2) used in conjunction with the net GHG reduction to calculate the annual GHG reduction revenue of a 27MW wind farm located
in Qafë-Thanë, Pogradec-Albania is analysed. As the future availability of renewable energy resources is not affected by their use, wind
power can address many questions related to sustainability and flexibility of the existing fuel powered technologies. Hence, cutting carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions in Albania should be fully in line with the Paris Agreement including power sector especially. The proposed action
aims at developing a high-level promotion and market penetration strategy for RES, contributing to the mitigation of GHG in EU as well as
in the candidate countries including Albania. Furthermore, special support should be given to candidate countries in creating policies and
programmes to facilitate and promote RES technologies.
KEYWORDS: WIND ENERGY, CO2, GHG, RETSCREEN EXPERT 8.
towards reliable and more feasible energy systems based on
renewables [6].
Continued emissions of greenhouse gases will cause further
warming and changes in all components of the climate system.
Limiting climate change will require substantial and sustained
reductions of greenhouse gas emissions [7].
Wind power plants have a lifespan of roughly 20-25 years so that
optional GHG reduction credit, per equivalent tonne of CO2 (tCO2)
in conjunction with the net GHG reduction can be used to calculate
the annual GHG reduction revenue. Prices for GHG reduction
credits, per equivalent tonne of CO2 (tCO2), vary widely depending
on how the credit is generated and how it will be delivered to
achieve the most feasible option in RES projects.

1. Introduction
The idea for a clean, sustainable, flexible and environmentally
friendly energy system is quite impossible and unimaginable
without the promotion of renewable electricity as it is considered
the backbone of the global energy transition [1]. Encouraging of
renewable-sourced electricity systems is set to become the
dominant energy carrier in the global energy system and will play
a major role in decarbonising of energy sector.
As a consequence, huge investments in power generation systems
and infrastructure are needed. Despite cost declines and continuous
policy support, faster wind growth hinges on resolving social
acceptance, permitting and grid integration problems [2] The cost
of manufacturing wind turbines and PV has plummeted
dramatically in the last decade, making them not only affordable
but often the cheapest form to be replaced and integrated in
existing power systems. The cost of electricity from onshore wind
continues to decrease, with the global average falling to $53/MWh
in 2019 due to advancements in turbine design, capacity factors are
rising, making projects bankable even in areas with low wind
speeds including Albania.
This article presents a 27MW wind farm located in south-east part
of Albania and will contribute to the diversification of energy
sector with the main aim to achieve 2030 emission reduction goals
by 11.5% in 2030 following the European Green Deal [3]to cut
greenhouse gas emissions 55% by 2030. This increased level of
ambition for the next decade will put the EU on a balanced
pathway to climate neutrality by 2050. This article presents a
detailed analysis of 27MW grid-connected wind farm with the aim
to extend its capacity in the future, but this will be one of the most
potential location in the south-east part of Albania given in [4]
including environmental impact such as GHG emissions. The
improvement of grid reliability and limitation of power outages,
protection of critical loads, independence of foreign supply, and
increased energy security coupled with a fixed energy cost which
is immune to future tariffs and fossil fuel costs increases [5].
Albania offer a very favorable geographic position for fostering
and developing such environmental friendly energy types for
electricity generation. Albanian electricity system is totally based
on HPP with a total installed capacity of 2,275MW. Total
electricity generation capacity of the public company KESH sh.a.
is 1448 MW and constitutes about 63.47% of the total power
installed in our country. The use of different RES sources for
energy production represents a long-term objective for
implementation of three objectives of the country energy policies,
such as: support for the overall economic development; increase of
the security of energy supply and protection of environment. In the
other hand the depletion of fossil fuel and the negative effect on
the environment as well as the potential techno-economic merits of
"hybrid combinations" identified as a good solution moving

1.1 Site background and installation of proposed access point
antennas.
The facility and installation site of the proposed wind farm area is
around 22 km square geographically located at (Lat, Long)
41.04110°, 20.59580°, in Qafë-Thanë, Pogradec near the border
with North Macedonia, as it is shown in figure 2.

Figure 1: Wind power plant location. Qafë-Thanë, Pogradec,
Albania.
The specific weather data and wind potential of the proposed
location is given in the previous study [8]

1.2 Renewable Energy Resources and Support Policies
In the last 15 years has been rapid progress in the development of
RES exploitation technologies in Albania [4]. Developing wind
energy in Albania requires 2000MW investment in wind capacities
as at present there are no wind generations in the country [9]. Wind
potential areas such as Shkodra (Velipoja, Has), Kukes, Lezha
(Ishull Shengjin, Tale, Balldre), Durres (Ishem, Porto Romano),
Kavaja (Kryevidh), Fier (Seman), Karavasta (Hoxhara, Hoxhara
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2), Vlore (Akerni), Saranda, Korça and Tepelena are identified.
The main existing constraints such as altitude, site accessibility,
infrastructures, natural protected areas, distance less than 10 km
from the national power grid and less than 5 km from the national
road to the actual wind speed and wind potential of the proposed
wind farm are applied. Renewable energy sources, including solar,
wind, hydro, biofuels and other future renewable sources are at the
centre of the transition towards a less carbon-intensive and more
sustainable energy system [10]. Action to reduce the impact of
climate change is critical so that "The Paris Agreement" sets a goal
to limit the increase in global average temperature to well below
2°C above pre-industrial levels and to attempt to limit the increase
to 1.5°C. Implicit in these goals is the need for a transition to a
low-carbon energy sector, which accounts for two-thirds of global
emissions. RES, coupled with energy efficiency gains, can provide
90% of the CO2 emissions reductions in the roadmap to 2050.
Renewable energy is therefore a key component of Nationally
Determined Contributions (NDCs) – the central implementation
tool for countries under the Paris Agreement including Albania. At
present, the level of detail contained in NDCs differs from country
to country, with little in-depth analysis and limited quantitative
information about the role of renewable energy in meeting
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction targets [11].
To be fully in line with Paris Agreement target, Albania is working
and making real efforts to reduce electricity import, improve its
security of supply. The Albanian ministry of Energy and
Transportation and national energy institutions has compiled the
"The National Energy Strategy 2018-2030", consisting on 6
possible scenarios of energy's transition process toward a
sustainable and reliable energy by shifting Albania to
decentralized renewable energy market, and energy efficiency.
This strategy, requires a RES of 42% to the total energy
consumption by the end of 2030. The RES share actually is
approximately 30%. The first goal can be achieved by large scale
integration of RES capacities, especially wind generation
capacities[4]. The RES share in global electricity generation
reached almost 27% in 2019, renewable power as a whole still
needs to expand significantly to meet the SDS share of almost half
of generation by 2030 which requires the rate of annual capacity
additions to accelerate [2]. This will enable the EU to move
towards
a climate-neutral
economy and
implement
its
commitments under the Paris Agreement by updating its
Nationally Determined Contribution.

relatively lower LCOE than traditional fossil fuel based energy
plants in Germany [13]
3.0 Materials and Methods
Actually, there are several models available for conducting a set of
analysis including environmental impact and benefits. RETScreen
Expert is a clean-energy awareness, decision-support and capacitybuilding tool [14]. This model helps us as energy planers in
national level to determine the annual reduction in the emission of
greenhouse gases stemming from using the proposed technology in
place of the base case technology. The model uses a computerized
system with integrated mathematical algorithms and top to bottom
approach which has been developed to overcome the barriers to
clean energy technology implementation at the preliminary
feasibility stage. It provides a cost analysis, GHG emission
reduction analysis, financial summary, sensitivity analysis,
provides a low-cost preliminary assessment of RES projects with a
small set of a detailed information.
Methodology 2 as the more suitable to perform the technoeconomical analysis is chosen [4,14].
3.2 Emission reduction analysis
The model performs a GHG emission reduction analysis depending
on whether the clean energy system under consideration generates
electricity or provides other energy requirements. The only
difference lies in transmission and distribution losses, which are
incurred only by electricity generating systems. The reduction
ΔGHG is calculated as follows in equation 1:
(1)
 GHG  ebase  e prop E prop (1   prop )(1  ecr )



where ebase is the base case GHG emission factor, eprop is the
proposed case GHG emission factor, Eprop is the proposed case
annual electricity produced, λprop is the fraction of electricity lost in
transmission and distribution for the proposed case, and ecr the
GHG emission reduction credit transaction fee.
3.2.1 GHG emission factor
Starting point for the base case electricity generation system
strictly requires the calculation of the GHG emission factors,
defined as the mass of greenhouse gas emitted per unit of energy
produced. For a single fuel type, the following formula in equation
(2) is used to calculate the base case electricity system GHG
emission factor, ebase:
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(2)

1 1
 1 
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where eCO2, eCH4, and eN2O are respectively the CO2, CH4 and
emission factors for the fuel/source considered, GWPCO2, GWPCH4,
and GWPN2O are the global warming potentials for CO2, CH4 and
N2O, η is the fuel conversion efficiency and λ is the fraction of
electricity lost in transmission and distribution. The GHG emission
factor will vary according to the type and quality of the fuel, and
the type and size of the power plant. If there are supposed a
number of fuel types or sources, the GHG emission factor ebase for
the electricity mix is calculated as the weighted sum of emission
factors calculated for each individual fuel source as it is given in
equation (3):
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200000
0
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Figure 2: World Total Installed Capacity Trends and generation
for on shore & Of shore wind farm [IRENA, 2020]
In the graph in figure 2 the global installed wind capacity is given.
The growth of wind capacity worldwide tends an exponential
progress and results 3.5 times more in 2019 compared to 2010
generating 1,194,718 GWh of electricity.

n

ebase   f i ebase,i

(3)

i 1

where n is the number of fuels/sources in the mix, fi is the fraction
of end-use electricity coming from fuel/source i, and ebase, i is the
emission factor for fuel i, calculated through a formula similar to
equation (2):

2.0 On - Grid wind systems applications
The economic benefit is assessed based on the LCOE which
represents a good starting point to compare benefits and
competitiveness of different technologies [12]. Different studies
have demonstrated that a WPP system combined with PV offer
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5
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Electricity

The model calculates the GHG emission for the base case system
by multiplying the annual system losses by the global warming
potential. The annual GHG release in environmental results
61759.48 tCO2.

Table 2:Emission factors for the chosen fuel type in the study
(Diesel 6)

100
%
100
%

0

27.4

From the previous study [8] the most feasible scenario among 14
considered results scenario 6 given in the table 3.
The total electricity generation results 61020 MWh/yr and implies
two different wind technologies Vestas and Wind To Energy.

4.0 Simulation and results
Emission factors will vary for different types and qualities of fuels,
and for different types and sizes of power plants. The electricity
mix factors thus account for a weighted average of the fuel
conversion efficiencies and T&D losses of the different fuel types.
For fuel type selected, diesel 6, 100% single fuel mix, units are
given in (kg/GJ) shown in table 2.

Fuel Mix

V90-3.0 MW - 105m

The calculation of the proposed case electricity system GHG
emission factor, eprop, is similar to that of the base case GHG
emission factor, with the exception that for off-grid systems the
fraction of electricity lost in transmission and distribution is set to
zero. eprop is therefore calculated through equation (2) with λ=0, in
the case of a single fuel/source, or through equations (3) and (4)
with all λi=0, in the case of a mix of fuel/sources. Alternatively, the
proposed case GHG emission factor of 3%, before transmission
and distribution losses are applied.

V90-2.0 MW - 80m

3.2.2 GHG emission factor – proposed case electricity system

V90-1.8 MW - 9 5m

GHG emission factor for the year that the change in baseline takes
place, and the years that follow.

V90-2.0 MW - 105m

is the percentage change in the base case (baseline)

27

Scenario 2

Fuel Mix

rchange

(5)

Scenario 1

100%

where

 ebase rchange

Siemens

e

WIND TO
ENERGY

*
base

SIEMENS

is the fuel conversion

 ,i

efficiency for fuel i, and  ,i is fraction of electricity lost in
transmission and distribution for fuel i.
The GHG emission factor for the electricity mix will apply from
year 1 up to the year of change in baseline, as specified by the user,
unless no changes are specified; in this case, the emission factor
will apply throughout the life of the project. When a change in the
baseline emission factor is specified, the new factor for the year
that the change in baseline takes place, and the years that follow
will be determined by (e*):

Sinovel

and N2O emission factors for fuel i,

W2E

respectively the CO2, CH4

VESTAS

eCO2 ,i , eCH 4 ,i and eN 2O ,i are

where

Table 4: Calculation of CO2, CH4 and N2O for the base case
system.

(4)

N (MW)

 1, i 1 1 , i

Fuel Type
(Baseline GHG
Summary)



ebase,i  eCO2 ,iGWPCO2  eCH 4 ,iGWPCH 4  eN 2O ,iGWPN 2O

4.1 GHG reduction credit
In this case study the optional GHG reduction credit, per
equivalent tonne of CO2 (tCO2) is considered. It is used in
conjunction with the net GHG reduction to calculate the annual
GHG reduction revenue. Prices for GHG reduction credits, per
equivalent tonne of CO2 (tCO2), vary widely depending on how the
credit is generated and how it will be delivered. Other factors
which have an impact on price may include: voluntary or
mandatory emissions reduction; private or public purchase of
credits; credits traded within, for example, the European Union
Greenhouse Gas Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS), other
national, transnational, or regional schemes; type of technology
used to generate the emissions reductions. As of May 2014, prices
including rates for carbon taxes varied between $1 to $168 per
tonne of CO2 [15].
The model escalates the GHG reduction credit rate yearly
according to the GHG reduction credit escalation rate starting from
year 1 and throughout the GHG reduction credit duration as it is
given in the table 4.

Firstly, the baseline case consider a diesel 6 fuel type Genset which
has a typical electricity generation efficiency of 28.6% and CO2
emission factor results 278.9kg/GJ. Specific emission factor for
N2O for the selected fuel type is 0.0019kg/GJ and 0.0029kg/GJ of
CH4.
The GHG emission factor results 1.01 kgCO2/kWh suposing a 7%
T&D losses.
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and solution in the way to deep decarbonisation of the power
sector in Albania, hence the carbon credits of $25/tCO2 giving a
net specific emission reduction of 2084 tCO2/MW per year should
be applied.

Table 4: Assumptions and calculation of the GHG revenue
Unit
Value
GHG reduction credit rate

$/tCO2

25

GHG reduction credit duration

yr

25

GHG reduction credit escalation rate

%

2.0

Gross annual GHG emission reduction

tCO2

GHG credits transaction fee

%

Net annual GHG emission reduction

tCO2

GHG reduction revenue

$

8. References
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1407190
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Carbon credit instruments often coexist with other heterogeneous
policies that may directly or indirectly contribute to reducing GHG
emissions by addressing areas such energy or infrastructure. In our
study they have to be planned to interact and complement other
strategic priorities at local and national levels. The GHG reduction
credit duration is acceped to be applied all into the whole lifetime
of the proposed WPP system supposing a reduction credit
escalation rate of 2.0%. From the calculation in the model the net
annual GHG results 56288tCO2 leading to 1407190$ of GHG
reduction revenue. The credit transaction fee of 2% is accepted. In
the graph in figure 3 the results carried out from the simulations of
the proposed WPP with a net power capacity 27MW compared to
that of the base case (diesel 6) is given. The base system, release
61759.48tCO2 while the wind power scenario can reduce the GHG
to 57436.32 tCO2 per year.
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Figure 3: Results of the simulation of the baseline scenario system.
The simulation shows that an amount of 93% tCO2 compared to
the based fuel power system equivalent to 10519 of cars and light
trucks not used or 13054 acres of forest absorbing carbon is
reduced.
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7. Conclusion
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Qafë-Thanë, Pogradec, Albania including a universal
understanding of the GHG emission related factors that makes the
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its potentiality effectiveness by applying a GHG reduction rate of
25$/tCO2 and many other parameters within a sensitivity analyses
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sector is very deterministic and should be at the center of energy
transition process in Albania. The model calculates the annual
GHG reduction revenue which represents the revenue generated by
the sale or exchange of the GHG reductions. It is calculated from
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escalated by a GHG reduction credit escalation rate of 2%.
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An investigation on wind energy potential – a future option for Albania?
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Abstract: The aim of this work is to investigate the potential of wind energy for the future power supply in Albania. The level of
information available about wind zones in Albania requires highly reliable data supplied by our institutions. However, no significant
investments have been recorded in the sector in the recent years. A number of studies published a wind map with wind speeds over 5 m/s and
its annual number of hours. Based on this data and a boundary layer model with the roughness of the landscape as an input, maps of wind
speeds at 50 m and 100 m (typical elevation heights of modern wind hubs) are developed. In order to estimate the potential yield of the most
promising Albanian locations, the density of the annual energy output assuming different wind turbine characteristics and wind speed
distribution have been carried out. In this paper a basic cost analysis based on simple payback method is performed. Cost of electricity
generation from wind power and payback period have been determined.
Keywords: RENEWABLESWIND ENERGY, WIND SPEED, ENERGY POTENTIAL, ALBANIA

Fig.1 the map gives not only the locations with wind speeds above 5
m/s but also the annual number of hours.

1. Introduction
In Albania the renewable energy sources target up to 2020 was
38%, although this objective was mostly accomplished by 35%.
According to the National Energy Strategy 2018-2030 this target is
42.2% [1]. Electricity generation in Albania is dominated by
hydropower with a total installed capacity of 2,275 MW by
December 2019. Comparing to 2018 an increase of 71 MW
installed capacity was recorded. Total generation capacity of public
company KESH sh.a is 1448 MW, or 63.47 % of the total
generation capacity of the country. Private companies operating in
this sector share 827 MW, or 36.23% of the total generation
capacity. Total electricity generation for the year 2019 was 5,200
GWh, which is 57.3% of the total electricity generation [2]. The rest
of the electricity generation was realized by private hydropower
companies. However, the average electricity demand in the country
is around 8,000 GWh. For Albania, due to its high dependence on
hydropower and therefore rainfalls the gap between electricity
demand and generation is covered by import supply. According to
KESH sh.a records show 2010 as the most productive year for
electricity generations. Power generation from photovoltaics for the
year 2019 is 22,196 MWh. Due to its geographical position in the
Mediterranean solar irradiation values varies from 1450-1500
kWh/m2.year. Most parts of Albania have 300 days of sunshine a
year or the average amount of sunshine for Albania is 2400 hours of
sunshine per year, whereas the Western Lowlands, including the
Karavasta Lagoon and Myzeqe area, where the photovoltaic plant
will be built, have 2700 hours of sunshine a year. In the recent
months in the photovoltaic sector in Albania significant investment
contracts are signed, such as Karavasta Photovoltaic Park with a
capacity of 140 MW [3]. Wind energy resources constitute a
potential opportunity for power production in Albania. According to
AKBN (National Agency of Natural Resources) the major problem
of establishing wind power plant in Albania, is the lack of
consecutive measurements of the velocity and wind duration. The
main directions of wind in our country are northwest-southeast and
southwest-northeast, with dominant direction towards land.
Albania’s coastline is 345 km north-south direction, where a part is
the coastal lowlands and the other coast very close to the south
seaside mountain. Inside the territory, the direction and intensity of
wind from area to area varies in time [4].

Kukes

Lezhe

Kryevidh

Sheqeras

Gllave

1000-3000 hours
3000-4500 hours
4500-5250 hours
Xarre

Fig.1. Albania’s map on annual hours with wind speed >5 m/s [6]
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the annual number of hours for
different wind speeds. In a clear way one can observe the difference
of hours between the locations considered: E.g., Gllave has many
hours with wind speeds above 5 m/s but also the other locations
have approximately the same amount of hours. The measurements
of wind speed were done by the meteorological stations at 10 m
elevation, i.e. at an elevation of 10 m the anemometer of the station
was positioned.
The quantification of the local wind energy resources can be done
by their annual average wind power density:
0,5 
3
pw,a 
 v dt
8760 Year

2. Wind speed characteristics in Albania
The level of information available about harness wind speeds zones
in Albania is poor. The only measurements for wind speeds are
done by meteorological stations [5] and it should be pointed that
these measurements are not so trusty because these meteorological
station are not only to measure the wind speed but and other
atmospheric factors. Also, in Albania there are some zones that are
known from the inhabitants as zones with high-speed levels but
there are no done wind speed measurements available. In this study
6 zones have been investigated for annual wind speed hours. In

(1)
with

pw , a
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t
Time [hours]
v
Horizontal component of wind speed [m/s]
Air density (ρ = 1.225 [kg/m3] at normal
ρ
atmospheric conditions).

The roughness class influences the wind speed profile (i.e. in terms
of basic fluid dynamics: the boundary layer profile) as shown in Fig
3. It clearly shows that that zones with low roughness classes (i.e.
small roughness lengths) have the highest values of wind speeds
and vice versa. The horizontal wind speed is zero at the earth’s
surface and increases with altitude in the atmospheric boundary
layer. The turbulent fluctuations caused by the characteristics of the
terrain influence the profile quite dramatically. The variation of
wind speed with elevation is referred to as the vertical profile of the
wind speed. The variation of wind speed with elevation above
ground level has important influences on the both assessment of
wind energy resources and design of wind turbines.

The international wind power classes according to [2] based on the
mean wind speed v or the annual average wind power density

pw , a

have been investigated. Tab.1 shows the international wind power
classes according to [7] based on the mean wind speed v or the
annual average wind power density
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Table1. Wind Power classes [6]

pw,a [W/m2]
10-m
elevation
0-100
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250-300
300-400
400-1000

50-m
elevation
0-200
200-300
300-400
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600-800
800-2000
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Fig.3 The influence of the roughness class on wind speed profile

Equivalent mean wind
speed v [m/s]
10-m
50-m
elevation elevation
0,0 - 4,4
0,0 - 5,6
4,4 - 5,1
5,6 -6,4
5,1 - 5,6
6,4 - 7,0
5,6 - 6,0
7,0 - 7,5
6,0 - 6,4
7,5 - 8,0
6,4 - 7,0
8,0 - 8,8
7,0 - 9,4
8,8 - 11,9

Analyzing the Fig.1 at 10 m elevation can be defined 6 zones with
annual average wind speeds. Zone A with wind speed v=2.6 m/s,
Zone B with wind speed v=3.5 m/s, Zone C with v=4.5 m/s,
whereas zone D with v=4.58 m/s and Zone E with v=5.56 m/s. For
all calculations a roughness class 3 was selected. The most probable
locations for wind turbines in Albania are characterized by villages,
small towns, agricultural land with many or tall sheltering. Thus the

z0 =0.4

corresponding roughness length is

m. Based on this

assumption the annual average wind speeds at different elevations
can be calculated. Of special interest is the wind speed above 50 m
elevation because this is the elevation of the hub of large modern
wind turbines.
150

Map Zones
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A
B

90

C

60

D

30

ln  z / z0 

ln  zref / z0 

3. Annual Distribution of the wind speed

Height [m]

The roughness of the surface of the landscape determines the
boundary of the wind speed profile and thus the change of wind
speed with elevation. According to [8] E.g., the open sea has the
roughness class 0 and the corresponding roughness length is almost
0, too. That means that the terrain does not influence the wind speed
and the energy index corresponding to this roughness class is 100
%. Based on a reference elevation zref one can estimate [9] the wind
speed profile and thus any wind speed at different elevations
employing:

v  vref

6
v [m/s]

Fig.2 Distribution of the annual hours with various wind speeds in
the six zones
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Fig. 4 Vertical profile of wind speed for different zones in Albania

zref

To find the annual wind distribution we refer to the maps of the
annual average speeds at 10 m, 50 m, and 100 m elevation. At least
for some Middle European countries the annual wind distribution
can be model quite accurately by a Raleigh distribution function [9]

z
Reference elevation, i.e. the elevation where
we know the exact wind speed v ref
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4. Annual Energy Output

vi (4)
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A significant measure of the cost-effectiveness of a wind turbine is
its production of energy. Calculation of annual energy output
requires knowledge of the wind speed frequency distribution and
the system power output of each turbine as a function of wind
speed. Furthermore every prediction of annual energy output is site
specific, depending the local wind flow patterns and turbulence the
number and the type of neighboring turbines and the air density
[10]. After the calculations of the Raleigh distribution, can evaluate
the frequency distribution of the speed over the year. Also, we can
display the gross annual energy output in the wind speed [10]



Annual average wind speed [m/s] (the values of

v

vi

the average wind distribution map)

are taken in
Wind

speed [m/s]
Because of lack of information, the Raleigh function is also used to
estimate the annual wind speed distribution in Albania.
In Figs.5-7, the Raleigh distribution at different elevations and the
earlier defined zones are shown. In Fig 5 is shown the percentage of
the Raleigh distribution in different zones (zone C10 and D10 have
almost the same values for v and h).
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The general equation for calculating gross annual energy output is
eq.6 (output exclusive of energy consumed for station-keeping,
down-times losses, array effect etc). [11]

Map zones

h

1
 Av 3tT
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Average power out put over the wind speed
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Cumulative time the wind speed at the elevation

of the centre of the swept area

t  8760* hRay.distr

Fig. 5 Raleigh distribution for 10 m elevation

[hours/year]

To estimate annual energy output (AEO) we will do our calculation
based on ENERCON wind turbine [12].

Map zones
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24
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 ,  , c p ) are taken constant.

The calculations have been carried out based only in one E-66
installed, and is supposed as this type of wind turbine is installed in
all the five zones (A, B, C, D, E).

Fig. 6 Raleigh distribution for 50 m of elevation

ENERCON E66(85m elevation)

C100

AEO [MWh/year]

1000

0.15

A85

Zones
B85

C85

800
600

0.1

400

0.05
0

Rotor diameter

From the investigations through turbine technology variants we can
conclude which variant is better, although these turbines have not
the same rated power. The factor that AEO depends is rotor swept
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200
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Fig.7 Raleigh distribution for 100 m elevation

Fig. 8 Annual Energy Output of wind turbine ENERCON (E-66 70
m rotor diameter)
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TIC
Total initial cost of the wind turbine system [€]
FCR
Levelized fixed charge rate [1/year]
AOM
Annual cost of operation and maintenance
[€/year]
AF
Availability factor accounting for system
downtime [kWh/year]
AEO
Annual energy output [kWh/year]

Table 2. Summary of annual energy out put in different hub heights
for different zones with E-66.

ENERCON E-66

A65
B65
C65
D65
E65

1.093,74
2.707,66
5.091,57
5.275,55
7.466,16
21.634,678

A85
B85
C85
D85
E85

1.280,5998
3.311,3509
5.654,1921
5.862,9
8.040,0214
24.149,064

A98
B98
C98
D98
E98

1.382,397
3.589,5358
5.951,514
6.156,1843
8.314,7602
25.394,391

Zones at 85m
elevation

Tot[.MWh/year]

Zones at 98m
elevation

Tot[.MWh/year]

Tot[.MWh/year]

Based on eq. (7), it can be estimated the cost of electricity COE
[€/kWh] and the simple payback period SP [year] For estimating
annual energy output AEO [kWh/year] in all harness zones of
Albania (zone A is not a harness zone) the ENERCON E-66 wind
turbine with different hub heights (three types, based in the hub
height) are considered. It has to be pointed out that all calculations
are done on the base of only one single 1,8 MW - turbine in each
zone. The results are presented in Fig.9.

COE (€cent/kWh)

Zones at 65m
elevation

AEO [MWh/y]

.

The determination of total initial cost (TIC) generally involves
the cost of wind turbines and installation cost. In the installation
costs are involved, cost of roads, construction, transportation etc. In
general, economics studies, wind turbine installed costs are often
normalized to cost per unit rotor area or cost for rated power
installed. The price of wind turbines is very difficult to determine
because it depends on many factors such as:



SP 

D

E

Zone at 65m elev

12.80

6.81

6.57

4.64

Zone at 85m elev

11.08

6.49

6.26

4.56

Zone at 98m elev.

10.68

6.44

6.23

4.61

TIC
( AEOxPrice)

( 8)

It should be pointed out that the calculation of simple payback
period omits many factors that may have a significant effect on the
system’s economic cost effectiveness.

Number of turbines utilized.
Operation and maintenance costs are an important requirement for
all energy production facilities accounting for a significant portion
of the unit costs.

Employing eq. (8) one gets the results shown in Tab.3, where the
price of electricity included in the equation is the price that private
customers. As we can see the SP varies from 6,4 to 17,97 years.

Operation and maintenance cost are expressed in a number of
different ways and it can be confusing to understand the data.
However, there are two main ways of presenting the data:
 As a percentage of purchase price (€/kW installed); for
operation and maintenance (AOM) 2-3% of capital costs are
required annually;
The cost of energy (COE), delivered to the customers, contains the
following three general elements:

Table 3. Simple payback period, SP (years) for different zones and
hub heights for one E-66, 1,8 MW
TIC [€]

Zones at 65m elevation


Capital cost

Operating and Maintenance cost

Annual Energy Output
According to [13] the following formula can be used for estimating
the cost of energy:
(7)

where
COE

C

The payback period (in years) is equal to the total capital cost of the
wind system divided by the average annual return from the
produced power [14]. In its simplest form (simple payback period),
it is expressed in equation form as

Wind speed and conditions
Site where the wind turbine is going to erection
Location
Foundation

TICxFCR  AOM
COE 
AFxAEO

B

Fig.9 Cost of electricity generation from E-66 wind turbine
selection

5. Cost Analysis






18.00
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14.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
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4.00
2.00
0.00

Unit cost of electricity [€/kWh]
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Price
[€/kWh]

AEO
[kWh/year]

AAR
[€/year]

SP
[years]

A65

1.800.000

B65

1.800.000 0,0370

2.707.658,89 100.183,38 17,97

C65

1.800.000 0,0370

5.091.568,23 188.388,02 9,55

D65

1.800.000 0,0370

5.275.549,97 195.195,35 9,22

E65

(6.1)
1.800.000 0,0370
7.466.162,25 276.248,00 6,52
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Zones at 98m elevation

Zones at 85m elevation
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The aim of this work was to investigate the potential of wind energy
for the future power supply in Albania. The renewable energy
sources in Albania have a considerable potential, since the energy
demand is largely supplied by hydropower. Currently, do not exist
significant wind energy investment in the country, however the
government has taken steps forward in the field of photovoltaics.
The level of information available about wind speed zones in
Albania is poor. A wind resources map depicting wind speeds over
5 m/s and its annual number of hours has been published in the
previous years. Based on this data and a boundary layer model, with
the roughness of the landscape as an input, maps of wind speeds at
50 m or 100 m (typical elevation heights of modern wind turbine
hubs) are developed. One can define five different zones of annual
average wind speeds at different locations, A, B, C, D, and E,
indicating an average speed of 2 to more than 5 m/s. Zone E with
more than 5 m/s is located in the northeast of Albania, close to
Kukes. Zones D and C correspond to Gllava and Kryevidh. The
wind data correspond well to the ones found for comparable
regions, e.g. the northern coast of Greece. A wind profile for three
different elevation heights has been performed for the six wind
zones studied in this article. A survey of some current large wind
turbines with respect to rated wind speed, cut-in- and cut-out wind
speed, efficiency, design features and cost is given. The wind
turbine found suitable for this paper was considered to be the
German ENERCON turbine E-66 (1.8 MW, 70 m rotor diameter).
To characterize the potential earning of the most promising
Albanian locations the density of the annual energy output is used.
Calculations for the annual energy output assuming different hub
heights, different types of wind turbines, rotor areas, efficiencies,
power coefficients, and the wind speed distribution are carried out.
The costs such as the total initial cost, the operation and
maintenance costs and miscellaneous costs for wind turbines from
various manufacturers are summarized. A payback period of 6,5
year is estimated for the zone E in Kukes. With a moderately
increased price level also zones C and D (Gllava and Kryevidh)
could be worth to be considered. In this calculation the costs of
transportation, coonstruction and the connection to electric grid
have not been considered.
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